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ABSTRACT

CAREERS IN CROSS-CULTURAL CONTEXT:
WOMEN BANK MANAGERS IN FINLAND AND IN THE UNITED STATES

SEPTEMBER, 1991

SARAH WILLIAMS JACOBSON, B.A., GRINNELL COLLEGE

M.B.A., UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT

Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by: Linda Smircich

Assumptions of neo-classical economics have defined most career theorizing and research in
management and organizational scholarship. However, over the thirty years following enactment
of equal opportunity legislation in the USA, the incorporation of career experiences of women
managers within this model has been uneasy.
This dissertation, informed by feminist epistemological standpoints, demonstrates an ap¬
proach for exploring career experiences of women managers outside traditional theoretical
models. Assumed splits between organization/individual, career/private life, and objective/subjec¬
tive experience, common in past scholarship, are abandoned in favor of a holistic view which
considers the careers of individuals in relation to the organizational, economic, legal, governmen¬
tal, and cultural contexts in which they are conducted.

vi

Adopting a comparative/polycentric research design, career experiences of women managers
in two diverse societies (the USA and Finland) were studied. The inductive, socio-linguistic proj¬
ect was guided by two research questions: (1) How do a group of women managers in two diverse
cultures frame the subjective experience of "career"? (2) What can be learned about cultural, insti¬
tutional, and organizational values and priorities from the subjective expression of individually
experienced lives?
Using Q-methodologies for data collection in each location, career "scripts" were fashioned
which connect the micro (individual) and macro (contextual) levels of analysis.
Results support contentions that: (1) scholarship examining career experiences of women
managers must, of necessity, include experience in both the world of work and private life; (2)
universalizing career concepts are faulty because they ignore the importance of institutional form
and practice in molding individual experiences; (3) scripts of career have a parochial dimension
and are filtered through values of the wider culture in which they exist; (4) any study of "manage¬
rial careers" must distinguish the context in which notions of "management" exist; (5) traditional
requirements of objectivity and neutrality in the research process, as well as a distancing relation¬
ship between researcher/researched, block collaborative research approaches; collaborative
approaches, however, seem necessary in understanding careers in context; (6) it is important to
recognize the contextual situatedness of traditional scholarship (mostly developed in the USA)
when analyzing the current status of knowledge about "careers."
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CHAPTER 1
BEGINNINGS AND BACKGROUND
A geranium in flames on a green cloth becomes
yours. You, coming home after years to light the
stove, get out the typewriter and begin again.
Your story.
Adrienne Rich, 1975

The Beginning of the Beginning
This project began, as so many good things in my life have, over conversation at the dinner
table during February, 1989. Over that winter, lifts Maijosola, a doctoral student at The Helsinki
School of Economics, lived with me for several weeks while working on the writing of her disser¬
tation with faculty at the University of Massachusetts. When I offered to house lifts I admit to
having had some reservations — my apartment was very small and I was submerged in the re¬
search for, and writing of, two complex comprehensive examination papers. But, I decided, the
distraction and company might do me some good. Writing can be very lonely work. In retrospect
it seems to me that grace was operating in my decision making. For without my friendship with
lifts and our long, and deeply personal conversations, this project could never have been con¬
ceived.
The comprehensive examination project which I was working on that winter consisted of two
parts. The first was a paper, written with my colleague Roy Jacques, in which we explored the
broad terrain of thinking which is generally lumped into one category and labeled feminist theory.
Our purpose in writing this paper was to search for ideas developed by feminists in other disci¬
plines which might have relevance for our dissertation work. In the second paper, written
individually but very much affected by the first, I summarized and "picked apan" literature on "ca¬
reer" using gender as a category for analysis. Therefore, issues of women’s life and career
experience were very much on my mind when lifts joined me that cold February.
I knew that in my dissertation I wanted to respond to Judi Marshall’s invitation to "Revision
career concepts" [1989] from within a feminist perspective, and I knew that I wanted to examine
linkages between contextual arrangements and subjective expressions of career. I wanted, in other
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words, to look at the ways in which women spoke of their "careers" and the balance of their lives
and to look beneath those subjective expressions for examination of the context in which those
lives were being conducted. But, beyond that I was "stuck" in terms of designing a specific proj¬
ect. Enter Iiris.
As Iiris and I shared our lives, it became clear to me that our life stories were at once similar
and dissimilar, and that those common threads and differences contained not only personal ele¬
ments but were also reflective of the specific cultural, economic, and social contexts in which we
lived. As we talked, the seeds of my dissertation were planted. Why not do an inductive crosscultural study, in which I explored what women managers said about conducting their careers in a
small, homogeneous, northern European social democracy and compare their stories with those of
women managers working in a similar industry in the United States? Some two years later, this is
the product of that germination.
I have come to think metaphorically of this dissertation as a journey, a physical one to be
sure, but also an intellectual one. Following in the footsteps of Debra Myerson [ 1989] in the writ¬
ing of her dissertation, it is my hope that in reading this account of my journey the reader, insofar
as is ever possible, will be able to "get inside my head" at each step along the way; to share my
thinking and understand the actions I took based on that thinking.
To this end, I have separated the documentation of my journey into seven chapters, each of
which builds and expands upon the content of that which proceeds it. In this chapter I outline my
fundamental epistemological position. In placing issues of epistemology at the very outset, I de¬
part from the customary practice of beginning a dissertation with a comprehensive literature
review on the topic of interest. I am adopting this strategy for two reasons. First, I believe it is im¬
portant to share with the reader as early as possible my own particular views on the creation of
knowledge, views which have been strongly influenced by feminist thinking and writing in other
disciplines. This discussion will provide tools for the reader to use in weighing and evaluating the
things I say later about the literature on "career" and "cross-cultural" theorizing and research, as
well as providing for some general understanding of the manner in which I began to conceive of
the dissertation project. Second, in assigning primacy to issues of epistemology, I underscore my
own deeply held belief in its importance.

2

In Chapter 2,1 review theory and research done in the past on "career," discuss the often im¬
plicit assumptions which I believe have molded this work in specific ways, and point to
limitations which these assumptions have imposed. In Chapter 3,1 discuss cross-cultural research
in a similar manner noting selected work on "career" which has been done within this research
stream. These two chapters offer the opportunity, in Chapter 4, to describe the specific project,
and to explain as well as justify the methodology I decided to adopt in order to examine the issues
of interest to me. Chapter 4 also expands upon the first chapter in describing the translation of my
general epistemological position in the instant case. In chapters 5 and 6 I relate the stories of the
research projects in Finland and the United States in independent detail, leaving for the final chap¬
ter my observations about comparisons in the results which emerged from the two.
In the course of this journey — both actual and metaphorical — I saw and learned many
things, met many wonderful and helpful people, encountered obstacles and reroutings, changed
my itinerary, readjusted my modes of transportation and, finally, have arrived at my destination in
the completion of this document. Please join me as I share the thinking which I brought to the
journey at its inception.

Background — Epistemology
As I noted above, everything which follows depends upon an understanding of its epistemo¬
logical foundation. The purpose of the balance of this chapter, therefore, is to provide a basic road
map for the reader, one which might help to understand who I "am," or say I am, as a scholar. I
will describe my views on several interrelated topics — reality as a social construction, the nature
of knowledge and the feminist critique of social science — indicating in each case the implica¬
tions of these ideas for my general epistemological position and the background thinking which
led to this project.

Reality as a Social Construction
I adhere to the view that society and all of its institutions, despite their seeming "realness," are
actually the construction of human beings acting both individually and in groups; that, in fact,
there is nothing natural or necessarily predetermined about these arrangements. Berger and Luckman define social reality as "a quality appertaining to phenomena that we recognize as having a
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being independent of our own volition" [Berger and Luckman, 1966:1]. Because social phenom¬
ena are apprehended as having an existence beyond individual volition, they often assume the
character of fixed immutability. Because we are bom into it, the social world which existed before
our individual presence and will exist after our exit, seems "real." The same can be said of the so¬
cial world as constituted in organizations. Although this may seem obvious when described, it is
quite easy in practice to forget that the social world has, in fact, been created by human beings
and that the meanings attributed to social interactions are also the constructions of human beings.
These forms and meanings are then transmitted to new generations of human beings, and recre¬
ated and transmitted anew. According to Berger and Luckman, this forms the process and
significance of socialization.
Berger and Luckman point out that, "Maximal success in socialization is likely to occur in so¬
cieties with a very simple division of labor and minimal distribution of knowledge. Socialization
under such conditions produces identities that are socially predefined and profiled to a high de¬
gree" [: 164]. However, in complex societies, social meaning and the production of individual
social identity become fragmented and partial. One individual’s experience of living in the social
world and attributing meaning to it differs, to a lesser or greater degree, from every other
individual’s experience.
In complex societies, therefore, the possibility exists for "counterdefinitions of reality" [: 166].
This ontological interpretation of social reality forms the deep foundation for the argument of
much of feminist theorizing and for my own understanding. Social reality, rather than being
viewed as a fixed unchanging structure, is seen as having been created by human beings for spe¬
cific purposes. The conceptualization of "patriarchy" [e.g., Weedon, 1987] or "androcentrism"
[e.g., Eisler, 1987] depends upon this ontological foundation. Chris Weedon describes the idea of
patriarchy in this manner:
As feminists we take as our starting point the patriarchal structure of so¬
ciety. The term ‘patriarchal’ refers to power relations in which women’s
interests are subordinated to the interests of men. These power structures
take many forms, from the sexual division of labour and the social or¬
ganisation of procreation to the internalized norms of femininity by
which we live. Patriarchal power rests on the social meanings given to bi¬
ological sexual difference.
[1987:2]
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The power of patriarchy is seen by Weedon, and most other feminists, as having historically
molded our social interactions and potentialities as men and women. While opinions are diverse
in terms of "how patriarchy gained such power, how it manages to maintain its dominance and in
offering guidance for a process which could change such arrangements" [Jacobson and Jacques,
1989a:6], the notion of patriarchal structure as a socially constructed reality pervades all feminist
thought.
This suggests to me that being a gendered creature in society changes both the absolute expe¬
rience of living within it and the meanings which are attributed to that experience. However,
while our experience as gendered creatures forms one aspect of our apprehension of the social
world, it is not the only element. Because each of us perceives the world from an individual per¬
spective, our presence in other social categories is also important. For example, the historical
moment and culture in which we live, our race, our ethnicity, our class, and our personal family
histories, contribute additional elements.
This makes generalizing about social experience within gender category difficult if not impos¬
sible. I will discuss this issue in greater detail in a moment. However, the important point here is
that patriarchy, as a social construct, developed historically as a structure serving specific pur¬
poses, ones which benefited the interests of those holding greater social power. And, while
patriarchy continues to hold sway on many levels, and is tenacious and difficult to challenge, it
need not represent the only way in which social life is organized or power relationships are main¬
tained. This idea is acceptable only if one believes that, rather than emerging from natural law,
social reality is the endlessly fascinating construction of human beings themselves.

The Nature of Knowledge
In Sociological Paradigms and Organisational Analysis [1979], Gibson Burrell and Gareth
Morgan frame the contemporary epistemological argument in the social sciences as being "predi¬
cated upon a view of the nature of knowledge itself: whether, for example, it is possible to
identify and communicate the nature of knowledge as being hard, real and capable of being trans¬
mitted in tangible form, or whether ‘knowledge’ is of a softer, more subjective, spiritual or even
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transcendental kind, based on experience and insight of a unique and essentially personal na¬
ture” [:2].
Consistent with the idea that the social world is not a fixed reality lying outside the experi¬
ence of the individual, is the notion that social phenomena "can only be understood from the point
of view of the individuals who are directly involved in the activities which are to be studied"
[1979:5]. Within this view there is no "Truth," per se, but rather multiple, contextual truths which
depend for their expression on the particular experience and interpretation of the individual. And
furthermore, it is simply not possible as a researcher to distance oneself from the researched. In
fact, research and knowledge are themselves social constructions. Burrell and Morgan label this
kind of epistemology "antipositivist" because it calls into question assumptions of objectivity and
neutrality (the ability to stand apart from the subject of research) which characterize the dominant
positivist paradigm of "normal" social science [Kuhn, 1970].
Along another dimension, Burrell and Morgan indicate that assumptions which are made
about the nature of society itself, define the purposes of knowledge production, as well as the top¬
ics which will be selected for study. They frame this debate as between, on the one hand, a
"sociology of regulation — to refer to the writings of those who are primarily concerned to pro¬
vide explanations of society in terms which emphasise its underlying unity and cohesiveness"
and, on the other, a "sociology of radical change — its basic concern is to find explanations for
the radical change, deep-seated structural conflict, modes of domination and structural contradic¬
tions which its theorists see as characterising modem society" [1979:17], The latter "is often
visionary and Utopian, in that it looks towards potentiality as much as actuality; it is concerned
with what is possible rather than with what is" [:17].
Because feminist theorists have located the foundation of their thinking on what was origi¬
nally a political movement which challenged patriarchal institutions and practice, literally all of
them frame their work, to one extent or another, within a sociology of radical change. The radical
change called for by these theorists extends beyond consideration of the nature of society to in¬
clude a critique of the scientific method itself as both a product and legitimator of patriarchy. As
Schulamit Reinhartz notes:
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Feminists have shown that it is not only the class structure of the histori¬
cal period that influences the production of knowledge, but also the sex
of the writer, because social conditions differentially affect men and
women, making the perspectives of each a reflection of their sexbased
ideology.
[1985:161]
Expanding on Reinhartz, this critique of knowledge production, arising from a social construc¬
tionist view of reality, depends upon a distinction between sex and gender — sex as the biological
maleness or femaleness into which each of us is bom and gender as that panoply of masculine and
feminine characteristics which define us as men and women in society and which may vary
"across cultures or through time.in a social context where factors of social status and power
combine with reproductive biology to shape the experience of males and females" [Gilligan,
1982:2]. The feminist critique of science is not, therefore, a criticism of the work of all men nor is
it offered in support of the work of all women. Both men and women "do" science. The observa¬
tion that the scientific discipline is "masculine" extends to work done by either sex. The
delineation of this critique which follows builds upon the ideas of Sandra Harding [1986, 1987]
and revolves around four integrated topics: the masculinity of science, universality, rationality/
individuality, and neutrality [Jacobson and Jacques, 1989b].

A Feminist Critique of Science
The Masculinity of Science and a Challenge to Dualistic Thinking
The observation that science is, in itself, masculine is hard for some to buy. However, if one
considers the fact that the philosophy and discipline of science have been constructed almost ex¬
clusively by men who assumedly share at least some masculine characteristics, (in fact, women
have until recently been systematically excluded from the scientific community [Arditti et. al.,
1980]), and the close parallel between science and archetypal characteristics of masculinity in
western culture, the claim becomes somewhat more valid.
In a recent text, Psychological Androgyny, the author lists the following characteristics as
being generally considered "masculine" in our culture: independent, self-confident, unemotional,
objective, analytical, dominant, logical and rational. Also listed are those characteristics generally
considered "feminine" in our culture: emotional, sensitive, expressive, nurturing, intuitive, tender,
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cooperative [Cook, 1985:4]. While some might argue with this list of attributes and, while it
clearly would be fallacious to claim that every or any individual, male or female, in our culture
possesses with gender appropriateness all or, for that matter, any of those characteristics enumer¬
ated, Jacobson and Jacques [1989b] note that the following observations do seem possible:
(1) The values of science are highly compatible with those of stereotypic masculinity.
(2) The values of science are unrelated or antithetical to those of stereotypic femininity.
The reason this is so fundamental to the feminist critique, and to background thinking for this
project, is that if the values of science can be seen to correspond to but one subset of human expe¬
rience, that is the value system of stereotypic masculinity, then the supposedly real criteria of
objectivity, reliability, validity and significance can be seen as value based themselves. This both
limits the range of topics which can be studied (whatever is studied must be finite, observable and
measurable) and the kind of knowledge which can be produced.
This is not to say (and, here I depart from many feminists), that I believe that the scientific
method and the use of quantitative information are always useless and/or inappropriate. In fact, as
the reader will discover later, I believe that sophisticated quantitative methodology is quite useful
in certain instances. For example, the systematic use of numbers can provide a powerful tool
(1) for reducing even the most subjective kinds of data to comprehensible dimensions, (2) when
counting, and (3) when documenting and summarizing observed patterns. The important thing, I
argue, is that the scientific method and the use of quantitative information constitute but one way
of knowing, although they have often been seen as being of substantially greater value because of
their symbolic gender connection. And, as I will expand upon in a moment, it is often the use to
which such knowledge is put which is the more substantive issue.
Essential to my thinking is a critique of the kind of "dualism” which accords greater value to

any one way of knowing. "At base a socially constructed categorization that has come to be con¬
sidered ‘lawlike,’ this dualism has many variations, both philosophical and practical. These
include: head/heart, reason/emotion, fact/value, mind/body, public/private, self/other,
objective/subjective, individual/collective, work/play, industry/domesticity etc." [Glennon,
1987:260].
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While this position has something in common with other strands of what has been called the
anti foundational/postmodem critique in that "it argues for plurality of discourse, rejects the funda¬
mental dichotomies of Enlightenment thought (especially the subject/object dichotomy) and
asserts that knowing entails engagement and involvement" [Hekman, 1987:68], it does so by iden¬
tifying Enlightenment rationalism specifically as an androcentric product of patriarchy and,
therefore, as an historically and distinctly male mode of thought. Some believe, in fact, that the
"fundamental dichotomies of the Enlightenment are rooted in the male/female dichotomy" [:68].
This project challenges dualistic thinking both at the level of the study itself and also in terms
of its underlying political agenda. It "rests on assumptions that the ideal human is a dialectical fu¬
sion of reason and emotion and that any division of self into roles is dehumanizing" [Glennon
:264], This view, called "synthesism" by Glennon, has informed the design of the project which is
"’founded on dialectical premises that reject ‘the law of the excluded middle’ in positivism’s Aris¬
totelian logical base. Thus the idea that a thing can be either A or non-A which leads to the whole
dualizing tradition, is replaced in Synthesist logic with Hegelian based notions of both/and possi¬
bilities" [:268-269].
Dualisms eliminated in the project’s design include researcher/researched, micro/macro,
quantitative/qualitative, career/private life and science/common sense. Because part of the project
w as completed in Finland, a country which was almost completely foreign to me prior to my visit¬
ing there, it was out of necessity a collaborative one. As I will describe in greater detail in Chapter
4,1 attempted in every way possible to involve the "researched" in the definition and elaboration
of research constructs. In addition, the methodology I used attempted to unite "the experiential
level of understanding of life in the everyday world with large-scale social structures, thus com¬
bining the micro and macro levels of analysis" [:270]. Further, I sought in designing the project to
break down artificial boundaries between "career" and private life often constructed in previous
work and I employed an analysis which has both qualitative and quantitative dimensions.
The Limitations of Universalizing
.Another way in which knowledge is often limited by the criteria required to "do" science lies
in its stated goal to "document relatively stable regularities for the purposes of prediction and con-
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trol [Jacobson and Jacques. 1989b: 12]. This kind of universalizing is a particular problem when
considering the individual experience of men and women (e.g., in the selection and building of a
career) because of the considerable diversity both within and across gender. To lump all people
into neat categories (e.g., women, men, dual career couples, etc.) as science requires, denies the
very real differences w hich exist within categories. Additionally, the focus on measurement of
universalized variables (e.g., achievement motivation, work/family conflict, spousal employment,
job satisfaction) may mask the complexity ascribed by individuals to the thing being measured.
Various feminist scholars have pointed to the limitations of universalizing in at least two
ways:
(1) the inaccuracy of extending conclusions drawn from the experience of men to women;
and/or
(2) the inherent dangers of universalizing within each gender category.
Probably the most widely known example of the first kind of thinking is that of Carol Gilligan
[1982]. Setting out to understand why Kohlberg found that women, overall, did not reach the high¬
est level of moral development as Kohlberg had defined it in men, Gilligan posited that women
tend to frame moral decisions within an entirely different set of values. While one may take issue
with Gilligan’s methodology and/or her ideas as committing the sin of universalizing within gen¬
der themselves (articles appearing in a special issue of Signs published in 1986, Commentary:
On Gilligan’s In a Different Voice advance both arguments), her observations demonstrate my
point. It is not simply that w omen may deviate from a male norm in terms of their morality, but
that the values brought to moral decision making may be completely different; different because
growing up as a woman in our culture constitutes an experience unlike that of growing up as a
man. In accepting the general logic of Gilligan’s w ork, I decided from the outset to consider in
this project subjective expressions of career among two groups of women in absence of compari¬
son w ith their male counterparts.
As an example of the second strand of thought, Seyla Benhabib [1987] formulates the univer¬
salizing issue as a conflict between the assumption of the generalized and the concrete other. "The
standpoint of the generalized other requires us to view each and every individual as a rational
being entitled to the same rights and duties we would want to ascribe to ourselves" [:87], In build-
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ing on the idea that the values of science are masculine, Benhabib characterizes the concept of the
generalized other as representing the "disembedded and disembodied male ego," the product of a
masculine socialization experience which emphasizes rationality and relational distance. The con¬
crete other, on the other hand, "requires us to view each and every being as an individual with a
concrete history, identity, and affective emotional constitution" [Benhabib, 1987:87]. The assump¬
tion of a generalized other or, on the other hand, a concrete other changes both the nature and
intent of the knowledge making process; it is the latter which this project assumes in its focus on
the specific contexts in which the concrete experience of individual women is located.
The Rational Individual and the "Self' Created in Discourse
While trying not to fall into the trap of universalization as described in the previous section, I
will explore ideas about the "self' which have emerged from my particular, and admittedly idio¬
syncratic, translation of feminist theory and have been a key ingredient in the development of this
project. Feminist psychologists, Gilligan [1982], Chodorow [1978] and others, in attempting to re¬
vise theories to incorporate the experience of women, seem to agree that the "self* perceived by
men in western cultures may vary markedly from the self identity of women.
Judi Marshall, drawing on the work of Bakan [1966] distinguishes "between two fundamental
tendencies of human functioning — called ‘agency’ and ‘communion’" [1989:279]. Marshall
goes on to say:
Agency is an expression of independence through self-protection, self-as¬
sertion, and control of the environment. Communion is the sense of
being ‘at one’ with other organisms; its basis is integration. The agentic
strategy reduces tension by changing the world about it; communion
seeks union and cooperation as its way of coming to terms with uncer¬
tainty. While agency manifests itself in focus, closedness and separation,
communion is characterized by contact, openness and fusion.
[Marshall, 1989:279]
In framing the difference between a self characterized by agency and one characterized by
communion, Marshall makes an implicit distinction between sex and gender. She is not saying
that all men are agentic, nor that all women define the self relationally. Rather, her point is that
the socialization experience of men (in western cultures) is such that the possibility of an agentic
self is more likely and vice versa. The values of science depend upon the concept of the agentic
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self; this is true of individuals when conducting research, and it is true when considering partici¬
pants in research as well.
Gilligan [ 1982] contrasts the self studied by Kohlbcrg —"the atomistic individual of Liberal
philosophical thought" [Jacobson and Jacques, 1989b: 17) with an ‘individual’ "more like the knot
in a net, existing as a distinct point, but one defined through its relationships and nonexistent with¬
out them" [: 17]. The idea of an individual as a "knot in a net" begins to get at the thorny problem
of understanding the complexity of ways in which we arc constituted as gendered creatures both
historically and culturally. "An individual produced through social relationships has a limited
range of options in any situation which result from the multiple histories of the parties and institu¬
tions currently interacting" [Jacobson and Jacques, 1989b: 19). In simplifying its subject matter to
include only those ‘variables’ operating on rational individuals in a given, isolated situation and
divorced from broader context, science largely ignores historical, cultural, and institutional consid¬
erations; all are essential elements in this project.
Going further, this reconception offers consideration of the argument that what we call a
"self' may actually be nothing more than a product of multiple and sometimes conflicting dis¬
courses; the ‘I am but a product of the discourses that flow through me’ idea. Theorists who
adhere to this view attribute to language and discourse the power of production for what we per¬
ceive to be individual experience [Cal£s and Smircich, 1989].
A child is bom with no memory and no experience. While because I have borne five children,
and my own life experience tells me that my infants seemed mysteriously different both in utero
and at birth, a sense of individual uniqueness is not possible until one has the language skills nec¬
essary to frame and give meaning to what have previously been random and inchoate feelings.
Our memory is constructed in language, and the primary discourse of our creation as people
comes from our contact — both positive and negative — wdth early care givers, whose own cre¬
ation has been processed by discourse. Thus, there is a specific historicity in our early experience
based on transmission from primary care givers. Among other things, there is also a cultural and
gender specificity to this early experience. Jacques Lacan observes that we leam ourselves in rela¬
tionship with the symbolic "Other” — that our perceptions based on discourse with the other —
and the reactions of the "Other" to us, which we can never completely know, becomes our subjec-
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tivity [Dews, 1987:83]. In this scheme of "selfhood," the unconscious, rather than possessing any
determinate content as Freud, Jung and others have supposed, is really just a composite of dis¬
course, structured in language. From this perspective, the unique, autonomous, self-determining
individual assumed in the scientific project becomes a rather silly idea.
As the young child moves beyond the confines of the discourse of primary care givers (and
with the advent of television this happens more dramatically at earlier ages) s/he is exposed to
ever widening circles of discourse. Quite early in life, children begin to have a sense of what is
"appropriate" behavior for persons of their culture, class, gender, race and other categories, based
on the influence of the multiple discourses to which they have been exposed.
By the time we are adults, we may think of ourselves as experiencing life autonomously and
uniquely, but we are actually reflections of a barrage of messages, many of them subliminal, com¬
ing from a hundred different directions. We may use some selection in our choice of response to
these messages in order to create a sense that we are living the kind of life we want to live, but the
sense of the kind of life we want to live is itself a construct of discourse. If then, we leam to iden¬
tify ourselves and to experience life based on historical and culturally contingent discourses, it
becomes important to examine the power of knowledge as the creator of experience, as well as
considering knowledge as the product of experience.
Alice Jardine illuminates this reversal nicely when she calls for a reading of "the dominant
cultural text we live" [1985:38]. In considering ‘gynesis,’ that is the process of becoming
"woman" (and this could apply to ‘androsis’ as well, although differently), Jardine "did not want
to outline controversies and opinions, but rather to look at what made them possible" [:18]. Jard¬
ine notes that the woman produced by the process of ‘gynesis’ is "neither a person nor a thing, but
a horizon, that toward which the process is tending" [:24].
If this "self we speak of is so ephemeral, discoursive and processual a phenomenon, then the
second order problem of attempting to ever truly understand the "self of another reaches the ab¬
surd. All that we can ever know is what the other chooses to tell us at any particular moment in
time. Further, that narrative is itself predicated on an often cloudy sense of what is possible and
acceptable based on the discoursive structures in which it is embedded. And, both our own con-
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struction and need to conform to certain discoursive structure filters what we hear, our interpreta¬
tion of it, and the stories we choose to tell.
My acceptance of the related notions of the power of discourse and of a self created within
and through it, suggested the need for this to be a research project located in language rather than
in the analysis of subjective meaning. Consistent with this point of view, in designing the project,
I began by considering careers as "temporally extended scripts that mediate between institutions
and interactions" [Barley, 1989:4, emphasis mine]. The idea of "scripts" emphasizes my assump¬
tion that although we may experience something we label as an individual "career," the concept is
an historically and culturally specific artifact which has itself been created and continues to be ex¬
tended by the purportedly neutral but actually value laden discourse which surrounds it.
Descriptions of career experience, of motivation and choice, derive from individually lived experi¬
ence to be sure, but at a deeper level from the possibility within a given historical, cultural, and
structural context of being able to have or describe certain experiences at all. Therefore, rather
than serving as ways to examine individual meaning, descriptions of career and life experience
are better seen as windows to the context in which they have been "constructed to fit the system
and situation of discourse" [Bilmes, 1986:197]. I will expand upon these ideas again in Chapter 2
after the reader is equipped with greater information about the existing literature on "career."
Questioning the Neutrality of Science
Whether research has been conducted within a positivist or an interpretivist framework
[Burrell and Morgan, 1979:2132], the assumptions of the work generally have been framed within
a view of society as being basically fair, unified, and cohesive. The purpose of the research has
been to document the status quo, to inform the reader of ‘what is’ rather than considering possibil¬
ities for ‘what might be.’ Feminist theorists have advanced the idea that this posture of neutrality
clouds very real, complex, and pervasive power relationships and the limitations which they im¬
pose. Because research emerges from a value system which, I have argued, is a symbolically
masculine one, because it has been conducted largely by men (or women in the borrowed clothes
of men) in institutions controlled by men, it can be seen as serving a legitimating function. It is
not value neutral.
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For example, Lipton [1986], combining the ideas of a self defined in relationships as well as
an examination of the power of exclusion demonstrates this idea very well. For such a self, organi¬
zational practices may be experienced as a "web of exclusion." This web, based on clubs, sporting
events etc. and consisting of "selection, recruitment and promotion systems determined in large
part by the organization’s (male/masculine) culture" [Lipton, 1986:175] predates the entrance of
the subject. Thus, according to Lipton, it is not surprising that successful women frequently show
‘masculine’ gender qualities. In adopting a neutral stance toward such practices in their own right,
deeper questions of whose interests are being served by them and for what purposes are avoided
— they simply "are."
I offer as a particularly good example of this kind of tacit acceptance, because it is so widely
known in management and organizational scholarship and because it relates to the idea of "ca¬
reer," the work of David McClelland in which he and his colleagues linked needs for achievement
and power with successful managers [McClelland, 1953]. While it might be argued that McC¬
lelland was actually putting "the cart before the horse" in his analysis, a more cogent point to be
made here is that in documenting a need for affiliation (one which often surfaced in research on
women) as a handicap for successful managers, McClelland’s work and that based on it had the ef¬
fect of normalizing and legitimating a certain form of behavior and attitude, one more
characteristic of successfully socialized white, middle class males who comprised by far the most
numerous category of managers when the study was conducted. In ignoring the latter fact, McC¬
lelland missed the opportunity to ask, I would suggest, the more important question as to why this
was so.
Further, despite the fact that McClelland’s work was originally conducted in the 1950s, it con¬
tinues to be included in the curricula and textbooks used in schools of business and presented as
"truth" to neophyte managers, thus extending and perpetuating his ideas. ‘NAch,’ ‘NPow,’ and
‘NAff’ have become a part of the language (discourse) shared by all professional managers. McC¬
lelland provides but one example of a rather general phenomenon.
Feminist theorizing, emerging from a 1960s’ view that the personal is political, emphasizes
the need to expose the values operating as legitimators in science. It calls for an expansion of the
value base of knowledge production to include other important although no less value laden as-
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sumptions. In On the Genealogy of Morals, Friedrich Nietzsche, while probably not a feminist
himself, summarizes this idea effectively, "There is only a perspective seeing, only a perspective
‘knowing,’ and the more affects we allow to speak of one thing, the more eyes, different eyes,
we can use to observe one thing, the more complete will our ‘concept’ of this thing, our ‘objectiv¬
ity,’ be" [1956:205]. This project, as outlined in detail in later chapters, has been designed to
represent such an expansion.
In Summary
The script I followed as I read the "career" and "cross-cultural" literatures summarized in the
following two chapters, as I designed my project and, ultimately, as I conducted it and analyzed
the results, adheres to an ontology which could be labeled nominal and an epistemology which is
largely antipositivist (although I believe that numbers when used appropriately can have great
power). It has been deeply affected by my reading of feminist theory. It sees science as a dis¬
course which rests upon a system of values which are symbolically masculine, and as being
commensurately limited in its ability to do more than document a piece of the status quo. It also
sees science as often serving a creative and/or legitimating function, sometimes with results
which have negative effects on the lives of concrete individuals. It challenges the dualisms neces¬
sary within the scientific worldview. It sees the analysis of subjective expressions of experience
rather than subjective meaning as constituting the appropriate direction for research. And, it
views those subjective expressions as serving as potential "windows" to the values and priorities
of the context in which they are located.
My script views society as essentially conflictual in nature. I want to emphasize, however,
that I do not envision a grand cabal on the part of men to dominate women. I believe that often
men are as much victims of patriarchal structure as women, and that women have often colluded
in their own domination. Rather, my agenda requires looking at the ways in which contextual fac¬
tors may be linked with limited ways of living and expressing lives.
Finally, because I see knowledge production itself as ultimately rooted in values and as a pow¬
erful creative and legitimating instrument in social life, I began this project with a heavy sense of
responsibility lest its products be used to make life any more difficult than it already is for real,
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living, concrete human beings — even if the only eyes to see this dissertation are those of my
committee.
It is also important to note that I belong to the following social and role categories, among oth¬
ers: EuroAmerican, midwestem U.S. bom and raised, female, middle class, middle age,
heterosexual, mother, management scholar, teacher. I ask the reader to remember this social loca¬
tion as s/he reads the balance of this work. When combined with the epistemological position I
have outlined, my individual social construction deeply affects the things I notice, am able to un¬
derstand, and the issues which are important to me; this influence will surface again and again.
For example, the things I have found interesting and important in the literatures summarized in
the next two chapters are different both in scope and nature than the things another reader might
have identified. My summary has been selected and directed in a specific way, to setup the possi¬
bility for this project. Another scholar might have done this quite differently indeed.
I have paid attention in my analysis of the literatures to gender and contextual issues, rather
than race or class or other "difference." I see this expanded work as a task for others or for an¬
other day. Here, I consider gender as an ‘ideal type’ of difference which might be extended,
although certainly not directly, to other experiences of diversity. From this standpoint, my efforts
should be viewed as a firstcut "Re-vision" based on a categorical distinction (man/woman) used
historically to define all people and as an effort to illuminate the structural contexts of "career" in
which this distinction may be important.
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CHAPTER 2
A REVIEW OF THE DISCOURSE ON "CAREER":
WHAT HAS BEEN SAID? WHAT HAS NOT BEEN SAID?
Man of necessity is obliged to employ his mind
and body, in procuring the means that makes life
possible upon this planet. The amount of labor is
regulated by the wants of the individual —
Instill into the Indian, part of the desire for luxu¬
ries which some of our fast Americans have in
excess, and progress is stamped on the future of
the red man. Let him yearn to build a well-fin¬
ished house instead of a hut, and gain a farm
with all the accessories for successful cultiva¬
tion, and he is no longer a savage, but a full
grown man.
Lysander Salmon Richards
Vocophy, 1881

Introduction
Interest in the topic of careers, which accompanied the development of a "professional" class
in our country, is at least as old as the present century, and that interest has been wide and multi¬
disciplinary; careers have been the object of study and theorizing for scholars in economics,
psychology, sociology and anthropology as well as those in the organizational and management
disciplines. It is, therefore, difficult to bound a review of the relevant literature. However, while I
have been quite selective in the story I present, the purpose of this literature review is three-fold.
First, I will review foundational theorizing and research on careers adopted by management and
organizational scholarship and, therefore, of basic importance to this project. I will also summa¬
rize the assumptions upon which this work has been based and note recent critique and
expansions of it. Second, I will review, in a similar manner, selected theorizing and research
which has specifically considered the careers of women managers. Finally, I will outline major
conclusions about the assumptions and limitations of the career literature which I drew from my
review and which were important in my early planning for this research project. While the choice
of entry to the literature is fairly arbitrary, economic assumptions form the deep structure of all
thinking about careers. Therefore, I will begin there.
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Foundational Career Literature
Careers — The Economic Perspective
Neo-classical economists, locating their work in assumptions of the rational behavior of "eco¬
nomic man" (sic) on both the demand and supply side of the labor equation, as well as
comparative utility and the efficiency of labor markets, have focused on the individual’s calcula¬
tion of net advantage in choosing one career versus another, in choosing to spend time and energy
in acquiring "human capital," and in balancing time spent in work versus non-work activities.
Other economists, of the "institutional" school, as well as Marxists and Marxist-feminists, assum¬
ing that social, historical and organizational forces are generally more deterministic of individual
behavior than the reverse, have sought to identify opportunities and limitations imposed by struc¬
tural factors for individuals in choosing and pursuing careers. While some attention has been paid
to the influence of institutional factors in determining the experience of individuals in organiza¬
tions [e.g., Becker and Strauss, 1956; Dalton and Thompson, 1986], the assumptions of
neo-classical economics form the deep structure of most career theorizing and research in manage¬
ment and organizational scholarship.
The "economic man" of neo-classical economics is a rational, deliberate, objective decision
maker who searches for and finds "perfect" information concerning the market and behaves with
an eye toward maximizing or at least optimizing satisfaction in an economic world viewed as mer¬
itocratic. "Rational behavior refers to selecting the means that will lead to the ends one prefers
because they provide ‘utility’" [England and McCreary, 1987:145].
The idea of utility implies pecuniary gain, although some economists recognize that individu¬
als sometimes attempt to maximize "full utility," which extends beyond money [Schultz, 1981].
Economists generally assume that "one cannot make interpersonal utility comparisons, that is that
one cannot compare the amount of ‘utility’ that two people experience" [England and McCreary,
1987:146], This very basic assumption leads economists to define power "as lack of competition
in markets because there is only one buyer (monopsony) or one seller (monopoly) — power
means that the monopolist or monopsonist gets more than he or she would in a competitive situa¬
tion, while the party on the other side of the market gets less" [: 146-147]. In other words, because
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one cannot compare utilities, the idea that certain individuals in an economic exchange might
have more power (a situation in which one individual might be able to get more "utility" from the
exchange) than those on the other side is meaningless. The rational nature of the market itself is
assumed to determine the nature of the exchange and will, due to its dynamics, ultimately iron out
any observed differences in what others may call power.
In an extension of this logic, market relations themselves can never be coercive. "Thus, neo¬
classical economics is underpinned with the capitalist notion of property rights, so that the
exercise of these property rights in competitive markets will never be labeled coercive no matter
how much inequality of results is involved" [England and McCreary, 1987:147]. The only factors
considered to be coercive in an economic exchange are potential barriers, called "externalities,"
which lie outside it — discriminatory or regulatory laws, for example. Otherwise, the market is as¬
sumed to function in an unbiased and fair manner.
While historically, economists assumed that all individuals have perfect information available
in entering economic exchange, more recent models of "search" behavior have emphasized the
costs and limitations associated with the acquisition of such information [Lippman and McCall,
1976]; potential access to such information by both buyers and sellers, however, is assumed to be
uniform and fair. Similarly, the idea that one is always able to optimize one’s economic satisfac¬
tion has been qualified by March and Simon, among others, to suggest that most such decision
making is "concerned with discovery and selection of satisfactory alternatives" [1958:141].
The basic assumptions of rationality, objectivity, fairness, equal access to information, the
meaninglessness of interpersonal utility comparisons, orderly markets, and goals framed within
the idea of maximizing, optimizing or, satisficing "utility" have been applied by economists to the
labor market. The "economic man" as an individual searching for information and making deci¬
sions about work and career has generally been considered by economists in the aggregate, as a
member of a labor pool constituting one of the supply factors in production. Concern is focused
on the manner in which the firm (that collection of "economic men" with decision making power)
will make rational decisions about hiring from a pool of labor faced with similar, unconstricted
choices. In this scheme, labor markets are seen as deriving from fundamental principles of supply
and demand.
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However, while individual career search behavior is not of primary interest in the economic
consideration of labor markets, models have been developed to examine decisions which diverse
individuals make about the choice of specific work and of commitment to work rather than to non¬
work alternatives. Choices of specific work, once economic considerations have been factored,
are presumed to lie in an individual’s "taste" for certain kinds of work; these tastes, in turn, are
based on psychological predisposition and/or socialization.
Economists vary in the emphasis which is placed on the concept of "tastes," although all as¬
sume that they exist in the absence of significant constraints. Some believe that the determination
of reasons for variation in tastes should be left to other disciplines [England and McCreary, 1987].
Others assume that tastes for work actually vary little [Becker, 1976; 1981] and, therefore, that
"variations in the economic constraints of prices or endowments can explain all the variation in
human economic behavior" [England and McCreary, 1987:146]. In almost all models and empiri¬
cal work, the taste variable is treated as exogenous to basic considerations of potential economic
gain.
The economic explanation for diversity in commitment to marketplace work and, by exten¬
sion, careers has been developed in economic thought within the context of the human capital
model [Blau and Ferber, 1986; England and McCreary, 1987; Barney and Lawrence, 1989]. In
much the same way as firms invest in physical capital, individuals are presumed to make rational
decisions to invest in resources today (themselves) in order to increase future productivity and,
therefore, desirability in the labor market. However, unlike decisions in the realm of physical capi¬
tal investment, nonmonetary considerations figure prominently in the human capital model. Thus,
an individual’s affinity for education and training, his/her perception of work related ability,
his/her commitment to non-work related activity, and his/her relative desire for consumption of
market produced commodities will all be factors in the decision making process.
Investments in human capital come in a number of forms — for example, "formal schooling
and training, training acquired on the job, a search for jobs with higher pay in one’s own geo¬
graphic region or another and migration to a higher paying region" [O’Neill, 1985:51]. All of
these investments are presumed to enhance the individual’s market value — decisions to pursue
any of them will be based upon the individual’s perception of associated costs and benefits.
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Human capital decisions all along an individual’s career path will be made in a similar way. Re¬
cently, for example, in an extension of human capital logic, Barney and Lawrence [1989] suggest
that all career choices, even the decision to wear "pin stripe suits and power ties" should "be evalu¬
ated relative to their future perceived value within the firm and the number of other employees
who make the same choices" [:433]. While recognizing that there may be "limits on individuals’
ability to manage their careers" based on organizational uncertainty, and constraints imposed by
the broader social and economic context, these authors conclude that "specific kinds of career
choices possess predictable implications for the success chances of individual employees" [:433],
thus supporting the basic human capital argument.
Careers — The Psychological Perspective
The "economic man" of neo-classical economics, facing an impartial and meritocratic de¬
mand in the labor market for his skills, and making individual decisions to maximize human
capital, has been adopted with few qualifications by those advocating a psychological consider¬
ation of career behavior. This strand of thinking has focused on the individual’s perceptions and
images of "self’ in relationship to work and careers, as well as the evolutionary nature of these
perceptions and images over time. It forms the "traditional cornerstone of career theory" [Arthur,
Hall and Lawrence, 1989:4].
"Once viewed mainly as a synonym for initial occupational choice, the idea of career1 is now
widely accepted as a central feature in employment arrangements" [Arthur, Hall and Lawrence,
1989:7]. Early theories of occupational choice, which form the foundation of all subsequent work
on individual career behavior, have been categorized by Hall [ 1976, 1986] as falling into two gen¬
eral categories, matching and process theories.
Matching theories, called trait-factor theories by some [Betz, Fitzgerald and Hill, 1989], seek
to describe the kinds of people who enter certain kinds of work, based upon some measure of
compatibility between the person and the occupation or career. Attention has traditionally been fo¬
cused on three groups of individual characteristics (1) occupational interests [e.g., Strong, 1943]
(2) self-identity [e.g., Super, 1957] and (3) personality, personal orientation, work related needs
and/or values [e.g., Holland, 1966,1973, 1985; Roe, 1957; McClelland et al., 1953].
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These theories, and subsequent research testing them, have been concerned almost exclu¬
sively with individual action in the selection of an occupation or career. Primarily originating
within the field of vocational psychology, the intent of many of them has been to find ways in
which to rationally match individuals with occupations and careers as well as to develop counsel¬
ing tools. Instruments developed within the assumptions of these theories continue to be used by
occupational and career counselors (e.g., the "Strong Vocational Interest Blank," the "Holland Vo¬
cational Preference Inventory" and "Self Directed Search," and more recently the "Myers-Briggs
Personality Type Indicator").
While matching theories have been interested in finding measures of compatibility between
individuals and occupations or careers, process theories describe the manner in which people grad¬
ually arrive at a choice. Process has been considered in two basic ways. First, the developmental
approach examines the manner in which individuals arrive at an initial choice. It seeks to describe
the series of developmental crises and resolutions faced in coming to "career maturity" [Crites,
1976]. The second process approach focuses on decision making itself (e.g., how the occupational
decision is made, what criteria are considered, what characteristics in the decision maker facilitate
quality decisions etc.) and often does this by examining occupational or career "indecision," gener¬
ally considered to be a pathology [Holland and Holland, 1977]. Recently, expanded and
integrated theories which attempt to link factors in the individual as well as process and objective
outcomes have been developed [Farmer, 1985; Astin, 1984].
Early theories of occupational and career choice have been extended over the years to a con¬
sideration of developmental issues faced by adults in the conduct of careers. These career
development theories have identified stages in individual careers as well as the ages at which indiy

viduals typically occupy these stages. Stages are seen as sequential and developmental, in the
sense that individuals must work through the tasks at one level in order to proceed in an orderly
fashion to the next. The work of Edgar Schein [1982], Daniel Levinson [1978], and Michael
Driver [1982] serve as well-known examples of the career development theme.
Edgar Schein [1978] identified stages of the career cycle from birth to retirement, outlined the
general developmental issues of each stage, and the specific tasks which must be accomplished be¬
fore moving on to the next. Schein departed from earlier occupational choice theorists in noting
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that most people need life experience in order to develop a career "identity." Over time and with
experience, people gradually come to realize what they like, what they can and cannot "do," and
to identify the skills and abilities critical to their work. Eventually, individuals come to hold "ca¬
reer anchors" which Schein defined as "an over-riding concern or need that operates as a genuine
constraint on career decisions. The anchor is the thing the person would not give up if he or she
had to make a choice" [Schein, 1982:8]. Schein distinguished between (1) those individuals for
whom career anchors lie either in technical-functional competence, managerial competence, or se¬
curity and stability who generally remain located in large organizations and (2) those individuals
whose career anchors are either creativity or autonomy and independence who pursue careers as
entrepreneurs, professors, free-lance writers or consultants [: 1982].
Daniel Levinson and his associates writing in the 1970s sought to link the career with other
developmental tasks in life. In a study based on in-depth interviews with 40 men drawn from a va¬
riety of occupations, Levinson examined psychological development over the life course and its
relationship to work issues. While noting that "it is not enough merely to acknowledge that his¬
tory, culture and social institutions influence the life of the individual adult" [1978:5], the
Levinson et al. work is principally psychological in nature [Arthur, Hall and Lawrence, 1989:9].
While subjects studied by Schein and Levinson apparently had the means and wherewithal to
develop careers consistent with their most important needs and values, Michael Driver [1982]
identified occupational patterns among a group of individuals representing broader social diver¬
sity. As a result of his research, Driver described four "career concepts" which lie behind
individual career decision making and are linked with certain occupations and/or organizations.
First, the "transitory" career is one in which there is no set pattern. Driver identified this pat¬
tern as being typical for semi-skilled workers and actors. Second, the "steady-state" career, one in
which the individual makes a career decision early on and sticks with it through life. Driver identi¬
fied this pattern as typical in the professions and among skilled workers. Third, the "linear" career
pattern, in which the individual also enters a line of work early in life. However, here the plan
shifts to incremental upward movement in a series of jobs. This pattern is the one associated with
corporate managers and, indeed, has been the basic pattern considered by most of the career litera¬
ture. Finally, in the "spiral" career, the individual has what amounts to a series of careers over a
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lifetime. The key underlying concept is development and growth. Driver identified consultants
and writers as being most typical of this pattern.
Careers — The Sociological Perspective
Work on career done under the banner of sociology can be conveniently divided into two cate¬
gories. Some theory and research has concentrated on individual socialization and its implications
for career and life choices, the balance has considered structural limitations and opportunities for
individuals within society and the world of work presumed to affect these choices in some way.
Sociologists, rather than concentrating solely on individually lived experience, have historically
looked to broad social trends, culturally specific roles, and the influence of structures and institu¬
tions in defining individual possibility. While some of the earliest work on career derived from
the sociological perspective (the work of Everett C. Hughes [1937] and the Chicago School was
foundational), the tradition which links "social action with social structure" [Barley, 1989:42] has
been far less prominent than the psychological strand in scholarship which has examined careers.
An early attempt (after Hughes) to develop a sociological model which would incorporate
both personal and social effects upon career choice was developed by Peter Blau [1956] and his
associates. Blau et al. saw careers as being influenced by social structure in two ways: (1) social¬
ization experiences mold personality development in the individual (i.e. needs, self-concept,
interests, and values pertaining to work) which in turn leads the individual toward certain kinds of
work; and (2) occupational opportunity (both from a social and economic perspective) either
abets or restricts individual career aspirations and choice. Thus, career choice and pursuit derive
from the interplay of individual and social forces. Blau et al. viewed the career as a life long pro¬
cess of choice, revision, and readjustment. All career decisions were seen as interrelated in the
sense that any choice along the way determines the range of options available in the future. Blau
et al. concluded:
To be sure it is legitimate scientific procedure to treat the actions of selec¬
tors as given conditions in the investigation of occupational choice, and
it is equally legitimate to treat the actions of choosers as given condi¬
tions in the investigation of occupational selection, but only the combina¬
tion of both procedures makes it possible to explain why people end up
in different occupations.
[1956:543]
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During the past thirty years a stream of theory and research focusing on the impact of social¬
ization on "selectors" has tested Blau’s ideas [Hall, 1976]. In general, effort has concentrated on
examining either: (1) the effects of family influence and parental socioeconomic status [e.g.,
Brown, 1970]; (2) early socializing experiences, primarily education [e.g., Goodale and Hall,
1976]; or (3) other life roles [e.g., Del Vento Bielby, 1978], as predictors of career selection and
pursuit.
In work which has examined the actions of "choosers," theories have been proposed which
link individual career experience to organizational constraints and opportunities. Organizationally
based theories "begin with certain properties of organizations, such as structures or functions, and
define career development in terms of individuals adapting to and moving through those struc¬
tures or learning to perform those functions" [Dalton, 1989:94].
As illustrative of early work in this group, Becker and Strauss [1956] viewed individuals as a
collective stream of people flowing through an organization. Their focus was on the movement of
such individuals through organizations over time, changes in career orientation of individuals re¬
quired by different organizational positions, and personality changes in individuals resulting from
different organizational identities over a lifetime. Becker and Strauss noted that "the process of
adult socialization could thus be defined as a moving synthesis of occupational identifications"
[Dalton, 1989:95].
A more recent organizationally based model of career is that proposed by Dalton and Thomp¬
son [1986]. After their frustrated attempts to "understand the curvilinear relationship they found
between age and performance ratings" [Dalton, 1989:97] among a group of engineers and scien¬
tists, these theorists "moved to what they considered a more fruitful question, asking why a
significant portion of the engineers and scientists continued to be highly valued by the organiza¬
tion while most did not" [:97].
In answer to their reframed question, Dalton and Thompson identified four career stages, un¬
related to age, but highly related to performance ratings in jobs of differing organizational
importance. Dalton and Thompson concluded that the four stages represented "clusters of func¬
tions that are progressively more highly valued by those whose job it is to evaluate and reward
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others on behalf of the organization" [:98]. As individuals move through the organizational stages
their work activities change, their work relationships change, and they face new and often more
complex psychological issues [:97]. Therefore, developmental issues, rather than internal and
u-nique to the individual, are more a function of the organizational stage being occupied; career
success depends upon successful adaptation to required change.
The thinking about careers in organizations described thus far has been primarily concerned
with the employment relationship between individuals and organizations, based on the fact that in
industrialized countries "paid work — and therefore careers in which paid work is a component —
tends to be organizationally mediated" [Kanter, 1989a:507]. In advocating a broader
consideration of the institutional context of careers, Kanter had this to say:
The full analysis of careers in an organizational and societal context,
then, requires examining more than simply how employers offer opportu¬
nities or how individuals select among work options and job se¬
quences. We also need to take into account the nature of decisions made
in and by schools, employment agencies, communication media, unions,
professional associations and financial institutions — all connected, in
turn, to institution shaping or constraining decisions made by local and
national governments.
[:507]
Believing that "career forms have macro-economic, macro-political and macro-social conse¬
quences" [:520], Kanter suggests a move to a broader definition of career than the one currently in
operation; one which would include careers pursued outside the confines of large bureaucratic in¬
stitutions. She also argues for a broader examination of the context in which careers take place.
The task of the analyst in Kanter’s scenario would be to identify changing patterns of career selec¬
tion and pursuit and to seek for interwoven explanations and implications of these patterns with
organizational, economic, governmental and societal structures.
Also in recent writing, Stephen Barley advocated the incorporation of structuration theory in
the study of career:
Structuration extends career theory’s scope beyond the contours of occu¬
pations and organizations to the structure of industrial employment itself.
In fact, to fully chart the articulation of careers and social institutions, an¬
alysts must eventually look beyond even relations of production to the
family, to religion and to the structure of communities.
[1989:59]
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And, Derr and Laurent (1989] noted that "we have not explored enough what career means in
diverse cultures — if the concept of career carries across cultural boundaries, how do diverse cul¬
tures interpret this concept, what are the similarities and differences?" [:467].
The emerging picture within the sociological perspective is that the idea of career ought to be
considered within a broad structural, economic, and cultural context rather than in the narrow, in¬
dividualistic and localized framework of the past. While individual experience continues to be
viewed as important, this perspective argues that individual careers are most properly viewed as
constituted within a particular framework and, in that sense, as both reflective of contextual fac¬
tors and also creators of social change.
Careers — The Anthropological Perspective
To some extent, an anthropological view of careers represents a blending of the psychological
and sociological perspectives, but with some important differences. This perspective considers the
concept of career as a cultural artifact, one embedded in a particular historical and structural con¬
text. For the anthropologist, however, it is the "meaning" or "sense making" around careers which
takes precedence, both as they are expressed in the lived experience of individuals, and in the sto¬
ries which they tell about those experiences [Van Maanen, 1977; 1980]. Individually experienced
and described careers are seen as reflective of the culture in which they are lived — of its values
and priorities.
While blue-collar work has been the object of considerable interest in the past [e.g., Van
Maanen, 1976; Whyte, 1961; Terkel, 1977], until recently the anthropological approach has repre¬
sented the smallest category of theorizing and research on careers. However, the anthropological
view of career, which concentrates on the "construction of meaning in social contexts — reflects
an emerging stance toward the study of careers" [Gowler and Legge, 1989:437].
General Characteristics of the Foundational Career Literature
Several generalizations can be made about the literature on career described thus far. Obvi¬
ously, this is not to say that all of the work adheres to any or all of the characteristics I will
outline. However, if one considers the literature as a corpus, several observations seem possible:
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(1) Most of the earliest work on career as well as a large portion of that produced recently
from the psychological perspective, has been situated at the level of the individual, assuming that
"individuals are the main agents in determining their job progress" [Rosenbaum, 1989:329].
Rosenbaum notes, for example, that in Hall’s classic text on careers [1976]:
all but one of the chapters focus on individuals; individuals’ career
choices, individuals’ career stages, individuals’ performances, and so
forth. There is only one exception, a chapter on redesigning organiza¬
tions and it differs from the other chapters in reviewing few studies and
summarizing practitioner reports of firm’s policies. This not a deficiency
of the text; it is an accurate reflection of the state of work in the field.
[1989:331]
Further, consistent with a neo-classical economic foundation, the determination of job prog¬
ress or career has generally been assumed (either explicitly or implicitly) to be an individually
controlled and rational, deliberate process; one not subject to the influences of chance, intuition,
contacts, the economic health of the organization or, the wider context (beyond the organization)
in which the career takes place.
In today’s troubled economic times, when "downsizing" has faced many individuals with
abrupt and untimely ends to their careers, the emphasis on individual control has shifted to one of
advocating career mobility. For example, Rosabeth Moss Kanter [1989b] recently indicated,
"people’s careers are more dependent on their own resources and less dependent on the fate of a
particular company" [:357]. The success or failure of a career is said by Kanter to depend on the
individual’s "own personal ability to make relationships, use influence, and work with others to
achieve results" [:361].
While, as noted above, work which links societal, economic, cultural and organizational struc¬
tures with career experience has been done, it has comprised but a small minority of contributions
to the total literature, and has generally been limited to a consideration of rational economic ex¬
change within neo-classical assumptions, thus implicitly assuming the individual agency of
"economic man."
(2) A distinction has almost always been made between people who have "careers," generally
managers and professionals versus those who have "jobs" or "occupations," lower level employ¬
ees. The work, therefore, accepts as definitive of "career," the linear, upward mobile, life-long
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working experience of managers/professionals in the large, bureaucratic institutions of late twenti¬
eth century capitalism as they exist in the United States [Kanter, 1989a].
The continuous nature of the career experience considered within the foundational literature
emerges from neo-classical ideas of human capital development [Becker, 1975] which, in turn, de¬
pend upon the generally assumed split between the public and private, between work and
non-w ork activities [Glennon, 1987; Marshall, 1989]. This kind of thinking has its highest expres¬
sion in work like that of Becker and Strauss [1956] which equated adult development directly
with the series of jobs held.
Also, discriminations have implicitly been made between the value of various kinds of work
to organizations — with the work of managers (the career) being of greater value than tangible
functions (the occupations) of the majority of organizational members. With a limited number of
exceptions, most career theory has been developed to describe the experience of college educated
bureaucrats rather than individuals at lower ends of the hierarchy and others whose career does
not mesh with linear patterns, or are non-organizational in nature.
(3) Foundational career theory has focused on hierarchical organizational progression. Even
when ideas such as the "spiral” or "transitory" career have been introduced [Driver, 1982], they
are offered as possible deviations from the "normal" linear standard. Further, hierarchical progres¬
sion has been generally considered as both possible and desirable for all people, presumedly
based on underlying cultural assumptions about the nature of a "successful" life and a universal
need for a specific kind of "achievement." Further, consistent with neo-classical economic as¬
sumptions, this progression is located in settings which are stable, "meritocratic" and rational in
their consideration of individual contribution.
(4) Foundational theory has incorporated the idea of career "stages" based on adult develop¬
ment models which describe male experience. Male experience, of the kind described in the third
point above, is the standard against which the "different” experience of women is positioned. Pow¬
ell [1988] notes:
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Women’s careers are typically depicted as vastly different, although rea¬
sons for the perceived sex differences depend upon whether the theorist
has been more interested in women’s or men’s careers. Some theorists
have argued that men’s and women’s abilities, interests and proper roles
in society are basically different. Others have argued that, while the ca¬
reer development of women is not fundamentally different from the ca¬
reer development of men, women’s careers are a great deal more
complex.
[1988:178]
In the foundational development models, paid work is seen as the primary emphasis of mature
adult functioning and, with very few exceptions, various career stages have been linked to spe¬
cific ages and developmental transitions [Gallos, 1989; Cytrynbaum and Crites, 1989].
(5) Career theory has generally split the objective career (the sequence of jobs over a career,
sometimes called work histories) from the subjective career (the sense made of work history). Be¬
cause much of the foundational career literature was developed within the positivist scientific
paradigm, much more has been learned about variables which some conclude affect objective ca¬
reer measurements (e.g., hierarchical progression, occupational status and membership,
trait-factor matching etc.) than about subjective, affective dimensions of career experience. In
fact, in the scientific project the latter has often been deliberately eliminated as a matter of "noise."
(6) Rather than being situated in a particular historical, economic and cultural context, career

and ideas about career have been assumed to have universal meaning. Theorizing and research on
the subject of career has been overwhelmingly parochial [Adler, 1982] from a cultural perspec¬
tive; very little has been done to look at ways in which careers are experienced in other nations
and/or cultures, or for that matter in sub-cultures of race, class, sexual preference, and national ori¬
gin in our own country.
As support for these observations, 1 offer published recognition within the community of man¬
agement and organizational scholars who theorize and do research on career, that their area of
expertise needs a "shot in the arm." For example, in a recent text, Handbook of Career Theory
[1989], a comprehensive review of current thinking on careers, edited by Arthur, Hall and Law¬
rence all highly respected contributors within the field, the following limitations are noted by one
author or another:
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(1) Too much attention is paid to the individual as the unit of analysis, rather than linking the
individual to differing occupational, organizational, structural and cultural situations and/or
national economies [e.g., Nicholson and West; Kanter; Derr and Laurent; Barley].
(2) The study of career should not be "the property of any one theoretical or disciplinary
view" [Arthur, Hall and Lawrence, 1989:7]. In fact, the expressed purpose of the volume was
"to re-establish the importance of this shared view of the career concept and to examine the
process by which disciplinary cross-fertilization may help career theory (to) move in new di¬
rections" [:7-8]. Further, ways need to be developed to consider the subjective experience of
career as well as the objective.
(3) More attention needs to be paid to the differing career experience of women and minori¬
ties, considered independently of white, male experience (e.g., Thomas and Alderfer; Gallos;
Marshall].
While this study responds to a greater or lesser degree to each of these limitations, it has been
specifically designed to consider the career experience of two groups of women managers. There¬
fore, in summarizing the literature produced about the careers of women managers, the next
section will address point #3 in more detail.
The Incorporation of Women Managers in Career Theory
Prior to Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity legislation of the 1960s, the inclusion of
women in career theorizing and research was not considered to be an issue. While nearly all of the
thinking about careers had been done by men about men and, ultimately, for men, this was consid¬
ered as reflective of a naturally occurring fact — men had careers in the market economy and
most women, particularly those who were married and/or had children, did not. Gary Powell, in
discussing the gender blindness of early career theory, cites a quote from Kate Mueller [1954]
which summarized these ideas:
Girls will be girls, or at least 90% of them will be girls, and the other
10% may find themselves in Who’s Who — The significant thing is the
far more uniform and standardized pattern of feminine interests than of
masculine. John may want to be a lawyer, physician, engineer, farmer,
statistician, or radio announcer, but Mary, nine times out of ten, can see
no further than her marriage. She wants a little job that will put her imme¬
diately into the company of men.
[1988:179]
Most of the work on career theory produced before 1960 which considered women at all,
pointed to ways in which women’s experience deviated from the male standard. And, most of it
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rested upon an interpretation in which socialization and life roles were assumed to serve as inter¬
vening variables superimposed on basically similar career psychology or "tastes" in the economic
sense. So, for example, while Donald Super [1957] "assumed that the same theory of career devel¬
opment was applicable to both sexes," he also assumed that it needed to be "modified by
childbearing and homemaking tasks for women" [Powell, 1988:180]. And, Eli Ginzberg et al.
[1951], after interviews with 10 upper/middle class female college students identified three pre¬
dominant career patterns for women; marriage oriented (most frequent), work oriented (least
frequent), and a combination in which marriage concerns dominated. And, when the research of
David McClelland et al. [1953] originally conducted exclusively with males was replicated with
women [ Veroff, Wilson and Atkinson, 1953] and low levels of achievement and high levels of af¬
filiation motivation were found, this was interpreted to mean that women were less motivated to
succeed in their careers, and more motivated to succeed in relationships than were men.
Following equal access legislation of the early 1960s, women began to enter organizations in
increasing numbers and to be hired/promoted into managerial positions formerly held by men
alone. In the decades which followed, (beginning in about 1967) knowledge production on career
turned to an attempt to incorporate women, and to document their equality and similarity with a
previously established male standard. This incorporation was often uneasy. Since prior to 1960 it
had been assumed that the primary emphasis of mature adult women lay in relational and childrearing activities, early efforts focused on attempts to distinguish between the motivations and
aspirations of so-called "career oriented" and "traditional" women. For example, a number of re¬
search projects conducted during this period supported, to a greater or lesser degree, the idea that
women aspiring to and working in male-dominated occupations perceived themselves to be less
feminine than women in occupations traditionally dominated by females [e.g., Moore and
Sawhill, 1978; Rezler, 1967; Tangri, 1972], and that career oriented women (particularly those
working in male dominated occupations) had more positive self-concepts and higher levels of self¬
esteem than home-oriented women [e.g., Tinsley and Faunce, 1980; Lemkau, 1983].
Eventually, recognition emerged that something more complicated than a simple dichotomy
between "career oriented" and "traditional" or "home-oriented" women was going on, and a wave
of work was produced which attempted to re-conceptualize career concepts to include women’s
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experience. The re-definition of "achievement motivation" provides a good example. Helmreich
and Spence [1978] redefined achievement motivation, originally posed by McClelland, as actually
being multi-dimensional: (1) mastery or the preference for challenging tasks and for meeting inter¬
nal standards of excellence (2) work, or the desire to work hard and (3) competitiveness or the
enjoyment of interpersonal competition. Specifically developed to address the seemingly different
achievement motives of men and women, their research instrument, the Work and Family Orienta¬
tion Questionnaire (WOFO), measures the strength of the various components. And, while men
and women have not been shown to vary much in terms of the first two components, consistently
higher levels of the third achievement component (competitiveness) among men have been dem¬
onstrated.
Another multi-dimensional model of achievement, that of Lipmen-Blumen, Handley-Isaksen
and Leavitt [1983] postulated three "achievement styles"; the direct, the instrumental, and the rela¬
tional. The first, the direct style, involves achievement through the exercise of one’s own efforts
(either an achievement of a self-defined standard of excellence; or achievement as a result of com¬
petition with others; or achievement through leadership and influence). The second, the
instrumental style, involves achievement through self or others as a means to a specific goal. Fi¬
nally, the relational style, employs others to serve achievement needs. In testing an inventory
developed to measure the three achievement styles, these researchers found that the intrinsic-di¬
rect style was most common among all responders — male and female. However, women under
30 scored significantly higher on the relational scale and men over 30 scored significantly higher
on the direct (competitive) scale [Lipmen et al., 1983]. In comparing a sample of homemakers
and employed women, homemakers were found to have high scores on the relational style while
employed women demonstrated a pattern similar to that of males (direct) except that the direct
style was paired with instrumental styles in men and collaborative styles in women [Lipmen et al.,
1983]. Like Helmreich and Spence (and, indeed all of the work on achievement motivation), the
Lipmen-Blumen et al. theory was a-historical and a-cultural in its considerations, and focused on
the individual in abstraction from specific context.
In summarizing work which has been done around differing achievement motivation among
and between women and men, Sutherland and Veroff had this to say:
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The present discussion can be summarized as suggesting that males and
females have equivalently strong intrinsic work motivation, but that ex¬
trinsic motives differ somewhat between the sexes. Males appear to be
more interested in competition and external symbols of accomplishment,
and women appear to place greater value on collaborative work relation¬
ships and on the work environment itself. Given the consistency with
which women report strong needs to use their abilities and to experience
feelings of accomplishment, further efforts to assist them in fully devel¬
oping their potential through career pursuits appears to be warranted and
necessary.
[1985:123]
After about 1980, interest generally in management and organizational scholarship shifted
from an effort to document equality, or to explain away difference when it emerged, to an empha¬
sis on the quite profound differences which may exist for women in conducting their working and
private lives. For example, in advocating the necessity for a separate career theory for women
Gutek and Larwood had this to say:
At one time it was believed that if women’s careers were ever found to
be important, the theories and research into men’s careers would un¬
doubtedly fit them. It is important to realize, however, that the modal pat¬
tern of men’s careers is unlikely ever to provide a good fit for the modal
pattern of women’s careers. This is not to say that women’s career
achievements are likely to be any less than those of men or that some
women do not fit the male model. Nonetheless, women on the whole face
a somewhat different set of opportunities and problems than those seen
by most men.
[1987:172]
Gutek and Larwood identified five elements, all but one at the level of individual career expe¬
rience, which a career theory for women should possess: career preparation in adolescence,
opportunities available, marriage, pregnancy and children, and the timing of work and private life
decisions.
Helen Astin [1984], expanding on the idea of opportunity, has suggested a model of career
choice and work behavior which includes social forces as well as individual experience. In
Astin’s opinion, both men and women have three "basic" motivational drives pertaining to work:
survival, pleasure, and contribution. However, differing sex role socialization as well as a struc¬
ture of opportunity which acts in different ways depending on gender, modifies work expectancy
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in men and women. If opportunity structures were equal and if sex role socialization patterns
were similar, then both men and women would have similar career expectations.
Powell [1988] indicates that Astin’s model might help to explain "how reduced discrimina¬
tion against women in some male-dominated professions has led to their expectations for
progressing in these professions to be greater than before and their choices to pursue careers in
the professions to be more frequent" [: 182]. It is unclear from Astin’s model, however, why some
professions and organizations tend to be more or less discriminatory over time and how and why
these changes might occur. Thus, the model continues to be primarily an individual one.
In other disciplines, and to some extent in the career literature, theorists have begun to point
to ways in which all of women’s experience may be understood as a product of a society and orga¬
nizations built and perpetuated on male thinking and male standards [Acker, 1987; Blum and
Smith, 1988; Marshall, 1989] and of scholarship deriving from a distinctly male view of the world
[Harding, 1986; Weedon, 1987]. In this thinking, which I alluded to in the previous chapter, a
case is made for the argument that all of what we know as social life, including organizations and
careers which reflect arrangements in the broader culture, has been constructed by, for, and about
men who have historically held greater social power than women. Within this perspective, achiev¬
ing true career equality for all people in the work-place is a great deal more complicated than
adopting legislation which demands it or proving that a woman can be "as good as a man"; in¬
equality is a fundamental construct of all gender relations in our society and the conduct of any
individual career is deeply embedded in these multi-level structural arrangements.
Concurrent with this theorizing, has been the recognition that many women’s lives do, in prac¬
tice, differ substantially from that of many men’s not only in the work-place, but also in terms of
responsibility within relationships and for household tasks and child-care [Hochschild, 1989].
Popular images of the bumed-out "super-Mom," the hassled "dual-career" couple, the under-paid
and over-worked generally female "single-parent," episodes of child abuse in poorly operated day¬
care centers, "latch-key kids" leading lonely after school lives in front of television sets etc.,
abound. What initially looked like the right of all women to working life in the public sector is
now often pictured as a difficult and morally repugnant choice from an individual perspective; the
sum of individual choices as detrimental to society.
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In a different vein, some scholars [e.g., Dinnerstein, 1976; Chodorow, 1978,1990] have
pointed to special characteristics of women vis’ a vis’ men, deriving from pre-oedipal socializa¬
tion experiences and psychological development, which may act to complicate their careers. In
re-writing object relations theory to correct its lack of a "critical, sustained account of gender for¬
mations and its cost to self and culture as a whole" [Flax, 1990:120], these authors "emphasize
that the primary developmental task of a boy is to define a self through separation from his
mother with a focus on autonomy; conversely a girl defines a self largely through continued rela¬
tionship and connection with her mother" [Calds et al., 1990].
These ideas have led to all sorts of theorizing. For example, as outlined in the previous chap¬
ter, Carol Gilligan [1982] used them as the foundation for her study of moral development in
women as distinct from that of men. Others [Grant, 1988; Smircich, 1985; Loden, 1985; Belenky
et al., 1986] have suggested that the "different voice" of women, emerging from earliest psycho¬
logical development, might offer something positive (e.g., nurturance, intuition, affiliation) to the
management of organizations as well as to the understanding of women’s experience. Within the
context of careers, Gallos [1989] has suggested that the idea of a self created in relationships may
help us to understand the often conflicting pressures for women between work and private life,
which sometimes force them to make perceived "hard choices" [Gerson, 1985] between activity
in the two realms. Within this perspective, choices between and around work, commitment to rela¬
tionships, child-rearing etc. are said to have a distinctly moral character for many women.
As tempting as it may be to answer the call for development of a career theory unique to
women within the "different voice" perspective based on the recognition that women may be "dif¬
ferent," there is danger here for at least three reasons. First, although generally mentioned, often
implicitly ignored is the more sinister side of "agency" which may seek to achieve control by pro¬
jecting difficulties outside the self:
First, ‘liked’ and ‘disliked’ material are distinguished and the latter pro¬
jected onto a person, group, object or concept in the environment, which
is then devalued because of its associations. Individuals maintain a sense
of control by screening out and repressing any feedback from the envi¬
ronment or their own emotions, which threatens the stability they have
achieved.
[Marshall, 1989:279]
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This terxienc> to project on the pan of agency, may lead to stereotyping of characteristics per¬
ceived to re feminine. And. because of it, the virtue of the different voice" of women in
organizations and theorizing which some extol may lead to further marginalizing. Without concur¬
rent questioning of the correctness of the practices of organizations and in the wider sodetv.
w hich arise historically from masculine values, are based on masculine concerns, and further mas¬
culine goals, women managers may actually lose ground.
Second, the "degenerative tendency of communion— it can be Hooded and eventually de¬
stroyed by external forces or can move at their behest with no voice or direction of its own"
[Marshall. 1989:280], may lead many women to make career choices which benefit others at the
expense of themselves. A career theory developed within the "different voice’ perspective might
have the effect of legitimating the rationality and necessity for such choices. Finally, the kind of
generalizing within gender engaged in by the "women’s voice" perspective ignores the huge dif¬
ferences w hich exist based on class, race, sexual preference, and position in the organizational
hierarchy [Blum & Smith, 1988], as well as the fact that each person is raised under different cir¬
cumstances. This leads to further miscalculation in considering the experience of a given
individual, and a situation in which new stereotypes — perhaps more favorable to women but ste¬
reotypes nonetheless — replace the old.
It is assumed that organizations need, and will increasingly rely, on women as workers and as
managers. If the widely quoted Workforce 2000 report [Johnston, 1987] is correct, women will
constitute some 65% of entrants to the U.S. workforce within the next decade while white males
will comprise a scant 15%. The changing demographics of our society, based on a significantly
lower birthrate after 1960, as well as the gradual retirement of "baby boomers" in the early part of
the 21st century, is assumed to be leading to a changed organizational constituency, one fre¬
quently characterized as "diverse," in the sense that it differs from the white, male standard.
Further, as service and "knowledge" industries continue to replace manufacturing in our econ¬
omy, the organizational need for women will logically increase in those industries which
traditionally have employed many women. And, perceived economic need and a growing number
of single women in our country both with and without children, suggest that many women will
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pursue life-long, continuous employment, in an economy ready to hire them. Presumedly, there¬
fore, women will continue to enter careers in management in substantial numbers.
All of this taken together — the persistent masculine form and practice of organizations with
regard to careers [Marshall, 1989], observations of the difference in career choices and decisions
which being a woman in our society may make [Gallos, 1989], the fact that women continue to be
primarily responsible for relational obligations, household tasks and child-rearing [Hochschild,
1989], and the fact that organizations will increasingly need women as managers [Johnston,
1987], may not mean that the ever increasing number of women entering organizations will meet
supportive environments, or that they will enjoy career "success" as managers in the same num¬
bers as men [Marshall, 1989; Blum and Smith, 1988].
In fact, recently, there are disturbing signs that many of them will not. For example, in a
widely publicized article in the Harvard Business Review [ 1989], Felice Schwartz suggested quite
the opposite. According to Schwartz, the prudent organization will identify early on those women
truly committed to their career, and those more interested in balancing work and family. The for¬
mer should be encouraged in every way possible to "grow" within the organization. Schwartz
recommended placing the latter, and perhaps larger number, on a "Mommy Track," with jobs of
lesser responsibility and greater flexibility.
Citing the heavy costs of training and development to organizations in furthering the careers
of managers, Schwartz argued that this approach makes perfect sense. The career women would
provide a good return on investment, the "mommy track" women would provide a pool of willing
and satisfied middle managers. In Schwartz’ view the responsibility of the organization should
not focus primarily on the provision of structural supports which might allow women to pursue de¬
manding careers and also care for their children. Organizational practice in the Schwartz’
scenario remains unquestioned and the greater importance of organizational pursuits over the bal¬
ance of life the standard. The care of children is seen as an individual responsibility, and one to be
borne by the female member of a partnership when a partnership exists. And, neither the needs of
children, nor a consideration of what might be best for their care and development are seen as
anyone’s concern save their parent(s).
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Faced with what may be perceived as intransigent roadblocks, "glass ceilings" and "mommy
tracks" in the work-place, and a cultural view that the care of children and the pursuit of relation¬
ships continue to be the bedrock of female existence and responsibility, it is little wonder that
women managers in our country are often described as caught in a difficult position, continually
faced over their lifetimes with choices, framed as dichotomous ones, between "careers" and the
balance of life [Gerson, 1985].
A major reason these choices have been framed as dichotomous may be because the conduct
of careers and private lives have for so long in this country been viewed as the responsibility of
the individual and, mutually exclusive. In fact, the early career theory which I have described,
was built on the premise that it was possible to neatly split life between its working and non¬
working dimensions. While this assumption has probably always been erroneous for men as well,
it has rendered the incorporation of women’s experience in career theorizing awkward from the
start. Perhaps it is the presence of increasing numbers of women in academe as well as in other
work-places which has led to the realization that it is seldom possible to make this split.
The general failure of women managers, many of whom are known to be as motivated, hard
working and talented as their male counterparts, to progress to senior levels in organizations, has
challenged career theory and research to look outside the traits, needs, motivation and efforts of
individuals to the undeniable relationship of context to their experience. And, this context must be
considered broadly, particularly when speaking of women’s experience, to include not only organ¬
izational considerations but also structures in the broader society.
Implications of the Career Literature for This Project
After reviewing the career literature, and in response to the several limitations which I have
identified, this study was conceived with the following a priori assumptions:
(1) The careers of women managers at this juncture in history are different from those of
men, different enough to warrant separate and distinct consideration. They are different be¬
cause the private lives of women, based on historically created roles in relationships and the
family, often act to complicate career pursuits; and, they are different because these responsi¬
bilities have been considered to lie with individuals. Also, they may be different because of
psychological development which leads many women to view "attachment to significant oth¬
ers as an important source of identity, maturity and personal power" [Gallos, 1989:111].
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(2) One cannot consider the careers of individuals in isolation from the context in which they
are conducted, and this is a particularly important caveat when looking at the experience of
women. Organizational structures, practice and process act sometimes overtly, but often in
symbolic, subtle and unconscious ways to define the possibility and pursuit of individual ca¬
reers. Economic issues affect w hat is possible for individuals, legal issues are important, so¬
cial structures and supports are important, cultural values play a role. But, these effects do not
act in a one way direction. It is in the interplay of structure and institutional form and of indi¬
vidual experience that a career theory might be located. "People’s changed consciousness in¬
fluences social restructuring. Similarly, social restructuring shapes people’s attitudes and
behaviors" [Freeman. 1990:218],
(3) Partly deriving from the last point, women’s career experience is organizationally, cultur¬
ally, and to some extent individually specific. While some comparisons can legitimately be
made, universalizing within and across nation, culture, class, race, sexual preference etc. is
impossible.
(4) While objective measures of career "success" and hierarchical progression are perhaps in¬
teresting, they don’t tell us much about the subtleties of context and experience; only subjec¬
tive expressions can accomplish this task. Further, subjective expressions of career while
recording individual understanding of experience are more importantly used as windows to an
understanding of values both in the organization being studied and in the broader culture in
w hich the organization is located.
(5) The definition of career needs to be expanded, and new methodologies for the study of ca¬
reer are required in order to examine the subtle interplay of individual and context. A positiv¬
ist approach is inappropriate.
(6) Ultimately, theorizing and research which considers the careers of women managers has a
practical agenda. The issue of women and their careers as managers is of importance to orga¬
nizations as they attempt to respond to "diversity." Since a large portion of the U. S. work¬
force in the early part of the 21st century will be female, questions about the conduct of
women's careers within organizations will be of increasing importance, and the w'ork of aca¬
demics may have a hand in shaping the nature of that relationship.
My operating definition of careers as "temporally extended scripts that mediate betw een indi¬
viduals and interactions" 'Barley, 1989:44] noted in the first chapter, sees careers as both
objective and subjective — that is as having a temporal dimension in terms of a series of work ex¬
periences, but also an interpretive dimension in terms of language used to subjectively frame
those experiences.
Because career scripts can be seen as cultural artifacts, my project has been designed within
the broad theoretical assumptions of linguistic anthropology [Sapir, 1927; Whorf, 1956] w hich
view s language as the link between everyday lived experience and context Grounded in the prin-
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ciples of Gestalt psychology, the chief tenet of which is that an analysis of the parts, however thor¬
ough, cannot provide an understanding of the whole, Sapir and later Whorf sought to analyze
culture as expressed in language "from the top down," that is from the structure of the whole to
the characteristics of the constituent parts. A gestalt is not simply the sum of its constituent parts,
however, "the nature of the parts is required by the characteristics of the whole, and the parts are
fused and interdependent, interacting in a specific structural manner and parts of a gestalt have no
meaningful identity independent of their place, role and function in the whole" [Encyclopedia
Britannica, 1973, Vol. 10, page 370].
Whorf [1956] used the gestalt idea in a comparison between the Hopi and western European
languages. He focused on two questions: "(1) Are our own concepts of ‘time,’ ‘space’ and
‘matter’ given in substantially the same form by experience to all men, or are they in part condi¬
tioned by the structure of particular languages and (2) Are there traceable affinities between
(a) cultural and behavioral norms and (b) large-scale linguistic patterns" [1956:136]. He found
substantiation for both propositions, through the analysis of language used in everyday life.
Over the years the linguistic anthropological tradition was transformed into "ethnoscience" in
which the research project became one of systematic, often quantitative, componential analysis of
emic language forms (descriptions of language which depended on uncovering native categories
and perceptions) and the cross-cultural (etic) perspective was largely abandoned [Spradley,
1979:230]. Further, anthropology in general took a more interpretive, relativistic turn. However,
with renewed interest in language as both the creator and also the reflector of experience the ear¬
lier linguistic tradition has been revived [Gowler and Legge, 1990].
Gowler and Legge [1989], in advocating a rhetorical approach to the understanding of ca¬
reers, suggest looking to the interplay between subjective experience and social structure. They
argue that the construction of "careers is not only determined by our social environments, but also
creates and legitimates them" [:437]. As I noted in the first chapter, descriptions of career experi¬
ence, of motivation and choice, derive from individually lived experience to be sure, but at a
deeper level from the possibility within a given historical, cultural, and structural context of being
able to have or describe certain experiences at all. This is not to say that career scripts are always
played in the same way by each person — Mel Gibson’s "Hamlet" will never be Sir Lawrence
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Olivier’s. Individual career scripts are creative in the sense that the pooled experience and actions
of individuals can affect and mold social change [Kanter, 1989], And, a part of the way in which
this happens is in the telling of it.
Bilmes [1986] notes that all "behavior must be designed in such a way that it can be assigned
meaning within the parameters set both by the cultural code and the particular situation at hand"
[: 199] and "perceived order in behavior is a product of the way it is accounted for and situated ac¬
counts are constituent parts of the settings they describe" [: 198]. Therefore, the necessity for
being able to describe lived experience as logical within a given context becomes an important de¬
terminant of actions themselves. The subjective and objective aspects of a career or a life cannot
be separated and are linked by the discoursive parameters in which both are embedded.
Thus, the assumed split between institutions and organizations on the one hand, and individu¬
ally lived experience on the other, the split between "career" and "private life," and the split
between objective and subjective experience, so common in the career literature and recently the
object of criticism, can be seen as artificial ones primarily created to meet research necessity for
measurable individual variables. In listening to this criticism, this project takes as a jumping off
place the idea that career "promotes consideration of both the whole person and the organization
or institution for which work is being performed" [Arthur, Hall and Lawrence, 1989:11] and it
looks to the subjective expression of lived experience as the link between the two.
Gowler and Legge [ 1989] call this the "interpretive socio-linguistic approach” to the study of
careers. This approach assumes that "language," "ideology," and "rhetoric" are inextricably inter¬
twined [:437]. In the linguistic expression of meaningful subjective experience, in the
foregrounding and backgrounding of certain events, the "moral order of society" [:438] is re¬
vealed. Language, rather than the abstract conduit of information, is a producer of meaning and
represents an assertion of ideology.
I have also expanded on the generally accepted definition of career "the evolving sequence of
a person’s work experiences over time" [Arthur, Hall and Lawrence, 1989:8] to consider broadly
both descriptions of experience within the work-place and the balance of life. As noted earlier, it
is increasingly recognized that, at least for most women, and perhaps also for many men, it is im-
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possible to disassociate experience in the work-place from that within private life [Coontz, 1988;
Marshall, 1989; Hewlett, 1986; Gallos, 1989]. Political and economic conditions of work-place
existence as well as the social construction of gendered roles and responsibilities on the tangible
as well as symbolic level, act at this historical juncture to create a set of life parameters and devel¬
opmental tasks specific to women. Because these parameters are embedded within an historical
and cultural context, other issues of difference (e.g., age, class, race) act to complicate patterns of
women’s lived experience within societies, and the families and organizations which reflect rela¬
tionships in those societies [Burrell and Hearn, 1989].

In-Summary
The first two chapters of this document have provided a guided tour across the terrain of rele¬
vant epistemological thinking, a review of literature produced in the past on careers and
specifically the careers of women managers, and a summary of the key underlying assumptions
brought to this study. I have offered my working definition of careers as "scripts," and I have de¬
scribed, in general, reasons for my use of a socio-linguistic approach to the study of careers. In
terms of my own journey, all of this had been accomplished and decided upon chronologically be¬
fore my plan was developed to conduct the project in two countries. This decision opened up a
new "can of worms." In the next chapter, I will consider the special nature of cross-cultural re¬
search and the ways in which I have attempted to map all of the above onto these requirements in
the specific design of the project which I will describe in Chapter 4.

Notes
1. The terminology here is sometimes confusing. Accepted definitions drawn from a dictio¬
nary make the distinction between occupation, "That which occupies or engages one’s time
and attention; one’s principal business; vocation" and career "(1) Course of a person’s life, es¬
pecially in some pursuit; (2) Notable or conspicuous progress or success in one’s chosen call¬
ing; as, to make a career for oneself; (3) A profession or other calling demanding special
preparation and undertaken as a lifework; as to follow diplomacy as a career." These defini¬
tions contribute evidence to the fact that a cultural distinction is made between a career and an
occupation, the former being somehow bigger, broader and more important. But, in effect,
most early theories of occupational choice dealt with the two indistinguishably.
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CHAPTER 3
LOCATING THIS STUDY AS CROSS-CULTURAL
RESEARCH ON "CAREER”
Introduction
Since my ideas as I began to think about my dissertation were predicated on the notion that
one could not consider the careers of individuals in isolation from the context in which they are
conducted, that organizational structures, practice and process, economic, legal, governmental and
social structures and supports, as well as cultural values all play important roles in the discourse
of career, a study in two nations seemed a good way in which to explore my ideas. My decision to
go to Finland was more than an opportunistic response to Iiris’ invitation. Having made the deci¬
sion to conduct the project in two countries, I wanted to design a study which would incorporate
the ontological and epistemological assumptions previously outlined. Further, as I considered the
project in more detail, I became interested in adopting a methodology which might also respond
to concerns about the special nature, requirements and pitfalls of cross-cultural research which
have been expressed in the past. This point requires elaboration.
The Nature of Cross-Cultural Research
Even the name given to research done internationally in any individual case is problematic.
Authors speak of multi-cultural, cross-cultural, trans-cultural, multi-national, cross-country, cross¬
national, trans-national, cross-societal, multi-societal, and/or trans-societal research often without
clarifying their reasons for use of a particular term [Oyen, 1990]. I have chosen to use the term
cross-cultural to describe the kind of project which I ultimately conducted. This reflects my view,
one shared with Else Oyen, that "national boundaries are different from ethnic, cultural and social
boundaries. Within all countries, even the very old and fairly homogenous ones, we may find sev¬
eral sub-societies which on some variables may show greater variation than comparisons across
national boundaries" [:7]. Within this perspective, it seemed to me, based on early conversations
with Iiris, that the women in Finland who participated in the study might share more in common
culturally with the participants in the United States than they do with many of their sisters in Fin¬
land.
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Given my reasons for conducting this project, it seems important to locate it within the stream
of similar research. In 1982, Nancy Adler, in a general review of cross-cultural research in the
field of management, identified six quite different approaches. Her typology of "understanding
ways of understanding" will serve as a framework for offering examples of international research
done on the topic of career in the past.
Adler notes that "studies vary in the theoretical and management issues which they address, in
their assumptions about universality, in their ways of dealing with similarity and differences and,
therefore, in the methodological problems which they must confront" [1982:2]. Her typology is
built on these distinctions.
Parochial Research
This kind of research is not really cross or multi-cultural at all. However, by ignoring cultural
specificity authors of parochial studies assume, often apparently with little direct thought, that
whatever they are studying has a universal dimension. While the whole range of methodologies
are considered in parochial research, "the only limitation, by definition, is that culture not be con¬
sidered a factor — culture is, in effect, implicitly considered as a constant" [:7].
An estimated 99% of career theorizing and research has been of this variety; constructs such
as "career," "success," "achievement," "career stage," "career development," "career anchor" etc.,
most based on work done by academics in the United States, have been implicitly considered as
universal in their applicability across time and space.
Ethnocentric Research
Here the focus turns to replication of studies originally conducted in one culture in another.
Culture in this research stream is seen as a variable or is used as an experimental treatment. "Eth¬
nocentric research is searching for similarity across cultural conditions; for validation in
extending theoretical frameworks" [: 10]. Language is of considerable methodological concern in
this kind of research and, since the goal is standardization across the two research settings, that
concern focuses on careful instrument translation. "The rule guiding the translation of ethnocen¬
tric research is NOT that the two versions have the same meaning in each of the target
populations" [: 11 ]. In fact, differences in meaning are treated as a result of the research process.
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When differences are found as a result of ethnocentric research projects they are interpreted as
what amounts to a design defect in that the research samples are assumed not to be equivalent.
Generally the conclusion is made that the second culture is "less" in some way than the first.
Interestingly, while cross-cultural studies of this ilk have not often been conducted on careers,
if one views women in our own country as a kind of sub-culture, then one might consider the ca¬
reer research done to replicate original studies of men’s careers as ethnocentric. The only
difference between this research and that described by Adler is that language translation has gen¬
erally not been seen as a problem.
Polycentric Research
In this category are those studies designed to describe, explain, and interpret management and
organizational practices within specific foreign cultures. The underlying assumption of this cate¬
gory is that "institutions can only be understood in terms of their own culture — the crosscultural comparison of institutions is, therefore, seen as an essentially false enterprise; the re¬
searcher would be comparing things (organizations) which cannot be compared" [: 13-14].
Adler notes that this has been the basic approach of anthropologists for years; the quest of the
researcher has been to identify difference, rather than similarity across cultures. The methodologi¬
cal approach of this kind of research is inductive, phenomenological and idiographic. Attempts
are made to make the research as unobtrusive as possible in the sense that the goal is to uncover
meanings as they are present in the culture, rather than imposing them from the outside.
According to Adler this category of research can be criticized for being "descriptive" rather
than "evaluative." This criticism, in Adler’s opinion, arises because of two fundamental and
flawed assumptions within polycentric research; (1) equifinality; there are many culturally diverse
ways to reach the same management goal and (2) relativity; no one culture’s way is better than
any other’s. It is interesting to note that Adler’s criticism of this kind of research may itself derive
from ethnocentric notions, which she also criticizes, about the universality of meaning in terms
like "management goals" and "better." I am not aware of any career research done in this category
in the past.
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Comparative Research
This research is designed to identify similarities and differences across cultures. The goal is to
determine if "universality exists through attempting to define patterns which emerge from all cul¬
tures studied, label the emergent similarity as universality and the emerging difference as cultural
specificity" [: 17].
In any one study either universality or uniqueness may dominate, and "the balance between
cultural-specific and culture-general elements is a research finding not a pre-study assumption"
[: 18]. Adler outlines six fundamental dilemmas which must be dealt with in any comparative man¬
agement research of this kind:
(1) Defining culture: Adler advocates a definition of culture which seems to correspond with
the notion of the nation-state, as an "intervening variable modifying and being modified by
other phenomena" [:21].
(2) Universality versus cultural specificity: The goal of any comparative management study
should be to "reveal the extent to which any particular behavior being studied is contingent on
cultural factors" [:21].
(3) Masking the researcher’s cultural bias: Adler notes that this demands recognition of the
degree to which the researcher has been "conditioned to think, feel, and behave in certain
ways" [:22]. Avoiding this bias demands that comparative research "integrate the cultural per¬
spective of all cultures being studied while masking the cultural blindness of the principal re¬
searchers" [:22].
(4) Identical versus equivalent approaches to research: Here the focus is on meaning
rather than language translation as it is in ethnocentric research. The goal must be to insure
that the research "represents attempts of the co-paired cultures to solve the same problems"
[:23].
(5) Interaction between cultural and research variables: The danger here is that the results
can be confounded by the interaction of cultural and experimental variables. Adler suggests
using multiple approaches and multiple methods to aid in making these distinctions.
(6) Methodological dilemmas: These dilemmas occur at all stages of the research process.
First, it is important that the topic under study have relevance for each culture being studied.
Second, samples should be matched, insofar as possible, to insure functional equivalence
along key theoretical dimensions. Third, instruments need to be equivalent not only in terms
of language, but also in terms of meaning. And, cultures cannot be treated and categorized as
individuals — "they are wholes and their internal logic cannot be understood in the terms
used for understanding the dynamics of individuals" [:36-37].
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There has been some comparative cross-cultural research done in the area of career. For exam¬
ple, Derr and Laurent [1989] examined the career perceptions of 50 managers from five countries
who attended a management development seminar at INSEAD. Using a social construction of re¬
ality perspective, Derr and Laurent sought "evidence for the contention that internal and external
careers are culturally derived concepts whose formulation is significantly shaped by national cul¬
ture" [:458]. Derr and Laurent argue that:
the internal career, is a personal and subjective map that operates at the
basic assumption level. National culture is therefore basic and critical in
influencing the internal career. Additionally, we believe that national cul¬
ture influences the external career, particularly through the mediating ef¬
fects of different organizational cultures.
[1989:458]
Despite their sensitivity to cultural difference, however, these researchers used as instruments
in their research a questionnaire developed by one of them (a French national) and a forcedchoice questionnaire developed by the other (a U.S. resident) initially tested in the United States.
Evaluating the results along previously theorized dimensions [Derr, 1986] and hypothesized inter¬
nal career success maps assumed to be characteristic of different cultures: getting ahead (upward
mobility), getting secure (company loyalty and a sense of belonging), getting free (autonomy), get¬
ting high (excitement in the work itself), and getting balanced (finding equilibrium between
personal and professional life), Derr and Laurent found some interesting, and to them initially puz¬
zling, results.
First, all respondents had fairly high scores for "getting balanced," despite the fact that the in¬
dividuals were considered "high flyers" by the companies sponsoring their attendance at
INSEAD. Second, the French managers, contrary to expectations, had very high scores for "get¬
ting balanced"; a result interpreted to mean that the "French, while working hard, view their time
away from the work-place as sacred personal time and, hence, see themselves as more balanced"
[Derr and Laurent, 1989:464].
Further, the Swedes who were expected to show high scores for balance (apparently based on
stereotypes about the Nordic character), scored higher than all others on the "getting high" dimen¬
sion. The authors interpreted this as being because the Swedish participants were "from a small
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group of self-selected Swedish executives who choose to pursue the high-potential career track"
[:464], and it is difficult to find anyone in Sweden to do so.
While noting that "broad and deep ecological contexts like national cultures have a significant
impact on career dynamics" [:465], Derr and Laurent seem to have fallen into the trap of univer¬
salizing the concepts of "career" and dimensions of perceived internal and external career
"success." Thus, the research actually remains quite ethnocentric, both in design and determina¬
tion of research constructs.
Geocentric Research
These studies "focus on understanding the pattern of relationships and theories which apply
when people from more than one culture interact within a work setting" [Adler, 1982:4]. And, all
of the caveats pertaining to comparative research apply here as well. I am not aware of any stud¬
ies specifically relating to career designed within the geocentric model though the work of Geert
Hofstede [1980], which will be described in detail in Chapter 7, did look at the manner in which
national culture affects both the design and process of organizations and individual attitudes to¬
ward work.
Locating This Project in the Stream of International Research on Career
This study does not map onto any of the Adler categories in a completely satisfactory way. Al¬
though it was a polycentric study in that its aim was to examine expressions of experience in two
specific cultures from within the perspective of members of those cultures and was conducted in
an inductive way, its purpose was to illuminate differences in the expressions of that experience,
assuming that the patterns of difference depended upon differing contexts and cognitive struc¬
tures. I choose to label it a comparative/polycentric effort thus adding an additional category to
those outlined by Adler as well as an additional dichotomy for challenge to those mentioned in
Chapter 1.
However, Adler’s warnings concerning the special requirements of comparative research fig¬
ured prominently in the design of the study, and when combined with all that I have described
previously led to the implications described in the next section.
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Implications for This Project of Mv Epistemology
Within a Cross-Cultural Research Context
A Working Definition of Culture
I conceived this project using a definition of culture suggested by Geert Hofstede "The es¬
sence of culture is collective mental programming; it is that part of our conditioning that we
share with other members of our nation, region or group but not with members of other nations,
regions or groups" [1987:310]. This definition recognizes that culture is experienced subjectively
and is increasingly complicated in the western, industrialized world by shared culture.
"Masking" the Researcher’s Bias
I take issue with Adler’s notion that it is ever possible for the researcher to "mask" his/her cul¬
tural bias. If, indeed, culture represents "collective mental programming" as I have suggested,
then our cultural roots must be seen as a deep and fundamental part of who we are. I tried to ad¬
dress this concern in two ways. First, while the product of this research is a dissertation and,
therefore, written by me, I think of the project as being collaborative throughout. The portion of
the research carried out in Finland simply could not have been accomplished without the help of
friends. Iiris Maijosola and I spent many evenings together while I was in Helsinki. We talked
about the things I was learning and reflected on their possible meaning. Thus, the results reflect to
some extent the mental programming of her culture as well as mine. And, this contributes to the
richness and texture of the stories I will tell about the results of the project in Finland.
Second, and perhaps more importantly, the research design itself which I will describe in the
following chapter was a collaborative one, calling upon the participants in the research to develop
the constructs themselves in concert with me. While ultimately selection of the items for the final
research instruments fell to me, I attempted in several ways at each step along the way to check
the accuracy of my understanding with the research participants, and to give them as much
"voice" as possible in the establishment of the constructs.
An Equivalent Approach to Research
Because this project was in some ways more polycentric than comparative, in that the re¬
search concepts were independently arrived at in the two countries, this issue was not as big a
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problem as it might sometimes be. Further, in my analysis, it was the subjective expression of the
constructs within the individual cultures and their linkages with social and structural arrange¬
ments which took precedence rather than the meaning of the concepts themselves for the
individuals who took part in the project.
Topic
While the idea of "career” may be an ethnocentric one, I believed from the outset that concern
with issues in work and private life surely were not. And I learned during the course of the re¬
search, that career is a concept with which the women in Finland were as conversant as in this
country. It is a matter of considerable importance there, the topics of women’s work and private
life experience as well as "careers" are copiously written about and discussed in Finland.
Sampling
The selection of countries for this project, while admittedly somewhat opportunistic, proved
to be appropriate to the theoretical dimensions of the research; as I will describe in detail at a later
point, I was able to compare perceptions of working/private life in two settings — in one where
work and family issues have been treated in accordance with individualistic principles, the other
in a more communitarian manner [Lodge, 1988]. This allowed the underlying premise of the
study, that individual expression of experience is reflective of cultural values as manifested in
structural arrangements, to be explored.
Language Issues — Translation
I do not speak and/or read Finnish; few people outside of Finland do. Therefore, both seg¬
ments of the study were conducted in English. The study of English is considered quite important
for managers in Finland because of an increasingly international outlook on the part of business
there. Therefore, all of the women who participated in the study spoke English, some quite well,
others with less confidence. However, because the research process was interactive and iterative,
and because I verified the women’s observations at several steps along the way, I am confident
that we meant basically the same things in the words we were using. Whether we can ever tmly
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know what another person means or feels is another much more important question, and one fun¬
damental to the theoretical position of this project.
Equivalence
The interactive nature of the design of this study facilitated equivalence. And, in fact, a sec¬
ondary purpose of the study was to examine the use of the methodology I eventually employed in
order to address problems of equivalency in this kind of subjective, inductive, cross-cultural proj¬
ect.
In Summary
With all of this as background — my general epistemological position, as well as the place¬
ment of this study within the streams of career and cross-cultural research, the next chapter turns
to a discussion of the research project itself.
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CHAPTER 4
THE RESEARCH:
QUESTIONS, METHODOLOGY, ANALYSIS
I will divide this part of my story into four parts: (1) a recounting of the general research ques¬
tions which I had in mind as I began the study and a review of my decision making process as I
searched for a methodology with which to answer them, (2) an explanation of the reasons for se¬
lection of banks as the sites for the research, (3) a description of the data gathering techniques I
eventually employed in the project, and (4) a summary of the tools which I used in the analysis of
data.
Research Questions:
The Search for an Appropriate Methodology
In the most general way, this was to be a study of the expressed subjective experience of
working and private life among a group of women managers, working in a similar industry, in
two countries. I sought to examine, through an analysis of language used to frame experience, the
link between those expressions and differing cultural and institutional contexts. I assumed from
the outset that I could never truly know another human being’s motivations, intentions, trade-offs
etc; that, in fact, she may not be fully aware of them either. However, I believed, that in language,
a cultural artifact of the highest power and importance, the stories of differing (or similar) cultural
values and priorities might be revealed.
Because this was to be an inductive study, I did not enter it with hypotheses for testing. In my
dissertation prospectus I outlined two general research questions which were to guide the conduct
of the study:
(1) How do a group of women managers in two diverse cultures frame the subjective experi¬
encing of "career"?
(2) What can be learned about cultural, institutional, and organizational values and priorities
from the subjective expression of individually experienced lives?
In choosing to study the careers of women in the manner I did, I was also trying to meet an¬
other challenge. In this sense, the study was conceived as a step toward a suggested
"Re-visioning" of career theory [Marshall, 1989] which might both incorporate stereotypically
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feminine values and female experience and also find ways in which the contents and structures of
traditional career theory as well as the methods used to develop it, act to limit its flexibility and
maintain its moral neutrality. In terms of the re-visioning of the content of career theory, Marshall
argues for:
being, inaction, interdependence and engagement to be set alongside
doing, action, independence and detachment as aspects of employee com¬
petence. Drawing on archetypal female values, notions of cyclic phases,
recapitulation, and continual potential for transformation, contribute to a
model of persons creatively weaving their life (sic).
[1989:288]
For Marshall and for me, however, this incorporation does not go far enough. "Unless the
structures of career theory also change, however, forms based in female values will merely be
added on to a growing list of career possibilities, and male values will maintain their fundamental
dominance" [Marshall, 1989:288].
In designing the project as I did, and in adopting a "socio-linguistic" approach, I planned from
the outset to look at ways in which the discourse around career serves as a legitimating vehicle for
institutional forms and present employment practices which may not serve the interests of many
women. In adopting a discoursive rather than individual focus I also was implicitly seeking to en¬
courage a tolerance for flexibility in such practices, and a valuing of "the range of considerations
informing an individual’s life choices" [:289]. The discoursive focus also allowed me to examine
the ways in which the traditional institutional roles of women in relationships and in the care of
children affect the way they speak of work-place experience and career opportunity and vice
versa. Also, I believed that to conduct what amounted to two projects — one in a nation-state
characterized by its concern for family issues and the provision of outright support for families
and another in a nation characterized by an historically laissez faire approach to these concerns —
such issues might be effectively explored.
My working definition of careers as "scripts" [Barley, 1989] permitted two things. First, it pro¬
vided a way to consider the linkages between the expressed experience of concrete individuals
with the broader cultural and institutional context in which those expressions are located; to con¬
nect the "micro" and "macro" levels of analysis. And, second, thinking of careers as "scripts"
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focused attention on the role of language as both a creator and legitimator of experience. Barley
explicates his idea of careers as scripts in this manner:
Scripts may be thought of as plans for recurrent patterns of action that de¬
fine, in observable terms, the essence of actors’ roles. To the degree that
institutional forms influence ongoing action via the enactment of scripts
that encode the institution’s logic, the institution can be said to be repro¬
duced, for institutions can have no existence independent of their instanti¬
ation in daily life.
[1989:53]
Institutions, in this usage, represent "a social system’s logic: an abstract framework of rela¬
tions derived from a cumulative history of action and interaction" [:52]. And, institutional
arrangements possess cultural specificity; they both reflect and shape the values and priorities of
the culture which gives rise to them. Institutions can thus be seen as both the authors and stage
upon which career scripts are played.
This is not to suggest, however, that individual players are passive actors in social life; nor are
their performances universally the same. While career scripts "offer actors interpretive schemes,
resources and norms for fashioning a course through some social world" [:53], the potential exists
for "conflicting interpretations" and "new forms of action eventually modify the institution’s tradi¬
tions" [:57], Thus, actors also assume the role of playwright in the re-creation of institutional
form, and a part of the way in which this happens is in the telling of it. FIGURE 1 on the follow¬
ing page diagrams these relationships.
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CULTURAL VALUES Sc PRIORITIES

FIGURE 1. Culture, institutions and career scripts.
Despite my seemingly straightforward intentions, as I began to conceive the project and de¬
velop a methodology, I was confronted with a problem: How was I to "get at" the career scripts
which I believed to exist? The intention of the study was to look at linkages between individual
expressions of "career" (as representational of career scripts) and the broader context in which
that discourse was located. Further, I wanted to adopt a methodology sensitive to the concerns and
intentions of cross-cultural research, which I outlined in Chapter 3 — particularly one which
would allow the research constructs to emerge in so far as possible from the researched. If career
scripts are indeed a product of specific cultural and institutional contexts, then some method was
required which would illuminate those scripts from within the perspective of the social actors who
participated in the project.
In my dissertation prospectus I summarized the methodological conundrum, thus: "The trick
here has been to find a methodology which (1) is congruent with the ontological and epistemologi¬
cal assumptions outlined earlier, (2) meets most of the requirements of doing "good"
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cross-cultural research; (3) meets the time limitations imposed by a 6 week stay in Finland, and
does not require too much imposition on the busy schedules of women in both countries; and
(4) produces some results which allow possible answers to the research questions" [Jacobson,
1990:63].
Perhaps, in order to understand what it finally became, it might be helpful to mention what I
knew the methodology could not be. Had I been interested in looking for individual subjective
meaning in the study, the choice of methodology would have been fairly simple. For example,
adopting a nomothetic/qualitative posture, I might have conducted a series of ethnographic inter¬
views in each setting, identified and counted the occurrence of themes contained in the
interviews, attributed those themes to underlying perceptions of experience, and then compared
them. The implicit focus would have been on individual experience and/or psychological disposi¬
tion and attributes as mediated by location in dissimilar cultural contexts.
Here, however, a shift was required to interpretation of the expressions of subjective experi¬
ence. I assumed that such expressions derive from a shared underlying cognitive structure — one
I have called "culture" — tangibly manifested in institutional form as well as available career
scripting. This shift called for a more "objective" analysis.
While I might have continued to use the same ethnographic interviewing technique in this
case and followed it with the kind of quantitative componential analysis used by linguistic anthro¬
pologists, or a semiotic analysis of metonymy, metaphor, and oppositions in the texts which
emerged, and/or a structured "deconstruction" of the material — I felt those endeavors would,
quite honestly, lie outside my expertise and talent. Further, my lack of knowledge about Finland
going into this project would have rendered this kind of analytic task even more difficult. I was
anxious, therefore, to find a systematic approach which would address my intentions in the proj¬
ect, as well as the requirements outlined in my dissertation prospectus.
As panic developed, Marta Calds suggested that I think about using Michel Bougon’s Self-Q
methodology [ 1983, 1986] in the initial stages of the interviewing process, using this step to cre¬
ate a naturalistic Q-sort containing concepts drawn from the individual interviews, which could
then be used as a means to identify "scripts" of career in each location. This seemed a potentially
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useful approach. I will describe Q methodology and Bougon’s adaptation of it in greater detail in
a moment, but first it is important to note that the two techniques share certain basic assumptions
which made them potentially applicable for the project at hand:
(1) that human beings are experts on their own personal knowledge, that is their subjective
points of view on any subject of interest to them;
(2) that subjective points of view can be communicated;
(3) that the research process should, therefore, be as "self-referential" as possible; and
(4) that subjectivity "which in the lexicon of Q methodology, means nothing more than a
person’s communication of his or her point of view" [McKeown and Thomas, 1988:12]
serves as a guide to "cognitive maps" or patterns of thought about a given topic [Bougon,
1983; McKeown and Thomas, 1988].
Beyond sharing these assumptions, however, Q methodology and Self-Q are fairly different, and
this difference requires greater explanation.

Q Methodology
McKeown and Thomas [1988] summarize Q methodology in the following way:
Commonly (and incompletely known) as the "Q-sorting technique" Q
methodology encompasses a distinctive set of psychometric and opera¬
tional principles that, when conjoined with specialized statistical applica¬
tions of correlational and factor-analytical techniques, provides
researchers a systematic and rigorously quantitative means for examining
human subjectivity.
[1988:7]
In less arcane terms, Q methodology asks research participants to systematically sort a sample of
statements on some topic of interest along one or more "conditions of instruction" (see Appendix
A for more detail). The results of the individual Q-sorts are then combined with those of other re¬
search participants, correlated and factor analyzed. The results of the factor analysis are interpre¬
ted to represent combined patterns of importance.
While as McKeown and Thomas [1988] note, Q methodology has been around for a long
time [Stephenson, 1935], comprises a literature with more than 1,500 entries [Brown, 1986], and
has been used to examine issues as diverse as "attitudes toward gay rights" [McKeown and
Thomas, 1988], "ideo-affective postures" [Tompkins, 1965], and "viewer reactions to political
propaganda posters" [Brown, 1979], "Q retains a somewhat fugitive status within the larger scien-
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tific community" [McKeown and Thomas, 1988:11]. This status derives from an epistemologi¬
cal/methodological argument between Q and the more commonly employed "R methodology"
[: 1988].
The underlying philosophical dimensions of this argument are two. First, in Q, research con¬
cepts are not "assumed to have a priori meaning apart from and independently of [1988:22] the
self reference of the participants in the research. In other words, projects using the Q methodol¬
ogy are designed to avoid "arbitrary subjectivity — in this case, the social scientist’s — in an a
prior way into the measurement process" [:23].
Second, Q methodology focuses on what McKeown and Thomas call "methods of impres9

sion" rather than "expression," as in the R method. They summarize this second distinction as
follows:
Under methods of expression, respondents are measured for traits, atti¬
tudes, and the like from an external point of view.With methods of
impression, on the other hand, the personal, intraindividual significance
of "test stimuli" is of primary importance.the subject assigns scores
in terms of some relevant conditions that bear, in one way or another on
his or her internal frame of reference.
[McKeown and Thomas, 1988:23]
These two distinctions are important ones for the project at hand. First, the idea that in Q
methodology research concepts assume meaning based on the subjectivity (or in this case the ex¬
pression of it) of the researched, rather than from the a priori subjectivity of the researcher
responded to my concerns about cross-cultural research as well as my general epistemological po¬
sition. And, second, the notion of "impression" seemed to permit the emergence of individual
subjective expressions based on an internalized script of career.
There is considerable breadth within published accounts of Q methodology use in the manner
in which Q samples have been developed. Q samples can be either (1) "naturalistic" — when
statements which comprise the research instrument are drawn from the oral or written communica¬
tion of the participants; or (2) "ready-made" — when the sample is developed from sources
external to participants in the study. "Ready-made" Q-samples are designed to test published the¬
ory and/or opinions on a given subject and, among other uses, to discover new meanings based on
conventional rating scales. Development of the Q-sample depends upon the purpose of the re-
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search, and in this case the "naturalistic" variety seemed to fit. I was not interested in assessing re¬
actions to published theory and/or opinions about "career," but rather, to learn from the women
themselves what they had to say about the subject.
The second Q-sample distinction has to do with the manner in which items for the final re¬
search instrument are selected. Again, two primary methods have been used. First, some
Q-samples are based on "unstructured sampling" in which "items presumed to be relevant to the
topic at hand are chosen without undue effort made to ensure coverage of all possible sub-issues.
The unstructured sample, therefore, provides a reasonably accurate ‘survey’ of positions taken or
likely to be taken on a given issue" [:28]. In "structured sampling" a more systematic approach to
sample construction is employed — either a "deductive design based on a priori hypothetical or
theoretical considerations" or an "inductive design which emerges from the patterns observed as
the statements are collected" [:28-29]. Though I gave attention to the patterns which I observed in
the data, I ultimately used an "unstructured" design in creating the Q-samples. I will describe this
process in more detail in the data gathering portion of this chapter.
No matter the methods used to construct the Q-sample, the process of Q-sorting is always the
same. Q-sorting is "a process whereby a subject models his or her point of view by rank-ordering
Q-sample stimuli along a continuum" [:30] based on one or more "conditions of instruction." The
condition of instruction, which serves as a guide for the sorting, "can be simple requests for agree¬
ment and disagreement" with the statements or, in other cases, may be based upon
"operationalizations of theoretical constructs" [:30]. In the case of this project I adopted the for¬
mer, described below.
While the Q-sorting process is uniform from project to project, the size of the Q-sort varies.
Kerlinger notes that Q-sorts generally contain a minimum of 60 and maximum of 120 statements
[1986:508]. The rationale for constructing a 70 item Q-sort, as well as the mechanics of the Qsorting process, are described below also.
In concluding this general description of the technique, it seems important to outline some ad¬
ditional objections to Q methodology which have been expressed in the past, as well as
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counter-arguments which have been advanced in its defense, and to mention the relevance of
these for this project.
Kerlinger notes that although Q methodology has proven a good tool for "intensive study of
the individual" and "the effects of independent variables on complex dependent variables" and has
demonstrated a strong "heuristic quality and usefulness in exploratory research" [: 1986:518], a
number of criticisms of the technique have been advanced:
First, one can rarely work with sufficiently large samples in Q" which might insure statistical
significance [:518]. McKeown and Thomas [1988] counter this objection, saying that the purpose
of Q is not to generalize variables across a large sample but, rather, to understand at a somewhat
deeper level the impressions of a smaller group of individuals. In fact, these authors see the small
number of participants required by Q as being one of its greatest strengths.
Since a basic underlying assumption of this project is that individual expressions must be con¬
sidered as embedded within, and reflective of, specific cultural and institutional contexts, and
since, as I have described in Chapter 1,1 challenge the practice of universalizing, the issue of sta¬
tistical generalizeability for this project is a non-issue.
Second, Q has been criticized on additional statistical grounds. Since "Q is an ipsative, forcedchoice procedure" it violates the conditions of independence required by statistical analysis"
[:518]. Kerlinger asks the question, however, "how serious is the violation of the independence as¬
sumption? One can perhaps fall back on Fisher’s advice given long ago: raise the requirements
for statistical significance. In most cases of Q statistical significance encountered by the author, F
ratios are so high they leave little doubt as to statistical significance" [:519].
Finally, "it has been said that the forced (choice) procedure is unnatural, that it requires the
subject to conform to an unreasonable requirement. Furthermore, important information on eleva¬
tion and scatter is said to be lost" [:519]. However, Kerlinger goes on to say that criticisms like
these are probably made by individuals who think that forced procedures constrain the individual
in some way.
As a practical matter, neither Kerlinger, McKeown and Thomas, or any of the authors cited
by them who use Q methodology have found this to be a problem. And, indeed, I also found this
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to be the case. Further, "very few individuals complain about the procedure — most of them, in¬
deed seem to enjoy it. I believe that for its purpose the forced procedure is useful — the
important thing is to force individuals to make discriminations that they often will not make un¬
less required to do so" [:519].
Additionally, McKeown and Thomas point out that it is important to remember that the divi¬
sions along a Q-sort distribution represent ordinal rather than nominal data. "They are not distinct
categories wherein the items placed in one position are cognitively and functionally separate from
those in another. Instead, performing a Q-sort is a matter of ranking items on the basis of ‘more or
less’ rather than ‘either/or’" [1988:35]. Again, this characteristic of the methodology is consistent
with the epistemological position outlined in Chapter 1 in the discussion of "Synthesism"
[Glennon, 1987] and its challenge to the dualistic thinking required in the scientific project.
By this point the strength of Q methodology for this project should be clear. As a way to
render "subjective communication amenable to objective analysis and understanding" while "en¬
suring that self-reference is preserved rather than compromised by or confused with an external
frame of reference brought by an investigator" [:5] it seemed highly desirable. I was still left, how¬
ever, with the problem of finding a way in which to develop a Q sample which would reflect the
expressions of the researched themselves. And, it was for this purpose that Marta Cal£s suggested
Bougon’s Self-Q.
Self-Q Methodology
While Bougon [1983, 1986] has called his methodology "Self-Q" thus aligning it with the Q
methodology tradition, it is actually quite different in several aspects of implementation. The
Bougon approach consists of three individual interviews and a computerized analysis of the com¬
bined results of all participants.
In the first interview, participants are asked to pose a list of questions about some domain of
research interest. While Bougon suggests methods for prodding questions if they do not develop
naturally, the researcher is to remain as distanced from the question posing process and as "objec¬
tive" as possible to ensure that the questions will emerge independently from the cognitive map of
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the participant. As the participant lists the questions, they are recorded, and clarification is asked
for if necessary.
After the first interview, "concept statements" for each participant are developed based on the
original questions. In a way much like the form used on the television quiz show "Jeopardy," the
concept statements serve as answers, written in simple declarative terms, to the individual’s own
questions. In a second interview, each concept statement is verified and validated with the partici¬
pant and additional concepts are added if they occur to her/him. Then, a list of the respondent’s
personally most important concepts is prepared. In a final step, the individual is asked to diagram
his/her sense of the relationships among the most important concept statements. This diagram is
believed to represent a cognitive map of the individual’s subjective impressions around the do¬
main of interest. And, further computerized analysis of the combined results produces a diagram
of collective mapping.
I had originally planned to use the first two interviews of this series stopping at the point
where the list of personally most important concepts was developed. These concepts would be
used to create the "naturalistic" Q sample in each setting which the participants would then sort.
Prior to writing my dissertation prospectus, however, I tested the Bougon methodology with four
women who were students in an MBA course I was teaching at the University of Connecticut dur¬
ing the spring of 1990. Based on the pilot, I decided that this portion of the methodology was not
completely satisfactory given my research interests, and I modified it in conducting the final proj¬
ect.
The Bougon technique assumes that an individual possesses a "real" cognitive map concern¬
ing the domain of interest which can be elicited and diagrammed after giving the research subject
adequate opportunity to ask questions of her/himself. With sufficient prodding, designed to be as
unobtrusive as possible, and considerable patience on the part of the objective and uninvolved re¬
searcher, Bougon believes that all significant and important questions will emerge from this map.
Since I was attempting to look at language rather than meaning in my project and since Bougon’s
emphasis on cognitive schemata seemed to fulfill this requirement, his technique originally
seemed like an excellent tool. As a result of the pilot and further thinking, however, I decided that
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the basic assumptions and uses of the Bougon technique were not consistent with the overall theo¬
retical position which I brought to this project for at least three reasons.
First, as noted in Chapter 1,1 believe the kind of objectivity and distance on the part of the re¬
searcher which Bougon assumes is impossible. As Oakley has suggested:
The mythology of "hygienic" research with its accompanying mystifica¬
tion of the researcher and the researched as objective instruments of data
production (must) be replaced by the recognition that personal involve¬
ment is more than dangerous bias — it is the condition under which peo¬
ple come to know each other and to admit others into their lives.
[1981:58]
And, even in presumed silence, prodding, suggestion and non-verbal cues on the part of the re¬
searcher (at least this researcher) seem to me inevitable; such behavior may well be a conse¬
quence of being human. Bougon may be able to stay "out of it," but I found that I could not. Even
if this distance had been possible, it would have constricted what I see as some of my strengths as
a researcher — abilities to help people feel comfortable and speak of themselves in an open man¬
ner.
Second, and building on the latter point, I found that many of the concept statements — both
in the small initial sample and later in the project itself— would have been severely limited had I
followed Bougon’s technique to the letter. While in all but one case the women were able to pose
a series of questions at the outset of the first interview, these were almost always based on a sim¬
ple (boring) chronological account of their lives (e.g., What role did my parents play in my career
planning? What jobs did I hold while in school? How did I come to work for the bank?). This
was, perhaps, to be expected given the nature of the framing statement which I gave to the women
at the outset of the first interview (see below in the description of data gathering). However, the
questions would probably have emerged in the same way even without the framing statement cue
since "this temporal ordering of events into a narrative is a classic form in which individuals re¬
member and recapitulate past experience" [Riessman, 1991:219].
It was clear from the experience with the small sample, that while the initial questions pro¬
vided an excellent tool for framing the first interview, they were not sufficient to provide the
depth of material required to establish what I considered to be adequate research constructs. I
wanted answers to the questions framed in the women’s own words. Further, it was in the inter-
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play and conversation which proceeded from the questions that the women began to construct full
answers to their original questions and, in many cases, to pose new and deeper ones.
Finally, Bougon’s approach assumes that the researcher has perfect understanding of the ques¬
tions being asked by the researched. In this way it further sets the researcher apart, and eliminates
her/his role in helping the researched to uncover parts of the story which may not be immediately
obvious, readily understood, or clearly articulated. Particularly in the case of the Finnish women,
my understanding of the initial questions often depended upon the texture and detail of the an¬
swers.
In my modification of the Bougon technique, the first two interviews became a collaborative
process of weaving a narrative story of a life. I am convinced that in altering the methodology as I
did I ultimately learned much more about the issues of interest to me without imposing my own
"script" on the initial stages of the process. In altering the methodology as I did, the project con¬
sisted of three interviews which proceeded as described below. Before I move to a detailed
description of methodology, however, it is important for the reader to understand the choice of
banks in the two countries as sites for research.
The Choice of Banks as the Sites for Research
I actually decided fairly early on to conduct my research in banks. I knew that women work
in large numbers in banks all around the world. Banking is representative of the kind of rapidly
growing, paper intensive, service industry requiring large numbers of clerical workers and lower
level customer service representatives in which the labor force participation of women has in¬
creased dramatically in the United States over the past 20 years.
Further, I knew from general reading that banks in this country were among the first indus¬
tries to promote women in substantial numbers to and within management. In 1982, for example,
a study found that 26% of senior executive women in this country worked in commercial banking
and other financial industries, compared to 11% of a comparable sample of men [Korn and Ferry,
1982]. Women are "especially plentiful at the level of vice-president" [Statham, 1987:413]. This
made banks a good place to study the careers of women managers in this country since, pre¬
sumedly, promotional opportunities have been better in this setting than in some others; there
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would be substantial numbers from which to draw a sample and, perhaps, the effects of "token¬
ism" [Kanter, 1977] might not be so prominent. It also prompted the deeper question as to why
these facts were so.
At the same time, I knew from conversations with Iiris (whose husband works for a large
savings’ bank in Helsinki), that women in Finland have also enjoyed some success in attaining
managerial positions in banks. And, she had some contacts within banking in Helsinki which
would facilitate my "getting in." I also knew some women who work as bank managers in this
country whom I could count on for support. And so, I decided to study the careers of a group of
women working as bank managers in two large commercial banks, one in Finland and one in the
United States, using a modification of Self-Q methodology for the development of a "naturalistic"
Q-sort which might allow me to identify "scripts" of career in each location. I will describe the
manner in which the specific groups of women were chosen to participate in the project, as well
as their demographic characteristics, in chapters 5 and 6.
Methodology
Data Gathering
This section provides a general description of the data gathering techniques used in the re¬
search — the first interview, creation of the concept statements, the second interview, creation of
the Q-sorts, the third interview, and the gathering of contextual data. For more mechanical detail
on Q-sorting and an example of one person’s progress throughout this portion of the research pro¬
cess, the reader is encouraged to turn to Appendix A.
The First Interview
Prior to the first interview in a series of three, I sent each participant a letter confirming her
participation in the project and, as preparation, asked her to think broadly about her life. I asked
her to think about her life both in terms of issues specific to the work environment and also those
in private life. Then, at the beginning of the first interview, each participant was given a framing
statement, reproduced on the following page:
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THE FRAMING STATEMENT
For my research I want to learn as much as possible about the
history of your working life, how you arrived at the point you are
at today, doing the work you are doing now. I am interested not
only in issues which have been important in the work setting, but
also those in your private life which have affected your work in
one way or another.
While it would be possible for me to ask questions about your ex¬
periences, I might miss something important. I feel I might leam
more if we used a different approach. Please assume that you are
me. What questions would I need to ask in order to leam as
much as possible about the subjects I want to explore?

After each woman read the framing statement and thought about it for a few minutes, I asked
her to begin posing questions. As the participant listed the questions, I recorded them and asked
for clarification if necessary. Each interview then proceeded for approximately an hour — some¬
times more, never less. In all cases, I made sure that before the interview was complete all of the
woman’s initial questions were answered to her (and my) satisfaction.
Creation of the Concept Statements
I transcribed the first interview in detail and, based on the transcript, developed "concept state¬
ments" for each participant. These "concept statements" were simple declarative statements drawn
from the material of the first interview. Because this is such a tricky and important step in the pro¬
cess, a bit more amplification about the way in which I created them may be required.
My goal at every step along the way in the research process was to depersonalize, in so far as
possible, individual meaning attributed to a given idea. I was not looking for meaning in the pro¬
cess. Therefore, in developing the concept statements from the first interview, I tried to state them
in such a way that they represented a simple statement of fact rather than indicating what the idea
might mean to a person. This was, of course, not always possible. The transformation of answers
to the posed questions in the first interview, to concept statements used in the second, however,
represented the first step in a gradual process of depersonalization and movement toward the
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scripts of career which I ultimately sought to identify. An example of the translation of one
woman's first interv iew to her concept statements is available in Appendix A.
Each ’’concept statement" was written on a 3x5 note card in preparation for the second inter¬
view. The number of cards varied from participant to participant but in no case were there fewer
than 25.
The Second Interview
In the second interview, which I scheduled as closely as possible to the first, two tasks were
accomplished. First, in order to continue to involve the women in the development of the ultimate
research instruments, each concept statement was verified and validated with the participant and
additional concepts were added if they occurred to her. The latter almost never happened, al¬
though often the woman wished to change the language of a statement or two in order to reflect
more exactly the original intent of her answer given in the first interview.
Second, following Bougon’s [1983] suggested procedure, the woman was asked to place the
concept statements into three piles: "Most Important To Me," "Least Important To Me," and those
"In Between." The "Most Important To Me" statements were further refined in three piles,
"Gearly Most Important To Me," "Clearly Important To Me," and "In-Between." Notice that the
effort here was not to determine "why" the statement was or was not important (which would al¬
lude to the meaning of the concept for the individual), but only to learn the individual’s sense of
its relative importance. This step in the data gathering process had as its objective the determina¬
tion of key concepts which, when pooled, would become instruments to identify "scripts" in each
setting. An example of one person’s prioritizing of her concept statements is also included in Ap¬
pendix A.
The Creation of the O-Sorts
From the lists of the "Gearly Most Important" concepts identified by each of the women, I
constructed "naturalistic" Q-sorts which would be used in the final step of data gathering [McKeown and Thomas, 1988:25]. Generally, each woman identified from 10 to 20 "Clearly Most
Important" concepts. While there was substantial duplication from woman to woman, in order to
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fully include all of the ideas which were "clearly most important" to each of them, I ultimately de¬
veloped a 70 item Q-sort in each setting.
In creating the final Q-sort, I used what McKeown and Thomas call an "unstructured sam¬
pling technique" [:29]. These authors note that the risk of this technique is that "some issue
components will be under- or over-sampled and, consequently, that a bias of some kind will be in¬
corporated inadvertently into the final Q-sample" [:29]. The option of a structured sampling
process, in which "Q-sample statements or items are assigned to (experimental) conditions desig¬
nated and defmed by the researcher" [:29], while perhaps eliminating this potential for bias, was
not consistent with the underlying theoretical position or stated goals of my project. In attempting
to incorporate all of the "Gearly Most Important" statements, rather than imposing a priori experi¬
mental conditions in the construction of the Q-sorts, I believe I was able to achieve my desire to
allow, in so far as possible, the research constructs to emerge collaboratively without giving pri¬
mary weight to my own opinions as to what they should be.
While attempting to stay as close to the language used in the concept statements as possible, I
further depersonalized the Q-sort items in creating them, both to assure anonymity and to render
them potentially applicable for other women. For example, in Finland one of the women spoke of
her husband’s life-threatening illness as having completely changed her ideas about the impor¬
tance of her career. In the Q-sort, this quite personal situation was merged with those unique to
several other women to become, in Item 43, "Sometimes serious issues in the family (for exam¬
ple, illness or troubled children) forces a re-evaluation of priorities, the focus on career becomes
secondary." And, in the United States, one of the women spoke with a considerable degree of frus¬
tration about the behavior of her superiors. This, when merged with the statements of other
women became, in Item 35, "A difficult thing about my career at the bank has been having bosses
whom I don’t respect — times when I have reported to a good boss have been good times."
The Third Interview
One more interview’ was scheduled and the women were asked to individually sort the 70 Qsort statements, also written on 3x5 cards, along the dimensions "those concepts which are most
true in my career and life" to "those concepts which are least true in my career and life." The con-
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cepts were ranked from +5 to -5 with 0 in the middle, following the forced-choice procedure out¬
lined by McKeown and Thomas [1988]. At this step again, the goal was not to determine why or
why not the statements seemed true or less true, only that they were. The rankings constructed a
normal distribution (that is, the individuals were requested to place a certain number of concepts
in each category along the Likert scale) to allow for statistical analysis of the resulting Q-sorts. Fi¬
nally, if I had not learned it at an earlier point in the interview sequence, before ending the third
session I gathered some specific demographic information (age, marital status, number of chil¬
dren, educational background, position held etc.).
Contextual Data
Because this was to be a project which looked at the ways in which career discourse might
serve as a "window” to context, analysis of the results of the Q-soning depended upon first learn¬
ing as much as possible about the two settings in which the research was conducted. I
accomplished this multi-level task in a variety of ways.
First, before I went to Finland and while there, I attempted to learn as much as possible about
the country — about its history, its economic and social arrangements, and about the status of
women in social life and the economy. I read annual reports and published information about the
Union Bank of Finland. I visited the Bank of Finland and obtained materials published by it (in
English) about the banking system there. I listened to stories offered by anyone I met in Helsinki
and I attempted to "soak" up the atmosphere in the neighborhood in which I lived and at the bank
where I was doing the research.
Second, I did essentially the same background research about banking in the United States. I
was particularly lucky in this endeavor because of the massive amount of material published in
newspapers and periodicals following the seizure of the Bank of New England by the FDIC in
January, 1991. Much of the material which I use in Chapter 6 to describe the organizational con¬
text of my research in this country came from these sources. Further, I obtained annual reports
and bank published material to round out the descriptions as well as material published about the
U.S. banking industry generally.
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While the manner in which I accumulated the contextual information in the data gathering
stage was admittedly not as "scientific" as that used in the Q-sorting, it contributes in a substantial
way to the stories I tell in chapters 5, 6 and 7.
Data Analysis
This section describes the two major phases of data analysis: (1) the statistical analysis of the
Q-sorting results, and (2) the interpretive transformation of the factors determined in the statistical
analysis into "scripts" of career.
Statistical Analysis
The purpose of this portion of the data analysis was to search among the combined Q-sorts
for patterns in the data which I could consider as "scripts" of career. Analysis of the Q-sorts was
based on the techniques described in considerable detail by Brown [1980]. "Data analysis occurs
with the intercorrelations of the N Q-sorts as variables (hence persons, not traits or Q-sample
items, are correlated) and factor analysis of the N X N correlation matrix" [McKeown and
Thomas, 1988:13]. While there are some who argue that the centroid method of factor analysis
and judgmental rotation of the factors, based on prior theoretical assumptions, may be more appro¬
priate when using Q-methodology [Brown, 1980], I elected a statistical solution. Again, this
seemed consistent with my desire to let the "scripts” emerge from the data rather than imposing
my own assumptions on them. Therefore, I used principal components analysis (SPSS-X) and a
mini-max rotation in order to condense the data into combined factors.
In deciding which factors were to be considered statistically "significant" for further analysis,
I adopted three decision guides:
(1) Those factors having eigenvalues greater than one were included for initial consideration.
This is a generally accepted statistical standard.
(2) In further refinement, using Humphrey’s rule [Brown, 1980] only those factors where the
cross product of the two highest loadings exceeded the standard error of the Q-sort were con¬
sidered, where:
SEr = ^r=.12 and2 (SEr) = .24
\'/v

(3) Finally, I used only those factors for final consideration on which at least two Q-sorts were
solely and significantly loaded after rotation.
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While the factor analyses were interesting in themselves and will be mentioned in the chap¬
ters which follow, the major purpose of this step was to produce rotated factor scores which could
be used to create a factor array, an "ideal type" Q-sort, as it were, for each of the factors chosen as
significant. Because "some Q-sorts are more closely associated with the viewpoints of a particular
factor than are others — the mechanics of factor scoring call first for the calculation of factor
weights whereby these differing magnitudes are taken into account" [McKeown and Thomas,
1988:53]. The weights were calculated using Spearman [1927]:

where/is the factor loading and w its weight. Factor scores were then computed as z-scores, and
converted into whole numbers (+5 to -5) in order to produce the "ideal type" factor arrays for each
of the factors.
The resulting scores for each factor were compared to determine which Q-sort items were dis¬
tinguishing for each of them. Following McKeown and Thomas, in order to determine which
comparisons were statistically significant, I calculated the respective errors of the scores and, fi¬
nally, the standard error of the difference:
SEDx-y = 'fSE^ 2 + SEy 2

where x and y represent scores given the same statement by factors x and y and SE the standard
error for each of these scores. The standard error for the scores was previously calculated accord¬
ing to the formula:
SEfs = Sx'll

-

rxx

where Sx is the standard deviation of the Q-sort itself and rxx is the factor’s reliability. Since "the
magnitude of error associated with factor scores diminishes as factor reliability increases" [:54],
rxx estimates a factor’s reliability based on the number of persons defining the factor or script.
Since it has been found that "the same person will render Q-sort orderings with the same Q-sample at different times that correlate upwards of .80" [:54], the factor’s reliability is estimated as:
r

”

=_%L...

1+ ip-1) .80

where p refers to the number of persons defining the factor. Appendices B (Finland) and C (the
United States) contain more detailed summaries of the statistical analyses for the reader’s perusal.
Having completed the statistical analysis, I turned to an interpretation of the results.
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Creating the "Scripts'* of Career
The final step in data analysis involved abstracting from the factors which had emerged in the
statistical analysis to "scripts" of career. And my work in this phase departs from that of many
other scholars who do factor analysis. My purpose in completing the factor analysis was not to
identify factors which might be interpreted as having "real" meaning in and of themselves, but to
organize and consolidate the data drawn from the Q-sorting, so that I might have a better under¬
standing of the expressed importance of the Q-sort statements within each of the factors. Once
that had been accomplished it was left to me to transform the factors into "scripts."
Mechanically this step began with a careful perusal of the factor arrays, looking for similari¬
ties and differences in the relative placement of Q-sort items. Gradually, I began to see patterns in
the ways in which the combined Q-sorts for each of the factors had assigned relative levels of
"truth" to the statements in their Q-sorting. I then returned to the interview transcripts and concept
statements of the women who had collectively defined each of the factors to look for ways in
which the concrete life situations of the women might help me to understand those patterns. Fi¬
nally, I mapped the things I had learned about the context in each location onto the factors in
telling a story about each of the "scripts." My goal in this storytelling was to reflect ways in which
the language of the "scripts," as well as the assignment of priority to Q-sort items within each of
them, reflected cultural, institutional and organizational values, priorities and rhetoric in each loca¬
tion.
Because this storytelling was an intuitive, creative process it reflects to a considerable degree
my own social construction as well as my intentions in the project (see Chapter 1). Another
scholar might have told the stories quite differently. Although it is my hope that the stories will
create an impression of internal consistency, I make no claims to "truth," universal or otherwise,
in their construction.
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In Summary
In advocating its effectiveness, McKeown and Thomas describe Q methodology as:
a method for the scientific study of human subjectivity. Subjectivity, in
the lexicon of the Q methodology, means nothing more than a person’s
communication of his or her point of view. As such, subjectivity is al¬
ways anchored in self-reference, that is, the person’s "internal" frame of
reference, but this does not render it inaccessible to rigorous examina¬
tion. Nor does it serve to reify the self in any metaphysical or phenome¬
nological sense.
[1988:12]
While I agree with much of this quotation, in adopting the Q methodology, I departed from the as¬
sumption that it is ever possible to truly know another’s subjective experience. Rather, I used the
Q-methodology as a systematic attempt to elicit and assign relative value to statements about per¬
ceived subjectivity, assumed to reflect discoursively the cultural, institutional, and organizational
context in which it exists. The completion of my project depended upon finding a way to illumi¬
nate this picture of individually perceived subjective experience; I believe that Qmethodology served this purpose well.
Further, while there was some general similarity between the Q-sorts in the two research set¬
tings in terms of the issues explored, the overall tone of language used in each of them is quite
different (the complete Q-sorts for each setting are reproduced in Appendices B for Finland and C
for the United States). This reinforces the opinion I held coming into this project that Q methodol¬
ogy might be an excellent tool for doing cross-cultural research, reducing as it does the absolute
primacy of the researcher’s role in creating research constructs. While clearly my contribution in
the creation of the Q-sorts and in the analysis of the results was substantial, I believe that the con¬
cepts reflect to the greatest degree possible the influence of the researched themselves.
The research constructs in the two settings were derived and analysis of the results were ac¬
complished quite independently. In fact, up to a point, this study can be conceived of as two
projects. In the next two chapters, therefore, I will describe my impressions and stories of the con¬
text of each project, as well as the resulting scripts of careers, in independent detail, leaving for
the final chapter comparisons which may be drawn between the two.
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Notes
2. McKeown and Thomas’ use of the term "expression" to describe the goals of R Methodol¬
ogy seems, on the surface, to suggest that such methodology would have been appropriate for
this project. However, their use of the word differs markedly from my use of it. They are re¬
ferring to the measurement of traits, attitudes, or whatever from an external point of view.
When I use the term "expression" I am alluding to the things which individuals say or indicate
about a subject drawn from some internal frame of reference. Thus, my use of the term fol¬
lows more closely, although not directly, McKeown and Thomas’ use of the word "impres¬
sion."
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CHAPTER 5
THE RESEARCH PROJECT IN FINLAND:
CONTEXT AND RESULTS
Annikki, she the good-named
slyly heated the sauna
with wood the wind had snapped off
a thunderstorm had beaten;
rocks she fetched from a rapid
brought them for stirring up steam
waters from a pleasant spring
from a trickling mire; she broke
a bath-whisk from the grove
softened the honey-sweet whisk
on a honey-sweet rock’s tip;
she made some ash sweet as curds
some soap sweet as bone marrow
soap that was sparkling
sparkling, lathering
for washing the bridegroom’s head
for pouring on his body.
The Kalevala, Canto 18

Introduction
Here I begin the process of posing answers to the two research questions I brought to this proj¬
ect:
(1) How do a group of women managers in two diverse cultures frame the subjective experi¬
encing of career?
(2) What can be learned about cultural, institutional, and organizational values and priorities
from the subjective expression of individually experienced lives?
In this chapter and the next I will describe the research projects in each of the locations in detail,
and suggest initial answers to the first of the research questions. I will do this in several steps.
First, I will describe the context of research in each location. In this chapter I will review my im¬
pressions of Finland as a nation, the lives of women working as managers there, a general descrip¬
tion of the country’s banking system, and a more detailed description of the Union Bank of
Finland — the site of my research.
Following this contextual discussion, I will turn to a review of the research project itself— a
recounting of the manner in which I gained permission to conduct the study, a description of the
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sample of women who participated in it, an examination of the results of the Q-sort analysis, and
a presentation of the career scripts which I constructed from those results.
Context of the Research Project in Finland
Finland — The Nation
Finland is often described as a culturally homogenous, Nordic country with a large land mass
and a relatively small (5,000,000) population. Most of those people live in the southern region of
the country since the topography of the north is arctic tundra. Reindeer, the animal most associ¬
ated with Finland, roam in large herds to the north (when I visited Lapland with Iiris we saw
many more reindeer than people) and continue to provide a source of food — though in Helsinki
the price of reindeer meat renders it a luxury! Much of the southern portion of Finland is quite
beautiful with many lakes and the forests which continue to provide a major export; prevailing
winds make the climate in this portion of the country more pleasant than one might imagine.
Helsinki, the capital and largest city in Finland, is located in the southeastern section of the coun¬
try. Helsinki has a population of 500,000 people, most of whom live within a short commute (15
to 20 minutes) of the center of the city.
For centuries, Finland was a pawn in the territorial conquests and disputes of its nearest neigh¬
bors, Russia and Sweden. Remnants of the successive rules of each of these large neighbors
remain. The descendants of Swedish royal families and a merchant class which occupied the coun¬
try in the early 19th century, 7% of the population of Finland are Swedish speaking Finns. The
country is truly bilingual. The Swedish speaking Finns (they describe themselves as Finnish not
Swedish) have their own schools and universities, and tend to live in small enclaves within the
broader culture. Many Swedish speaking Finns do not speak Finnish, and very few Finnish speak¬
ing Finns speak Swedish. Everyone in Finland seemed quite tolerant of this difference and treated
concessions made to incorporate the Swedish speaking minority as though they were a fact of life.
While some of the Finnish speaking women I interviewed, indicated that Swedish speaking Finns,
because of their small numbers and language oriented institutions, have "special" advantages in a
career sense, none of them indicated that this represented a seriously negative state of affairs.
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The largest population centers of the Swedish speaking minority are along the southwestern
border (the one shared with Sweden) and the primary names of these communities are Swedish,
though all towns in the country are dually named (e.g., Helsinki/Helsingfors). This bilingual incor¬
poration is so pervasive that even the stops on the Helsinki metro are announced twice, once in
Finnish and once in Swedish. Until well into the twentieth century, Swedish speaking Finns com¬
prised most of the upper class in Finland. This may help to explain the far-reaching and
continuing nature of their special treatment.
For a very long time, Finland existed on the periphery of world events and the world econ¬
omy. Some of this had to do with its geographic position and some of it with the island like nature
of its primary language. The Finnish language is of fmno-ugric origin; it shares that origin with
Hungarian and Estonian alone. However, while Finns can understand some Estonian, and vice
versa, the latter is not true of Hungarian. Finns often joke about the fact that they wish their ances¬
tors had joined the migration from the Ural mountains to the south accomplished by those who
made it to the warmer climes of Hungary! But, lying beneath this humor, is pride in the strength
of ancestors who managed to survive under extremely difficult circumstances.
This strength, "sisu" (roughly translated as, "trying hard") along with the "sauna" (which, in
order to tolerate Finnish style seems to me to require sisu) are said to define the national character
of Finland. This kind of strength is extolled in the Kalevala, a folk-epic written in the Finnish lan¬
guage and published in 1849, based upon a collection of oral stories and songs primarily from the
region of Karelia (since WWII a part of Russia). It is said to be difficult to underestimate the
power of the Kalevala in uniting the Finnish people linguistically and giving them a sense of na¬
tionhood. Largely ignored during some portions of the ensuing period, the Kalevala has been
re-discovered at times of national emergency. The reading of this lyric tale of heroism tradition¬
ally formed a portion of each child’s education in what it is to be a Finn.
The citizens of Finland have demonstrated "sisu” many times in recent history. While the rela¬
tionship of the country with Sweden, its neighbor to the west, has been felicitous during the 20th
century, affairs have been less cordial with Russia, its big brother to the east. In fact, Finland did
not achieve independence from Russia and become a nation state in its own right until revolution
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in Russia offered this opportunity in 1917. When independence was granted, Finland became the
only Nordic country without a constitutional monarchy.
The relationship between the two countries reached an all time low during World War II,
when Russia invaded Finland, and a bitter "winter war" ensued. The winter war is still very much
present in the oral history and collective memory of the country. Finnish soldiers, poorly
equipped and ill fed, managed to hold off the Russian assault for an astonishing 18 months and
are said to have fought like "animals" to save their country. Surviving veterans of the campaign
continue to wear identifying medals proudly.
It is said that because Stalin admired the courage and stamina of the Finnish army, Finland
managed to retain a measure of independence after its defeat by Russia. It is also possibly true
that Russia did not occupy Finland as it did Poland, another small neighbor, because the Russians
were less afraid of Sweden than of Germany, Poland’s neighbor. For whatever reason, Finland
emerged from WWII an independent nation, though heavily committed to Russia economically in
the form of required reparations. It seems a tribute to the pragmatism of the Finns that they were
able to turn even this disaster into eventual success. Over the years, as reparations ended, and Rus¬
sia remained isolated from the balance of western Europe, Finland became its major trading
partner. This contributed to the economic development which has transformed Finland’s economy
in the years since WWII from one dependent on agriculture and wood products to a diversified in¬
dustrial state.
Now that the eastern block is collapsing, many in Finland see Helsinki as potentially becom¬
ing a central city in the "new Europe" rather than a peripheral one. While not a member of the
European (Economic) Community, Finland has moved quickly in the past decade to international¬
ize both its economic and social outlook. This internationalization is not without its detractors.
For example. Max Jakobson in noting that people in Helsinki are today often more familiar with
Dallas than they are with Sibelius and the Kalevala said this:
Finland is becoming "Europeanized," for better and for worse. For better,
in that it is breaking down the self-centered insularity of Finnish life; for
worse, by undermining some of the old-fashioned civic virtues that still
are honored among the Finnish people.
[1987:158]
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Despite these moves toward becoming "Europeanized," it may still be truly possible in the
case of Finland to speak of a "national character," though one which is filtered by class, language
spoken, educational level achieved, and whether an individual lives in the countryside, a small
city, or Helsinki. This uniformity of cultural outlook is reinforced by immigration policy which se¬
verely limits the numbers of outsiders allowed to enter Finland permanently and, also, by the
considerable pride which being a Finn seems to represent.
My personal memories of time spent in Finland are of a beautiful, peaceful landscape — my
backyard in Helsinki was filled with flowers, birds and tame/wild pheasants; I was visited at twi¬
light by a giant hare. Each evening families, dressed in bathrobes with their hair wrapped in
towels, walked by on their way home from the apartments’ community sauna. The people seem
orderly, quiet and to require little space. The metro could be literally packed with people and one
could ride without being jostled. The main central stop of the metro during rush hour was eerily si¬
lent save for the clicking of heels on the floor. The people seem friendly — when necessary —
but hardly effusive. People in Finland look alike. It was impossible for me to visually discriminate
Swedish speaking Finns from Finnish speaking Finns. Of course, their names are quite different.
Iiris indicated that until recently only about 100 Finnish first names were widely used.
Despite apparent cultural uniformity, however, economic and social life in Finland have
changed a great deal in the 1980s and, this change in mm, has created profound re-adjustments in
banks, as well as the lives of women working as managers in them.
The Lives of Women Working as Managers in Finland
One might well ask, how can people known for their ferocity and tenacity also seem so or¬
derly and externally controlled, and what does this thing called "sisu" have to do with being
female in Finland? One local academic (Claes Gustafson, from the University in Turku) told me
that the first issue represents the paradox of living as a male in Finland. Forced by cultural norms
to appear balanced — passive and civilized (feminine) — Finnish men possess a violence in their
souls more like Slavs than Scandinavians. In times of war this is a considerable strength. In times
of peace, it causes the men to turn the violence on themselves.
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Whether this is true or not one could never be sure, though it is an interesting story. What is
known is that rates of suicide and alcohol consumption, which may reflect this uneasy accommo¬
dation, are reportedly much higher for men than for women in Finland [Andorka, 1989]. Several
of the women I interviewed noted with sorrow the recent suicide of a prominent businessman, in¬
dicating that it was not a good thing to become so involved with work as some men do. Further,
several women mentioned the considerably shorter life expectancy of men in Finland as reflective
of their less "balanced" lives. Finnish women have ostensibly been able to achieve the kind of
"balance" in life so frequently extolled in Finland but, apparently, often difficult for men to main¬
tain.
Finnish women have been employed in large numbers since WWII, when their labor force
participation was necessitated by the loss of life among men. Barbara Czamiawska-Joerges
[1991] quoting Leila Simonen [1989] notes that "Finnish women were of great importance in po¬
litical and economic life both during and — unlike their sisters in many other Western countries
— also after the war" [Simonen, 1989:51]. The "late industrialization combined with the rapid de¬
velopment of welfare state services introduced the Finnish woman to the labor market and left her
there" [Czamiawska-Joerges, 1991:16]. And, while results of the Q-sort did not affirm this point,
it seems to me that the very high cost of living in Finland, and a high rate of taxation may contrib¬
ute to continued high labor force participation rates among women, even among those with small
children. According to a Finnish Labor Force Survey in 1988, women with children under 18 had
an 85.2% labor force participation rate and women with children under 7 a 79% labor force par¬
ticipation rate. Unlike women in the other Nordic countries, a majority of them work full-time
[Kauppinen-Toropainen et al., 1984].
Because so many women were employed and partially in response to severely declining birth
rates in the 1970s, paid maternity leave, subsidized by the government, was mandated in 1976.
The women I interviewed called 1976 "a very big baby year." The current national paid maternity
leave is 263 days (excluding Sundays and public holidays), 30 of which are taken before the due
date. Maternity leave is lengthened by 60 days if the woman has two or more children. Maternity
leave becomes parental leave after the birth of the child; this portion can be shared by both par¬
ents. Very few men in Finland elect this option, however, and most of the women I spoke with
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said that action would be considered "unusual." Under universal conscription, men serve in the
army for one year before assuming adult work; women do not serve in the army. The women indi¬
cated that "soldiering" was the job of men, "mothering" the job of women. Both are assumed
necessary. The parental leave is granted to adoptive parents for 234 days. Effective in 1991, par¬
ents may elect to take unpaid parental leave for up to two additional years, with the guarantee of a
position when returning to the work-place.
The government has subsidized day care since 1973 and in 1986 nearly half of the children
ages 3-6 had a place in a municipal or a subsidized day care facility. This care was said to be quite
good by the women I interviewed, although spots in the facilities are difficult to obtain. It was
said to be because of the high cost of operation and the dearth of available slots in public day care
facilities, that the government has mandated the additional two years of parental leave. Family
day care is very popular in Finland, about half of the children are in this kind of care which may
be in an individual home but, more often, is shared by a group of families. Additionally, the right
to a 6 hour day for parents with children under 6 has been mandated. (All of the data on national
family policy are taken from a compilation of facts and figures titled "Basic Data on the Position
of Women in Finland," ANON.) Of additional interest are laws which protect the rights of chil¬
dren in Finland. One of these allows the child to select either the mother’s or the father’s or a
combination as his/her surname.
Laws have been passed recently in Finland which ban discrimination in employment and re¬
quire equal work-place opportunity for women as well as equal pay for equal work. However,
there is a fairly sharp distinction statistically between what is seen as women’s and what is seen as
men’s work. About half of all women work in female dominated professions — as secretaries, re¬
tail sales clerks, day care ‘nurses,’ bookkeepers, nurses and nursing auxiliaries [Osterberg and
Hedman, 1988:12]. And, the sexual segregation of the labor market is vertical as well as horizon¬
tal. Thus, there is a substantial wage gap in Finland. The income of women in 1986 averaged just
under 70% of that of men [Vanhala, 1987:13].
Women in Finland apparently continue to maintain the greater share of responsibility for
household work, either doing it themselves or, not as commonly, hiring another woman to do it.
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One of the women I interviewed, who has a full-time housekeeper, indicated that most women in
Finland are too "cheap" to elect this option.
Women are believed to spend around 13 hours more per week on housework than men [Osterberg and Hedman, 1988]. These tasks, I believe, may be complicated by the fact that household
work seems generally more time consuming in Finland than in this country. For example, food
distribution continues to be primarily through small neighborhood stores rather than in large super
markets — shopping for provisions is a frequent task. The metro was crowded each evening in
Helsinki with women (generally) carrying bags with small amounts of groceries. In the homes I
visited, clothes dryers were uncommon (the sauna is the drying room of choice) as were frost-free
refrigerators. And, ironing remains the norm — even table linens and bedding. Plus, a high pre¬
mium is apparently placed on living "nicely," with carefully prepared meals, well-appointed
homes, and closely supervised children. And, I observed that the provision of this standard of liv¬
ing generally falls to women.
The number of women working as managers in Finland has increased over the past several de¬
cades, although less than 15% of all managers are reported to be female and, the proportion in top
management falls to between 1 and 2% [Vanhala, 1987]. Women managers are employed in
greater numbers in the public sector, in female dominated industries, in small firms, and in non¬
profit organizations [1987], There is little reason to suppose that the number of women managers
will decline in Finland in the years to come. For one thing women in Finland, on average, have
more education than men and a university degree seems to be considered a prerequisite for man¬
agement at senior levels in large corporations. All of the women I interviewed at UBF were
university graduates. This degree, while not exactly like our master’s degree, carries somewhat
more prestige than that held by university graduates in this country.
Second, there is a shortage of employable workers in Finland and there has not been any
move to open immigration. Several of the women indicated that, because it has such rich social
benefit policies, the country is not anxious to increase the population dramatically through immi¬
gration, as some other European nations (particularly Sweden, which the Finns often use as a
basis for comparison) have. The women indicated that Finland wants to be able to afford the peo-
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pie who live there now. So, there is and presumedly will continue to be, a ready market for univer¬
sity trained female managers.
Finally, while it may be largely rhetorical, there seems to be real commitment to the hiring
and promotion of talented women in some corporate settings. For example, the bank in which I
conducted my research (UBF) seems quite proud of its record in this regard and, although 80% of
the employees at the bank are female and only 28% of the managers are female, most people saw
this as temporary. One seemingly more cynical interviewee indicated that it was to the bank’s ad¬
vantage to hire women at senior levels because they could be paid less. Whatever the reason, if
UBF is indicative of the country as a whole, women seem to be moving, if quite slowly, into man¬
agerial positions of power and prominence.
The Finnish Banking System
Like most European countries, the central Bank of Finland holds overall responsibility for the
country’s monetary and banking system. The Bank of Finland functions "under the guarantee and
supervision of Parliament and the Bank Supervisors delegated by Parliament" [Finnish Banker’s
Association, 1989:15]. The Bank of Finland has been delegated responsibility for the maintenance
of a "stable and secure monetary system" and for securing "the stable and undisturbed functioning
of the financial markets" [: 15]. In order to facilitate "stability" and "security," the central bank has
been authorized considerable latitude in terms of determining and influencing macroeconomic pol¬
icy and the functioning of private banks within the country.
"Through the pursuit of monetary policy, the Bank of Finland endeavors to influence finan¬
cial market conditions and thereby macroeconomic developments" [: 16]. This monetary control
has been exercised in three major ways:
(1) through intervention in the money market which has the effect of manipulating short-term
interest rates;
(2) through stipulated variations in the base interest rate which serves as an important refer¬
ence rate for bank loans;
(3) through the collection of cash reserve deposits from the banks which affects the nature of
their lending policies.
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The Bank of Finland also holds responsibility for foreign exchange policy and acts to influ¬
ence the valuation of Finnish markka. It accomplishes this task through "intervention in the
foreign exchange market, and the regulation of capital movements and exchange control related
thereto" [: 18]. Under the auspices of the Foreign Exchange Act, capital movements between Fin¬
land and other countries are controlled by the Bank of Finland. Formerly this control was
extremely tight and individual transactions required permission. However, "Finland has adopted a
gradualistic, step-by-step strategy in dismantling exchange controls" [: 19], and this strategy has
helped to "support the room for manoeuvre in domestic monetary policy" [: 19], The central bank
continues, however, to monitor relatively tightly the financial institutions and markets in the country.
There are three groups of deposit banks in Finland: commercial banks, savings banks and co¬
operative banks. And, even the state owned bank (the Postipankki) became a limited company in
1988 [:20]. All deposit banks provide a full range of services. The 11 commercial banks are the
most important of the deposit banks in terms of size and range. They operate nationwide through
extensive branch networks. In addition to traditional banking services for both individuals and cor¬
porations, the commercial banks operate as investment banks (an increasingly important aspect of
their business) and provide a number of other financial services in subsidiaries organized under
their corporate umbrellas (e.g., credit cards, international offices for corporate clients, and leasing
arrangements).
The commercial banks are publicly owned stock companies, with that stock widely held.
However, institutional investment in bank stock is increasingly important. The distinction be¬
tween the commercial banks and the other deposit banks in Finland lies primarily in the size and
nature of the customer base, as well as the type of ownership. For example, cooperative’s (this
term refers to the ownership of the bank) main "customer groups are households and small and
medium sized businesses — they have a strong market in providing bank services to agriculture
and forestry" [ :28]. And, the profits of the savings banks "are not distributed to founders, deposi¬
tors, or any other groups" [:30j. Cooperative and savings’ banks have traditionally been regional
rather than national, although a series of mergers in the 1980s has changed this somewhat — for
example, there were 211 savings banks in 1988, just over one hundred less than in 1970 [:30].
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The major customers of the savings banks continue to be individual households though they also
provide other retail and wholesale banking services. Finally, there are four foreign-owned banks
which operate in Finland, primarily engaged in wholesale and investment banking. The bank in
which I conducted this project is one of the two largest commercial banks in Finland. It will be de¬
scribed in detail at a later point.
Recent Changes in Finnish Banking
There has been much change in the Finnish banking world in the past 20 years; most of it in
response to internationalization and gradual deregulation by the Bank of Finland. Prior to 1970,
the banks operated in a stable, predictable environment, under the steady hand and watchful eye
of the central bank. Interest rates were regulated and fairly low which "guaranteed a fair, steady
profit margin and clear-cut rules of making profit" [Ropo, 1989:49]. Since interest rates were
maintained at a "relatively low and stable level" [:49] by the central bank and since interests on
bank deposits were tax exempt, there was no possibility for price competition between the banks.
Also, there was no capital market in Finland; the entry of foreign capital and the exit of Finnish
capital were tightly controlled.
As I have noted, the Bank of Finland has also traditionally regulated bank financing potential;
this policy together with low interest rates and limited available capital led, before 1970, to a "con¬
tinuing over-demand for money" [:49]. Obtaining credit, depended upon savings and "patronage"
— on the customer being known to the bank. Also, denied the possibility of making a profit in
other ways, the commercial banks focused on service and the creation of a massive branch net¬
work in order to succeed. This network is still quite obvious to the observer. One of the
interviewees in my study quipped that "most large cities in Europe are known for the variety of
shops and boutiques on every comer— in Helsinki all one finds is a branch bank!"
Augmenting competition on the basis of service and relationship were "gentle-man like agree¬
ments between the banks on the interest rates of deposits covering tax-free deposits and an
agreement on tariffs of bank services" [:51], a practice which in this country would have violated
anti-trust legislation. In 1970, however, all of this began to change with a series of actions (which
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continue) designed to deregulate banking in Finland. In her recent doctoral dissertation, Ropo
[1989] delineates three "waves" of deregulation by the Bank of Finland and their effects:
New Banking Legislation
Legislation beginning in 1969 gave to all banks "equal rights for international operations,
stock and bond brokerage, and for consumer and commercial banking as the commercial banks"
[:50]. At the same time, commercial banks began to establish subsidiaries which offered "real es¬
tate agent services as well as factoring, leasing, and hire-purchase agreements for retail and
business clients" [:50]. According to several of the women I interviewed, these changes affected
the growth and competitive position of the commercial banks, but they were largely transparent in
the day to day feeling of working for the bank.
Major Structural Changes
The central bank allowed foreign banks to enter Finland in 1982 (among them Citybank and
Chase Manhattan) and the competition for corporate clients and the provision of credit among the
banks became commensurately more aggressive. At the same time, the growth of business gener¬
ally in Finland and the dearth of credit available through the banks led to a search for
sources of funds outside the central bank’s regulation. A "grey money market" [:50], outside the
Finnish banks, developed in which corporations financed each other, or used foreign banks, or,
now that capital could leave the country more easily, established their own banks outside of Fin¬
land [:50].
In response to the "grey money market" and, in order to avoid the central bank’s control over
credit availability and interest rates, the commercial banks began to establish separate finance sub¬
sidiaries or, in some cases, to loan money to clients through their security departments in order to
avoid the "official balance sheet" [:51 ].
Deregulation of the Money Market
The final wave, and the one with the most far-reaching effects, began with the central bank’s
decision to deregulate the amount and price of money in the market. The credit interest ceiling
was abolished and by 1987, "the interests of credits were allowed to be tied to market-driven inter-
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ests, so called Helibor (Helsinki Inter Bank Offered Rates) interests, which are rated in the marketdriven money markets" [ :51 ].
The effects of this change to a market driven valuation of money cannot be overestimated. It
meant that, for the first time, banks were able to loan money at considerably higher rates than had
been possible in the past. Further, the supply of money was dramatically increased. The money
market meant that "bank managers had to start selling money instead of being gatekeepers for it"
[•51].
In response to this shift, commercial banks moved to new ways of competing in the financial
marketplace. While service continued to be important, the "banks started competing on interests
of credit and on prices of services" [:51 ]. This led to the development of specialized "service pack¬
ages tailor-made for fulfilling the needs of specified customer types" [:51 ], based on products
which had been non-existent in the past. At the same time, the increasing use of equity capital
(from both domestic and foreign sources) by relatively large Finnish corporations, provided in¬
creasing avenues of profit-making potential for the commercial banks acting in their investment
banking capacity. This potential was expanded again in 1988 with the establishment of the Finn¬
ish Options Market.
The organizational structure and culture of commercial banks in Finland have changed in at
least five ways as a response to these competitive and strategic alterations:
(1) The banks have shifted from functional to customer centered organizational forms. This
has allowed the banks to focus on the specialized needs of customer groups and also to evalu¬
ate the profitability and/or productivity of any given element of business.
(2) Concurrent with the latter goal, profit center structures have been developed by the com¬
mercial banks both for internal and external functions.
(3) Because the nature of business has changed so dramatically and the profit center approach
requires new ways of thinking about business, management training and development have
become a high priority for the commercial banks. The goal has been to shift thinking on the
part of long-time bank managers from that of "bureaucrats" to that of "strategists" [:55]. Strat¬
egists are said to "have a longer perspective in doing bank business — a larger framework of
business transactions and the future" [:55].
(4) Deregulation has produced many new jobs in the banks, many of them requiring the re¬
cruitment of specialists (securities analysts and lawyers, foreign exchange experts, money
market people etc.). There seems to have been an uneasy incorporation of these people with
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the "bankers" of the past. This is particularly true because as the nature of business has
changed, power at the highest levels of the bank seems to be shifting from those concerned
with traditional domestic accounts (less profitable) to those involved with investment banking
and the large corporate accounts (more profitable), the latter often staffed by younger, more
aggressive people.
(5) Banks in Finland have traditionally been locations of stable, life-long employment. A
wave of mergers brought on by more aggressive competitive requirements as well as the ne¬
cessity to reduce the branch structure, a strategic anachronism, has led to a gradual "downsiz¬
ing" of the commercial banks’ personnel. This, when added to the pressure produced by an
increasingly results orientation on the part of senior management is reported to have produced
considerable anxiety among some long time bank employees.
Change promises to continue to characterize the world of Finnish banking in the 1990s. A
"spiralling interest rate level" in 1989, "led to problems in many sectors and put a severe strain on
the profitability of the Finnish banks" [UBF, Chairman’s statement, Annual Report, 1989:4]. The
rise in interest costs put strain on many Finnish companies as well, and led to a series of bankrupt¬
cies which necessitated sizeable credit write-offs by the banks. Further, the rise in funding costs
exceeded the rise in interest income leading to poor "interest margin development" [:4].
In response to growing inflation and a deepening of the current accounts deficit, the Bank of
Finland has applied its economic brakes. It has raised the base interest rate level and imposed a
ceiling on growth in bank lending. It has also required an increase in cash reserve deposits. Also,
while some accounts continue to be tax-exempt, the banks have begun to introduce taxable de¬
posit options based on the Tax Relief Act on Deposits, 1989. This has led to a new round of
competition among the banks necessitating careful development, by already beleaguered domestic
bankers, of products which will be priced in a way to insure an adequate profit margin. Further,
total service packages are being developed for large depositors which will provide tax, investment
and large expense planning advice as well as traditional banking services.
All of these changes in banking are taking place in an increasingly internationalized economic
setting. Over and over, people in Finland spoke of the need to remain involved in the dismantling
of economic borders in Europe. They spoke of concerns over lagging external interest in Finnish
design, of the possible need to devalue the mark, of the need to be more aggressive in capital in¬
vestment outside Finland, of their desire to participate fully in the "new" Europe. And, the latter
seems to be happening in the banking world. Recent banking legislation has been designed to con-
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form to commonly accepted European Community standards and, several of the large banks have
announced the opening of offices in capitals in Eastern Europe. Many of the women I interviewed
spend almost as much time in Brussels, London and New York as they do in Helsinki.
All of this taken together, leads to the impression that, increasingly, "new types of bank man¬
agers are needed in terms of focusing managerial work and leadership behavior to meet the
demands of a more dynamic business and organizational setting" [Ropo, 1989:55], And, much of
this dynamism was reflected in the stories which the women at the Union Bank of Finland told me
about their careers, their experiences, and their lives.
The Union Bank of Finland
The Union Bank of Finland, a commercial bank, is the second largest bank in Finland. It was
founded in 1862 and, according to published bank information, enjoys a solid reputation for its
high solvency (share capital was FIM 3.2 billion at the end of 1989), "humane" personnel prac¬
tices, diversified financial services, and electronic technology. UBF was a pioneer in the general
move to electronic banking in Finland, the use of cash machines rather than checks, and the provi¬
sion of service to customers via personal home computer. Checks are used much less extensively
in Finland than in this country. The total personnel at the bank is around 10,000 (reducing slightly
each year), and consolidated assets for the UBF group (which includes subsidiaries conducting
business in related financial services as well as a network of international banking institutions) at
the end of 1989 were FIM 148 billion which is "roughly equal to the national budget" [Fact Sheet,
Union Bank of Finland, March, 1990:2].
The company’s organization may be "likened to an armada" [:2]. Top management includes
the Chairman of the Board of Management and the Chief General Manager. These two, along
with the other 18 men which comprise the Board of Management, "determine the direction and
the rest of the armada sail this course" [:2]. There are three primary business areas — domestic,
international, and investment banking. Each of these areas is managed "relatively independently"
by its own Deputy Chief General Manager and an internal executive committee. Other areas —
Human Resources, UBF Data, and UBF Real Estate are similarly organized. Additionally, there
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are group support units (e.g., accounting) which report directly to the Board of Management. For
reference, an organizational chart of UBF is included as FIGURE 2.

FIGURE 2. Union Bank of Finland organization 1.1.90.
It is important to note that although the average age of members of the Board of Management
at UBF is 49, the Deputy Chief General Manager of the Investment Banking Division is 37 years
old. A former professor at the Swedish School of Economics in Helsinki (in fact, he is the individ¬
ual generally credited with bringing U.S. Financial analysis techniques to Finland) and a widely
acknowledged "wunderkind," this man’s rapid ascension to senior management at UBF seems to
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me symbolic of the shifting nature of the bank’s business over the past ten years. A number of the
women I interviewed had been students of his at the Swedish School of Economics in Helsinki
and were recruited directly by him, bypassing normal bank procedure. While there seems to be a
high regard for his talent among the women I interviewed who had been with the bank for a long
time, I sensed some level of discomfort with his manner of accomplishing things which seems to
lie outside the long established procedures of the bank. This shift seems symbolic of the general
move in the bank from a traditionally conservative approach, to one located in a more aggressive
market orientation. Also, it seems important to mention that although the bank was moving in the
direction of hiring women as managers prior to this man’s joining it, he has been instrumental in
substantially increasing their numbers in the investment division.
UBF is a publicly held corporation, with share ownership widely spread [:5]. However, in the
spring of 1989, Oy Finanssilaitos, a large insurance company, acquired 11% of the Bank’s total
number of share votes (8.5% of the shares). The Chainnan of UBF noted in the 1989 Annual Re¬
port, that "cooperation with the insurance company share-holders of Finanssilaitos Oy will open
up new possibilities and alternatives for developing services for Finnish and foreign customers"
[UBF, Annual Report, 1989,4], The bank also holds shares of the insurance company in its pri¬
vate portfolio (this would be illegal in the United States where corporate stock is banned by law
from bank investment).
UBF is a major financier of Finnish trade and industry, though "private persons constitute a
major customer group from the point of view of deposits, payment and lending. Private persons
account for 33% of total credits at the year-end" [Fact Sheet, Union Bank of Finland, March,
1990:8]. "Sound profitability has always been the Bank’s key objective" [: 12] but in 1989, consol¬
idated profit dropped off sharply. — dividends were lowered, ROE dropped to 5% from 11.1% in
1988, and EPS dropped from FIM 3.73 in 1988 to FIM 1.67 in 1989. Consistent with general
trends enumerated earlier, this drop in profits was explained by the bank in two ways:
(1) "unfavourable development in net income from financing operations" due to increases in
market rate interest, cost of funding, the central bank’s monetary policy and write-downs on
the bank’s bond portfolio; and
(2) an increase in credit write-offs primarily necessitated by two bankruptcies.
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But, the Bank’s "solvency is high with respect to the capital adequacy requirements of exist¬
ing bank laws" [: 13] where the equity/liabilities ratio must equal 9.1%, and optimism for the
bank’s future remained high when I visited Finland during the summer of 1990.
In material published in 1989 [Personnel Figures of 1989, page 2], UBF noted the following
as being benefits of serving in its employ: "a big company with lots of opportunities to advance,
education, health service, lunch, house loans, insurance security, hobby and club activities." The
bank provides all kinds of educational opportunities both at its own training center and, for manag¬
ers, at the Schools of Economics and internationally. Vacations are generous (rising to 42 days
after fifteen years of service), complete health care is available free of charge, and a pension of up
to 60% of salary is provided. Interestingly, the retirement age for men is 65, for women 60 (no
one could explain this discrepancy — it was said to be the way it has always been). Spokesper¬
sons for the bank speak with pride of the fact that more than 20% of its managers are females and
that no major salary differences exist between men and women working at the same level [Person¬
nel Figures for 1989, page 2].
Context in Summary
This constitutes the context in which I conducted my research in Finland at the Union Bank of
Finland during the summer of 1990. Whatever the dynamism of the banking industry in Finland,
UBF certainly "looks" like a bank "should." Distributed over a number of buildings in the center
of Helsinki and its near suburbs, one has the impression of solid permanence about the bank. Busi¬
ness on each of the floors in its office buildings is conducted behind locked doors. One has to
introduce oneself to a guard on the first floor in order to gain admittance. One of the women indi¬
cated that this practice, recently instituted, reflected the bank’s desire to "behave like a real
European bank should."
The offices of the women I interviewed were palatial by American standards — in fact the
word "lovely" comes to mind. Generally, there were fresh flowers on the desks and each time I
met with a woman I was offered coffee, often served in china cups, and generally accompanied by
a sweet of some kind. At one point I feared I might suffer caffeine poisoning because I was anx¬
ious not to offend by refusing their offers! The women seemed relaxed and as though they had all
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the time in the world. They also seemed open, honest and anxious to participate in my research. It
was a wonderful experience.
The Research Project
Getting In
Iiris arranged for my entrance to UBF. During the winter prior to my visit to Finland, she con¬
tacted the manager of Management Recruitment and Selection at the bank (Anita, who later
became a part of the study) to ask if she might be willing to allow me to conduct my research
there. Iiris had been frustrated in a similar attempt at another bank, and so Anita’s enthusiasm for
the project was gratefully accepted. As I noted above, UBF is quite proud of its relatively large
number of female managers, of their equal treatment with regard to salary, and with the extensive
nature of development opportunities and promotion for its managers; all probably contributed to
Anita’s willingness to help me. Plus, she is a social scientist herself, and my research seemed of
great interest to her.
Using the bank’s personnel information system, Anita identified 20 women in greater
Helsinki who met the sample parameters I had established: women working with the title of "man¬
ager" who were between the ages of 30 and 45. It is important to note that in order to produce this
list, Anita was forced to include 3 women who were out on maternity leave. While 28% of the
managers of UBF are female, many of them work in branches around the country. The percentage
of women managers at the corporate level is apparently lower. When I arrived in Helsinki, Iiris
and I met with Anita to discuss the project and to arrange for initial interviews with the women.
Anita and her assistant were enormously helpful to me in accomplishing this task.
The Participants
Eventually, 17 women completed the sequence of interviews. One of the original 20 women
was on a month’s vacation and two of the women out on maternity leave chose not to participate.
TABLE 1 shows a list of the 17 participants identified by their initials, age, marital status, number
of children, primary language spoken, university training, and division in which they were work¬
ing at the time of the interviews.
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TABLE 1.
PARTICIPANT
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

UZL

A.L.
M.V.
M.N.
T.K.
A.P.
S.G.
S.H.
AS.
P.J.
P.S.
M.H.
I.A.
K.P.
E.P.
F.B.
AT.
M.M.

The women who participated in the project at UBF
AGE
44
42
36
36
35
33
31
30
38
38
31
44
42
39
39
36
36

MARiTAL STATUS
DIVORCED
MARRIED
MARRIED
MARRIED
MARRIED
MARRIED
MARRIED
SINGLE
MARRIED
SINGLE
SINGLE
MARRIED
MARRIED
MARRIED
MARRIED
MARRIED
MARRIED

CHILDREN
2
2
0
1
2
2
1
0
1
0
0
2
2
1
2
1
1

LANGUAGE
FINNISH
FINNISH
FINNISH
FINNISH
FINNISH
SWEDISH
FINNISH
FINNISH
FINNISH
FINNISH
SWEDISH
FINNISH
FINNISH
FINNISH
SWEDISH
FINNISH
FINNISH

EDUCATION
SOC. SCI.
MGMNT.
MGMNT.
MGMNT.
MGMNT.
LAW
MGMNT.
MGMNT.
MGMNT.
MGMNT.
MGMNT.
NUTRITION
MEDICINE
LAW
MGMNT.
MGMNT.
MGMNT.

DIVISION
HUMAN RESOURCES
DATA
INVESTMENT
DOMESTIC
DOMESTIC
DATA
INVESTMENT
DOMESTIC
SUPPORT
INVESTMENT
INVESTMENT
HUMAN RESOURCES
HUMAN RESOURCES
INVESTMENT
INVESTMENT
DATA
SUPPORT

It should be noted that all but four of the women were married at the time of the interviews.
Of those four, only one was divorced. Two of the three never married women were among the
youngest women who participated in the study. Of the married women, all but one had at least
one child. Family size is characteristically small in Finland; this is reflected in the fact that none
of the women had more than two children. The divorced woman, who was one of the older partici¬
pants, has plans to marry in the near future.
The hierarchical position of the women ranged from one who is an assistant branch bank man¬
ager, to four women who hold the title of assistant general manager and report directly to
members of the Board of Directors. Of the latter, three are in the Investment Division and one, a
physician in charge of the bank’s health care, in the Human Resources’ Division. Because of the
many services offered to employees as well as customers, the variety of jobs available for manag¬
ers at UBF is remarkable. Thus, positions held by the participants varied from that of one woman
in charge of the subsidized cafeterias, to one in charge of equity placement, to one in charge of
safe-keeping for customer securities, to a securities’ lawyer, to one in charge of internal account¬
ing, to one responsible for several large corporate accounts, to one who managed the bank’s
equity portfolio, to one who was in charge of foreign exchange for the bank. Some of the work,
particularly in the investment division and that requiring specialized training (law, medicine, nutri¬
tion, and several of the investment positions), is quite specific. Promotional and transfer
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opportunities for these women are limited. Some of those working in other positions, however,
possessed more general management skills, characteristic of an earlier time in the banking envi¬
ronment. The latter women spoke of the advantage of a long, interesting, and diverse career which
the bank provides.
Results of the Q-Sorting and Factor Analysis
Prior to describing the results of the Finnish Q-sort, I want to emphasize the fact that the val¬
ues determined by it represent a more or less continuum rather than either/or choices. Because all
of the Q-sort statements were drawn from the "Clearly Most Important" concept statements, each
of them was clearly most important to at least one person. The results, therefore, reflect the rela¬
tive truth of the statements for each individual and provide for a combined pattern of importance.
Since many of the women selected as "most true for me in my career and life" at highest levels on
the Likert scale (+5, +4, and +3) those items drawn from her own "Clearly Most Important" con¬
cept statements, items valued in the mid-range take on added importance; they reflect more
widely held opinions.
Following the methods described in Chapter 4,1 completed a Factor Analysis of the Q-sort
data. Prior to rotation, five factors emerged which had eigenvalues greater than 1, and on which
the product of the two highest loadings exceeded the standard error of the Q-sort (decision rules
for initial consideration of factors). All of the Q-sorts loaded positively on the first factor, which
had an eigenvalue of 5.2, and accounted for 31% of the variation. This reflects the very high corre¬
lation among the Q-sorts, visible to the naked eye. Results of the Q-sorting, initial correlation and
factor analysis for the Finnish data are reported in Appendix B.
After rotating to a final solution, three factors were identified on which at least two Q-sorts
loaded solely and significantly (the final decision rule for consideration of a factor). Because the
initial factor analysis produced results which indicated remarkable similarity among the Q-sorts,
the purpose of the rotation in this case was two-fold: first, to produce orthogonality among the
data — to make each individual Q-sort as different as possible from the others in terms of its load¬
ings on the factors. And second, to identify those Q-sorts which were defining ones for each of
the factors — those which came closest to being the "ideal type" for that factor. In this sense, the
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further refinement of rotation must be viewed as just that; as exploring the nuances of difference
in each case. Following rotation, those Q-sorts defining each of the three factors were identified,
and weights calculated from the respective factor loadings. Using the weights calculated in each
case, ideal type Q-sorts were created for each of the three factors, and items on which they dif¬
fered significantly were identified. These results, along with the 70 item Q-sort and item scores
for each of the scripts, are also reviewed in Appendix B.
Creating the "Scripts” of Career
It is at this point in the analysis that I began to transform the factors into "scripts." The pur¬
pose of the statistical analysis in this case, rather than to identify factors which could be
interpreted as possessing intrinsic meaning in their own right, was to organize and consolidate the
data in order to discriminate varying impressions of the relative "truth" of the Q-sort statements
among the factors. Once that had been accomplished, the factors identified statistically provided a
foundation for the construction of career "scripts" which followed.
Barley [1989] indicates that career "scripts may be thought of as plans for recurrent patterns
of action that define, in observable terms, the essence of actors’ roles" [:53]. One might also think
of such "scripts" as stories enacted by social actors. In order that these stories might be told, the
final stage in data analysis required connecting the statistically determined factors with (1) the in¬
dividual stories, drawn from interview transcripts and concept statements, of the women who had
defined them, and (2) my impressions of the cultural and institutional stages upon which the
"scripts" were being played.
In this chapter I focus on a description of the "scripts" developed for the Finnish data. In the
next chapter I will do the same thing for the results of the research conducted in the United States.
While I will be describing connections between the scripts in each setting and context, more com¬
plete answers to the second of my research questions, "what can be learned about cultural,
institutional, and organizational values and priorities from the subjective expression of individu¬
ally experienced lives?", will be deferred until the final chapter.
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Three St ripts of Career
Based on the statistical criteria for signifu nee which I had established (see Chapter 4), three
factors were identified in the second order fact r analysis of the Finnish Q-sorts. However, the re¬
markable uniformity of the Q-sorting results ot ne Finnish data requires remark. There were
statistically significant differences among the th ee factors on just 16 of the 70 Q-sort items!
Therefore, the three scripts which I will describe hould be looked upon as representing nuances
of difference rather than distinct and/or opposing tones.
Since all of the Q-sorts loaded positively on L e first factor prior to rotation, since it had such
a substantial eigenvalue, and since the Q-sorts wei so highly correlated, it might have been possi¬
ble to describe a single Finnish "script" of career ai i ended my effort there (though I would have
been on shaky statistical ground). I believe that this vould not do justice, however, to the
women’s stories and to the nuances of scripting diffe ence which they expressed. It was only in
looking at ways in which the defining Q-sorts for the second two factors were different from
those of the first that I began to understand more completely the overall presentation represented
in the Q-sorting process.
I have labeled the three Finnish scripts, which 1 will describe in this chapter, the "UBF Profes¬
sional" script, the "Private Life" script, and the "Non-LBF" script. These labels serve as pointers
to the major differences between the scripts — different es which lie on two dimensions: (1) the
relative emphasis of the script on private life issues, and 2) the degree to which the script indi¬
cates commitment to bank rhetoric.
The first script, the "UBF Professional," speaks more strongly than those of the others with
what I have come to call the "bank’s voice." A major element of the script is located in expressed
commitment to general organizational rhetoric and strategic considerations at the bank.
The second, the "Private Life" script, however, without necessarily adjuring this rhetoric,
places greater emphasis on private life concerns, on relationships and roles. And, the "Non-UBF"
script indicates more generalized working concerns — it does not "buy into the company line" to
the same degree as the "UBF Professional," nor does it express quite as much assurance or confi¬
dence. With that basic indication of difference in the scripts having been made, I will describe
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each of them including some details from the stories of the women who defined them, saving for
the concluding section of this chapter, and for the final chapter, observations on the patterns
which all three scripts share.
Script A — The "UBF Professional1* Script
In telling the story of the "UBF Professional" script, I have organized my construction into
eight components which together act to describe it.
They are: (1) a strategic view; (2) independence, autonomy and growth; (3) a "no-nonsense"
approach to career, (4) gender issues; (5) private life; (6) interpersonal relationships; (7) supervis¬
ing professionals; and (8) the effect of change at the bank and in economic life. Once again, I ask
the reader to remember that save for the nuances of difference which I have noted, all of the Finn¬
ish women might be said to be acting out this script.
A Strategic Business View
Reflective of the increasing emphasis placed on strategic thinking, decentralization of man¬
agement responsibility, and the recently created profit centered organizational structure are
values (both positive and negative) given to the following statements (emphasis added):
The higher one moves in management, the more one must think strate¬
gically — this requires a shift from a focus on day to day and month to
month activity. (+4)
I like work in which one can achieve concrete results. (+3)
I like having responsibility for an entity, a whole piece of the bank’s
business, rather than being responsible for a small piece of it. (+2)
The work I like best involves the chance to build something from its be¬
ginning — to influence its development. (+1)
The most difficult work in the bank is that which requires planning, re¬
porting and bookkeeping. (-4)
Perhaps as a result of management development and training efforts, one might almost
imagine that the bank is speaking through these women. While values assigned to the former
items reflect an emphasis on bank rhetoric, however, values assigned to others shift to individual
priorities.
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Independence, Autonomy and Growth
Still couched in language which emphasizes commitment to the bank, another element per¬
vades choices made in the "UBF Professional" Q-sorts; one very much related to individual
experience. This element, with a major emphasis on autonomy, variety and growth in one’s work,
is reflected in values assigned to the following statements (emphasis added):
Freedom to do and to manage my work is very important to me. (+5)
Learning and growth are important to me in my work and in my life.
(+5)
The higher ones position in the bank hierarchy, the more ability one has
to influence what happens in one’s work. It becomes less difficult to be
persuasive. (+4)
I like work which offers variety and a chance to develop myself. I ask
"Can I grow in this job?" bearing in mind that the bank must benefit
too. (+3)
I want my career to be challenging and interesting. It is good to have
work which includes variety. (+3)
It is important that the work I do require the special talents I have, some
work at the bank would not interest me at all. (+2)
I like work which allows me to be a specialist — to develop expertise
and use it. (+2)
I am ambitious, I want to "go up." (+1)
Seeking Increased Influence. While the script expresses some outright personal ambition in
the modest value given to the last statement, a move upward in the hierarchy seems more to indi¬
cate a desire for autonomy, growth, independence, and a chance to influence the bank’s activity,
than for individual aggrandizement. In the interviews, several of the women at lower hierarchical
levels expressed frustration with their inability to directly influence the outcomes of their projects
and efforts. They indicated that to be promoted to a higher level would allow them to have direct
access to the Board of Directors, to explain plans and ideas in their own voices. Some expressed
disappointment with the attitudes of superiors, who were seen as blocking their ideas.
While desires for autonomy, independence and growth are said to be important by these
women and are, therefore, presumedly possible, it seems to me doubtful that in the "armada-like"
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hierarchy at UBF these options would be open to more than a few. Perhaps in expressing these de¬
sires, the "UBF Professional" women were attempting to set themselves apart from the vast
majority of employees at the bank for whom the attainment of these values must be difficult if not
impossible.
A "No-Nonsense" Approach to Career
The women defining this script express "dead seriousness" about their work, say that their
achievements have been the outcome of effort, and deny the role of luck, serendipity, or whim in
making career choices. These ideas are reflected in the positive and negative values assigned to
the following statements (emphasis added):
The first job I had at UBF was important to me for one reason or another
— either because I was in a spot to learn about the bank’s business, or
because I was given lots of responsibility, or because I met people who
were important to me later, or for some other reason. (+2)
I never really planned to become a banker or work in a bank, it just hap¬
pened. (-1)
My career progress has had a lot to do with luck. (-1)
My career so far has had little to do with planning — it has been more
circumstantial. (-2)
Life is more interesting when it "just happens" — I like not knowing
where I will be in the future. (-3)
I want my work to be "fun." A career should be something one would do
even if s(he) were not being paid to do it. (-3)
I work because the quality of my family’s life depends upon my income,
or I am single and, therefore, support myself. (-2)
The picture conveyed here is of women working hard, grateful for a chance to succeed, tak¬
ing their work seriously, and certainly not working for "fun" or just "for the money."
Gender Issues
Values assigned by the Q-sorts defining the "UBF Professional" script were consonant with
the rhetoric of gender equality at UBF. This was operationalized in two ways: (1) assigned values
seem to reflect an effort on the part of the women to set themselves apart from many women in
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Finland; as being different because they are independent, confident and willing to work harder in
more demanding jobs and (2) the women convey the impression that they do not want to see their
being women as making any "difference" in the pursuit of their careers as bank managers. These
emphases are variously reflected in values assigned to the following statements:
Unlike many women in Finland, I am interested in a position which is
challenging and time consuming. I am not working "just for the money"
but an willing to work hard. (+2)
It has been important to me that I am independent and confident. (+2)
I have sometimes taken a job, even when it was something I was not sure
I should, because someone has persuaded me to take it. (-5)
I work best under some stress. (+1)
My work is difficult and often makes me tired. (-4)
In choosing to work for the bank I thought it would be a good place for a
woman because there are many kinds of jobs and one could have a good
long career here. (-4)
Because I am a woman I have more feelings in managing people than a
man might (-1)
I have wanted to show that as a woman I could do as "good as a man."
(-5)
The extremely low value given to the last statement was echoed many times in my conversa¬
tions with women at the bank. Most of them say that they do not want to be viewed as having to
"prove” anything in their careers because they are women. The woman who designated this state¬
ment as "Gearly Most Important" to her was a relatively new employee of the bank. She had
worked for many years in a large commercial firm where she was the only senior woman man¬
ager. The fact that all three scripts indicated extremely low value attached to this statement
(-5, -4, -4) may arise from the genuine opportunity which the bank has offered women managers
or, perhaps, from the fact that the women seem anxious to disassociate themselves from the posi¬
tion of some feminists in Finland. A number of the women interviewed spoke pejoratively of
"feminists" who were said to be "negative" and "trouble makers." For whatever reason, few of the
women attribute their success to the desire to prove that they are different and/or better managers
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than men. And, their choices seem to emerge from a desire to distinguish themselves from other
women in Finland who, in their opinion, often do not behave in the same ways.
These findings were reinforced in an interview with one of the "UBF Professional" women
when she observed that, "My person in my private life is different from the one I am here. I am a
nice person in my private life. Here I must do things which are very hard." Apparently this split¬
ting is seen as both necessary and possible.
Private Life
Reflecting the seriousness surrounding work expressed by the women defining the "UBF Pro¬
fessional" script, it was not until the middle of the Q-sort process that they selected personal
relationship and/or private life statements as being "Most True for me in my career and in my
life." All of the women defining the script, and loading on it after rotation are either childless or
have older children. Thus, while like all of the women in the study they rated the following state¬
ment as true:
I want to have a balance in my life between my private life and/or family
and my working life. I don’t want to focus on my work alone; I need my
private life as well. (+1)
achieving this "balance" is perhaps easier for them and, therefore, not so important an issue as for
those defining Scripts B and C (who assigned the values +5 and +4 to this item). For "UBF Profes¬
sional" women, expression of private life concern seem to revolve around relationships as re¬
flected in the modest positive value given to the following statement:
It is important to be in a supportive relationship — either in a marriage
or other arrangement — one in which the partner understands that my
work is difficult, is interested in my work, and shares in the tasks of my
private life. (+1)
Interpersonal Relationships
It was interesting to me that many of the women in completing the Q-sort in Finland ex¬
pressed curiosity about the results of their colleagues (not one American woman did this). And, in
the interviews, many of the women noted relationships with superiors, colleagues both in and out¬
side of the bank, and their staffs as being quite important to them. A number of the values given
to items by women defining the "UBF Professional" script reflect this notion:
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Bosses and/or senior managers at the bank and elsewhere have been very
important to me — their encouragement, confidence in me and willing¬
ness to give me a chance to show what I can do has made a lot of differ¬
ence. (+4)
My contacts with colleagues outside the bank have been important to me
both personally and professionally. (+1)
I have learned a great deal from my bosses and the senior managers with
whom I have had contact. (+1)
Knowing about the Finnish economy in general and Finnish corporations
has been important to me — as well as having contacts there. (+1)
It is very important to my own sense of satisfaction in my career to have
a good staff. (+1)
Supervising Professionals
Ropo [1989] concluded that economic changes in Finland in the 1980s have necessitated a
shift in the kinds of people employed by banks. Many of the women participating in the study su¬
pervise the professional workers required to pursue the emerging strategy of the bank. Products of
professional training themselves, there seems to be general agreement among those defining the
"UBF Professional" that supervising this kind of employee is preferable to being assigned respon¬
sibility for clerical personnel. This may also be reflective of the fact, as described above, that the
women position themselves as set apart from the large number of women employed by the bank
in clerical capacities and, also the fact that those supervising professionals often hold positions at
upper levels of the hierarchy. These conclusions seem possible based on values assigned to the
following items:
I prefer to manage professionals — it requires giving them freedom —
managing clerical personnel and/or non-professionals is much more diffi¬
cult. (+2)
Having worked as a non-professional myself helps me to manage them —
to understand their work and their problems and to evaluate the quality of
their work. (-1)
As a manager I see myself as being "just like an employee" as having
good relations with my people as well as a business view. (-3)
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Effects of Change at the Bank and in Economic Life
Finally, although the bank has faced some difficult times in recent years and, although the
economy is changing rapidly in Finland generally — the "UBF Professional" women express a
measure of confidence in the security of their careers, although they see those careers as inextrica¬
bly linked to the bank’s success. Values assigned to two items reflect this confidence:
My career opportunities have been affected by the expansion and/or
shrinking of business either at the bank or elsewhere. (-1)
Because the banking environment is dynamic, it is hard to predict what
will happen in the future, what jobs will be available, what opportunities
will open up. To some extent, my career depends upon what happens to
the bank. (+1)
Synthesizing the "UBF Professional" Script
Although I have described eight components as comprising this script, it emphasizes two ele¬
ments. First, the script expresses commitment to the strategic direction and rhetoric of the bank.
This emphasis is exemplified in the high value given to the following Q-sort item: "The higher
one moves in management, the more one must think strategically — this requires a shift from a
focus on day to day and month to month activity." (+4) Second, issues of personal growth, learn¬
ing and autonomy are foregrounded in the script. In fact, the two items rated most highly:
"Freedom to do and to manage my work is very important to me" and "Learning and growth are
important to me in my work and in my life" bear witness to the considerable importance which
the women place on the working aspect of their lives.
In the next section attention turns to the "Private Life" script. In order to foreground some is ¬
sues as being of greater importance, it was necessary for these women to assign to other items
lesser importance than those defining the "UBF Professional" script. It is in this nuance of differ¬
ence that a revised script emerges.
Script B — The "Private Life" Script
For women whose Q-sorts define the "Private Life" script, and for those loading positively on
it after rotation, issues in private life are indicated as being of greater importance than those re¬
lated to career. Often this seemed to reflect the fact that the women placing items in the
foreground on this script were the mothers of children under the age of 6. However, this was not
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always the case. For whatever the individual reason, the emphasis in Script B shifts from work to
private life as evidenced in the relative value assigned to the following items — the value given
the statement by those defining the "UBF Professional" script is also included as reference:
Sometimes serious issues in the family (for example, illness or troubled
children) forces a re-evaluation of priorities, the focus on career becomes
secondary. (B = +4, A = 0)
Having good care available for young children is absolutely essential to
being able to devote oneself to ones work. (B = +4, A = 0)
It is not possible to both work very hard for the bank and also to have
children — except in rare exceptions. (B = -4, A = -1)
While a decision to have a family may have made a difference in the
progress of my career, it was a personal decision and one which was im¬
portant to me. (B = +5, A = -1)
While sometimes I have made choices in my life based on the desire to
accommodate a relationship (for example, moving with my husband so
that he could take a new and better job) it has been worth it. (B = +4,
A = -2)
There is sometimes a "pull" between the demands of work and children
especially when they are small. (B = +3, A = -3)
These results indicate to me that the kind of priorities expressed in the first script, may be
predicated upon an uncomplicated and less demanding private life. Despite the provision of the
wide range of family supports in Finland described earlier, women continue to speak of their roles
in private life, particularly as mothers, as being of solidly paramount importance. This importance
was reinforced many times during the course of the interviews. One woman spoke of the time
spent with her baby during maternity leave as having been something "important I did for my
daughter, just as my mother did it for me." Another woman described the difficulty of having a
troubled child and expressed her willingness to give up her work, which she professed to love
very much, if the situation could not be remedied in any other way. Several of the women indi¬
cated that "research shows" that it is important that a child spend at least one year in the care of
his/her mother, after that it is fine for the child to be given over to the care of others because chil¬
dren need to learn how to get along and cooperate with others.
The overall impression I drew was that it is of great importance for women in Finland to
speak of the necessity to perform the role of mother in what is considered to be the proper way —
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that is, to stay at home with a child under one, to find "good care" for the child while s(he) is a
preschooler, and to wait until the child is somewhat older to fully devote oneself to ones work.
And, the role of the father in all of this was never mentioned.
This is not to say, however, that having children is said to preclude career success. While all
of the factors rated the following statement negatively, it was resoundingly discounted by the "Pri¬
vate Life" script:
It is not possible to both work very hard for the bank and also to have
children — except in rare exceptions. (A= -1, B= -4, C= -1)
This item was drawn from the "Clearly Most Important" statements of one of the unmarried,
childless women. Most of those with children indicated disagreement with her in their Q-sorting.
However, a number of the women expressed concern in the interviews about the effects of the op¬
tional extended maternity leave (2 additional years without pay) mandated for 1991. Even some
of the women with children indicated that they would have reservations about hiring a young
woman as a professional or manager now because of uncertainty over the number of years she
might be absent from the work place. However, one of the older women indicated that the same
fears existed when the original maternity leave legislation was passed and yet, the bank adjusted
without major difficulty over time. And so, while women with children do not seem to be
"mommy tracked" at UBF, their career focus often is expressed as temporarily being of lesser im¬
portance.
Script C — The "Non-UBF" Script
While women defining the "Non-UBF" script and loading positively on it after rotation gener¬
ally expressed much in common with the "UBF Professional" and/or the "Private-Life" script,
there were some differences. The deviation of Script C from Script B is straight forward. It
emerges from the lesser importance attributed by Script C to issues in private life. Differences
with Script A are less easy to understand. They are based primarily on the lesser emphasis placed
on the two major elements defining the "UBF Professional" script — a strategic business view
and independence, autonomy and growth — and the greater emphasis placed on attributions of in¬
dividual career progress. Script C women were either new to the bank, worked at lower
hierarchical levels than those defining the "UBF Professional” script and/or worked in offices out-
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side the center of Helsinki. It seems to me in trying to understand the expressions housed in Script
C, and remembering the stories of the women who define it, that the reasons for the dissimilarity
with Script A may have to do with their lesser exposure, for one reason or another, and/or commit¬
ment to bank rhetoric. Attention in the "Non-UBF" script turns to an attempt to justify the
progress of career to date. And, initially, that consideration may seem to contain some inconsisten¬
cies. For example, In light of the extremely low values given to these two statements:
My career progress has had a lot to do with luck. (-4)
My career has had a lot to do with careful planning. (-5)
The next two choices seem puzzling:
My career so far has had little to do with planning — it has been more
circumstantial. (+2)
Life is more interesting when it "just happens" — I like not knowing
where I will be in the future. (+2)
If career has not had to do with luck, but has been circumstantial rather than planned and if
life is more interesting when it "just happens" then how do these women explain what has been
important in their career progress to date? Clues are embedded in values given to the following:
Because I did jobs outside the bank in the past, I know about other kinds
of life beyond banking and have a broad view of economic life. (+2)
I never really planned to become a banker or work in a bank, it just hap¬
pened. (+5)
I see myself as a UBF person. (-3)
While I like responsibility, I want to grow with the job. I don’t like to
"jump" into a job — it is important first to know what one is doing and
why. (+5)
More cautious than the rhetoric of the "UBF Professional" script, the script of these women,
who never planned to work for a bank, indicates that they are still "feeling their way” at UBF. It
might be imagined that with more experience, and/or longer exposure to the cultural messages of
life at the bank, their impressions will become more consonant with those of the "UBF Profes¬
sional" women.
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In Summary
Deborah Sheppard notes:
For women ‘immigrants’ moving into male-dominated culture, learning
how to manage the world of organization necessarily implies learning
how to redefine and manage ‘femaleness.’ Women moving into tradition¬
ally male positions formulate their experiences in such a way as to sug¬
gest that for them ‘organizational’ learning is in many ways coterminous
with ‘male’ learning.
[1989:144]
Sheppard indicates that one common strategy employed by women in such situations is that
of ‘blending in,’ to mute the difference which their gender makes, and to conform to existing or¬
ganizational culture. While clearly speaking about American women, Sheppard’s observations
may have some relevance for understanding the career scripts of women at UBF.
Small in number relative to their male counterparts, the women participating in this study rep¬
resent the first wave of women promoted in substantial numbers to senior managerial levels at
UBF. Thus, their expressions of conformity to male managerial behavior at the bank which sur¬
faced many times in the Q-sorting process, and their attempts to distance themselves from
behavior which might be seen as "feminine" or "feminist" may be seen as emerging from within
the conditions under which they are carrying out their working lives. It is somewhat reminiscent
of the scripting behavior of token senior women managers described by Kanter in an American
corporation of an earlier time [1977]. This script is also reinforced by the fact that "the socializa¬
tion process to management positions in organizations leads to the mainstreaming of candidates
so that woman-specific attributes, values and ambitions are lost and gender neutral or masculine
sides are reinforced" [Billing and Alvesson, 1989].
And yet, despite the generally hard-headed, no-nonsense tone reflected in the Q-sorting by
most of the women, and the disclaimers of many of them that they were different, less "feminine”
people at work than in their private life, their behavior and affect, as judged through my own cul¬
tural lens, seemed so feminine to me in so many ways. They were all dressed attractively, were
soft-spoken, gentle and gracious. As pioneer "travellers in a male world" [Marshall, 1984], much
of their rhetoric can be seen as an attempt to justify the course of their lives, although this justifica¬
tion assumed a different form depending upon the status which they occupied in private life.
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For the older more senior women, justification focused on attempts to explain the manner in
which they were "different" (by virtue of their confidence, education, and desires for challenge)
from other Finnish women in the work-place. For younger women, and those who perceived their
private life roles as being more complicated, justification turned to an effort to place commitment
to work at a lower position with respect to other responsibilities. All but one woman, new to the
bank, denied that they were attempting to "prove that they could be as good as a man."
As I noted in my initial description of the country, Finland is often said to be characterized by
cultural uniformity. And, there did seem to me to be lurking beneath the surface of the stories I
heard, and the scripts I identified, a sense that there are unspoken rules about the "right” and
"wrong" way to "be" as a woman in Finnish society. Further, perception of these social rules and
roles transcended language differences. The women participating in the study who were Swedish
speaking could not be set apart by virtue of the Q-sort results from their Finnish speaking counter¬
parts. The general metaphorical approach of all women lay in an attempt to convey a picture of
balanced lives, in a culture which extols such balance as possible, correct, and necessary. I will re¬
turn to these thoughts in the final chapter, but here it is important to stress that this emphasis on
balance, as well as the homogeneity of career scripting evidenced in the Finnish results provides
an interesting counterpoint to the results of the research conducted in the United States described
in the next chapter.
Notes
3.

During the summer of 1990, $1.00 equalled approximately FIM 4, depending upon where

one exchanged money.

Ill

CHAPTER 6
THE RESEARCH PROJECT IN THE UNITED STATES:
CONTEXT AND RESULTS
.Look at America, you must have been to
America. Well, it’s on too large a scale. It drives
people mad. Everything is too big, the rivers are
too wide, the mountains are too high, the can¬
yons are too deep, the geology is too dramatic,
the deserts are too large, it just isn’t possible to
live in spaces like that. They’ve taken centuries
trying to adapt to it and they can’t. It’s driving
them insane. In Europe one gets proper-scale
landscapes, but there it’s just all out of propor¬
tion. The whole nation is suffering from agora¬
phobia.
Margaret Drabble, 1975

Context of the Research Project in the United States
The United States
It is, of course, impossible to satisfactorily describe the United States in so few paragraphs as
those used to describe Finland. In fact, since most of the readers of this document share my U.S.
citizenship and would probably also find this task daunting if not impossible, I will not try. It
seems sufficient to say that the United States is characterized by its large land mass, cultural and
racial heterogeneity, by its diverse sub-cultures, by its centrality in geo-political events, by its
dominance (though many say slipping) in world economic affairs. There is also a long tradition of
individualistic rhetoric in the United States, which can be traced to the revolutionary nature of its
inception as a nation. This emphasis on individual rights has historically defined and molded the
institutions of the country in both public and private life. And, this rhetoric and practice of individ¬
ualism has affected the lives of managers working here as well.

The Lives of Women Working as Managers in the United States
With equal access legislation of the 1960s, women in the United States began to enter for¬
merly male dominated occupations and organizations in unprecedented numbers. Following on
the heels of new opportunity as well as other social change, women began to envision the possibil¬
ity of a life course quite different from that of their mothers and grandmothers. This was often
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framed for middle-class women within the context of "having it all" — a "fulfilling" career in the
world of work would be superimposed over more traditional female responsibilities within signifi¬
cant relationships and for child-rearing.
Augmenting this dream were works published in the popular press, The Feminine Mystique
[Friedan, 1963] is perhaps the best example, which documented the pathologic boredom and lone¬
liness experienced by housewives and mothers in traditional marriage, as it extolled the virtues of
paid employment and "significant" participation in the broader society. The late 1960s and 1970s
were a time of great optimism in this country surrounding not only individual opportunity, but
also the positive response of organizations to the presence of women. Some, primarily liberal fem¬
inists, "entertained the hope that the feminization of the work-place would change organizations
for the better— making them more humane and socially conscious" [Calds and Smircich,
1989:355].
Reality, however, has not altogether matched early optimism. While laws requiring equal
work-place opportunity and equal pay for equal work have been in place in the United States for
nearly thirty years, achieving them has been illusive. Around 70% of all women still work in fe¬
male dominated occupations [Blau and Ferber, 1986], in occupational categories characterized by
caring and care giving (nursing, secretarial and clerical positions, retail sales, elementary school
teaching). And, sexual segregation of the labor market is vertical as well as horizontal, with few
women at the top of organizations and many at the bottom [Blau and Ferber, 1986]. While a nar¬
rowing of the female/male ratio in wages has begun in the recent past, women still earn, in
general, about 65% as much as men. Some have suggested that this may be as much a by-product
of reduced male wages, reflecting the elimination of blue collar work, as it is indicative of greater
female earning power [Thurow, 1987].
As in other Fields, a large number of women have embarked on managerial careers over the
past several decades, raising the percentage of women in executive, managerial and administra¬
tive positions from 14% in 1976 to 39.4% in 1988 [U.S. Department of Labor Statistics, 1988].
However, while it is certainly true that there are more women managers in our country than ever
before, and that many of them are living the kind of multi-faceted life envisioned earlier, realiza¬
tion of that dream is often pictured as a kind of curse. This occurs on a number of levels. First,
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while w >m n comprise a significant portion of entry and mid-level management in large bureaucratic er ir\ -ise, only a very small number have been promoted to senior levels (variously
estimatec at -3% of all senior management depending upon which firms are included in the
count), ai

t trge percentage of those who have reached the "top" are unmarried and/or child¬

less. Whe tie; )ut of choice or perceived necessity, ascension to senior levels seems to have
precluded >r i mplicated traditional female roles. Further, there is evidence that many women
managers, \ 'er aps perceiving limitations to promotional opportunities and/or frustrated with the
nature of or gar zational careers, have resigned to start their own businesses or, in some cases to
work part-ti ne r not at all. For example, the ownership of small businesses by women rose from
5% in 1975 i) a estimated 25% in 1986 [Business Week, December 22,1986],
Second, v ’hi 3 a host of studies in the past have demonstrated in one way or another that the
"management so es" of most men and most women are often essentially similar [e.g., Morrison,
White and Vai V jlsor, 1987; Powell, 1988], and that the career motivation of many women does
not vary much tc n that of most men [Lipmen, Blumen, Handley-Isaksen and Leavitt, 1983] gen¬
eralized stereo /pt s attributing lesser ability and lesser work commitment to women have been
persistent [Terbbrg, 1977; Taylor and Ilgen, 1981; Powell, 1988]. And, opportunity has been pic¬
tured as being si a led beneath a metaphorical "glass ceiling" [Morrison et al., 1987].
As noted ea. 1 er, managerial careers in the United States have historically been conducted
within a paradigi i of individualism [Lodge, 1988]. Affirmative Action and Equal Employment
Opportunity legislation, were instituted by the Congress to ensure a labor market open to all indi¬
viduals and to reverse observed inequities based on categorical membership — of race, gender
and age. These inequities were viewed by the Congress as inconsistent with the rhetoric of "equal
opportunity" which forms the foundation of our Constitutional democracy. The role of govern¬
ment with regard to the employment contract has traditionally been framed within a "you must
not" rather than a "you must" context; equal opportunity legislation represented an extension of
that logic rather than a departure from it.
Consistent with this position, work and family issues affecting organizations and workers in
the United States have been framed within the individualistic paradigm both at the level of the
firm and nationally. Traditionally, many managers have believed that family issues were not an
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appropriate area of concern for business, and certainly should not be an object of governmental in¬
terference. In addition, the objectivity and rationality of foundational organizational and
management theory in this country depended upon its separation from the conduct of affairs in the
balance of life and within the family assumed to be emotional, value laden, and "private." Further,
the raising of children in a democratic and free society has been viewed as both the right and the
responsibility of individual families. And, this task has been seen as falling naturally to women by
virtue of biology and related personality traits.
As long as the "traditional" family characterized the U.S. work force (although one can see in
retrospect that this form was far from universal at all times in our history) — as long as most
women stayed home and most men worked in the world at large — it remained possible to con¬
tinue to assume the careful split between public and private lives. However, with the increasing
presence of women in the work force and, at a time when demographic realities suggest that the
hiring of women will be a critical necessity for organizations [Johnston, 1987], these ideas have
begun to undergo transformation. By 1988 women comprised nearly half of the U.S. work force;
68% of women with children under eighteen and 60% of women with children under age six were
employed [Statistical Abstract of the United States 1990, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census]. Employment rates among single women with children were even higher — 70%
of divorced women with children under six were in the labor force [, 1990]. Many argue that eco¬
nomic necessity (perceived or real), smaller family size, an increasing number of single women
and single female parent families, as well as high levels of education attained by some women, in¬
dicate that these figures will remain high and probably grow in the future [e.g., Mercer, 1989].
Many organizations in this country are now literally forced to grapple with new and often
complex issues of pregnancy, parental leave, flexible work schedules, child-care, job-sharing etc.
In the absence of national legislation or support in this area, solutions have varied widely depend¬
ing upon the social/political stance of the organization, the numbers of women in its employ, the
nature of its customer base, and/or pressure brought to bear by female employees. Some firms,
Ben & Jerry’s is illustrative, have instituted broad family supports consonant with their image as a
democratic, progressive, and supportive work place. Hospitals, which have an overwhelmingly fe¬
male work force composition, were among the first to institute organizationally supported day
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care. Stride Rite, a manufacturer of children’s shoes, was a pioneer in the early 1970s in establish¬
ing a corporate sponsored day care facility and has been a strong advocate of this approach within
the business community. And at Merck, where 60% of the employees in managerial, professional
and technical positions are female, a grass-roots organization of women pressured for and
achieved corporate support (primarily financial) for an employee operated day care center [Acad¬
emy of Management Annual Meeting, presentation, 1989].
Gradually, family benefit policies are becoming more widely adopted. Recently, Hewitt Asso¬
ciates, "a benefits and compensation consulting firm in Chicago, found that 56% of 259 major
employers offers some sort of child care aid, 56% allow flexible scheduling and 42% grant unpaid
parental leave" [Fortune, 7/30/90:54]. However, child care aid very often comes in the form of re¬
ferral or the provision of a service which allows parents to set aside pre-tax dollars to pay for it.
And, flexible scheduling may mean the elimination of benefit packages in the case of job-sharing
or part-time work. In other words, it appears that while progress has been made in this regard,
companies are hardly rushing to accommodate the needs of working mothers and/or parents.
The position of the government with regard to work and family issues in the United States
continues to be largely laissez faire, although some states have mandated parental leave and addi¬
tional legislation has been proposed at the federal level for unpaid parental leave and child care
support. A bill proposed last year in the Senate would have required employers of 20 or more per¬
sons to provide 10 weeks of unpaid medical leave to care for a newborn, newly adopted, or
seriously ill child or parent. A House version was to apply to employers of 50 or more workers
and also provided up to 10 weeks of unpaid leave. While George Bush supported the idea of par¬
ental leave during the 1988 presidential campaign, he chose to veto this legislation "because he
did not think the Federal government should order companies to provide a certain benefit" [The
New York Times, 7/25/90:1]. The House failed by 53 votes to override the President’s veto. Sup¬

porters of the legislation in the Congress (many of them women) have promised to keep
reintroducing the legislation in future sessions, and have done so currently.
Employers have been quoted as saying that they worry that mandatory matemity/parental
leave laws might hamper their ability to run their businesses in a profitable way and that they are
concerned that though these bills call for unpaid leave now, someday paid leave might be required
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[: 1 ]. At the present time, the only federal stipulation in this regard involves the granting of disabil¬
ity leave to women for childbirth. A 1978 amendment to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act requires
that pregnancy be treated in the same way as any other "disability." The company sets the policy.
If the company does not have a long-term disability provision for employees, leave for childbirth
need not be granted.
While tax benefits and credits have been provided for working parents with children, federal
legislation providing child care has traditionally been aimed at low income families and those on
welfare. There is now talk of increasing allocations to Head Start programs and expanding those
operations to offer full-day, year-round service. However, programs have not been proposed to in¬
crease the absolute number of day care programs nor to provide care for children of working
parents above the lowest levels of income. And, President Bush has been quoted as saying that
costs for even the expanded programs are too high. Therefore, vetoes of future legislation in this
area are to be expected — at least while the Bush administration is in office.
As long as the raising of children in the United States is considered an individual responsibil¬
ity, and one to be borne by the female member of a partnership (when there is one), the careers of
many women in this country will continue to be substantially "different" than those of men. And,
this "difference" is reinforced and extended by what continues to happen to women in organiza¬
tions by virtue of their membership in a gender category. The "difference" suggests a need to
allow the stories of women who are managers to be heard in absence of comparison with their
male counterparts and to understand those stories as emerging from a substantially different con¬
text.
The Banking System in the United States
Commercial banks in this country serve as "depositories for the funds of individuals, govern¬
ment bodies, and business establishments" and also "facilitate money payments and the transfer of
funds in the economy" [American Bankers Association, 1988:iii]. In addition, through lending
and investing activities, the banks provide a source of funding for the same constituencies. Over
the years, commercial banks have created other functions, either within the banks themselves or
in subsidiaries — e.g., trust departments, international banking functions, credit card operations,
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and leasing companies. However, under the Glass-Stiegel act, commercial banks in this country,
have been separated by law from investment functions — equity and private bond placement —
carried out by specialized investment banks.
"Competition in the financial industry is extensive" [:5j. Savings and loan associations, credit
unions, mutual savings banks, insurance companies, pension funds, mortgage banking companies,
and consumer credit companies all compete in one way or another with the commercial banks in
the provision of financial services. The commercial banks differ more-or-less from the others:
(1) because they function under state or national charter, and (2) because they are stockholder
owned companies. While S and Ls, credit unions, and mutual savings banks are government char¬
tered they are, in each case, generally owned by depositors. Mortgage banking companies,
insurance companies, pension funds, and consumer credit companies do not operate under govern¬
ment charter or protection. The commercial banks are the least specialized of the institutions in
the financial industry and offer a wide range of diversified products and services to their
customers.
While this changed markedly in the 1980s, commercial banking in this country has tradition¬
ally been characterized by a large number of institutions. There were 14,500 commercial banks in
1988 and "more than 75% of the nation’s banks have deposits of less than $25 million while less
than 2% have more than $500 million. However, the top 80 banks hold more than 40% of all U.S.
bank deposits" [:5].
The United States has what amounts to a dual commercial banking system. While "both the
federal government and the individual states may charter, supervise, and examine commercial
banks, the banks have some choice about who will regulate them" [:9]. Banks may be nationally
chartered, in which case they must be a member of the Federal Reserve system and the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation (described in more detail later). Or, they may hold a state charter
in which case they may also elect to be a member bank in the federal system. As a matter of fact,
over the years, the authority of the states over banks has been reduced. The individual states do,
however, maintain control over the "branching" of banks and determine which banks may do busi¬
ness within their borders.
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As the banks have grown in size in recent years through consolidation, merger and acquisi¬
tion, separate corporations called bank holding companies have been created. These corporations
own one or more banks. The Bank Holding Act of 1956 required bank holding companies "to di¬
vest themselves of non-banking interests and stipulated that the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System should regulate them" [:10]. Since states were seen as responsible for de¬
termining which banks should be allowed to do business within them, the law also required that
holding companies secure state legislative approval before acquiring banks in other states. Until
quite recently, this provision meant that state boundaries essentially served as boundaries for bank¬
ing activity.
"Banks are unquestionably the most regulated U.S. business" [: 10]. The over-all purpose of
this regulation has been to insure the security and liquidity of depositor interests as well as the
general stability of the nation’s economy. Three regulatory agencies (the Comptroller of the Cur¬
rency [OCC], the Federal Reserve System, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
[FDIC]) as well as the Fifty states share in this regulation. Some of this distribution of responsibil¬
ity in the United States can be traced to decisions of victorious "Founders" of the country who
feared the power of a central bank and federal control of the banking system. Regulatory responsi¬
bility has evolved over the years, created and extended in response to periodic bank crises.
The OCC is responsible for granting federal bank charters, scrutinizing periodic reports and
performing bank examinations. The latter two functions are carried out by the OCC (or state regu¬
latory bodies in the case of state chartered banks) to insure the liquidity and solvency of the banks
under their control.
The Federal Reserve System, created in response to major bank failures in the early part of
the 20th century, and today often called a "central bank," is responsible for regulating the supply
of money in the country. While created by legislative action and staffed at the top by Presidential
appointment, the Federal Reserve acts in an autonomous manner to perform this function in five
ways: by establishing reserve requirements which act to limit or encourage the ability of member
banks to loan money; by buying and selling securities in the market; by establishing ceiling rates
on time deposits; by lending money to banks at a "discount rate" which, in turn, affects interest
rates charged by the banks; by supervising check clearing and collection [American Banker’s As-
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sociation, 1988]. In effect, the Federal Reserve system functions as central banks do in other coun¬
tries, although with somewhat greater autonomy from governmental agency.
The FDIC, established in 1933 after a major run on the banks necessitated their closing, pro¬
vides deposit protection for commercial and individual depositors. Banks which are members of
the Federal Reserve are required to carry deposit insurance (since 1989 called the Bank Insurance
Fund or BIF) — each bank currently pays a premium of 19.5 cents per $100 of deposits [The Wall
Street Journal, 2/1/91 :A2]. In the years since 1933, this system has protected depositors and also

the banks. "Because most customers have no way of determining if their bank is in trouble, the
FDIC gives them the confidence to leave money in their accounts" [The Boston Herald,
1/9/91:30].
The principal payments mechanism in this country continues to be in the form of checks.
"Since each check is handled an average of 2 1/2 times, check processing has become the largest
single area of bank processing costs, time and equipment" [:31] — accounting for up to 1/3 of a
bank’s operating costs. Electronic payment options have only become widely available in recent
years. They may, in the future, lead to an elimination of the large number of clerical jobs pres¬
ently required for check processing.
Recent Changes in American Banking
Just as banking has been transformed in Finland in the period since 1980, so too has the indus¬
try in the United States. Partially the outgrowth of a move on the part of the Reagan
administration to deregulate business generally, three major changes took place in the 1980s
which have affected both the landscape and character of banking in the United States:
(1) Interest rates were deregulated;
(2) The Supreme Court struck down key provisions of the Pepper-McFadden [1927] Act
which prohibited banking across state lines;
(3) States began to loosen restrictions on the opening of branches.
These three changes, when taken together, promoted rapid growth and consolidation of Amer¬
ican banks. While mergers and consolidations had occurred gradually in American banking
throughout the 20th century, the wave of growth following 1980 has been remarkable. Large bank
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holding companies were better positioned to compete in the more aggressive market place which
resulted from interest rate deregulation and the potential for interstate banking. In states encourag¬
ing branch networks, like Connecticut and Massachusetts, this consolidation and growth occurred
even more quickly.
Following the decision of the Supreme Court with regard to interstate banking, states adopted
new legislation which controlled the entry of banks and bank holding companies within their juris¬
diction. Lobbying efforts of banking interests seem to have had a profound effect on the nature of
this legislation. And, therefore, the legislation varied from one section of the country to another.
Further, the deregulation of interest rates began a competitive cycle among the banks for deposi¬
tors and creditors both among themselves and with other financial service providers. With rapid
business recovery following the recession of the early 1980s, and with what amounted to a na¬
tional real estate boom, bank lending throughout the country increased at a dramatic rate. As
corporations increasingly relied on the use of debt issued directly to the market as well as other in¬
ternational and non-bank sources of funds, much of the commercial lending by banks shifted to
real estate ventures.
Bank management in this country had been characterized before 1980 by its conservatism. As
a result of the changes in the environment in which banks conducted their business (many of them
pushed by the banks themselves), new kinds of managers seemed to be required. In the new bank¬
ing environment, innovation, aggressiveness and a focus on growth on the part of managers were
seen as being required in order to succeed.
The Connecticut Bank and Trust Company
In New England, laws were passed in the early 1980s which permitted reciprocality and
branching across state lines. However, banks from outside the region were discouraged from par¬
ticipation. These laws were very much the product of lobbying pressure by the largest banks in
the region, among them the Connecticut Bank and Trust Company in Hartford and the Bank of
New England in Boston. Such legislation would allow regional bank holding companies to grow,
without competitive pressures from larger national banks many of them doing business in New
York City, a short distance to the south.
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The Connecticut Bank and Trust Company (CBT) traces its beginnings to 1814 with the
founding of the Phoenix State Bank and Trust Company, on land purchased across from the Old
State House in downtown Hartford [The Hartford Courant, 1/7/91]. During the 1800s, as industri¬
alization thrived in Connecticut, so too did the Phoenix. The Phoenix bank joined the national
banking system in 1865, and grew through a series of mergers. In July 1954, the Phoenix merged
with the Hartford-Connecticut Trust Company under the name the Connecticut Bank and Trust
Company.
Mergers and acquisitions followed throughout the 1950s and 1960s; in 1962 the bank had 31
offices serving Connecticut communities [:A7]. By 1973, CBT was the largest commercial bank
in Connecticut and the second largest in New England. In 1980, Walter Connolly, a
Massachusetts’ native, former Marine, and graduate of Yale, who had worked his way up through
the management hierarchy at CBT, became chairman. Connolly’s ascension to the senior post at
CBT heralded a period of increasingly rapid growth. "Engineered by Connolly" [:A7], CBT
merged with State National, a large Fairfield county bank thus positioning it for further growth
when interstate banking was permitted.
During the same period, the Bank of New England (BNE) was doing some growing on its
own. Chaired by Roderick M. MacDougal "an Old-line Morgan Guaranty veteran who had built
New England Merchants National Bank into a premium wholesale lending institution, and
changed its name to the Bank of New England" [Stein, 1991:35], BNE agreed on a merger with
CBT in 1982. While the merger was called one of "equals" in terms of asset base and deposit vol¬
ume, it seems to have become quite clear early on that Connolly, and the CBT style, would
dominate. When the banks actually merged (as the Bank of New England Corporation), McDougal retired and the "Bank of New England became Connolly’s bank, and its corporate culture
reflected his strengths and weaknesses" [:38]. The "Connolly culture" is described by one writer
thus:
Connolly had a few simple rules. ‘The market is share driven,’ he would
tell his underlings. ‘Get the share and the profits will follow.’ If someone
complained, suggesting that the bank was going too far, Connolly would
dismiss him in a moment. ‘You are not seeing the big picture here,’ he
would say. ‘You have to take what the market gives you.’
[Stein, 1991:38]
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The pace of growth accelerated. In 1986, BNEC acquired The Conifer group of Worcester, a
Massachusetts wide banking company with $4 billion in assets. "Connolly won Conifer by outbid¬
ding Providence’s Fleet/Norstar Financial group. Fleet bid $570 million, a hefty price even by the
standards of the day. BNE bid $656 million, a price that bordered on the outrageous" [:38].
BNEC during the mid-1980s has been described as a "medieval kingdom in which the central
administration exercised very little control over the distant provinces" [:38]. In 1988, the BNEC
Annual Report listed 9 banks as comprising the kingdom, each headed by a President and each
functioning in a largely autonomous manner. For example, underwriting standards for loans dif¬
fered markedly among the member banks and there was no central loan officer. Connolly is
reported to have monitored his far-flung empire of 450 branches on a daily basis and "if a bank
had lost even a bit of market share — Connolly would get the president on the phone and demand
to know what had happened" [:35]. However, Connolly’s suggestions for solutions did not come
in the form of greater centralized control. Rather, he advised that the president "Grow it, grow it"
[:35] — the method to be used was left to the individual in each case.
Growth was altogether possible in the New England boom days of the 1980s. And, a large
portion of BNEC’s growth came in the form of commercial lending, particularly in real estate de¬
velopment. By 1988, 72% of the bank’s loan and lease portfolio was in real estate and
commercial loans. BNEC reported that commercial loans during this period doubled from $5.4 bil¬
lion in 1984 to $9.8 billion, real estate construction loans rose from $620 million to 3.1 billion,
and commercial mortgages from $1.2 to $5.2 billion [BNEC, Annual Report, 1988, pg. 18]. In the
same annual report (beautifully reproduced on high quality paper and filled with color photo¬
graphs of life at the bank), BNEC described itself in a glowing introductory statement:
At Bank of New England Corporation, our success has always depended
on how well we develop and deliver the products our customers need.
This has never been more important than it is in today’s competitive mar¬
ketplace — and we have never been better positioned to succeed.
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We’ve devoted the past three years to the strategic mergers that created
New England’s premier banking organization. 1988 was the transition
year in this process. It was the year we completed most of our
merger-related activities and recommitted ourselves to serving New En¬
gland — through enhanced network systems and people dedicated to pro¬
viding customers with the service that we, ourselves, would expect to
receive.
Our commitment to service excellence is the story of this year’s annual
report. The illustrations highlight just a few of the ways we are working
to deliver outstanding service that will distinguish Bank of New England
Corporation as a market leader, and as an organization that’s truly com¬
mitted to our shareholders, our customers, and to New England.
If the bank was in trouble, one would not have been able to perceive it from the self¬
presentation and documentation published at the end of 1988. And yet, the seeds of disaster were
sown. In 1987, the existence of "non-performing" loans to third world nations (a euphemism for
loans which may never be re-paid) necessitated the write-off of $192 million. By the end of 1988,
the corporation noted that non-performing assets had declined to $419.4 million (1.68% of loans,
leases and assets acquired in foreclosure) an 8-basis point decline from the 1987 level of 1.76%, a
change attributed "to the decrease in foreign non-performing assets, which were lowered with the
charge-off of $192 million of loans to refinancing countries" [BNEC, Annual Report, 1988:21]. A
careful reader, however, might have been concerned by the fact that 59% of the total non¬
performing assets remaining were real estate related, and the fact that $130 million in other loans
were held by borrowers who "in management’s judgement, were experiencing some financial dif¬
ficulties" [:21 ].
One of these borrowers, William Stoecker, a Chicago entrepreneur who "in his 20s con¬
structed a Rust Belt conglomerate that at one point reached $900 million in sales — much of that
expansion was fueled by BNE" [Stein, 1991:38], had already defaulted on a $65 million loan and
filed for bankruptcy in December, 1988. BNEC (actually through CBT one of its member banks)
had also made a $50 million personal loan to Stoecker. Both were uncollectible and, as 1989
began, "raised questions about BNE’s lending practices and credit controls" [The Boston Globe,
1/7/91:13].
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Further disasters were to follow. In retrospect, many observers believe that much of the lend¬
ing being done by BNEC, particularly in real estate development, was too risky. But, the risks did
not become apparent until the real estate market turned sharply downward in New England. In Oc¬
tober 1989, the bank signed a formal agreement with the OCC which allowed the federal agency
to review its lending policies and procedures as well as its loan portfolio. Some believe this re¬
quest for examination was partially an outgrowth of the failure of Savings and Loan institutions
and banks in other parts of the country, initiating a more conservative stance on the part of federal
regulators. Whatever the reason for their examination, in December 1989, federal regulators
"called Connolly into a room and told him his bank’s very survival was in question" [Stein,
1991:39].
By early January 1990, BNEC had voted to rescind the .34 per share third quarter 1989 stock
dividend, announced that retrospectively it expected to lose $1.2 billion in the fourth quarter of
1989 and post a $1.02 billion loss for the year, valued its non-performing assets at $2.2 billion for
year-end, and indicated that it would seek to sell $6 billion in assets. On January 26, 1990, par¬
tially as a result of federal pressure, Walter Connolly was fired by the Board of Directors.
During the early months of 1990, depositors removed money from accounts at BNEC/CBT in
large amounts. In the first five weeks of the year, deposits at CBT dropped by $5 billion, or 21%
[The Hartford Courant, 1/7/91 :A7]. In January, the parent corporation began "borrowing from the

Federal Reserve Bank’s discount window to cover the deposit withdrawals," its debt issues were
"downgraded to below investment grade" and the bank stopped issuing commercial paper
[BNEC, Annual Report 1989, pg. 4]. On March 10, Lawrence Fish, a former Bank of Boston ex¬
ecutive, was named Chairman of the bank holding company. One week prior to his appointment,
BNEC signed "federal cease-and-desist orders that give regulators great influence over its opera¬
tions. The company agreed to withhold dividends, tighten lending practices and evaluate whether
some of its senior officers are qualified for their jobs" [The Hartford Courant, 1/7/91 :A7].
In a statement in BNEC’s 1989 Annual Report (printed on inexpensive paper and including
just one photograph of a grimly serious and determined Lawrence Fish), the new chairman noted
that while "our financial situation is serious and, BNEC’s financial performance and condition are
far below acceptable levels" [pg. 2], he was hopeful "that we can resolve the very serious prob-
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lems threatening our future. I am optimistic that our strategy charts a course and identifies the re¬
sources we need to rebuild a strong BNEC" [pg. 7].
This strategy was two-fold. First, as noted previously, assets (smaller banks, branches, and
subsidiaries) would be sold when possible. Second, costs would be cut dramatically — primarily
through the elimination of personnel. In April, Fish announced the elimination of 5,600 positions
(about 1/3 of the payroll) overall with 450 of those to be at CBT headquarters [The Hartford Courant, 1/7/91]. Also in April, Fish predicted that the company would be profitable in "18 to 24

months" [:A7]. Throughout 1990, assets were sold (however, the bank was unable to find a buyer
for its western subsidiary — the former Conifer group, for which it had paid $656 million in 1986
— or Maine National bank and took them off the market), and lending was severely restricted.
But, at the end of the third quarter (just as I was doing my interviewing at CBT), the company an¬
nounced a second-quarter loss of $33.3 million and estimated its non-performing assets at $2.78
billion [:A7].
At the same time, the bank struggled to keep its equity/capital ratio above 3%. The implica¬
tions of this ratio for CBT were profound. State law in Connecticut requires that any bank
accepting government deposits maintain the 3% minimum. Both state government and municipali¬
ties used CBT extensively. But, the 3% figure had broader implications. If the state and
municipalities began to withdraw their money from CBT, large corporations (among them Cigna,
Heublein, and United Technologies) were sure to follow [The Hartford Courant, 1/8/91].
Since my research was carried out at CBT during the summer of 1990, the story of context
should probably end here. However, it also seems important to remark on more recent events. In
early January 1991, after BNEC announced that it expected to lose another $450 million in the
fourth quarter just ended, a loss that would make the company insolvent — and depositors re¬
moved an additional $1 billion from the banks in two days — the company was seized by the
FDIC and its assets offered for sale. In April, 1991 BNEC was purchased by the Fleet/Norstar
Group headquartered in Providence, Rhode Island. Under terms of the transaction "Fleet will raise
$683 million of new capital for the former BNE banks — some from public offerings and $283
million from investors advised by Kohlberg Kravis Roberts and Co. (a New York investment
banking firm). Fleet will also pay a $125 million premium to the FDIC — in the form of preferred
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stock and cash" [The Hartford Courant, 4/23/91 :A8]. The same article noted that the final cost of
BNEC’s failure "eventually could cost the government $2.5 billion."
While, because they were protected by the FDIC, depositors did not have much to lose in the
failure of BNEC, bond holders, stock holders, and employees lost a great deal. And, effects on the
employees at CBT/BNE went beyond just losing jobs. Bank stock declined from a high above $25
per share early in 1989 to around $3 when I was interviewing at the bank, to less than $.50 by the
end of the year. After the federal takeover the stock was valueless. A substantial portion of the
company’s pension funds had been invested in its own stock. Further, managers had been re4
warded by the company through a stock option plan. 271,525 shares under these options were
purchased in 1988, and just 22,436 in 1989 [BNEC, Annual Report 1989, pg. 37]. Also, many of
the employees had invested in the bank outside the confines of the pension and option plans. In a
final indignity, as a result of the seizure, remaining severance payments to 300 employees of CBT
who had been let go during 1989-1990 were suspended [The Hartford Courant, 1/12/91].
And, what of Walter Connolly and the other members of senior management who are so often
attributed with the bank’s growth and failure? According to BNEC’s proxy statement for 1988,
Connolly earned $878,000 in salary for that year and was entitled to a pension of half that amount
($439,000 annually). However, in an editorial in The Boston Herald, 1/9/91, Howie Carr indi¬
cated that Connolly’s pension was suspended as of the bank’s seizure. Carr quotes a lawyer "who
knows the ins and outs of the banking racket" as saying, "The absolute most Connolly could be
getting now is $90,000 a year" [Carr, 1/9/91:8]. Carr notes that is still not a bad deal for "a guy
whose company is now in hock to me, the lawyer, and everybody else for $2.3 billion." In the
wake of BNEC’s failure, William Seidman (head of the FDIC) announced that regulators would
investigate the contributions to the failure by the company’s senior management, its auditors, law¬
yers and appraisers. He remarked that the investigation would be civil, not criminal, and would
take months or years to complete [The Hartford Courant, 1/8/91 ].
While there seems to be tremendous effort to affix individual blame for BNEC’s failure, other
banks in New England and nationally have also had recent difficulty. 734 banks with $102 billion
in total assets failed between mid-1987 and early 1991 [The Hartford Courant, 1/8/91 ]. Bankers
attribute these troubles to "tough competition from foreign banks, rising defaults on commercial
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real estate loans, government regulation and infringement on traditional lines of business such as
credit cards from non-banking companies" [The Hartford Courant, 1/8/91]. And all of these have
been labeled "aberrations." I find it tempting to add greed to the list as well as a penchant for meg¬
alomania on the part of senior managers in a business and regulatory environment which
encouraged it.
BNEC’s seizure has prompted calls for new federal banking legislation. Most observers seem
to agree that the takeover was necessary to avert a run on the nation’s 33rd largest bank, and the
ensuing disaster in a regional economy. However, two actions of the FDIC have been criticized:
(1) The FDIC elected to protect all deposits at the bank, even those in excess of $100,000, the
limit actually covered by the bank funded insurance. This action, reflecting the federal
government’s "too big to fail" approach in dealing with large banks has been criticized. Other
smaller banks (the Freedom National Bank in Harlem is often mentioned) have been allowed
to fail in the recent past.
(2) The FDIC agreed to protect $600 million in uninsured deposits at the bank’s foreign
branch in the Bahamas, even though these deposits are "not authorized by law and the bank
did not pay for insurance on the funds" [The Boston Globe, 1/9/91: 1]. Members of lobbying
groups representing smaller U.S. banks have denounced this action — partially because of the
ever increasing cost of FDIC coverage.
And a round of discussion advocating an overhaul of the nation’s banking structure has devel¬
oped in the wake of the present crisis. In fact, bank reform has become an important priority of
the Bush administration. Elements of this plan include: "restricted federal deposit insurance, ex¬
panded bank powers like nationwide banking and equity sales, and tougher government
regulation" [Boston Sunday Globe, 1/13/91:73]. But, consistent with the manner in which such
things are decided in this country, there is much controversy about all of these proposals. Ultimate
policy will emerge from negotiation among the special interest groups involved; inevitably some
will "win" and some will "lose."
Context in Summary
Generally the study of individual careers in the United States has been carried out in organiza¬
tions which are stable and profitable. In fact, the attribution of career success or failure to the
individual demands it. The goal of such research is to eliminate, in so far as possible, outside vari¬
ables which might affect individual differences and perceptions. To conduct this kind of research
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at CBT during the summer of 1990 would have been inappropriate to say the least. While I must
admit that the research task was made more difficult by the extremely stressful situation at the
bank, I believe it was a perfect location for examining the kinds of issues of interest to me. Specif¬
ically, how do people speak of their careers when their working world is falling down around
their heads? What do they express as being of importance to them? And, most importantly, how
can these expressions of career be seen as reflections of the context in which they are located?
The Research Project
Getting In
There was never much real possibility of "getting in" to CBT through the "front door" as I did
in Finland. Early in the spring of 1990 (just as Lawrence Fish became chairman) I called the per¬
son in charge of management recruitment and development in the Human Resources department
at the bank (the counterpart of Anita at UBF) but was told that it "was not a good time for the
bank to participate in such a project." At about the same time, I had lunch with an old friend,
Susan Hobbie, from my days as an MBA student at the University of Connecticut. Susan was at
that time a senior vice-president of BNEC, working in Boston. Though her function had been
eliminated, and she was looking for other work, she maintained close ties with former colleagues
at CBT in Hartford where she had launched her career. I described my problem to her and dis¬
cussed the possibility of contacting other banks in order to find a research site. Once again, the
help of a friend paved the way! Susan suggested that I contact a woman at CBT known to her, a
vice-president working in the marketing department, and solicit her help in finding women will¬
ing to complete the interviews. Susan said, "Mary Ann knows everyone, she would be interested
in what you are doing and, she is the kind of person who would be glad to help." Realizing the ex¬
treme pressures which all banks in New England were feeling at that time, I had a sense that
contacting others would probably lead to further rebuffs. Therefore, with Susan’s introduction, I
contacted Mary Ann.
Mary Ann was enormously helpful. She identified 12 women, all officers of the bank (in
other words, managers), within the age range (30-45) I had decided to interview. Each original
woman suggested one more woman, and I gradually developed my sample. Clearly this approach,
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which differed markedly from the one used in Finland, produced a different group of women from
one I might have interviewed had I been able to proceed with organizational sanction and bless¬
ing. I do not, however, see this difference as negative, or as producing substantially different
results given my purpose for the project.
Research done under the aegis and blessing of corporations in this country, particularly when
funded by them, is generally designed to be of benefit to the organization in some way. Debra
Myerson [ 1989] notes that this relationship has often served to severely limit organizational and
management research — what gets studied, for whom it is produced and with what underlying
purpose:
We focus on outcomes and often underplay process. We try to under¬
stand cause and effect and generally discount context and esthetics. We
attempt to measure amounts and usually neglect interpretations. We try
to explain variance and often ignore fundamental processes. We strive
for parsimony and ignore ambiguities. We seek control and order and dis¬
regard in whose interest the order is sought. We study institutions and
often ignore how institutions constrain meanings and obscure interests —
managerial interests underly (sic) the choice of research categories.
[1989:165]
A study of the managerial careers of women conducted in this country with organizational
sanction, blessing, and perhaps, funding would no doubt adopt as its agenda a desire to legitimate
organizational practice or attempt to relate independent variables (e.g., age, marital status, number
of children, level of education) with measurable dependent variables of career (e.g., hierarchical
progression, performance ratings, absenteeism, tardiness, "commitment," "achievement"). No mat¬
ter the specific objectives of such research, it would be designed to conform to organizational
interests and purpose. Entering the "back door" at CBT, freed me from these constraints.
The Participants
Eventually, 16 women at CBT were able to complete the entire series of interviews and the Qsorting process. Even this took some doing. I completed the project in August and two of the
people suggested as possible participants were out on vacation. One woman had a baby mid-way
through the process (three weeks early). And, one woman who lived in Fairfield and commuted to
Hartford two days a week was not available for the final interview. It was difficult to pin people
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down. Interviews were scheduled and had to be canceled at the last minute. People found they had
to go to Boston to meet with new supervisors who were taking over former CBT functions at an
accelerating rate, or they had to attend spur of the moment meetings to respond to the latest crisis.
The word that comes to mind to describe the situation at CBT that summer is "chaos." The fact
that the women were able to spare any time for me at all is a tribute to their kindness and generos¬
ity. And yet, in all cases, they gave me their full attention when they could. I am very grateful to
them.
One memory stands out as somehow symbolic of my experiences at CBT. The central func¬
tions of the bank occupy two very large buildings in Hartford — headquarters at 1 Constitution
Plaza and another at a location across the river in East Hartford. On the morning I was to meet
with Mary Ann for the first time, she asked me to come to her office on the 10th floor at 1 Consti¬
tution Plaza early — at 7:30 a.m. — so that we could meet before the "craziness" of the day
began. I arrived at the bank and took the elevator upstairs without anyone noticing my presence.
Since I had just returned from Finland, where a guard would never have allowed my entrance
without an explanation or escort, this felt odd. I continued to search for Mary Ann, who had de¬
scribed the location of her office. The entire 10th floor, filled with expensive computer equipment
on otherwise empty desks, was devoid of humanity. I thought, "Well, it’s early." Mary Ann ar¬
rived and we met for about an hour. When I left, two-thirds of the desks were still empty. And I
was to see this over and over. It was a depressing sight. The remaining employee population at
CBT headquarters would have filled a part of one of the buildings.
I tried, in talking with Mary Ann, and later in interviewing the women she had suggested, to
find women to participate in the project who represented a broad range of positions and depart¬
ments at the bank. I believe I accomplished this, although I am still not completely sure of the
organizational structure which existed that summer. When I asked for a senior level organiza¬
tional chart I was told that none existed; people had grown tired of creating them only to discard
them in a matter of weeks or days.
It was particularly difficult to find women working as managers in the commercial divisions
of the bank. By far the greatest number of women managers, even in CBT’s "glory days," worked
in the community banking division. Further, in order to find a sufficient number of women willing
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and able to participate in the project, I expanded the age range. TABLE 2 shows a list of the 16
participants identified by their initials, age, marital status, number of children, academic back¬
ground, and division in which they were working at the time of the interviews.

TABLE 2. The women who participated in the project at CBT
PARTICIPANT
M.A.H.
C.K.
K.B.
M.L.
N.K.
PC.
D.E.
E.D.
C.R.
K.M.
C.S.
M.L
G.W.
J.H.
R.R.
D.J.

AGE

MARITAL STATUS

33
36
42
32
30
51
38
48
30
41
43
34
38
38
42
32

MARRIED
MARRIED
DIVORCED
MARRIED
MARRIED
MARRIED
SINGLE
DIVORCED
MARRIED
MARRIED
MARRIED
MARRIED
SINGLE
DIVORCED
DIVORCED
MARRIED

CHILDREN
0
2
0
0
3
0
0
4
1
0
0
2
0
1
1
0

EDUCATION
LAW
MBA
H. S.
MBA
COLLEGE
H.S.
COLLEGE
H.S.
COLLEGE
COLLEGE
H.S.
MBA
COLLEGE
H.S.
COLLEGE
COLLEGE

DIVISION
COMMUNITY/STAFF
COMMUNITY/STAFF
MUNICIPAL
COMMUNITY/STAFF
COMMUNITY/SPEC. PROJECTS
HUMAN RESOURCES
PRIVATE
COMMUNITY/BRANCH
COMMUNITY/BRANCH
COMMUNITY/BRANCH
DATA PROCESSING
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
TRUST/PORTFOLIO ADMIN.
CREDIT ADMIN.
COMMUNITY/STAFF
COMMUNITY/STAFF

Several observations about this group of women, and bank policies affecting them, are re¬
quired. First, the hierarchical positions of the women ranged from two who were assistant
treasurers (first level officers) to two who were senior vice presidents (2 levels from the CEO).
The balance were either assistant vice presidents or vice presidents. Second, the women with high
school educations were older, had worked for the bank for a longer period of time, and none held
a title above vice-president.
Third, of the ten married women included in the project, only four have children. Of the seven
women who have children, three are divorced and self-supporting. One of the latter has raised
four children independently. Fourth, nine of the women were working in the community banking
division. While the latter is to some extent coincidental based on my initial contact, it also appar¬
ently reflects a fact of working life at the bank. Finally, all of the women are Euro-American.
CBT has no made no direct provision for child-care beyond those available under federal law.
Maternity leave is granted in accordance with disability leave provisions — five weeks of leave
were available before July 1990. And, while it might have been possible for women facing mater¬
nity and other family emergencies to take paid vacation, CBT, in concert with most U.S.
companies, provides relatively modest vacations — one week for the first year rising to four
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weeks (20 days plus 8 paid holidays) after fifteen years of employment. In July 1990, however, a
Connecticut law went into effect in which:
Connecticut employers of 250 or more people are required to grant up to
12 weeks of unpaid parental leave and, that law will be extended until, by
1994, it will encompass companies with as few as 75 employees and will
require leaves of up to sixteen weeks for birth, adoption or serious illness
in a family.
[The New York Times, 1/6/91 :CN3]
Interestingly, though I spoke with the women after the bill’s passage, none of them mentioned it
(even the woman who had her third child during the interviewing process).
Finally, I believe it is important that the women I interviewed were still employed by the
bank. This indicates two things. First, the functions which they filled continued to be seen as es¬
sential. If not, they would have been eliminated during the early part of 1990. Second, the women
themselves were apparently seen as important by the bank. Otherwise, they would not have been
there. This provides a kind of bizarre estimate of career "success."
Results of the Q-Sorting and Factor Analysis
In interpreting the results of the factor analysis of the U.S. Q-sorts, it is important to re¬
emphasize the caveats issued concerning the Finnish analysis: (1) Since the Q-sort was composed
of the "Clearly Most Important" statements of each individual woman, items given values in the
mid-range take on added importance, and (2) The rotation which was done to achieve orthogonal¬
ity among the factors, should not be interpreted as producing either/or results. Rather, nuances of
difference were captured in this process.
Repeating the process described earlier, I completed a Factor Analysis of the Q-sort data.
Prior to rotation, five factors were calculated which had eigenvalues greater than 1. All but one of
the Q-sorts loaded positively on Factor A which had an eigenvalue of 3.90 and accounted for 24%
of the variation among the Q-sorts. On four of the factors, the product of the two highest loadings
exceeded the standard error of the Q-sort (.24), my second criterion for considering a factor as sig¬
nificant.
However, I decided to also include the fifth factor (where the product of the two highest load¬
ings, .21, was slightly lower than the required .24) for consideration, and I eventually included it
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as Script E. I did this for two reasons. First, while all but one Q-sort loaded positively on the first
factor prior to rotation and its eigenvalue of 3.9 was dramatically larger than those of the other fac¬
tors, it was apparent from visual examination that the U.S. Q-sorts were not so highly correlated
as those completed by the women in Finland. Because there was considerable diversity among the
ratings assigned by the women to many of the Q-sort items, I wanted to be able to capture as
much of that diversity as was required in order to understand what was going on. The inclusion of
the fifth factor seemed warranted in order to do that. Second, two of the Q-sorts loaded solely
and significantly on the fifth factor after rotation, and this also seemed to justify its inclusion. Re¬
sults of the initial correlation and factor analysis of the U.S. data are reported in Appendix C.
Replicating the process described for the Finnish data, those Q-sorts which defined each of
the five factors after rotation were identified, and weights for them were calculated from their re¬
spective factor loadings. Using the weights calculated in each case, ideal type Q-sorts were
created for each of the five factors, and items on which they differed significantly were identified.
Results of the second-order factor analysis, calculation of weights, and item ratings for each of the
factors are also presented in Appendix C.

Creating the "Scripts" of Career
Statistically significant differences among the scripts surfaced on 41 of the Q-sort items, a
number considerably in excess of the 16 in Finland. This is reflected in the lesser correlation of
the Q-sorts and the greater number of significant orthogonal factors after rotation. The fact that
five factors emerged in the analysis was initially disappointing to me. I had hoped for a "neat" two
or three factor solution like the one for the Finnish data. As I attempted to figure out what was
going on in the relative expressed "truth" in each of the scripts, it became particularly important to
go back to the transcripts of the individual women defining them. As I did so, the differences
among the scripts became more understandable.
It dawned on me that there was a substantial discrepancy between the rhetorical strategy em¬
ployed by the women in Finland and those in the United States. In Finland, the stories of the
women constituted an effort to mute difference, to justify the ways in which they might differ
from other Finnish women and the ways in which they were similar to other managers (predomi-
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nantly male). In the United States, rhetorical strategy shifted to a focus and emphasis on individ¬
ual difference, to an account of ways in which the specific circumstances of private life had
affected careers and vice versa. Therefore, as I discuss the scripts which I developed it seems nec¬
essary to share with the reader even greater knowledge of the individual lives of people who
defined the scripts than I did in the Finnish case. While the telling of the research story about the
scripts at CBT differs from that used to describe the Finnish results, I believe that method is neces¬
sary in order to impart a sense of how very different the two projects seem to me to be.
Five Scripts of Career
Based on the results of the factor analysis and my re-visiting of the interview transcripts and
prioritized concept statements of the women who defined the factors, as well as my impressions
of context, I have fashioned five scripts of career for the United States’ results. I have labeled
these scripts the "Girl Scout," the "Survivor," the "Murphy Brown," the "General Manager" and
the "Introspective." Again, while as in the case of the Finnish results these scripts share many
common elements, it will be the differences between them which I will be seeking to explain in
my stories based on my sense of the linkages between the experience of the individual women
and the context in which their lives are being conducted. I will postpone making observations
about the patterns which all five scripts share until the final section of this chapter and the next.
Script A — The "Girl Scout" Script
Several generalizations can be made about the women defining Script A. All of them were in
their early thirties, and all had been hired by CBT during the "glory days" of the 1980s. All de¬
scribed themselves as products of middle or upper-middle class family backgrounds and as hav¬
ing mothers who were not employed during their childhoods. All three indicated that they enjoy a
reputation for what one called "capacity," the ability to be flexible and "ride with the punches," as
well as to work hard.
I will describe one of these women in more detail. I have selected her story for two reasons.
First, she is in my mind a perfect example of this "ideal type." Second, her experience reflects one
strategy for "success" as a manager at CBT during the recent past and, indeed, said to be required
to keep one’s job there.
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Mary Ann is 33 years old, married with no children. She has a master’s degree in public pol¬
icy and is also a lawyer. She completed her law degree at night while working full-time as a
constituent representative in the Connecticut Governor’s office. She describes herself as "a Con¬
necticut Yankee through and through," a "typical Irish Catholic from Waterbury" and the oldest of
four children. Mary Ann indicated that her family of origin is quite important to her. In reminisc¬
ing about her mother’s life, she noted:
Mother was a teacher and she went back to work teaching after we were
all grown up and out of the house. She felt very responsible that some¬
body was home when we came home for lunch hours and things like that
when we were kids.
Because she would want to maintain her mother’s parenting practices, Mary Ann has no chil¬
dren and indicated that having them would be difficult given the nature of her life. She described
her private life as quite busy and fulfilling:
I hate to be bored. I always like to be busy. Sometimes I wish there was a
lull, but even my personal life is busy. The things I do outside the bank,
being on my town political committee, serving as chairman of the zoning
board of appeals, and being on the Board of Directors of the Hartford
Chamber of Commerce are important to me — I’m always getting asked
and sometimes I have to say no because I don’t have the time and if I’m
going to do something I want to do a good job.
Apparently endowed with great energy and optimism, Mary Ann described her early days at
CBT (she had been at the bank for five years) as being "exciting" and "fulfilling." Although she
had been hired by community banking in a training capacity:
The first day of work, Ann (Ann Morrissey, then head of the community
banking division) told me I was not going to do what she had told me,
that I was going to take on a different job. Ann said, "I need some help in
the home equity department — they’re inundated with volume, title
searches and appraisals are backlogged and I need someone to bail us
out — we need to hire some attorneys or whatever you want to do these
title searches quickly for us, and clean this up.
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I was there for five months, I called all my friends from law school and
asked them if they wanted to help, and I had people from the legislature
— from all over the state. From the first day I was swamped with work.
They hooked me up with a woman who had been at the bank for 33
years, she knew how to get desks and chairs and telephones, and the de¬
partment staffed and where to go and we spent some time with the man¬
ager seeing what needed to be done and we each took pieces (she took
the appraisals and I took the title searches) and it took five months.
Mary Ann’s peripatetic career at the bank continued:
Then, I was called to come back for the job I was hired for and I stayed
one week and was just getting a feel for a training program for in-house
people who could be sent out on an accelerated basis to be a branch man¬
ager— then I was sent to Constitution Capital management company
across the street. It is basically like an investment firm and they had a per¬
son there who had inherited from the CBT law department a fund that
worked similar to a mutual fund but it was part of an IRA. The person
who had been in charge of the fund in the past had not done some of the
filings — she missed SEC filings, state filings etc. before leaving the
bank. So, now the fund is out of compliance and needs to be shut down.
It was closed, no trading, no new customers.
The new manager of the fund was an investor, and didn’t know what to
do about the compliance issues so they showed me a room with boxes
floor to ceiling and the manager guy said "somewhere in here is where
we made a mistake." This was early February and they wanted the fund
re-registered before IRA season was over (4/15) so he said, "We really
don’t have a lot of time, let’s see what we can do." So, I started putting it
in some kind of order. It was the most miserable job I ever had, I spent 3
months with no contact with anyone else, if I hadn’t come to work no
one would ever have known. And we got it up and running. We got a
90% return from our customers that they wanted to stay in the fund. I
spent hours on the phone. After the fund was cleaned up, we were able to
grow it.
These memories of early days at the bank are representative of experiences described by the
others defining the "Girl Scout" script. Being "thrown" into work they had never done before,
dealing with massive volumes of material occasioned by the bank’s increased lending and aggres¬
sive market posture, cleaning up the mistakes others had made, serving as "trouble shooters" and
"problem solvers," their experience is reflective of the dynamism and chaos which seems to have
characterized the bank generally during this period.
Rewarded for her "can do" attitude, Mary Ann had over the ensuing five year period, risen to
the level of Vice President and head of marketing for CBT’s community banking division. While
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cide not to continue their careers, these women possessed considerably more latitude in their lives
than the women whose Q-sorts defined the other scripts. Young, optimistic, and full of energy, if
their career didn’t work out at CBT, they indicated that they would just find another one.
Two of the women defining this script have children. Both indicated that their "family comes
first" in their priorities. If a choice was to be made between career and family, family would win
out. This attitude is reflected in the high value placed on the following statement in the Q-sorting:
My family and/or my primary relationship are my highest priority just
now — I won’t make my job my entire life and I don’t think anyone
should be asked to do so. (+4)
Consonant with their optimism, energy and confidence — the primary element of this script —
are a sample of values assigned in the Q-sorting to the following items:
I’m self-confident — I’ll try anything because I’ve done many things and
I like the challenge of something new. (+5)
Challenge is important to me. I am less enthusiastic about my work when
it is mundane and boring. (+3)
Over my lifetime thus far I have become more and more confident about
my ability to do many different kinds of work. This makes me somewhat
less afraid about the situation at the bank. (+3)
I have to be able to juggle many things at once in my work — to priori¬
tize — and to be able to move fast and be willing to do things that are
tough. (+3)
While in the beginning I was cautious about moving on to a job I did not
know how to do — each job I have had has given me confidence in my
ability to succeed. (+1)
And, they say that this optimism leads them to believe that no matter what happens to them in life,
they will land on their feet. These positive feelings are expressed in the negative value assigned to
the following:
The thought of changing careers or working for a new organization is dif¬
ficult for one reason or another. It’s tough to meet new people and prove
yourself all over again. (-3)
Further, this ebullience pervades descriptions of their private lives as well:
I hate to be bored, I always like to be busy. Even my personal life is busy
with activity. I can handle a lot of stuff — I have "capacity." (+2)
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I like to relax during my free time — housework has become a non-issue.
I have let go of perfection. (-4)
While they resolutely refuse to admit to being negatively affected by their work:
I believe the stress and difficulty of my job as affected my health — ei¬
ther physical or emotional — at one time or another. (-5)
And, indicate that the bank has provided a positive location for their career efforts and motiva¬
tions,
Learning new things is important to me. My career story is about the vari¬
ety of assignments all within the same company. A bank offers many op¬
portunities. You don’t have to move to another company in order to grow
and do something different. (+3)
they express displeasure with the actions of some superiors at the bank:
A difficult thing about my career at the bank has been having bosses
whom I don’t respect — times when I have reported to a good boss have
been good times. (+3)
And, their definition of what makes a "good boss" seems to be located in the following:
Recognition for a job well done is very important to me. (+5)
The fact that this item was placed at the furthest positive end in the Q-sorting of the first
script reflects a position I was to hear over and over again in the interviews (the other scripts rated
this item +1, +1, +3, +4 respectively). Faced with the difficulties at the bank, most of the women
seemed to experience their own treatment as a lack of appreciation for their efforts. In such a situ¬
ation, where individuals have been called upon to put in long hours and herculean effort, only to
be rewarded with more work, little overt appreciation and sometimes the loss of one’s job, this at¬
titude seems understandable.
Further, a number of the women described the senior management at CBT during the Con¬
nolly years as having no sense of how to "treat people" and no consideration for the importance of
people’s private lives. This extended to women (described by several women as the "bitches from
hell") as well as the men. The women defining the "Girl Scout" script appeared to want to dis¬
tance themselves as much as possible from this kind of behavior.
In a slightly different vein, attributions for career success are embedded in values assigned to
the following:
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I grew up believing that if you want something you should go for it and if
you make a commitment you should stick with it. (+4)
My parents (or one of them) always believed that I would be successful
at whatever I did — so I believed it too. There was never any question
about it. (+2)
I have been "lucky" in the career choices I have made along the way. (+2)
I have not been afraid to ask for promotions or greater responsibility
when I thought I could do a good job. (+2)
Many of the important things which have happened to me in my career
and/or life have been the result of coincidence and/or contacts. (+1)
Finally, the women who define the script I have labeled as the "Girl Scout," a title which con¬
notes their belief that they are capable of accomplishing "anything," express boundaries on the
importance they are willing to give their careers in the high value placed on the following:
I think when you have a tragedy in your life or a difficult personal prob¬
lem your whole perspective changes. You change your ideas about what
is important in life and you place your commitment to career in balance
with the rest of life. (+4)
Script B — The "Survivor" Script
Two of the women whose Q-sorts defined the second script were as different as possible
along all demographic dimensions from those defining Script A. They were older by several
years, were high school graduates, had worked their way up through the hierarchy over a period
of years from teller positions, were divorced and had been single parents for the greater portion of
their children’s lives. Despite their long years of service with the bank, they had managed to at¬
tain only the lowest rungs on the managerial hierarchy. The third woman, slightly younger than
the other two and a college graduate, shares with them an upbringing characterized by poverty.
Further, like them, she presents herself as a "survivor," as a person who has managed to overcome
a difficult childhood and as placing a lower priority on her career in favor of her private life. She
has been trying for a number of years to "get pregnant" and believes that the stress of her job has
made that more difficult. In fact, her doctor has told her so. She said that if she was not pregnant
before the end of the year, she planned to quit work and stay home even though her salary was
quite important in maintaining her family’s lifestyle. She and her husband have been saving
money to prepare for this eventuality.
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The woman I have chosen to describe in detail as reflective of the "survivor" script, Elaine, is
a branch bank manager at one of the suburban branches. Her story provides a background for un¬
derstanding the ideal type Q-sort of the "Survivor" script. Elaine is 48 years old. She raised four
children as a single parent after being divorced when the children were all quite young. Except for
a brief second marriage, she has remained single since that time though she is now "engaged."
Elaine’s initial question posed in the first interview was, HOW DID YOU COME TO THE
BANK? This was her answer:
I pounded the pavement for a long time and I needed a job to support my
four children. CBT in Avon was one of the places I applied and I was ac¬
cepted — they had just opened a drive-in window and I got a job as a
teller, in 1976.1 went through training and moved from drive-in to in¬
side.
My schooling had been for secretarial work, they needed a secretary on
the "platform" and I was put into that position after three years when a
woman in it died. After a year and a half I learned about a job downtown
as a secretary to a senior level officer. This meant a good increase in pay
and the children were old enough so that I didn’t have to worry about get¬
ting home and I felt I could be a little bit further away from home so I
took the job downtown. I did that for 3 years and then an administrative
assistant job opened up in the same department and my boss put me into
that job.
Over the years that followed, Elaine gradually moved up. Her big break came when she was
interviewed to be the manager of the credit administration department:
There were some very good applicants for that job and when they inter¬
viewed me they asked me "What makes you think that you can manage
people, you’ve never done it before?" And I said very clearly, "I’ve
raised four children by myself." And, that seemed to clinch it. It made a
big impression. Of course, they also knew me, if I had been someone
they didn’t know it probably would not have made the same impression.
In 1985, Elaine’s only daughter was killed in an automobile accident. She describes this trag¬
edy as having had a profound effect on her life.
I decided that in order to survive I had to do something that challenged
me more because I had to really throw myself into something. And, I ap¬
plied for a position — I was also "maxing" out at the position I was in —
in the main office as an assistant branch manager, and I got it.
Ultimately, Elaine became manager of that branch, and then:
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I was there for 2 years and then got a call, there were problems in this
branch, very bad problems, the manager here was terminated and I was
asked if I would come in and clean things up. It was a big challenge, a
very big challenge — so I accepted the challenge. And, that’s how I
came to be here.
Elaine notes that she has worked hard her entire life:
1 started working when I was 16, in fact I went to school and held two
jobs — I got married at 19 and had my first child at 20. After my fourth
child I worked part time when my husband was home and then for sev¬
eral years I didn’t. In the late 70s I worked part time waitressing just to
fill in and then when I started working for CBT as a teller I also worked
2 nights a week and Saturdays waitressing.
She indicates that in the beginning, her desire to succeed in her career came out of an effort to sup¬
port her family:
In the beginning my incentive was supporting my family. I think once I
gained confidence in myself, and it took a long time, I was able to re¬
think myself and know that I could do better and wanted to do better. In
the beginning I was very afraid to move on.
Elaine also attributes a good deal of her career success to the "boss" who encouraged her to move
from secretarial and administrative work to management:
He was key. I never would have thought I had the ability to do that. He
told me that I was good, "You don’t realize how good you are — and
you get along very well with people and there is no reason why you can’t
do that job better than anyone else before you." So he was instrumental
in building the confidence too.
Now that Elaine is somewhat older, and her children are raised, she sees her life changing:
I am engaged to a very wonderful man and my oldest son is married and
expecting a child at Christmas, my middle son is living on his own and
doing well and my third son is moving out of the house the end of this
month. So, as much as I love CBT because it has been very good to me, I
think I have reciprocated but I don’t want it to be my whole life. I want a
life outside of the bank and I have had a lot of hard times and I want to
be able to start really enjoying my life. I put my three boys through col¬
lege myself and now I can start saving a little bit for me. I don’t want my
work to be my whole life.
Threads of "The Survivor" script run throughout Elaine’s narrative. Faced with challenges in
private life which demanded it, she has over the course of her career "grown" in her work. This
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kind of career was possible at CBT during the 1970s, though increasingly managers are hired in
that capacity rather than working their way up "through the ranks."
Reflecting the high priority placed on issues in private life by the women defining Script B,
are the values assigned to the following in their composite Q-sort:
My family and/or my primary relationship are my highest priority just
now — I won’t make my job my entire life and I don’t think anyone
should be asked to do so. (+5)
I think when you have a tragedy in your life or a difficult personal prob¬
lem your whole perspective changes. You change your ideas about what
is important in life and you place your commitment to career in balance
with the rest of your life. (+4)
It is difficult to have a demanding career and also to have children. Peo¬
ple can’t do it all, having children is a big commitment, and children
should not have to suffer from adult decisions. (+4)
I like to relax during my free time — housework has become a non-issue.
I have let go of perfection. (+3)
As people grow older their needs and wants change. (+2)
Expressing less "confidence" and more caution than their "Girl Scout" sisters, are values assigned
by the women defining this script to the following:
I don’t make big long term goals for myself — I take one step at a time
— I have no idea where I will be 5 or 10 years from now. (+2)
I’m self-confident — I’ll try anything because I’ve done many things and
I like the challenge of something new. (0)
Over my lifetime thus far I have become more and more confident about
my ability to do many different kinds of work. This makes me somewhat
less afraid about the situation at the bank. (-1)
Having autonomy in my work is very important to me. (-1)
I believe that if your employer offers you a promotion or training and
you want to get ahead, you don’t say "No, I don’t feel like it." Not doing
it will be a black mark, even though doing it may not make any differ¬
ence. (+2)
Further, the women do not attribute to their families of origin encouragement in pursuing
their careers, they do not see coincidence and/or contacts as having played a role in what has hap-
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pened to them, and they do not see their choices as "lucky." In fact, they indicate surprise that
their lives have turned out in the manner they have:
My parents (or one of them) always believed that I would be successful
at whatever I did — so, I believed it too. There was never any question
about it. (-3)
When I was a child I was always excited about or interested in my
Father’s work and his stories about it. It was his world that interested me
more than my mother’s. (-5)
Many of the important things which have happened to me in my career
and/or life have been the result of coincidence and/or contacts. (-3)
I have been "lucky" in the career choices I have made along the way. (-5)
My life in no way resembles what I ever would have imagined when I
was younger — my choice to work in a bank was not deliberate — either
it was the only job I could find, or someone suggested I try it, or I came
here by a fluke — I did not plan on a banking career. (+2)
Finally, while the "Survivors" identify "capacity" as also being an important description of
them:
I hate to be bored, I always like to be busy. Even my personal life is busy
with activity. I can handle a lot of stuff — I have "capacity." (+3)
examination of success for this script is located in issues of "managerial style" rather than individ¬
ual characteristics as in Script A:
I’m proud of my accomplishments — I’ve worked hard and maybe
changed some people’s lives. (+3)
I think I’m a good manager — I know how I like to be treated and I try to
treat people in the same way. (+4)
I think a manager should be evaluated on the basis of results rather than
style. (-2)
Although the Script B women express considerable agreement with the following statement:
If there is something I might do differently in my career it would have
been to pay more attention to my education — gotten a degree or degrees
— a degree is very important to progress and/or mobility these days. (+3)
and also disagreement with the following statement:
Formerly it was difficult for people managing in the branches to be no¬
ticed and moved along. This is not so true anymore — experience work¬
ing with customers makes one more valuable. (-2)
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they convey an impression of general satisfaction with the course which their careers and lives
have taken. However, they also indicate a desire to emphasize relationships in private life rather
than focusing primarily on career, as in the highly positive value assigned to the following (the
other factors assigned this item negative values of -2, -3, -3, and -1 respectively):
My relationship with my partner (husband) brings balance to my life —
without it I might have been swept up in work. (+5)
Script C — The "Murphy Brown" Script
The "Muiphy Brown" script, however, expresses anger and frustration. The two women who
defined this script, both single and around forty, also indicated serious concern about their future
at the bank. Having devoted the major part of their adult lives to work, they now see that choice
as having been an undesirable one. One of them said, "I wish I could just find some nice man to
keep me." It is possible that had the bank not entered a period of such difficulty these thoughts
would have remained at bay. Now, however, with people being laid off right and left, these
women, who have been trained as "specialists" and who support themselves, see their options as
severely restricted.
A description of Karen will provide a framework for understanding the Q-sort results for the
"Murphy Brown" script. Karen is 42 years old, a vice-president in the municipal bond area, and
has been divorced for a number of years. In answer to her first question posed in the initial inter¬
view, "WHY AM I WORKING?," Karen gave this response:
Because I am self supporting. I’m the only one who pays my bills and
I’m not dependent on anybody, I’m not independently wealthy so if I
don’t work there’s nothing else for me to do and I enjoy it — to a certain
extent. I may not enjoy every position I’ve had, but I’ve also taken them
as a stepping stone to get places where I am today.
Starting at the bank (23 years ago) fresh out of high school as a teller, Karen indicates that she
never planned to have a life-long career:
I ended up staying because I ended up getting married a few years after
that and then the old adage is well your husband will support you some¬
day and you will just add to the family income and he will be the major
supporter was always there. It didn’t work out that way. We got divorced
and I became very self supporting.
And, because she was self-supporting, she decided that she better get "off her butt" and put to¬
gether a career:
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I had to continue working and knew that it was either a choice of stay
where I was and sit and rot or take a chance and go into another area of
the bank and learn other things. So you kind of gradually over a period of
years realize that "Hey it’s okay not to be married and if I want to sup¬
port myself I better make sure that it’s in the manner I want to become ac¬
customed to."
And so, she did. Over a period of years she moved out of the branch system and downtown
and began to work in jobs related to municipal banking. Now, she expresses sorrow that she did
not at the same time return to school to get a degree:
I started to take a few college courses on my own but at that particular
point I was more interested in trying to get a social life than trying to fig¬
ure out what was happening. I did not have the ambition to go out and
get a college degree at that point — which is very surprising to a lot of
people.
Over the years she has often worked in positions formerly held only by men:
It was interesting because I was the first professional female that this de¬
partment had other than clerical help and it was all men and dealing with
all the men was very, very difficult. They all have their wives and chil¬
dren and they call up at four o’clock and say "Honey what’s for dinner?"
and my being divorced and single and I can’t say dinner was a priority on
my list. It still isn’t these days. But they couldn’t understand my culture
— I could understand theirs but they also made it very difficult for me,
they did not let me into the group and it took a long time to be accepted
by them.
She describes the support of one man in this environment as being important:
The semi-manager of the department — his wife died unexpectedly and
left him with three children — and all of a sudden he realized, "Hey its
not a bed of roses out there!" And, he kind of looked to me to say "How
do I get back into the single world, and how do I do that and how do I fit
work and a social life together?" And so we became friendlier and he
ended up understanding a lot more and I think basically told the guys
"Hey she’s smart, she’s intelligent, if she wasn’t she wouldn’t have been
asked to join the department and don’t be so hard and rough on her."
Karen has attempted to anticipate changes in the bank’s business over the years, particularly
during the past six, and says that she has tried in her career decision making to protect herself:
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So the past 6 years the corporation has been undergoing a merger, and so
you can see different areas consolidating and consolidating and being
moved and being eliminated and it was a matter of time before I felt that
the department I was in was going to go also and at the same time I had
gone to a career counselor, spent quite a few months at this particular
place trying to figure out what I wanted to do — "Was I at the stage
where I wanted to stay in the institution? Do I want to leave the area?"
And, I didn’t.
Each time she has made a move in the bank, Karen says she has been afraid she might not be
able to succeed in the work, partially because she is a woman:
Of course every time you make a move you’re absolutely scared to
death, and there is this perception in women that they feel they have to
know the job extremely well before they accept it. But, you don’t have to
know it, one of the things I’m learning is that men don’t know the job
100% and we are supposed to be equal but women feel that they have to
know the job and I figured I don’t know it but I can leam.
Karen describes her current job, one she moved into partly in order to protect her position at
the bank, as extremely difficult, requiring long hours of work and, she says she would not have
been able to do this job at other points in her life when she was trying to "work" on her social life:
The hours I work in this department now — there’s 60 to 70 hours some¬
times — cuts into your social life a great deal. And at the point that I was
thinking of coming in before, I was trying to develop a social life and it
takes a lot of energy. And you know you put your energy into developing
a social life or your family or into your career. People try to do both and
it doesn’t work.
In answer to another of her posed questions, "WHERE DO I GO FROM HERE?" Karen
noted:
For myself, at this particular point, I mean we’re in such a transition
stage right now that it’s really hard, some things are driven personally
and some things are driven by the corporate pressure and we have no
choice, you have to do it and if you don’t want to do it you get out — for¬
get your job.
Eventually, after considerable rambling, Karen confessed that she really didn’t know what
would happen to her. And, she indicated a sense of betrayal after her long years of devotion to her
work and after having given up so much in her personal life:
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You see people in their mid to late 30s who are all of a sudden trying to
grow professionally and then reaching my age saying, "You know this
isn’t as great as its cracked up to be. Let me go back!" And, by that time
its too late. Then, they missed having children, they missed opportunities
etc. etc.
As a prototype of this script, Karen’s story reflects fear, anxiety, frustration, and a sense of
sorrow over missed opportunities. Career, work issues, and a need for an income, dominate con¬
siderations within the Q-sorts for this script, as evidenced in values assigned to the following:
A career means commitment and goals — some kind of vision and mak¬
ing progress, learning. It implies something ongoing; maturity, develop¬
ment and opportunity. (+3)
My income is important — either I support myself or I support a family
or I contribute to my family’s lifestyle. I am not working just for fun. (+5)
Challenge is important to me. I am less enthusiastic about my work when
it is mundane or boring. (+3)
Having autonomy in my work is very important to me. (+5)
The latter is particularly interesting. This script rated the last item at a considerably higher
level than the others (+2, +1, +1, +2 respectively). This may be due to the fact that the women de¬
fining the factor are single and support themselves or that they are "specialists"; they do not
supervise people. And, therefore, their jobs have considerable built-in autonomy:
I like being a specialist — having my own niche — being the best I can
be at what I do, having control over the outcomes and earning respect for
what I do. (+2)
This was also the only script to express major concern over the difference it may make to be
female, and one over forty, as a manager at CBT, in values assigned the following:
I think I may have had to work harder than a man to reach the same point
in my career and/or I still may work harder. (+4)
Age discrimination — at both the lower and upper levels — is very real.

(+2)
Finally, a sort of despair about their current state is alluded to in the high values given the fol¬
lowing:
Lately I’ve been asking questions about the meaning of my life — for
one reason or another — what do I want my obituary to say about the
kind of life I’ve led? Is what I’m doing ‘worth’ it? (+4)
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It has been difficult to both do my work and have a personal life. (+4)
I have titled this script the "Murphy Brown" one. Now, we all know that Murphy Brown has
an extremely happy life. She is single and self-supporting. Her job is stimulating and she is wellrewarded for her work. She has many friends. She survives through her wit and her talent. She has
captured the American imagination with her "gutsiness" and independence. But, where would
Murphy be if the worst should happen and the television station for which she works were to
close or she were to lose her job for some other reason? How would her script play under these
changed circumstances? I believe not too differently than that described by Script C.
Script D — The "General Manager*' Script
While the women whose Q-sorts define the previous script are specialists, those defining
Script D are "general" managers. They are at this point in their careers a part of the branch system
in the community banking division, but they have worked in a variety of staff and line capacities
over the years. Both college graduates, one is the manager of a branch bank in an affluent suburb
of Hartford, a branch with a "high net income" clientele. The other is the district manager for the
Hartford region, and one of the more hierarchically senior women interviewed. The demographic
status of the two women is quite different. One, married and the mother of a young child, is just
30 years old. The other, who is 41 years old, is married but has elected not to have children.
While this fact might seem on the surface to lead to considerably different points of view, it seem¬
ingly did not. Both women express a strong career orientation and focused in their interviews on
the strategies they had used for "blending in" and ’’getting ahead."
Cheryl, the branch bank manager, is a graduate of Syracuse who has been with the bank for
nearly ten years. In answer to her first posed question, "ASK ME ABOUT MY FAMILY BACK¬
GROUND?," Cheryl offered this answer:
I come from two parents who did not have any college education. I am
the middle of three — 2 brothers. Neither of them went on. I was the one
who liked the books. My parents to some degree wanted this for all of us
and I am the only one who went through and now have a professional ca¬
reer. I think my background and doing it on my own, nobody was behind
me giving me things, putting me in places, doing me favors, I did it on
my own and I am proud of that.
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Both women described the influence of their families of origin, particularly their fathers, on
their career orientation. And, both come from families said to be without wealth, contacts or
friends in high places. Therefore, the influence of their parents lies in encouragement and the high
expectations placed on them as children. In answer to another posed question, "HOW DID YOU
HAPPEN TO COME TO WORK FOR CBT?," Cheryl offered this explanation:
After graduating from college with a degree in advertising and public re¬
lations, I envisioned myself in New York, I was going to work in an
agency in New York and everything was going to fall into place. I gradu¬
ated in ’82 when unemployment was at its worst and I went to New York
and found out that without any working experience the only job I could
get was as a typist and you can’t survive in New York on $10,000 a year!
I looked and looked and decided after 5 months that I had to get my foot
in the door, swallow my pride and get a job in a company where I felt
there might be opportunities to move into the area I wanted.
Cheryl’s first job at CBT was as a data entry clerk. While the job itself did not offer much in
the way of challenge or reward, Cheryl indicated that it was very important for other reasons:
I was earning less money than a teller. It was a good experience because
I worked in a department where there were a lot of people, you learned in
this large department what corporate America was all about — 80 people
— I never had known what politics meant in a company — you learned
who the people were who were going places, you could spot them in a
minute — you could see who wasn’t going places and why — you
learned how to dress — you don’t get places if you don’t look right.
When a job was posted in corporate communications, Cheryl applied for it, though she had
been with the bank for less than a year. The corporate communications job was one in which she
could use her college training. She attributes her rapid movement from data entry clerk to a profes¬
sional position as, in part, related to her having had a degree:
My father said to me when I got my first job in stock transfer, "Your col¬
lege education is something that no one can take away from you and it is
going to be an asset to you." It means something to this company, you
move ahead quicker with a degree in hand. Without it, it takes a lot
longer.
After working in corporate communications for five years, Cheryl was ready for a change. By this
time, too, her desire to "move ahead" in the company had solidified:
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I wanted a change. One of the other things I saw was that if you want to
get ahead, you need both staff experience and line experience. We had a
branch manager training program — one month and then you went out.
So I went through the program.
At the same time Cheryl, having married, was expecting her first child. She is not sure
whether that "made any difference," but she learned upon completing the branch manager train¬
ing, that there were presently no jobs available in this capacity. She decided, however, to be
"flexible" and "get her foot in the door" in the branch system:
There was an opening for a platform, a community banking officer in
Bloomfield. I wasn’t even sure I was going to come back to work after I
had the baby so I did that. The Bloomfield office is the 2nd or 3rd largest
branch in the CBT system, it was quite an experience!
While Cheryl had been trained as a branch manager, she recalls that her position in Bloomfield
was probably more important in preparing her to assume that function:
I didn’t know one end from the other in the beginning — you’re sitting
down with customers and if you don’t know what you’re doing it’s hor¬
rendous. I was there several months, it gave me a chance to understand
what it is to work with customers — I liked what I was doing — in some
respects I was bored with what I was doing because I had more responsi¬
bility downtown — but the understanding was that I would be placed as
a manager somewhere but I wasn’t going to push it because I was going
to have a child.
After Cheryl’s baby was bom she took a five week leave of absence. At that point she was not
sure what she would do:
While on leave I came back to talk to the bank — I didn’t know what I
was going to do — there was a lot to think about — day care, it was the
hardest thing for me to leave this baby with somebody else. So I thought
about part time, maybe I don’t want to manage an office? My boss said,
"We would like you to manage the Bishop’s Comer office." And I said,
"I had thought about part time would that be an option?" And I was told
it was not. It would not be worth it to the bank to pay my salary on a part
time basis because they don’t get enough out of part time employees. So,
I thought about it. Everything finally fell into place.
Now that she has been at Bishop’s Comer for a year, she is happy with the decision. However,
she does not see her present position as lasting for the balance of her career:
I’m happy with what I am doing after a year — I think that someday I’ll
be back in Hartford working on the staff side, but right now it works well
with my daughter. This is a good step for me, I’m close to home, I’ve
met a lot of people here, and it is good to see the customer side.
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This sense that exposure to customers and the chance to serve in "line" capacities is an impor¬
tant career ingredient, was an important element in setting the stories of women who defined the
"General Manager" script apart from the others:
Before I came out to the branches, I thought there were a lot of people in
the branches who were passed over because you are so far away from the
people who are making decisions about who will move. I don’t think that
is the way it is now. If you have a degree, that is a calling card and you
will move. If you have an MBA you will move even quicker. I was pro¬
moted in April after 4 years, but I don’t think being out here will slow
me down, I think getting this experience working with customers is
going to make me more valuable. I’ve noticed that people who jump
from the staff to the line, back and forth, move ahead quickly — it’s
good for your mind.
Cheryl sees working in the branches as considerably more difficult than working "downtown":
Working downtown as a manager is a piece of cake — everyone is pro¬
fessional, there were few personnel problems — the things I deal with
out here are horrendous, down there everyone knew how to play the
game so to speak. Out here it is tough — tough to get qualified people,
the teller’s job is the most difficult job in the bank, the pay is not the best
(around $11,000 a year), you’re dealing with people who can’t get along
with each other, who have problems, personnel kinds of things, sickness
etc.
And, her ideas of what it is to be a manager have changed because of her experience at the branch:
A good manager is someone who can find the strength in people, what
they are good at, to focus on those strengths, be able to say if there is a
problem sit down and address it with them and have them come up the
learning curve and learn new things. You have to delegate, you cannot
take it all on yourself.
She indicated that this learning will be important to her no matter what jobs she may have in the
future. While her child is small she sees this as a perfect spot in which to learn. And, she is satis¬
fied that her child is also learning important things.
This company doesn’t place people on "mommy tracks." If you can make
it work it is okay. And, I think in terms of my daughter’s socialization
day care has made a world of difference. My husband and I spoiled her
when we were home alone with her, and she has become a nice little per¬
son — she learns a lot there, she has a little group of friends, it works out
well.
The women defining the "General Manager" script expressed the optimism, confidence and
"can do" attitude of women defining Script A — the "Girl Scouts." However, these women also
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expressed more commitment to the bank and indicated that their futures were linked to it. Unlike
the "Survivors" and the "Murphy Brown’s" however, Script D indicates confidence in future mo¬
bility, enhanced by branch and general management experience, and made possible through the
possession of a college degree. A major element housed in this script, therefore, has to do with
managerial issues and mobility in the bank as indicated by values placed on the following items in
the composite Q-sort:
As a manager I believe in building a team in order to accomplish a task
— sometimes this is essential if you don’t have technical skills which
your people have. I have learned that I can’t possibly do it all. (+5)
As a manager I think energy is important — the outlook, the smile, the at¬
titude — to be a hardworking person and expect your people to work
hard but smart. (+4)
A career means commitment and goals — some kind of vision and mak¬
ing progress, learning. It implies something ongoing; maturity develop¬
ment, and opportunity. (+2)
Changes in the bank’s business have changed the nature of my work —
this has been a challenge and is sometimes very tough. But, I know that I
will have to change too. (+3)
Formerly it was difficult for people managing in the branches to be no¬
ticed and moved along. This is not so true anymore — experience work¬
ing with customers makes one more valuable. (+2)
It is really important to have jobs early in your career where you really
learn the business of the bank. (+2)
It is interesting to note that the women defining this script were the only ones to assign a posi¬
tive value to working in the branches and their ability to move along because of it. Apparently
because of the view that their value to the bank has been enhanced through branch and line man¬
agement experience, they express optimism about their futures as noted in values (both positive
and negative) assigned to the following:
Over my lifetime thus far I have become more and more confident about
my ability to do many different kinds of work. This makes me somewhat
less afraid about the situation at the bank. (+2)
When things are bad in the work environment one’s own perception of
possibility and satisfaction changes for the worse — even if you are not
directly affected by the problems. It makes you wonder why you are here
and what will happen to you. (-1)
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My work is specialized, when the environment of the bank and of the
economy was good I felt safe. Now, however, I’m not sure what else I
can do — it’s frightening! (-5)
As a woman I’ve had an opportunity to distinguish myself — many
women haven’t figured it out yet, how to be successful, how to compete
and how to get along. When you figure it out it’s an advantage. (+2)
The composite Q-sorts for this script were the only ones to assign a positive value of such
magnitude to the final statement (although the "Survivors" also placed it at +1). These women
seem to feel they have learned how "to play the game," and unlike the women defining the "Girl
Scout" script (who by and large express disdain for the game) they see this as a good and positive
thing. Further, they indicate that their careers have succeeded out of their own efforts and that
they have been considered and planned, as evidenced in the following:
Many of the important things which have happened to me in my career
and/or life have been the result of coincidence and/or contacts. (-4)
I don’t make big long term goals for myself — I take one step at a time
— I have no idea where I will be 5 or 10 years from now. (-4)
Because of my family background I have ‘done it’ on my own — nobody
put me in places or did me favors — and, I am proud of that. (+4)
I see myself as risk averse which may keep me from making changes in
my life and career. (-5)
It is important for me to remember that I didn’t get where I am in my ca¬
reer by myself—many things happened which just came my way. (-4)
While career and work is expressed as being important to these women, it is not said not to
represent the whole of life, as evidenced in the very high value assigned to the following item:
This job is how I make my living — I enjoy doing it but it’s not my
whole life. As much as the bank has generally been very good to me — I
think I have reciprocated — and I want a full personal life too. (+5)
The "General Manager" script is one of "blending in" and strategizing career progress based
on observation of what is required to "get ahead" and taking the necessary steps to do so. While "a
full personal life" is included as a priority, the general emphasis is on work related concepts with
a focus on "success."
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Script E — The "Introspective" Script
The women whose Q-sorts define the "Introspective" script do not share obvious demo¬
graphic characteristics. One is a 32 year old, married woman with an MBA who was hired five
years ago by the community banking division as a marketing specialist. The other is a 38 year old,
single, college graduate who has worked for the bank for 15 years as a portfolio manager in the
trust department. Their stories, as contained in the transcripts, share no obvious similarities. The
first woman, described at some length her struggle in deciding whether or not to have a child. She
was the only person in the study whose Q-sort did not load positively on Factor A in the first
order factor analysis. And, I remember feeling intuitively when talking with her that she was "dif¬
ferent" — not so seemingly integrated and sure about her story as the other women.
The second woman, in the initial interview, related her profound confusion at this point in her
life, one which she attributed to a "mid-life" crisis. In fact, she was the only woman either in Fin¬
land or the United States who was unwilling — and she said unable — to pose questions at the
outset of our first meeting, indicating that it would make her feel "too sad and too nervous." She
spent a considerable amount of time in that interview reflecting upon her life. Having developed
an interest in geology in the past several years, she has begun to look for ways in which she might
leave the bank and embark upon a career in a field she loves. She would also like to leave the city
and join friends and family in Veimont — her sister and brother-in-law operate a self-sufficient
organic farm there. These potential plans, however, are made more difficult by the fact that she is
single and supports herself.
For very different reasons the women defining this script just don’t "fit" at the bank. And, be¬
cause they were so very different, little is to be gained by describing either of their stories in
detail. What the women shared, however, and the aspect of their stories which sets them apart
from the other scripts was a combination of two things: (1) a sense of confusion about their direc¬
tion now that the bank is in trouble and their jobs are at risk and (2) a belief that they are risk
averse and that this renders making decisions about what to do in their life much more difficult.
These elements, which together define the "Introspective" script, are reflected in values given to
the following:
Lately I’ve been asking questions about the meaning of my life — for
one reason or another — what do I want my obituary to say about the
kind of life I’ve led? Is what I’m doing worth it? (+5)
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When things are bad in the work environment one’s own perception of
possibility and satisfaction changes for the worse — even if you are not
directly affected by the problems. It makes you wonder why you are here
and what will happen to you. (+5)
I see myself as risk averse which may keep me from making changes in
my life and career. (+4)
Over my lifetime thus far I have become more and more confident about
my ability to do many different kinds of work. This makes me somewhat
less afraid about the situation at the bank. (-1)
Further, the women defining this script express considerable dissatisfaction with the manner
in which they have been treated by superiors at the bank:
Recognition for a job well done is very important to me. (+4)
A difficult thing about my career at the bank has been having bosses
whom I don’t respect — times when I have reported to a good boss have
been good times. (+3)
I think I’m a good manager — I know how I like to be treated and I try to
treat people in the same way. (+3)
I believe the stress and difficulty of my job has affected my health — ei¬
ther physical or emotional — at one time or another. (+2)
And, the women indicate that the work which they do is not particularly important given pres¬
ent bank priorities, they are not especially proud of their careers to date and do not see themselves
as "trouble shooters":
I hold the position I do now partly because the business of the bank has
changed and the special skills I have are required to do this work. (-5)
I’m proud of my accomplishments — I’ve worked hard and maybe
changed some people’s lives. (-1)
I see myself as a "trouble shooter" and others seem to view me that way
too. To move into a situation and "fix" it up helps to build your reputa¬
tion. (-2)
Beyond these differences, the women of Script E produced results in their Q-sorting very like
those of elements included in the other scripts. For example, like Scripts A and C they indicate
that challenge, learning and autonomy are important to them in their work. And, like Scripts C
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and D they indicate that their careers have not happened because of coincidence and/or contacts
and they do not see themselves as having been "lucky" in their choices.
In some respects, the "Introspective" script can be seen as marking the negative pole of an op¬
timism continuum positively defined by the "Girl Scouts," with the others lying somewhere in
between. With a potential for flexibility as well as confidence in an ability to succeed no matter
what, the "Girl Scout" script approaches life with confidence and energy. Though this may be a
temporary phenomenon reflecting the women’s personal life situation as well as the bank’s diffi¬
culty, the "Introspective" script seems to offer fewer options. The women speak as though they
are "stuck."

In Summary
These five scripts: "The Girl Scout," "The Survivor," "The Murphy Brown," "The General
Manager" and "The Introspective" were adopted to one extent or another by other women who
participated in the study. Some observations about the results can be made.
First, the fact that a woman was a wife and/or mother did not necessarily mean that she would
fall into any one script. What seemed more important was the degree to which an individual felt
satisfied with choices made about private life roles and/or responsibilities. For example, Cheryl,
the prototype of the "General Manager" script indicated that she is perfectly comfortable with her
child being in day-care. While she said that she is not willing to give her career more than it is
due, she expressed confidence that both a career and motherhood are possible and that the bank
does not "mommy track." She indicated that over time her priorities might shift to a greater em¬
phasis on work. And, she expressed gratitude to her husband who has been very much involved
with their child’s care. Other women say that they are not so sure that both devotion to career and
having children are possible and/or desirable. Some of the mothers, particularly those who are sin¬
gle parents, indicate that it has been extremely difficult to both work very hard at their jobs and to
care for their children. And, several of the women indicated that they cannot count on their hus¬
bands for support. Further, some of the childless women explain their childlessness as having
been required because their careers were too demanding. But, most importantly it seems to me, of
all the women interviewed not one mentioned the lack of matemity/parental leave, support of
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child-care, and/or the lack of flexibility in work arrangements by the bank as being problematic.
All of them framed the decision to have children as an individual one, and the care of children as
being their responsibility. If they can make both career and motherhood "work" fine. If not, and if
a choice is possible, then one or the other will have to be given up.
Second, a major difference between the scripts lies in the impact which the level of educa¬
tional attainments has had on the expressed perception of career possibility. Several of the women
with high school educations expressed regret and/or defensiveness over never having progressed
beyond that level educationally, as demonstrated in the following remark:
If there were one thing I should have done I should have been more atten¬
tive to my own educational pieces. I should have taken advantage of tu¬
ition aid and gotten a degree or degrees. It might have made a difference
in terms of my own internal confidence, even though I know I’m good, I
know I may not be able to stack up with people with degrees — but, I
have the practical experience.
And, several of the same women expressed somewhat negative feelings toward newer manag¬
ers at the bank who have more formal education, hired after "the rules changed" during the 1980s.
This is reflected in the following remark:
I have nothing against MBAs but there are a lot of people who feel that
"Well, I have my MBA and I don’t have to do anything but give other
people orders" and there are these 25 to 30 year old people who don’t
know anything about the way to work around a customer and the way to
get what you need without coming across being very arrogant. I’ve been
working with some of those and its been very difficult.
Prior to 1980, college graduates and MBAs were apparently few and far between at the bank.
But, as the business of the bank moved to a more aggressive market orientation, and as more and
more college graduates and MBAs became available, the rules for hiring and promotion changed.
This change was described by one of the interviewees (a woman who had a high school education
and had been with the bank for over 20 years) in answer to my question, "And, for a long time in
terms of promotion in banks it was not necessary to have a college degree?"
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That’s right. You learned it from the bottom up. That’s what it was and
that was the way to be and that was the school that I had been brought up
in, that this is the way that you do a good job, conscientious and eventu¬
ally the company will see that and reward you. But see that’s where the
paradigm comes in that they end up saying that you know it doesn’t work
that way any more. So people have to change their thinking, but that is
today versus 25 years ago.
And, a number of the women with college degrees agreed with this assessment. Jobs held by
the women without college degrees tended to be as managers for clerical support staff and small
branches. Those with advanced degrees supervised professionals or held challenging staff posi¬
tions of central importance. And, I was told that this reflects general bank policy.
Third, while Americans are always uncomfortable when speaking about social class, it seems
quite possible in this case to link educational attainment of several of the women with the class of
their family of origin. And, issues of "fitting in," "learning how to dress" and "learning to play the
game" were expressed as being of considerable importance to some of those women who had not
learned them as children. The women who described themselves as coming from more privileged
backgrounds indicated considerable benefit from their family origin — in terms of parental sup¬
port, motivation, contacts etc. Thus, expressed career progress for those women raised in poverty
often seemed considerably more difficult and constricted for a variety of reasons.
Fourth, the unmarried women without children who had invested themselves totally in their
careers expressed the most dissatisfaction of any of the women interviewed. The reader will re¬
member Felice Schwartz’ [1989] suggestion (cited in Chapter 2) that this kind of woman be
identified early on as having a career focus and encouraged by the company while women with a
family orientation be placed on a "mommy track." This seems, based on the results of this study,
to be an unwarranted recommendation — at least from the point of view of the women involved.
Marital and child-bearing status surfaced as less important issues in expressed "dedication" to ca¬
reer than a number of others. Most important was the individual’s ability to find a way to
incorporate both working and private aspects of life in a scheme which made sense. Or, if that
was believed to be impossible to choose one or the other, if indeed they saw themselves as having
any kind of choice.
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At this point the observant reader has probably begun to make observations and conclusions
him/herself about the similarities and/or differences between the research contexts and career
scripts in Finland and in the United States. The final chapter will offer my own observations in
this regard.
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CHAPTER 7
COMPARISONS, OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Human beings do not live in the objective world
alone, nor alone in the world of social activity as
ordinarily understood, but are very much at the
mercy of the particular language which has be¬
come the medium of expression for their soci¬
ety. It is quite an illusion to imagine that one
adjusts to reality essentially without the use of
language and that language is merely an inciden¬
tal means of solving specific problems of com¬
munication or reflection.
Edward Sapir, 1939

Introduction
Before embarking on a review of comparisons in the results of the two research projects, the
conclusion of this journey, it is important to digress for a moment in order to provide a framework
for that discussion. I offer as foundation and background for my own observations the writings of
three individuals, George Lodge [1988], Geert Hofstede [1987], and Robert Reich [1991].

Roles and Relationships of Business and Government
Recently, George Lodge [1988] explored the implications of various foims of government/
business relations on the conduct of business world-wide. While Lodge’s concern revolved
around "managing relations with governments more effectively" [Lodge, 1988:1], his fundamen¬
tal observations about the nature of govemment/business relations provides a key referent in
considering the differing contexts of my project.
Lodge identifies two primary paradigms concerning the role of government vis-a’-vis busi¬
ness — "one of which we will call individualistic since it stresses the individual rather than the
community, and the other we shall call communitarian because it reverses the stress" [:4]. Lodge
notes that national practice generally exemplifies some mix of the two.
The United States "has tended traditionally to occupy the position furthest in the direction of
individualism" [:4]. That is, the role of government has been seen as properly limited to the pro¬
tection of property, enforcement of contracts, and the ensuring of an open marketplace "so that
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competition among firms may be as vigorous and free as possible" [:4j. In individualistic coun¬
tries, such as the United States, government intervention is considered acceptable only in times of
crisis — war, pollution, economic disaster, etc. Government priorities in the realm of business are
left to the interplay of various (special) interest groups. There is, generally, suspicion of efforts on
the part of government to intervene in business affairs save in response to unusual and negative
circumstances.
Managerial careers in the United States have been conducted within this paradigm of individu¬
alism. The reader will remember as reflective of this emphasis, the focus on individual
experience, based on neo-classical economic assumptions, which has characterized the dominant
discourse concerning managerial careers in this country. Interference by the government in mat¬
ters of employment has been primarily regulatory — efforts to control those things business may
not do rather than defining what it must. And, businesses generally have viewed any actions on
the part of government designed to mold employment practices as an intrusion on the right of free
enterprise to conduct its affairs in an independent and maximally profitable manner.
Lodge contrasts the individual paradigm characteristic of the United States, with the commu¬
nitarian perspective. In a communitarian society, the government is "prestigious and authoritative,
sometimes authoritarian" [Lodge, 1988:4]. In such a society, the role of government shifts from
reaction in times of crisis and efforts to insure competition to a more proactive and deterministic
stance:
The purpose of the government is to identify the needs of the community
and to develop plans and systems for meeting those needs. This does not
always come in the form of direct provision, but the government plays a
central role in creating —sometimes imposing — consensus to support
the direction in which it decides the community should move.
[1988:4]
Finland, as representative of the Nordic countries in general, has an economy characterized
by free enterprise [Jakobson, 1987] but economic and social policy has traditionally been deter¬
mined in a communitarian fashion. The Finnish system represents a kind of middle ground
paradigmatically between the United States and Japan which, according to Lodge, occupies a posi¬
tion closest to the true communitarian ideal type.
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The contexts in which the two studies were carried out have been very much affected by this
institutional distinction in terms of national economic policy, banking law and regulation, social
policy with regard to families, as well as employment practices. While internationalization and a
desire to encourage economic growth has pushed the government of Finland more toward an indi¬
vidualistic, market driven perspective, its role in economic and social life continues to be framed
in a more communitarian fashion than government’s role in this country. While crisis in our bank¬
ing system and social change leading to increased levels of female labor participation push toward
greater intrusion by the government in the private sector in this country, the rhetoric of adherence
to an individualistic perspective remains the standard.
Culture’s Consequences
While not dealing specifically with managerial careers, Geert Hofstede [1980] reported the re¬
sults of a study, which has relevance for the findings of this project, of individuals working in 40
countries all of whom were employed by a single corporation. The purpose of the Hofstede re¬
search was to discriminate, in so far as possible, between those values shared among the research
participants by virtue of their connection with one organization and those values which might be
identified as "different," as emerging from "collective mental programming" [Hofstede,
1987:310] unique to individual cultures. In his findings, Hofstede concluded that members of a
particular culture are "shaped" in certain ways to use such mental programs. He believed that pat¬
terns of values within a culture might be identified as being widely held by its members. Using a
factor analysis, Hofstede identified four dimensions of variation:
(1) Power distance— the ways in which societies deal with inequality, prestige, wealth and
power.
(2) Uncertainty avoidance — the ways in which societies differentially use rules, norms and
rituals to either reduce uncertainty or live with it.
(3) Individualism — the ways in which societies differentially balance the needs of the indi¬
vidual and the collectivity.4
(4) Masculinity — the ways in which men and women in societies differentially endorse
stereotypically masculine values (e.g., work as a central factor in life, a preference for more
salary to shorter work hours, strong achievement motivation) or stereotypically feminine val¬
ues (e.g., good interpersonal relationships and service to others).
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Finland was one of the countries included in Hofstede’s study and was characterized in his re¬
sults as being the second least masculine country of the 40 studied; Japan was the most masculine
and the U.S. in the middle. Like members of other Nordic nations, Finns were characterized as re¬
quiring small power distance and as being fairly individualistic. The United States’ participants,
slightly more individualistic, also were located among those in the low power distance quadrant.
In fact, residents of many wealthy industrialized western nations (France, Italy, Spain, Belgium
and South Africa were the exceptions) shared this pattern.
Unlike those in other Nordic countries, however, the Finns, along with residents of the Ger¬
manic countries, were characterized by above average uncertainty avoidance. Citizens of the
United States were in a group with Canadians and Australians below the median on this dimen¬
sion. Differences between Finland and the United States along the two discriminating dimensions
(masculinity/femininity and uncertainty avoidance) are summarized in FIGURE 3.
LOW

#
USA

#
Finland

HIGH

__
Feminine

Masculine

FIGURE 3. Masculinity/femininity; uncertainty avoidance — Finland and the United States.
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Hofstede noted that country/cultures with higher levels of uncertainty avoidance, like Finland,
tend to produce organizations which run like "well-oiled machines," where rules and regulations
are used to settle almost everything. Low uncertainty cultures like the United States, on the other
hand, tend to resolve problems through negotiation among the interested parties, in a style not un¬
like the "village market." This distinction parallels and reinforces the observations of Lodge noted
earlier.
Finally, Hofstede concluded that the masculinity/femininity dimension, when combined with
different levels of uncertainty avoidance has strong implications for differing cultural definitions
of "motivation." "The idea of ‘achievement’ and ‘challenge’ U.S. style implies two things: a will¬
ingness to take some risks (weak uncertainty avoidance) and a need to perform (to assert oneself
— masculinity)" [Hofstede, 1987:322]. Under the same assumptions, people in Finland would be
somewhat more risk averse and "the maintenance of good interpersonal relations is a strong moti¬
vator, people frown at competition for performance" [:322].
The Three Jobs of the Future
Recently, Robert Reich [ 1991], in defense of his argument that the economic fate of Ameri¬
cans is beginning to diverge as national boundaries dissolve and economies become increasingly
globalized, suggested a revision in the manner in which jobs are categorized in this country.
Since 1943, the U.S. Bureau of the Census has categorized jobs based on differing levels of
"‘socio-economic status,’ depending upon, among other things the prestige and income associated
with each job" [1991:173]. The first-cut in this categorization was made in 1943 between jobs fall¬
ing into a "business class" and those falling into a "working class." In 1950, an additional
category, "service workers," was added. In the years since all census surveys have been based
upon the "Major Occupational Groups" developed at that time.
Reich points out that these categories made sense at a time when "the economy was focused
on high-volume, standardized production" and "income depended on one’s ranking in the stan¬
dard corporate bureaucracy" [: 174]. However today, according to Reich, delineation of work
along these lines is no longer appropriate as "three broad categories of work are emerging" [:174].
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The revised categories, which Reich believes include more than three out of four American jobs
and could apply to work done in all countries, are:
(1) Routine production services — These jobs "entail the kinds of repetitive tasks per¬
formed by the old foot soldiers of American capitalism in high-volume enterprise" [: 174].
However, while this kind of repetitive work has traditionally been thought of as "blue-collar,"
the routine production service category also includes "jobs performed by low and mid-level
managers — involving repetitive checks on subordinates’ work and the enforcement of oper¬
ating procedures" [:174],
(2) In-person services —This category also entails "simple and repetitive tasks" but involves
work which must be provided person to person [:175]. It is the latter fact which sets this cate¬
gory apart, not the essence of the work or the organizational status of its membership.
(3) Symbolic analytic services—The third job category includes "problem-solving, problemidentifying, and strategic-brokering services" and its members are involved with the "manipu¬
lation of symbols — data, words, oral and visual representations” [: 177].
Reich goes on to say that whether a job is "officially classified ‘professional’ or “managerial’
has little bearing upon the function its occupant actually performs" [: 181 ]. There are managers
and then there are managers. "Some managers take no more responsibility than noting who shows
up for work in the morning, making sure they stay put, and locking the place up at night" [: 181 ].
Managers are found in all three functional categories, set apart by the nature and importance of
their work to the organization.
"Most symbolic analysts have graduated from four year colleges or universities; many have
graduate degrees as well. The vast majority are white males, but the proportion of white females
is growing" [; 179]. While the work of symbolic analysts who perform problem identifying, prob¬
lem solving and strategic brokering tasks for the organization is highly valued and often of critical
importance to it, their loyalty is to themselves. And, because of the portable nature of their talents
and skills, career mobility for "symbolic analysts" is both possible and often desirable.
Managers in the other two categories, however, have fewer options. Managers of routine pro¬
duction functions are vulnerable in at least two ways. As technology replaces human beings in the
performance of routine work, managers of those human beings are no longer required. So, for ex¬
ample, as tellers are increasingly replaced by automated banking options, supervisors will no
longer be required. Second, as telecommunications become evermore sophisticated, routine pro-
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duction functions are increasingly being moved to low wage locations internationally. In the pres¬
ent context, there is little reason why check processing and other clerical functions related to
banking could not be located in countries where individuals are willing to work for lower wages
than in the United States. Supervisory and management functions relating to these tasks would
also be moved.
Finally, Reich notes that a high percentage of in-person servers are female. "The cultural ste¬
reotype of women as nurturers — as mommies — has opened countless in-person service jobs to
them" [: 177]. The existence of in-person service jobs depends upon the largesse of symbolic ana¬
lysts and these functions, perhaps because of their gender connection, often continue to be
devalued both economically and socially.
Thus, when speaking of "managers" in the context of this project as well as generally, it is
quite important to make a distinction between those individuals working in functions which fall
within each of the categories. For example, women at CBT with the title of manager working in
high level staff positions and/or areas of the bank considered most valuable cannot be lumped to¬
gether with those working as the managers of clerical functions and/or as branch managers. The
contexts of their experience are quite different indeed.
Knowledge Production and Its Influence
One additional subject needs to be mentioned. Knowledge production in Finland involving
managers and/or topics of interest to managers is often based on work previously done in the
United States. For example, in a recent article "How Do Male and Female Managers in Banking
View Their Work Roles and Their Subordinates?" written by Anne Kovalainen of The Turku
School of Economics and published in Scandinavian Management [1990], 41 of the references in
the 48 item bibliography were published in the United States.
The Finnish women who participated in this project are quite conversant with American man¬
agement practice and ideas about career. Many of them were educated at the Helsinki School of
Economics where texts published in the United States are used and American faculty lecture regu¬
larly. Further, the bank’s training program for managers is patterned on American practice and
scholarship. And, the profit center approach, adopted by the bank in the past three years, is based
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directly on schemes originating in the United States. Therefore, even those managers educated in
non-managerial disciplines have been exposed to the same ideas, and asked to conform to similar
ways of behaving. Also, and perhaps just as important, women I interviewed in Finland watch
L.A. Law and thirtysomething on a weekly basis; a number of them mentioned these television
programs when describing their own career experiences. Further, several of the women are in the
United States often; they "know" at first hand the lives of their American sisters. All of this served
as a filter through which the Finnish experience passed before expression.
As I listened to the women’s stories and as I attempted to understand the results of their Qsorting, I found myself wondering, "Are they just telling me this because they think it is what I
want to hear as an American woman engaged in management/career research?"
And, when I listened to the stories of the American women and attempted to understand the
results of their Q-sorting, I had similar questions. In the end, these doubts reinforced observations
posed earlier. We can never truly "know" why someone presents herself in the manner chosen. In
fact, the authenticity of that presentation may not be fully "known" by the individual herself. All
we can "know" is what is said. Nor can I "know" if the story I am telling has been filtered and pre¬
sented in a selective manner based on my own cultural blinders and education as a female
management scholar in the United States. In the end, the thing, the "script," must stand for itself.
Careers as Scripts
I have defined the idea of careers as "temporal scripts which mediate between individuals and
interactions." And, I have said that I see these scripts as emerging from a specific rhetorical con¬
text reflecting the values, priorities and institutions of the broader culture in which they are
located. Building on the ideas of Lodge, Hofstede, Reich, and my own observations on manage¬
ment knowledge and practice, FIGURE 7 on the following page outlines the cultural and
institutional "stages" upon which the career scripts of women managers in the two research set¬
tings described in this journey are played.
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FIGURE 4. Cultural and institutional stages of career scripting.

The 'UBF Professional"
The "Private Life"
The Non-UBF'

This diagram should be viewed as a kind of flow chart and as having a circular dimension. In
other words, although scripts of career might be seen as reflections of context, individual scripts
are creative in that they can act to reinforce, extend, and/or challenge discoursive elements at each
level. Thus, for example, the managerial script as played by Bjorn Wahlroos at UBF, written
within a broader "changed" business climate in Finland, has challenged organizational adherence
to a "well-oiled" machine approach at the bank. And the scripts of women managers, hired by
CBT as "symbolic analysts" during the Connolly years, have reinforced a changing definition of
skills and attitudes required for management. Attention to the creative element of scripts offers
the possibility for change at each level of context. I will use this diagram as an implicit foundation
as I expand upon my theatre metaphor in a discussion of comparison in the findings from each of
the research projects.

Dimensions, of Scripting Differences.
The Set — An "Armada” and a "Medieval Kingdom"
In a colorful bas-relief mural over the entrance to the Swedish School of Economics in
Helsinki, a replica of the earth is pictured. Surrounding the globe are a group of male figures, ap¬
parently meant to be managers, each pictured in a costume symbolizing his continent. One, the
European, carries a briefcase and is conservatively dressed in a dark suit. Another, the American,
is portrayed as a cowboy complete with ten gallon hat and lariat. I thought of these images many
times as I listened to stories and read about the "supervisory board" at UBF, and Walter Connolly,
the "cowboy" at BNEC.
Emerging from an economic system designed to provide "stability" and "control," UBF enters
the final decade of the 20th century in a state of flux. Gradual deregulation of the financial mar¬
kets by the Bank of Finland which has created a more market oriented financial climate, as well
as a general move toward internationalization in Finland, has led to a perceived need for new
ways of thinking and new ways of being in the world as a manager [Ropo, 1989]. The actions of
the "supervisory board" at UBF, taken in response to these requirements — the institution of a
profit centered management structure to allow closer supervision and control of business ele¬
ments, the careful development of new products and service areas, as well as training designed to
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indoctrinate managers with changing bank policy and philosophy — are consonant with the "welloiled" machine approach noted earlier.
The women I interviewed conveyed a general impression of the "supervisory board" as a com¬
mittee of mature, faceless, infinitely replaceable men dressed in dark suits, acting cautiously and
carefully at the "helm" to determine the course of the UBF "armada." In fact, the one requirement
for membership on this board, beyond long tenure at the bank and a reputation for "good," "solid”
management practice, seems historically to have been maleness.
The choice of the metaphor of an "armada" to describe UBF and its senior management as
helmsmen seems, on the face of it, somewhat unfortunate. It will be remembered that the proto¬
type armada (one originally called the "invincible armada"), of Philip II of Spain, was all but
decimated — first in battle with a more flexible and wily British navy and later in rough weather
off the English coast. In the world of business, as in the world of war, caution, care, and a solid,
seemingly "impenetrable" position, often succumb to wile, flexibility, and rough economic seas.
If the UBF armada sinks, it will be seen as the responsibility of the leaders at its helm who have
not guided and directed the ships appropriately, rather than the actions of one individual as has
been the case at BNEC. However in the person of Bjorn Wahlroos, a "symbolic analyst" to be
sure, the armada seems embarked on a new course, with a potentially different model of leader¬
ship emerging.
Bjorn Wahlroos, in his role as successful head of the Investment division, seems to personify
change at UBF, and in the Finnish culture and economy generally. Younger by several years than
the balance of the "supervisory board," trained in financial analysis U.S. style, described as a
strong, ambitious personality who does not always "conform" to traditional bank practice, this
man seems symbolic of the "New" Finland — the Finland that has been observed to be increas¬
ingly looking outward rather than inward [Jakobson, 1987].
While Hofstede identified in the Finland of 1980, cultural values characterized by uncertainty
avoidance, risk aversion, and an antipathy toward individual competition, there are signs in some
of the stories I heard while there that this may not forever be the case. However, despite the cult
of the personal which seems to attend Wahlroos, it would be unthinkable to describe UBF as a
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"medieval kingdom," as BNEC has been described. Policy is so tightly controlled and accepted
rhetoric so deeply imprinted, that the women managers in this study often seemed to speak with
"one voice."
In contrast, and consistent with a rhetoric of individualism and individual achievement U.S.
style, CBT and BNEC are popularly described as "Walter Connolly’s kingdom." When the bank
was successful during the 1980s, its success was attributed to "Connolly the King." When it failed
at the close of the decade, its failure was attributed to "Connolly the Rogue." The individualistic
motif pervaded stories told about the Connolly years at CBT not only in terms of the chairman’s
actions but also in those of the women when describing their own experience. If the stories can be
believed, the bank seems to have been operating as a kingdom without a rudder. And, now, the
bank has been sold. In TABLE 3 on the following page, I have summarized comparisons between
the organizational sets upon which the scripts of career in each case are played.
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TABLE 3. A comparison between organizational sets at UBF and CBT
UBF
"ARMADA"

CBT/BNEC*
"MEDIEVAL KINGDOM"

FOUNDED

1862

1814

TYPE

PARENT— COMMERCIAL
BANK HOLDING COMPANY

MEMBER — COMMERCIAL
BANK HOLDING COMPANY

CHARTER/CONTROL

CENTRAL BANK OF FINLAND

FEDERAL RESERVE, FDIC, OCC
STATE CHARTERING - BRANCHING

REGULATION
OBJECTIVE

STABILITY AND CONTROL

INSURE COMPETITION, DEPOSITOR
INTERESTS, SOUND BANKING SYSTEM

POPULATION
SERVED

NATION [5,000,000)

CONNECTICUT [3,108,000]

COMPETITORS

COMMERCIAL BANKS, COOPERATIVE
& SAVINGS BANKS, 4 FOREIGN BANKS

REGIONAL COMMERCIAL BANKS, S&L’s
CREDIT UNIONS, MUTUAL SAVINGS
BANKS, INSURANCE COMPANIES,
PENSION FUNDS, MORTGAGE BANKING
COMPANIES, CONSUMER CREDIT
COMPANIES, MUTUAL FUNDS, CREDIT
CARD COMPANIES

PRIMARY PAYMENT
FORM

ELECTRONIC

CHECKS

BANK PORTFOLIO
REGULATION

NONE - EQUITIES & BONDS

CORPORATE EQUITY INVESTMENT
PROHIBITED - STATE & MUNICIPAL
BONDS, US SECURITIES, COMMERCIAL
PAPER

FUNCTIONS

INVESTMENT BANKING, DEPOSITS,
CREDITS, DOMESTIC & FOREIGN
PAYMENTS, PROPERTY MANAGEMENT,
TRUSTEE SERVICES, CREDIT CARDS

INVESTMENT BANKING PROHIBITED
"FULL RANGE OF DIVERSIFIED
FINANCIAL SERVICES"

YEAR END RESULTS, 1989:
CONSOLIDATED
ASSETS

FIM 148 BILLION [ =$37 BILLION]

29.8 MILLION

PROFIT AFTER TAXES FIM 541 MILLION [ = $135 MILLION]
FIM 1.67 [ .42]
EPS
FIM 1.20 (A SHARES)[ = .30]
DIVIDENDS

$(1.02) MILLION
$(16.11)
RESCINDED

LOAN COMPOSITION
ROE

33% INDIVIDUALS
.39

21% INDIVIDUALS
(3.48)

SALARIES/BENEFITS

FIM 1,361 MILLION [$340.25]

$553 MILLION

10,132
[ = $33,580 per employee!

16,800 (5,600 ELIMINATED IN 1990)
[ = $32,900 per employee!

EMPLOYEES

* RESULTS FOR YEAR 1989 REPORTED FOR BNEC —OTHER INFORMATION, CBT

Scripts written to conform to the requirements of an "armada" lie in conformity to bank pol¬
icy and rhetoric, as well as to the values of "stability," "balance," and "security" characteristic of
the broader Finnish society. These scripts emerge as expressions of pleasure with the profit cen¬
tered approach, as a desire to grow in one’s work, and to maintain good relationships with staff,
colleagues, and people outside the bank. These are the scripts which are said to lead to a "bal-
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anced" and "successful" life. Scripts written to the requirements of a failed "medieval kingdom,"
within the values of an individualistic society, however, assume a darker form. Embedded in these
scripts are attempts to find the way to "go on."
Casting Requirements — "Balancers" and "Jugglers"
The Finnish women, both in the interviews and in their Q-sorting, emphasized the idea of
"balance" over and over again. The desire to "balance" career and private life, the desire to raise
"balanced" children, the desire to have a "balance" of tasks in one’s work, etc. This rhetoric ech¬
oes ideas of "balance" and "stability" used to describe the function of the central bank and
discussion in the 1989 annual report of UBF, which emphasized a "balance" of account types and
"adequate" profit margins. And, there are traces of this notion in the Hofstede study, which found
an emphasis on "uncertainty avoidance" and the "feminine,” as well. Finland is, apparently, a cul¬
ture permeated with the notion of a need for balance and a desire for harmony. One of the senior
women in the study said this:
It is possible here to have a decent private life and work as well. I’ve
been to New York and talked with the women in banks there. I don’t
know how they do it — I could not. I wouldn’t work if I lived there.
Here, my home is close to work. I can have breakfast and dinner with my
children and my husband. I come to work at 9:00 and I leave at the latest
by 5:00. The quality of life is important to me.
In a country which provides direct support for families, where gender equity in hiring prac¬
tices, promotion, and wages has been mandated and is apparently beginning to be taken seriously,
and in an organization which runs like a "well-oiled" machine this kind of balance seems quite
possible. Further, it is possible that in a culture characterized by its emphasis on the merits of the
"feminine," the issues of being "female" are less pressing than in one which extols the virtues of
the "masculine."
At an earlier point in this journey, I recounted the words of Berger and Luckman [1966],
"Maximal success in socialization is likely to occur in societies with a very simple division of
labor and minimal distribution of knowledge. Socialization under such conditions produces identi¬
ties that are socially predefined and profiled to a high degree" [: 164]. And, I noted the observation
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of Max Jakobson [1987] that the "self-centered insularity of Finnish life is breaking down as the
country becomes more ‘Europeanized’" [: 158].
In a homogeneous country, where dependence on rules and conformity to collective necessity
has been observed [Hofstede, 1980], social roles and responsibilities are clear. Each person
"knows" his or her "place." Thus, one can speak with a degree of confidence about a "correct" and
"incorrect" way of being and living ones life. This constitutes an implicit form of social control.
And, it is in such a social world that the women I interviewed at the bank were raised. Their at¬
tempts to define the manner in which they may be "different" from their Finnish sisters, I believe,
reflects an assumed need to rationalize their departure from a traditional mode of "being" as a
woman in Finnish society. Less important for them, because they are conducting their lives in a
society which values the "feminine" and views the raising of children as having a collective di¬
mension, are expressions of conflict over having to behave "like a man" as well as between work
and private life.
Although not original with me, I have come to think of a "juggler" metaphor when I remem¬
ber the stories of the women in the United States. They spoke of "juggling" commitment to career
with an active private life, finding a way to "juggle" many tasks and responsibility in their work¬
ing life, "juggling" the demands of a partner/husband with the needs of children and both with
their work, etc. Mary Catherine Bateson (the daughter of Margaret Mead and Gregory Bateson),
in a recent book, Composing a Life, described the life course of five professional women who
have defined their experience as "improvisation" and "self discovery." In an interview which fol¬
lowed the publishing of her book, Bateson noted the following in explaining why she believes
women (apparently in this country, though she doesn’t say) should move from the metaphor of
"juggler" to "composer" when thinking about their lives:
A juggler implies precarious balance. At any moment she might be out of
control. I think it is important to emphasize the creativity involved in bal¬
ancing many different things and giving each its appropriate value —
You can only conduct a symphony if you are really clear in your mind
that every instrument is valuable in its place.
[Working Woman, May, 1990:86]
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Bateson’s ideas echo those of Judi Marshall [ 1989] noted previously in her call for the devel¬
opment of a career theory "drawing on archetypal female values, notions of cyclic phases,
recapitulation, and continual potential for transformation" which might "contribute to a model of
persons creatively weaving their life (sic)" [:298]. While most of the women at CBT expressed
the desire to place "commitment to career in balance with the rest of life" and, many of them
spoke of the place in life they were occupying at the present moment as being "okay for now" but
as perhaps changing over time, many of the women seemed not to have the "composer" option
available to them.
To a great extent, the ability to "improvise," "discover," and "creatively weave a life" depends
upon a life situation which provides the latitude in which to engage in these pursuits. What of the
woman who is a single-parent and financially responsible for her family? What of the woman
who is single and having given up her social life in lieu of her career and having been trained as a
specialist no longer has job mobility or security? What of the woman whose education has pre¬
pared her to manage tellers but not much else? What of those who have lost their way? Unlike
Bateson, and the "composers" she describes, who have many orchestral options in their lives,
many women managers at CBT do not.
The United States has the highest divorce rate of any country in the world [Hewlett, 1986]. It
is one of only two industrialized nations (the other is South Africa) "that fails to ensure that a
woman can return to her job after taking time off to have a child" [The New York Times, 3/25/90].
Child-care is ‘scarce as hen’s teeth’ in many communities and very expensive when available.
Children in the United States spend 25% fewer hours in school than those in Europe, and yet
American workers have shorter vacations than in any other country save Japan [Hewlett, 1986].
In such a situation, to suggest that all women have the option of living their lives as "composers"
or "creators" seems cruel.
Perhaps of even greater importance, however, is the fact that the "jugglers" apparently wish to
convey the impression that they accept and acclaim individual responsibility for their lives. Not
one woman at CBT indicated that she felt the bank, or the government, or anyone else, should be
responsible in any way for the conduct and outcomes of her life — not for matemity/parental
leave, not for flexible hours, not for child care, not for the guarantee of a job — in fact, the en-
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trenched rhetoric of individualism in this country virtually assures this position. Women as well
as men in this culture share a social construction based on this rhetoric.
Hewlett [1986] believes that a major reason for the differences in the working lives of women
in this country and those in Europe lies in differing motives and objectives of feminists in the two
locations. Equating feminism with a political movement, she observes that in Europe the empha¬
sis in political action has traditionally been placed on "social benefits," in this country on
"equality." Hewlett notes:
If the dominant goal of the feminist movement has been equal rights, it
has attempted to achieve this goal with a two-pronged strategy. First,
feminist leaders have tried to protect the purity of the movement by
avoiding alignments with interest groups, such as political parties and
labor unions, outside the movement. Secondly, they have set themselves
the task of uniting sisterhood in independent mass-based organizations,
believing that the common bond of gender is enough to hold together a
coherent movement.
[1986:160]
(emphasis mine)
Echoes of the individualistic/communitarian dichotomy surface in this comparison. And, in a
"village market" culture, where public policy is determined by the balancing of special interest
groups, this has meant that the needs of working mothers and children have often been ignored.
But, in the case of Finland, to say that the differing goals of "feminists" has led to these discrepan¬
cies seems too simple. As I mentioned earlier, the women in Finland attempted as often as
possible to distance themselves from feminists who were seen as "trouble makers" perhaps be¬
cause they "upset" the "maintenance of good interpersonal relations" [Hofstede, 1980] apparently
so important in Finnish rhetoric. The influence of "feminists" in determining governmental policy
in the area of social benefits was not mentioned.
Further, while in Finland, a seemingly "communitarian" nation with concern for the whole
often dominating concern over individual rights one might expect a greater emphasis on the provi¬
sion of family benefits, I don’t believe this is the only explanation for their existence. Important
too has been the very real need in the economy for women as workers. And, in a society where
the raising of "balanced" children is said to be a high priority, this has meant providing institu-
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tional alternatives for their care. The option would be to open the gates of Finland to immigration
— and, that is seen as the more costly and less desirable alternative.
Differences between the two research contexts in terms of women’s labor force participation
and institutional policy affecting women and families, as well as rhetorics of "balancing" and "jug¬
gling" are summarized in TABLE 4.

TABLE 4. Women’s labor force participation and laws affecting women and families

LABOR FORCE
PARTICIPATION
OVERALL
CHILDREN UNDER 18
CHILDREN UNDER 7

FINLAND

UNITED STATES

80%
85.2%
79%

50%
68%
60%

MATERNITY LEAVE PAID
(PARENTAL)

263 DAYS (60
ADDITIONAL DAYS WITH
2 OR MORE CHILDREN)

PARENTAL LEAVE UNPAID

2 ADDITIONAL YEARS

DAY CARE

SUBSIDIZED FACILITIES
OVER 1/2 ALL FAMILIES

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING

6 HOURS PER DAY FOR
PARENTS OF CHILDREN
UNDER 7

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT/WAGES

MANDATED 1987

MANDATED 1963, 1964

% WOMEN WORKING IN
FEMALE DOMINATED
OCCUPATIONS

50%

70%

WOMEN'S WAGES ASA
% MEN

70%

65+%

% MANAGERS WHO ARE
FEMALE

15%

39.4%

SUBSIDIZED FACILITIES
WELFARE RECIPIENTS, i
OF THE "WORKING POO

The Players — "Not Working Just for the Fun";
"Not Working Just for the Money"
While there was considerable diversity among the specific educational backgrounds of the
women participating in the research project in Finland, all of them were university graduates.
Two were lawyers, one was a physician, one held a degree in nutrition, one was a social scientist,
the balance held degrees in either economics or administration. Many of them, particularly those
working in the investment division, hold positions as managers of "symbolic analysts" or as "sym¬
bolic analysts' themselves. Further, the women generally mentioned their educational
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backgrounds as having had a major impact on the course of their working lives. As in the follow¬
ing Q-sort item:
It is important that the work I do require the special talents I have, some
work at the bank would not interest me at all.
And, many of them credited their families of origin as being important in encouraging them to
gain an education and participate at a high level in economic life:
Because of the circumstances of my childhood and/or the attitudes of my
parents I have always been anxious to work hard and do well.
Many of them said that their lives have turned out in exactly the manner they might have pre¬
dicted:
I have always known — from my childhood — that I would study and
work when I was an adult.
The combination of an advanced education, plus a desire to work hard, leam and "grow" in
life is said to set them apart from many women in Finland:
Unlike many women in Finland, I am interested in a position which is
challenging and time consuming. I am not working "just for the money"
but am willing to work hard.
Adler notes, "Feminine societies also tend to create high-tax environments, extra money often
fails to strongly motivate employees" [1986:43]. This perhaps contributes to an explanation of the
fact that the women do not justify differences in their motivation when compared to other women
in Finland as being based on a desire for greater income. This conclusion is reinforced by the fact
that all of the women placed the following Q-sort item at relatively low levels of "truth":
I work because the quality of my family’s life depends upon my income,
or I am single and, therefore, support myself.
Finally, all of the women placed a positive value on the following statement:
I work best under some stress.
Thus, the women present themselves as "special" in a country characterized by high female
labor force participation rates among women. These "travelers in a male world" [Marshall, 1984]
position themselves as set apart from other women by virtue of their educational backgrounds,
their greater desire for challenge and growth, their willingness to work under some stress and the
work roles which they have assumed.
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Despite this effort to present themselves as "special," however, the similarity in the Q-sorting
of the Finnish participants seems to me remarkable. They were, it would seem, very much "alike"
in terms of their values, outlook and world view. This is particularly noteworthy if one compares
the results with those in the United States.
The American women were characterized by an even broader range of class and educational
backgrounds. The older women who participated in the study, those who had been with the bank
for a long time, were high school graduates and most of them worked as managers in "routine pro¬
duction" or "in-person service" capacities. Newer hires were college graduates and some held
advanced degrees. This seems reflective of a general trend at the bank. And as I noted earlier, sev¬
eral of the women with high school educations expressed regret and/or defensiveness over never
having progressed beyond that level educationally. This idea was also reflected in the positive val¬
ues placed on the following item in the Q-sorting by women with high school educations:
If there is something I might do differently in my career it would have
been to pay more attention to my education — gotten a degree or degrees
— a degree is very important to progress and/or mobility these days.
As the scripting rules have changed at the bank, women with high school educations describe
themselves as being left behind despite their practical experience. And, often doing something to
re-write their options by acquiring more education was said to be too complicated, given the diffi¬
culty of their work, their commitment to it, and the complexity of their private lives. Further, now
that the bank is in such trouble, and the very future of their careers is in doubt, these women are
the least prepared to explore the "composer" alternatives advocated by Bateson and which Mar¬
shall encourages in developing a career theory unique to women.
Consistent with the latter, many of the women, and this was more true of the older less edu¬
cated ones, indicated that they never planned when they were children to have a "career," and
certainly not a banking career, an idea alluded to in the positive value given the following Q-sort
item:
My life in no way resembles what I ever would have imagined when I
was younger — my choice to work in a bank was not deliberate — either
it was the only job I could find, or someone suggested I try it, or I came
here by a fluke — I did not plan on a banking career.
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And, all but the women who defined the "Girl Scout" script (who were better educated,
worked in "symbolic analyst" functions and/or were in marriages of relative affluence), assigned a
positive value to the following item:
My income is important — either I support myself or I support my fam¬
ily or I contribute to my family’s lifestyle. I am not working "just for
fun!”
The Finnish women, by and large, said they were not working "just for the money" and the
American women, by and large, said they were not working "just for the fun." It seems to me that
this difference may reflect entrenched rhetorical attitudes toward paid employment among women
in the two nations. In Finland, where women have had a high labor force participation rate since
WWII, and where more than 80% of women currently are employed, paid work is apparently seen
as both natural and inevitable, and in a culture which values "sisu" certainly not "fun." Further,
the mothers of many of the women I interviewed in Finland had been employed, even when the
women were young children. Thus it does not seem strange or unusual when mothers with small
children are employed. Despite positive values given to the following statement by a number of
women in Finland,
Sometimes serious issues in the family (for example, illness or troubled
children) forces a re-evaluation of priorities, the focus on career becomes
secondary.
this idea was placed in the foreground only when the women were actually confronted with such
difficulties. And, all but two women (both childless) reacted negatively to the following Q-sort
item,
It is not possible to both work very hard for the bank and also to have
children — except in rare exceptions.
Women who had small children, reacted even more negatively to this statement than did many of
the others.
In this country, however, most of the women in the study were reared in situations where
their mothers were at home, and many of them say that they find it difficult to imagine satisfacto¬
rily rearing children in any other way. Those whose mothers were employed by virtue of
necessity expressed this opinion even more staunchly. From this perspective, paid work appar¬
ently continues to be viewed, by a number of the women, as though it somehow ought to be a
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"for fun" add-on, even when it isn’t, with major focus placed on relationships and activity in the
balance of life. This is substantiated by the high value placed on one or both of the following Qsort items by most of the women:
This job is how I make a living — I enjoy doing it but it’s not my whole
life. As much as the bank has generally been very good to me — I think I
have reciprocated — and I want a full personal life too.
My family and/or my primary relationship are my highest priority just
now — I won’t make my job my entire life and I don’t think anyone
should be asked to do so.
However, there was little discrimination which could be made in terms of the women’s ex¬
pressed commitment to their careers based on marital and family roles occupied in private life.
One woman who was unmarried and had worked all of her life spoke, with brittle humor but per¬
haps with some underlying seriousness, of her desire to "find someone to ‘keep’ me." Some
mothers spoke of the difficult pull between children and work — others felt this accommodation
was possible. Women contemplating the bearing of children spoke of their conflicts in making
this decision. Other women, indicated that they had opted for work at the expense of their private
lives, again without direct relationship to private life roles. Three women, all married, and in their
late 30s or early 40s said that they had elected not to have children because they felt to do so
would make their lives too "complicated." In a culture which extols the value of maternal childrearing, without alternative child-care arrangements believed to be adequate, this decision must be
seen as perfectly reasonable. Several women indicated that, given the situation at the bank now,
they were not sure they would make the same choices again.
The Players — What is a Manager?
One final scripting difference, expanding on the re-classification of work advocated by Reich,
requires examination. The conventional use of the term "manager" seemed quite different at UBF
than at CBT. The 10,000 employees at UBF are divided into three categories for reporting pur¬
poses: superiors, officers and others. Of these, only superiors (1250) are considered "managers."
This contrasts with banks in the United States where the title "manager" is used quite loosely and
awarded quite generously; often, it seems, to compensate for the generally low salaries character¬
istic of banking in this country. In fact, the title "Vice-President" in a bank has become a kind of
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joke in management folklore. In other words, the term "bank manager" seemed to carry with it
greater stature, prestige and respect in Finland than here.
It will be recalled that Vanhala [1987] found that 15% of managers in Finland are female.
And, in this country, 39.4% of executive, managerial and administrative positions were said to be
held by women in 1988 [U.S. Department of Labor Statistics, 1988]. If practice at the two banks
is indicative, these numbers may actually refer to different populations. The 15% figure may un¬
derestimate the number of women working in Finland who, were they holding the same position
in this country, would be counted as "managers." And yet, in documenting the greater progress of
women as managers in this country as compared to women in Finland, Vanhala used the two fig¬
ures. This seems an important issue in cross-cultural managerial and organizational research and
one which has not been mentioned in any of the work I have read.
Following on this point, unlike the women managers at UBF who were distributed broadly
throughout the bank, women managers at CBT tended to dominate in the community banking divi¬
sion at all levels, but were seldom found in the commercial divisions. One of the women I spoke
with at CBT, who came to the bank with a newly earned MBA in finance, was sent to the commu¬
nity banking division for an interview and was eventually hired as a marketing communications’
person. When I asked her if the bank had explored the possibility of her working in a position
which might more closely match her educational training, she said no one had mentioned it. I pur¬
sued this line of questioning and asked her if she did not find this strange. She responded:
You know, I never thought about that. I came to talk to Ann Morrissey
(then the head of the division) and she was so great and there were so
many great people working in this department that I was excited about it.
I never even thought about the fact that most of them were women. I just
felt like I fit in.
Earlier I indicated that women in this country have apparently achieved a measure of success
as managers in banking — 26% of senior executive women in this country worked in commercial
banking and other financial industries in 1982 [Korn and Ferry] — and that women are especially
plentiful at the level of vice-president [Statham, 1987]. Many of the women working with the title
of assistant vice president and vice president at CBT were branch managers. I learned from the in¬
terviews that during the Connolly years most commercial accounts were removed from the
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purview of the branches, leaving the managers of these units with supervisory tasks and responsi¬
bility for dealing with individual customers. The branch managers I spoke with described much of
their work as "glorified baby sitting." And, they said this work is often frustrating. Tellers at the
bank are paid around $11,000 per year. It is said to be difficult to find people who will work for
this salary (one woman quipped, "I wouldn’t do it!") and the people who are willing to do so are
said often to work with little motivation and/or commitment; supervising these people is said to
be a difficult task.
It seems to me that the definition of "women’s work" at BNEC merely shifted during the last
decade to include branch management. Stereotypic feminine personality traits of nurturance, em¬
pathy, consideration, and "mothering" were seen as required in these positions. And, many of the
women appointed as branch managers were high school graduates who had themselves begun
their careers as tellers and customer service representatives. They were apparently seen as pos¬
sessing the added benefit of understanding the problems and nature of the work of the individuals
they were supervising. Despite the efforts of the "General Manager" script to emphasize the bene¬
fits which line experience might have in future career progress, however, the "top of the ladder"
for many of these women — those without college degrees — came with their promotion to
branch manager. Thus, other positions at the bank as "symbolic analysts" — generally more presti¬
gious and more lucrative — could be saved for those with more education and/or for males. And,
all of this allowed the bank to avoid consideration of its practices in terms of gender or class eq¬
uity, they were seen as simply the most rational solution.
Further, many of the women with advanced degrees and specialized training worked in posi¬
tions which had absolutely nothing to do with that background. Remember, for a moment, Mary
Ann who is a lawyer and has a master’s degree in public policy who had been assigned responsi¬
bility for developing a marketing training program in the community banking division. The
stories of the "Girl Scouts" particularly reinforce this idea. Recently, Anne Huff, in noting that
professional women often assume roles as "organizational wives" said this:
Organization wives not only exhaust themselves, they behave in ways
that help keep them at lower levels of their professions. They deny them¬
selves, and are denied by the organization, the experiences that will allow
them to rise to the top.
[1990:7]
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And herein lies the danger I spoke of earlier in extolling the positive difference which being a
woman in our society may make in organizations, and in advocating a career theory specific to
women and based on purportedly feminine values. If women are universalized as possessing spe¬
cial qualities by virtue of their femaleness, as "mothers," as "wives," as "girl scouts" as "baby
sitters," as "Murphy Browns," new stereotypes result. This allows organizations to utilize women
in specific positions as managers of "routine production service" and "in-person service" func¬
tions, often quite difficult and leading nowhere. And, because the position carries the title of
"manager," and is adequately compensated, individual women will feel valued even though that
value is severely restricted in scope and opportunity. Huff goes on to say:
The point is that many men still think primarily in terms of a patriarchal
relationship with women. They know women as mothers, sisters, wives,
lovers, perhaps even prostitutes. An enormous amount of organization
life where genders mix is colored by this experience. Not only does evok¬
ing such relationships have the comfort of the familiar, it has the comfort
of well defined and accepted male dominance. At its worst the result di¬
rectly or tacitly is sexual — at its most bearable it is chivalrous.
[1990:8]
And, the collusion of women professionals, generally unwitting, acts to legitimate this scheme.
Finally, I wish in retrospect that I had been able to collect some data in Finland which would
give some indication of the social class of the women I interviewed. I know that due to a progres¬
sive tax structure which pushes toward the center, income disparity in Finland is not as great as in
this country (though the average income is reported to be about the same). However, I have an in¬
tuitive sense that the women I interviewed there were "privileged." I base this conclusion on the
fact that all of them were university graduates. And, in a small homogeneous environment (re¬
member that the population of Helsinki is just 500,000) it may be that many of these women have
friends and contacts in high places. Perhaps in a culture which is homogeneous in so many ways,
and one in which the "feminine" is extolled, an individual’s career script is more affected by class
than gender difference. This might help to explain the very high "symbolic analyst” positions at
UBF held by some of the women. Unfortunately, this must remain in the area of speculation.
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General Observations. Implications, and Conclusions —
Suggestions for Further Research
Early in this journey, I posed two research questions which were to guide my efforts:
(1) How do a group of women managers in two diverse cultures frame the subjective experi¬
encing of "career”?
(2) What can be learned about cultural, institutional, and organizational values and priorities
from the subjective expression of individually experienced lives?
In attempting to answer these questions I embarked on a search for ways in which the dis¬
course around career could be used as a window to the institutions, values and priorities of two
cultures. And, along the way, I was richly rewarded in my quest What could be more
quintessentially American than the story of the rise and fall of Walter Connolly and his kingdom
and of those who hitched their personal "wagons to his star?" What could be more reflective of a
"well-oiled" machine than a Finnish bank described as an "armada" in a culture where ideas of
"balance" permeate all rhetoric? How different the number and substance of career scripts emerg¬
ing in each case. I think it would have been difficult to have found a more perfect contrast through
which to demonstrate my point.
And, I believe the project does respond to the deeper agenda of contributing to the beginnings
of a potential "re-visioning" of career theory suggested by Marshall [1989] which might both in¬
corporate stereotypically feminine values and female experience and also demonstrate ways in
which the contents and structures of traditional career theory and the methods used to develop it
have acted to limit its flexibility and maintain its moral neutrality. It has done so in the following
fairly practical ways:
(1) Any theory which examines the careers of women managers — no matter the context —
must of necessity include experience in both the world of work and private life. All of the women
who participated in the project in both countries described their lives as being "all of a piece." In
both countries, the relative attention which women paid to their working lives had a lot to do with
what they perceived to be happening to them in roles outside the bank. But, and this is an all im¬
portant qualification, the perception of the effect which their private lives had on the ability to
conduct their careers and vice versa did not depend upon marital status, whether or not they had
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children, or their membership in a language or age category. What seemed most important was
the degree to which issues in private and/or working life were "smooth." In both countries, when
issues in private life were seen as difficult for some reason or another, issues of career assumed a
back seat. And, when working life was "difficult," as it became at CBT, a focus on the price paid
in private life emerged.
This observation challenges in a quite immediate manner assumptions of adult and career de¬
velopment models based on male experience, of human capital models which focus solely on paid
work, and of theorizing and research which assumes that "individuals are the main agents of their
job progress" [Rosenbaum, 1989:329] — all of which act to legitimate current organizational prac¬
tice in often subtle ways. Careers and lives are far more complicated than any of these would
indicate. Further, it is possible to surmise that if organizations are truly serious about incorporat¬
ing "diversity" in this country they will need to be more determined in their efforts to
accommodate both the working and private lives of all kinds of people.
(2) Building on the first point, results of the project support my contention that the products
of scholarship attempting to universalize within gender, particularly when considering "careers,"
are problematic (see Chapters 1 and 2). Such scholarship, most of which implicitly assumes
agency on the part of individuals in the conduct of their careers, ignores the considerable impor¬
tance of institutional form and practice in molding individual experience. And, the products of
this work, based on initially faulty assumptions, are then used to legitimate present institutional
form and practice. This often constitutes a sort of "blame the victim" scenario.
At a practical level, of more importance than attempting to develop universalized career con¬
cepts which might apply to "women," are three things: (1) societal and organizational supports
which allow women to pursue both working and private lives; (2) organizational environments
which encourage women to move outside traditional role behavior if they want to; and (3) a deter¬
mination on the part of women themselves to do so.
The continuation of individualistic rhetoric in this country concerning family responsibility,
creates a situation in which dichotomous decision making in terms of career and private life is vir¬
tually inevitable. And, as a result of the work I did in Finland, I believe there is evidence that this
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is simply not necessary both from the point of view of the individual and also the organization.
At UBF there is little evidence that maternity leave has restricted the ability of the bank to be prof¬
itable (or at least as profitable as the bank assumes it should be) and the scripts for women
managers do not seem to have been markedly confined because they have paid attention to both
work and private life.
Further, like the "General Managers" at CBT, the women in Finland seem to have "figured it
out," to have found a way to move outside traditional feminine roles in their working life. Or, per¬
haps they are just living their lives in an organization and culture where this is less difficult.
Despite attendant difficulty in doing so, however, I agree with Huff [1990] that some moves in
this direction are necessary before women managers and professionals in this country will ever
achieve full participation.
The behavior of a substantial number of women managers in this country who are willing to
serve as "mothers," "wives," "girl scouts," and "baby-sitters" reinforces and extends the legiti¬
macy of female stereotypes. This is not to suggest that all women managers have the option of
moving outside the confines of traditional female role behavior. But many of them, particularly
the growing number of women who are well-educated symbolic analysts, certainly do.
Anne Huff suggests that, in order to move beyond limitations imposed by some aspects of tra¬
ditional female role behavior, women who are professionals "use voice and exit options more
actively, loyalty options more sparingly," while learning "to focus," "say no," and to "share (with
males) the relational tasks that need to be done" [1990:17]. In light of the things I learned about
career scripting at CBT, all of this sounds like very good advice.
(3) Scripts of career do have a parochial dimension and are filtered through the values and in¬
stitutions of the wider culture in which they exist. In Finland, this filtering was manifested in
efforts taken by the women to explain the ways in which their working lives were "different"
from the majority of women who were apparently seen as behaving in ways more consonant with
traditional role definitions. While many of the women spoke of a desire for "autonomy," "free¬
dom," "promotion to senior levels in the hierarchy," and for "some stress" in their work — all of
which might seem on the surface to connote a need for "achievement" and "motivation" U.S. style
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— these desires must be understood as situated in a context where such aspirations may be re¬
served for the few and the "special," and where one asks, "Can I grow in this job, bearing in mind
that the bank must benefit too?"
In the United States, filtering assumed the form of attempting to rationalize decision making
and choices about career with those made in the balance of life, apparently based on internalized
ideas about the possibility of individual choice and notions drawn from childhood about what it is
to be a "good" mother and a "good" woman. In all cases the rhetorical strategy employed by the
women was one of attempting to set herself apart as an "individual" and as "unique" without con¬
sideration of ways in which her life might be influenced and controlled by available options.
The question which presents itself is, "How much freedom and autonomy do many of these
women actually possess?" I believe not as much as they may think, though to admit such an idea
would violate the very foundation of our cultural rhetoric. All of this supports the idea that any
study of the concept of career must recognize the degree to which it is embedded in a particular
cultural, institutional and organizational context which profoundly affects the nature of available
scripting, rather than considering the conduct of individual careers in the abstract, as has been so
commonly done.
(4) In any study of "career" involving "managers" it is important to distinguish between the
work of those who manage "routine production service" work, "in-person service" work and those
who manage "symbolic analysts" or who are themselves "symbolic analysts." Studies of the ca¬
reers of managers in the past in this country have often been based on occupational classification
schemes which have defined "manager" based on hierarchical position rather than function or
worth to the organization. This clouds the very real differences in the work performed in each of
the categories as well as the experience of individuals occupying positions within them. Because
female managers continue to be scarce within the "symbolic analyst" category, their increasing nu¬
merical representation since 1963 in Bureau of the Census reports as "managers" may actually
overstate their progress. Reich summarizes the importance of this distinction as follows:
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Of course, there still exist organizational backwaters in which career ad¬
vancement is sequential and predictable. But fewer fortunate and ambi¬
tious young people dive into them, or even enter upon careers marked by
well-worn paths. They dare not. In the emerging global economy, even
the most impressive of positions in the most prestigious of organizations
is vulnerable to worldwide competition if it entails easily replicated rou¬
tines. The only true competitive advantage lies in skill in solving, identi¬
fying and brokering new problems.
[1991:184]
And, new efforts to legitimate the positive "difference" of the "feminine" perhaps leading to a
new round of stereotyping of women as "nurturing" may continue to justify the relegation of
many of them to management positions in which such problem solving, identifying and brokering
functions are not present.
(5) Some observations on approach and method employed in this project, and implications for
further research. In adopting a "socio-linguistic" approach to the study of careers as scripts I ex¬
plicitly rejected the notion that we can ever truly understand either the "meaning" of such
concepts to other individuals or the manner in which they may make "sense" of their lives. In fact,
they may not be fully aware of these things either. In focusing on language and rhetoric as reflec¬
tive of the cognitive mental programming of a culture, I implicitly accepted the notion that the
telling of the story of "career" represents a "presentation of self [Goffman, 1959] and an asser¬
tion of cultural values and ideology. I assumed that the necessity for logic in the telling of a
"career" story is a constituent part of actions taken in the past. And, I believed, that the scripts of
career illuminated in the research process could serve as "windows" to an understanding of values
both in the organization in which the research was conducted and in the broader culture in which
the organization is located. It is my hope that I have told my research story effectively, and that
the reader will agree with me that I have accomplished this objective.
In using Q-methodology I attempted to respond to several concerns. First, I was anxious to
find a way to break down the artificial dichotomy between the researcher/researched often created
in the scientific project. I believe that the collaborative nature of the methodology which I em¬
ployed served this purpose well. Further, while in the data analysis phase I used statistical
techniques linked with the scientific method, the purpose of that analysis in this case was to re¬
duce the data to comprehensible dimensions rather than to identify presumedly universal
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variables. In this sense its purpose assumed a quite different character than is generally the case.
This reinforces my opinion, which departs from that of many feminists, that it is not so much the
fact that the scientific method is "useless" and "male" which is the problem but, rather: (1) that the
underlying assumptions of objectivity and neutrality brought to research conducted under the ban¬
ner of science are faulty, and (2) that the ways in which its conclusions are used as legitimators
and creators of experience are problematic.
Second, in adopting this methodology, I was anxious to look at ways in which it might be
used in a cross-cultural project of this kind in order to allow the cultural programming of the re¬
searched as well as the researcher to be reflected in the determination of research constructs. I
believe the methodology also served this purpose quite well, and I would recommend its use in fu¬
ture inductive, cross-cultural projects of this kind.
My perhaps obvious suggestion for future research projects which might build on this one is
to extend the consideration of careers as scripts both temporally and spatially. For example, it
would be quite interesting to learn how the scripts of career evolve over time for the women bank
managers in Finland as the banks continue to internationalize and become more market oriented.
And, in a different vein, it would be interesting to conduct a similar study in this country in organi¬
zations which have provided in a substantial way for families. Further, it would be interesting to
conduct a similar project among male bank managers in each setting to look for similarity and di¬
versity of scripting. Or, one might extend Reich’s ideas and the results of this study in looking at
the careers of those who manage "routine production" services and "in-person" services and spe¬
cifically compare their scripts with those who manage "symbolic analysts" and/or are "symbolic
analysts" themselves. And, non-organizational careers might be studied in this manner as well.
The possibilities are virtually endless for this kind of story-telling.
(6) Finally, the notion of "career" in previous scholarship, consistent with a general emphasis
on individuality, has been framed in this culture as both the right and the responsibility of the indi¬
vidual "careerist." This can be seen as an inevitable product of scholarship located in an attempt
to legitimate current management and organizational practice and to use "scientific" measurement
to account for departures from hypothesized "normalcy" on the part of individual actors.
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Female management and organizational scholars in this country, as well as female managers,
have had a parallel social construction. While their construction as women may have been located
in "connectedness and care" (although I admit to serious doubt about the universal nature of that
construction assumed by others) their intellectual construction has been historically defined
within a rational, individualistic paradigm. Thus, it is small wonder that women have attempted in
the past to assume the "borrowed clothes" of male colleagues while sometimes feeling inconsis¬
tent and "not quite right" in doing so. Never mind the effect of such a move on tenure and
promotional possibility.
Today, with increasing numbers of female scholars in the management and organizational dis¬
ciplines greater permission may exist for exploring new issues in new ways. And, "feminine"
concerns with contextual specificity, relationships, and connectedness, in the study of manage¬
ment and organizational issues has begun to emerge. Whether this view of organizational life and
management practice will be marginalized as "unscientific" as "women’s ways of knowing" and
as specific to "women’s issues" remains to be seen.
My own study of career seems to me indelibly imprinted with my femaleness and sense of
"being" in the world. The manner of its conduct depended upon my (perhaps) womanly ability to
form easy relationships, help people to feel comfortable, "draw connections," and "intuit" a sense
of the ways in which life stories reflected values and institutional priorities. It also depended upon
my construction within an academic discipline — of using numbers, statistics, abstractions, facts
and figures to document my observations. In this sense I believe I accomplished quite well in the
"doing" and the "telling" of this project my expressed purpose of challenging "dualism," a chal¬
lenge which "rests on assumptions that the ideal human is a dialectical fusion of reason and
emotion and that any division of self into roles is dehumanizing" [Glennon, 1987:264].
While I clearly lose control of the story now in terms of the interpretations and use to which it
is put by readers, it is my hope that this challenge will be viewed as having "mainstream" rele¬
vance for people, for organizations, and for scholarship which is constructed about them.
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Finale
As interesting as these observations and suggestions may be, I find that as I complete the re¬
cording of my journey, it is the women themselves whom I will remember and who seem most
important to me. I see their faces, their happiness, their conflicts, their pain. I hear their voices,
some gentle, some confident, some sad, some strident. I remember their kindness and their gener¬
osity in sharing their time and their stories with me. I realize that the thing they all shared was
their humanness; their struggle to live a life that makes sense given the situation in which they
find themselves. My primary hope in completing this journey and the recording of it is that I have
been as "true" to them as possible, and that the story I have told here might be used in the future
to help rather than hurt women managers and the organizations of which they are a part.
Notes
4. Hofstede’s findings, which found Finland to rank at a fairly high level on the "individual¬
ism" dimension, may seem to conflict with the distinction outlined by Lodge between "indi¬
vidualistic" and "communitarian" perspectives. As noted, however, the latter distinction is
based on a continuum of govemment/business relations. As a capitalist economy character¬
ized by "free enterprise", business in Finland is privately owned and individuals are, there¬
fore, as in all western industrialized nations, seen as pursuing economic life in an
individualistic manner. Therefore, the Lodge distinction has more to do with Hofstede’s "un¬
certainty avoidance" dimension wherein rules and planning dominate the conduct of eco¬
nomic affairs.
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APPENDIX A
ONE PERSON’S PROGRESS THROUGH
DATA GATHERING — AN EXAMPLE

Introduction
The following text takes one person participating in the research project from the initial inter¬
view through the final Q-sort. My purpose in doing this is to demonstrate how questions posed at
the beginning of the process show up in the final Q-sort, and how the person’s opinions remain
stable and/or change over the series of steps in the process. This review will be divided into five
sections: a brief demographic description of the woman who serves as an example; the list of
questions posed at the outset of the initial interview; a transcript of the initial interview; a list of
the concept statements drawn from the interview and the priority assigned to them by the partici¬
pant; and the results of the Q-sort with an indication of the items based on the participant’s
"Clearly Most Important" concept statements. At each step along the way I will also describe the
mechanics I used in accomplishing it.
Anita
The woman whom I have selected as a prototype for this example is 44 years old; she is re¬
sponsible for all management selection and recruitment activities for the Union Bank of Finland.
She reports to the person in charge of personnel development who, in turn, reports to the member
of the Board of Directors assigned responsibility for Human Resources. Her position, two levels
below the Board of Directors, makes her one of the more senior participants in the study. She has
been with the bank since 1973. Her academic training was in Social Sciences (she was the only
woman in the study with this University degree). She has been recently divorced but plans to re¬
marry in the near future. She is the mother of two children, a son 15 and a daughter 11. She
speaks Finnish.
Questions Posed in the First Interview
Prior to our initial interview, I sent Anita a letter asking her as preparation for the first inter¬
view to think about her working history thus far as well as her life broadly. At the beginning of
our first meeting I gave her, as I did to all participants, the following statement:
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For my research I want to learn as much as possible about the history of
your working life, how you arrived at the point you are at today, doing
the work you are doing now. I am interested not only in issues which
have been important in the work setting, but also those in your private
life which have affected your work in one way or another.
While it would be possible for me to ask questions about your exper
iences, I might miss something important. I feel I might learn more if we
used a different approach. Please assume that you are me. What ques¬
tions would I need to ask in order to leam as much as possible about the
subjects I want to explore?
In response to this statement Anita posed the following questions:
(1) What was my education? What did I study at the University? How did I make this
choice?
(2)

Where was I bom? What effect did the place of my birth have on the course of my life?

(3)

Where did I study — attend University? What difference did that make in my life?

(4)

How did I get to Helsinki? Why was this move important to me?

(5)

Where have I worked in the past both at the bank and before I came to work for the bank?

(6)

What about my family life? What effect has and does my family life have on my work?

(7)

What about my social life? What do I like to do in my free time?

(8) What are my associations outside the bank? Why and how have they been important to
me?
(9) What problems and difficulties have I faced in my life and what problems and difficulties
do I face now?
(10) What about my health?
(11) Who are my bosses? Who have my bosses been in the past? Do I have or have I had a
"mentor”? What difference have my bosses made to me in my work?
(12) What further training have I received as a manager beyond my University degree? How
has this training affected the course of my career?
(13) What are my ambitions now? How do I see my work and its fit with the rest of my life?
What is important to me now?
Anita had no difficulty in suggesting a list of questions. After she spent some time framing
them, I began the interview by posing her initial question, "What was your education?" As the in¬
terview progressed and other questions occurred to me, I asked them. However, by the time the in-
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terview was complete I made sure that Anita had answered her initial questions to her satisfaction,
and to mine.
An Abbreviated Transcript of the First Interview
From the tape recording of the first interview, I prepared a transcription. I have abbreviated
the content of this transcript somewhat because Anita and I spent well over two hours talking
about many things — only some of them were related to her. She was the first woman with whom
I spoke in Finland and I found myself so interested in life there in general that we got offtrack on
many occasions. However, I have attempted to do justice to the content of the transcript having to
do with Anita’s life and work. This abbreviation has been done out of concern for the reader.
SJ: So, let’s begin with your education. What did you study and how did you make that choice?
AL: Actually I decided to study social psychology through a coincidence. I was traveling in
Europe at the time and a friend of mine arranged for me to take the course. I was not bom in
Helsinki and I studied at a University in a small city rather far from here. But, it was a lucky
coincidence because I enjoyed my studies very much and I have been able in my work to very
much use the things which I learned at University.
SJ: And, how did the place of your birth and the place where you attended University affect your
life?
AL: Well, after University I married and we lived in Poree for my husband’s job. It is a small city
and there were no jobs for social psychologists there. Because there were no working
opportunities for me to use my training I worked at temporary jobs. It is common in Finland
for a wife to go with her husband to the place where he is working. I was a young woman and
I wanted to do things the proper way. However, I longed to use my education, the temporary
jobs did not satisfy me and I knew that I would have to find work in Helsinki in order to be a
social psychologist.
SJ: And so, how did you make the move to Helsinki?
AL:Well, while I was a student at the University I had worked at UBF (Union Bank of Finland)
during the summers, not in a professional capacity though. During the time in Poree I heard
about a job at UBF’s training center in Helsinki and it sounded very exciting and perfect for
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me. I applied for the job and was accepted. It is not easy to make the move to Helsinki and so
my husband stayed in Poree while he looked for work here.
I moved to Helsinki by myself and began work at the Training center. It was a very big move
for me and gave me confidence in myself. After 6 months my husband found a job and joined
me here. After two years at the training center my son was bom and I went on a one year
maternity leave. It was a very happy time for me. My job at the training center was hard with
very long days (8:00 am to 8:00 pm) and it made me quite tired. So, the maternity leave was a
good break. But, after one year I went back to the training job and little by little I was given
management tasks.
After four years my daughter was bom and I again went out on a year’s maternity leave. At the
same time I had developed very painful back trouble and so I stayed out of work for an
additional 6 months. At that time I had worked in the training center for six years and I was
ready for a change. The work was very hard and, I thought, might have had something to do
with my bad back. So, I asked to be moved.
SJ: Where did you go?
AL:I went to work in one of the bank’s subsidiary companies, a finance company, and I did a
personnel policy development job there for the next four years. I liked the work very much
and I was not ready to leave the finance company. But, a member of the Board of Directors
came to me and said, "Please come to work for me. In this job you would be in charge of
personnel planning for the whole bank — 10,000 people." I decided to move because he was
very persuasive, and so I came to this job.
SJ: And, what do you do in this job?
AL: We do all of the personnel planning for the whole bank. We do all of the executive
recruitment and we are consultants for the operating departments advising them on selection
and recruitment. I am quite fond of my work here, it is challenging but sometimes it is quite
hard too. The banking world in Finland is in crisis. This means that I will have to do hard
things in my work.
SJ: What kind of hard things will you have to do?
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AL: Well, the crisis in banking means that it will be hard for some of the people who work for the
bank. Jobs will be gone and there will be a pool of people requiring a move in the bank or
will have to leave the bank. Sometimes I have to say things like, "You are a good person, but
you are not our person." I can do these things but they are hard for me.
SJ: How many people do you have in your department?
AL:There are 10 people here, most of them professionals. I like to see my department as a model
for the rest of the bank in the way it is managed. We work as a team here and I give my
people much responsibility to do their work in their own way.
SJ: And, what are your ambitions now?
AL: Well, I would like to stay in Human Resources but I think I deserve more status. I work for
the Board of Directors but in between there is a chief executive who manages me. He doesn’t
know my work and I don’t want to hurt his feelings but I think the Board needs to appoint me
as a general manager. This position would give me the status I need to influence other people
in the bank. I am independent and confident in my work and this would give me a chance to
show that.
SJ: What about a job on the Board?
AL:If I am realistic the general manager position is as high as I think I will go. The Board of
Directors is not for me.
SJ: Are there other possibilities for you at the bank or outside the bank? [This was a question
which I added and it seemed to me that Anita had not thought about it much]
AL: Well, I could go work abroad but the bank’s offices are too small outside Finland for the kind
of work I do. There are, I think, no other good possibilities for me here, I would have to go
outside the bank. I could be a personnel director or management development officer for
another company. But I have been at the bank a long time and it would be difficult to leave. I
know the people here from tellers to top management and they know me and I think they
appreciate me. They know I have to do hard things sometimes, but they appreciate me.
SJ: So, you posed questions about your family and personal life? What about these aspects of your
life?
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AL:I want to protect my private life. I have told those who work for me not to bother me before
7:00 am with telephone calls! As the work in the bank becomes more and more difficult —
with the hard times which are coming — it will not be easy to protect my private life.
I am over 40 now and I have felt a need to change in my private life. My husband didn’t like
my work and that was quite hard because this job is hard. When I go home I want to relax and
I had hoped that there would be somebody there who helped me to tidy up, with the cooking,
and taking care of the children. I have left my husband. I think it has something to do with my
age and with wanting a different kind of life. I think I am adult enough to make that decision.
It was quite a hard decision to make and I have just been waiting for my children to be old
enough so I could make it. Now that they are 15 and 11, it is time for me to make it. People at
the bank — my staff and my bosses — have been supportive of this personal decision.
I am in a new relationship. It will provide support. Now we are two together doing all of that
home work. He is interested in everything about my job — it is so marvelous to notice that
there are different kinds of men. I am a conservative person so when it is time we will marry.
I raise Rottweilers and I walk with them in the woods — the woods are my source of energy —
and after that divorce they helped me to begin to feel better. I am feeling better now.
SJ: What else is important about your life outside the bank?
AL:I am also thinking about studying further perhaps at the school of economics to add some
learning about administrative tasks to my knowledge. There are so many things to study and
learn. Here we have systems to support education, we can take working time to study on
leave. If I did that it might open up new opportunities at the bank but I want to do this for my
self too. I want to grow —just do what I like.
SJ: And, what about this question about your associations?
AL:I belong to networks which help me to learn about management development and
management potential and how to find more potential women managers for in and outside the
bank. These networks help to grow women’s self-esteem. Women are too modest, they
require help in seeing that they can make good managers. They believe that only men can be
managers and this means the loss of many potential managers.
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I also belong to a group of women entrepreneurs some of whom started their working lives in
the 1930s. It is so interesting to meet these old ladies and to listen to their stories about their
lives. They are remarkable.
I also have had an opportunity for training in international management. It requires me to be
away for 1 week every month to study in another country. I enjoy it but it is demanding.
SJ: What about your question concerning bosses and mentors?
AL:My bosses have changed over time. It is very important for me to have a good boss, the
difference when I have one is very great. Some have been quite dependable. The boss I have
now forgets me, he gives me no information, he demands an instant turnaround of work
which he gives me. He feels like I am a competitor because I know more than he does, but I
think no boss can know everything, so he is hard to understand. It is very important that there
be people along the way who take care of you, who try to arrange things for you.
SJ: So, is there anything in your work you might have done differently?
AL:I think I spent too many years in that training center— 20 kilometers from Helsinki. I worked
too hard doing the same things. I like variety in my work. So, I like what I am doing now.
Concept Statements Drawn from the First Interview — The Second Interview
From the transcript of the first interview, I developed "concept statements." These were sim¬
ple declarative statements drawn from the text of answers to Anita’s posed questions as well as
the questions I had asked. I wrote each of the "concept statements" on a 3 x 5 card in preparation
for the second interview. I returned to Anita’s office for the second interview several days after
the first with my stack of cards in hand.
As the second interview began, I asked Anita to read through the cards to make sure that I had
understood the sense of her answers given in the first interview. She made a few changes in the
language, but indicated that the concept statements were basically okay as I had recorded them. I
also asked her to add anything she might have thought of in the interim. She indicated that she
had not thought of anything to add.
In a second step, I asked Anita to sort the cards into three piles, those that seemed (1) Most
Important (in her career and in her life); (2) In-Between; and (3) Least Important. Then, I gave
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her the stack of cards which she had identified as being "Most Important" and asked her to sort
them again into three piles: (A) Clearly Most Important; (B) In-between; and (C) Least Important.
Before the second interview I had written the following on the back of each 3x5 card: 1A,
IB, 1C, 2, 3. This made it easy as Anita sorted the cards to indicate the placement of each (i.e.,
Clearly Most Important (1A); In-between (IB); and Clearly Important (1C), etc.) by making a
stroke mark across the previously written number.
The concept statements in the following list are arranged in priority order, based upon the rat¬
ings given them by Anita during the second interview. Words in bold print are those added by
Anita as she read through the concept statements for the first time.
IA I am independent and confident in my work.
Individual growth is important to me — learning new things and being challenged.
I am interested in studying and learning new things, intellectual growth and development are
important to me at this point in my life.
I like work which offers variety and a chance to develop myself so that it is possible to do the
things I want to do.
The bank has offered me a setting in which to pursue a career which has offered variety, chal¬
lenge, growth and a chance to use my own initiative.
It is important to me to be in a relationship with someone who understands that my work is
difficult and supports me in my private life as well — someone who is interested in my work
and shares my life.
I want to be able to report directly to the Board of Directors because my immediate supervi¬
sor does not understand completely the nature of the work we do and as a general manager I
would have a greater ability to influence our work.
IB I worked in the finance company for four years, enjoyed the work very much, and left it only
because a member of the Board of Directors persuaded me to join the bank staff.
The move to Helsinki was an important one because it meant leaving a small town for the
"big city." This required some courage. Also, to come alone.
My private life now is a source of energy for me.
1C After 6 years in the training job I was offered a job in the UBF Finance Company, doing
personnel development and policy formulation. This was my first management position.
I became a social psychologist because a friend arranged the course of study for me while I
was away studying.
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It is important that there be bosses and mentors along the way who encourage you in your
work.
My job at the UBF training center in Helsinki allowed me, for the First time to use my skills
as a social psychologist.
2) The best bosses have been those who were secure enough in themselves not to feel competitive.
It is very important to me to have a "good boss" one who remembers me, encourages me and
shares information.
While I was at the training center I began "little by little" to be assigned management tasks.
The year I spent at home with my son was a happy one, because it was like having a sabbati¬
cal.
I was persuaded by a member of the Board of Directors to come work for him because I could
be in charge of executive recruitment and development for the whole bank — the challenge
appealed to me.
It is important to me to be able to protect my private life and to keep it separate from my work
at the bank, particularly now that I have to be doing "hard things" in my work.
The fact that I am now over 40 and my children are older has given me the confidence to seek
a more supportive relationship in my private life.
The organizations which I belong to outside the bank are important to me; they help me to
leam about management development, establish networks of women, and find more potential
women managers.
In moving to Helsinki I broke with Finnish custom because my husband had to find a new job
in order to follow me.
I was offered a job at the UBF training center in Helsinki partially because I had worked for
the bank during my days as student, and because I was a social psychologist.
3) The job I had at the training center was an interesting one but a hard one because it required
long hours which were difficult when also caring for a young family.
My daughter was bom 4 years after my son and I was out on maternity leave for 1 year after
her birth.
After I had done the training job for 6 years and had my daughter, I developed back trouble
and had to be out for 6 months for it to heal.
Though my present work is sometimes quite hard because the banking world is in crisis, I am
quite fond of the work and enjoy the challenge which it represents.
I see the actions of my department and the manner in which I manage as being necessarily, be¬
cause of the nature of our responsibility, a "model" for the bank as a whole.
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Although I believe it is important forme to be appointed a general manager, I believe realisti¬
cally that the general manager level is as high as I can go in the bank.
Because I have worked at the bank for a long time, I know its ins and outs and I feel appreci¬
ated here, it would be difficult at this point for me to leave it.
I want to be able to be a "nice person" in my private life even though I sometimes have to do
tough things in my working life.
Because there were no working opportunities for social psychologists in the town where I was
living with my husband, my first jobs were temporary ones.
At the beginning of my working life I followed the custom of wives in Finland and lived in
the town where my husband worked even though there were no jobs there for social psycholo¬
gists.
As a student I was a clerk for UBF so I knew about the bank a little bit.
My son was bom during the first year in which one year maternity leaves were possible. This
allowed me to keep my job, have a child and also care for him in his first year.
The O-Sorting and Results of Anita’s Q-Sort
After I had interviewed all of the women in Finland for the second time, I took the stacks of
3x5 cards which each woman had indicated as "Clearly Most Important" and began the process
of creating a naturalistic Q-sort from them. This task was completed in several steps. First, I read
through all of the cards several times in order to gain a general sense of items which the women
had indicated to be "Clearly Most Important." Then I placed the cards into a number of piles
based on commonality of theme (e.g., issues in private life, issues of individual growth, bankrelated issues, etc.).
In the beginning I was not sure how many items I would need to include in the final Q-sort.
But as I combined and depersonalized the "Clearly Most Important" statements of each of the
women, it seemed to me that a 70-item Q-sort would be required in order to incorporate all of the
ideas the women had expressed as being clearly most important. This decision was an arbitrary
one, but seemed, based on the results of the second interview, to make sense.
I wrote each Q-sort item on a 3 x 5 card and numbered them in random order 1 through 70.
Prior to the third interview I also prepared additional 3x5 cards to facilitate the sorting process.
On these 11 cards I noted a value number on the Likert scale, and in three cases its meaning,
along the "condition of instruction" which I planned to use in the Q-sorting: -5 (Least true for me
in my career and in my life), -4, -3, -2, -1, 0 (Neutral), +1, +2, +3, +4, +5 (Most true for me in my
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career and in my life). I also wrote down the number of cards which were to be placed in each
pile in order that each Q-sort would produce the normal distribution required for statistical analy¬
sis (i.e., -5 = 2, -4 = 3, -3 = 4, -2 = 8,-1 = 11,0= 14,+1 = 11,+2 = 8,+3 = 4,+4 = 3,+5 = 2).
I shuffled the deck of Q-sort items so that they would be in random order and I went back to
see Anita for a third time with the two stacks of 3 x 5 cards. We met in her conference room for
this interview, since a large table space was required for the Q-sorting. I explained the Q-sorting
process to her and spread the 11 cards indicating Likert scale values in an ordered semi-circle in
front of her on the table (with +5 at the far right, 0 in the middle, and -5 at the far left).
I asked her to read through the stack of 70 Q-sort item cards completely so that she would
have a general sense of what kinds of statements were included. Then, as she read through the
cards for a second time, I asked her to place them in three piles based on her sense of their truth
for her in her career and in her life. I asked her to place to her right in a pile those statements
which seemed most true, in the middle those she felt neutral about, and to the left those which
seemed least true. After she finished this step I asked her if she wanted to read through the state¬
ments in each pile again in order to be sure they were in the correct place. Although Anita did not
wish to do so, some of the women did.
The next step involved the actual Q-sorting. To begin, I asked Anita to place the two items
which seemed most true to her (taken from the pile she had sorted to her right) on top of the +5
card. Then I asked her to place the two items which seemed least true to her (taken from the pile
she had sorted to her left) on top of the -5 card. I then asked her to return to the pile on her right
and select from the remaining cards the 3 which now seemed most true and place them on top of
the +4 card. Moving from right to left toward the center, or neutral card, Anita sorted the 70
cards. I then told her that she should read through the stacks of cards and feel free to change their
placement if she wished. Anita did not wish to do so, though several of the women did.
I counted the cards in each stack to make sure that the appropriate number had been placed in
it, and I jotted down the numbers of the Q-sort items (1-70) which Anita had placed in each pile.
Then I shuffled the Q-sort deck in preparation for the next person’s sorting
The Q-sort items below are listed in order of Anita’s selection, with the values assigned to
each in parentheses preceding the statement in each case. I have indicated with an * those items
based, at least in part, on one of Anita’s "Clearly Most Important" concept statements. The num¬
ber which follows each statement is its item number in the Q-sort.
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*(+5)It is important to be in a supportive relationship — either in a marriage or other arrange¬
ment — one in which the partner understands that my work is difficult, is interested in my
work, and shares in the tasks of private life. #6
*(+5)Learning and growth are important to me in my work and life. #37
*(+4)I like work which offers variety and a chance to develop myself. I ask, "Can I grow in
this job?" bearing in mind that the bank must benefit too. #3
*(+4)Freedom to do and to manage my work is very important to me. #12
*(+4)I want to have a balance in my life between my private life and/or family and my work¬
ing life. I don’t want to focus on my work alone; I need my private life as well. #44
*(+3)I want my career to be challenging and interesting. It is good to have work which in¬
cludes variety. #32
(+3) I like work in which one can achieve concrete results. #35
(+3) The higher one moves in management, the more one must think strategically — this re¬
quires a shift from a focus on day to day and month to month activity. #47
(+3) I have learned a great deal from my bosses and the senior managers with whom I have
had contact. #55
(+2) I am ambitious, I want to "go up." #5
(+2) The work I like best involves the chance to build something from its beginning to influ¬
ence its development. #11
(+2) Management training provided by the bank and/or acquired outside has been helpful to
me in my work. #22
(+2) My contacts with colleagues outside the bank has been important to me both personally
and professionally. #25
(+2) The really fine thing about working for the bank is that there are many interesting jobs
available — if you have the courage to ask. #30
(+2) Bosses and/or senior managers at the bank and elsewhere have been very important to
me — their encouragement, confidence in me and willingness to give me a chance to show
what I can do has made a lot of difference. #51
*(+2)It has been important to me that I am independent and confident. #58
(+2) It is very important to my own sense of satisfaction in my career to have a good staff. #59
(+1) Because the banking environment is dynamic, it is hard to predict what will happen in
the future, what jobs will be available, what opportunities will open up. To some extent, my
career depends upon what happens to the bank. #1
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(+1) It is important that the work I do require the special talents I have, some work at the
bank would not interest me at all. #2
(+1)1 have always known — from my childhood — that I would study and work when I was
an adult. #10
(+1) The bank has been helpful and generous to me in many ways. #21
(+1) It is important to me that I be able to use my professional training and skills in the work I
do. #45
(+1)1 prefer to manage professionals — it requires giving them freedom — managing clerical
personnel and/or non-professionals is much more difficult. #46
(+1)1 like having responsibility for an entity, a whole piece of the bank’s business, rather
than being responsible for a small piece of it. #48
(+1) Having good care available for young children is absolutely essential to being able to de¬
vote oneself to ones work. #53
(+1) My colleagues have been important to me as a source of support and/or a place to share
and learn new things. #56
(+1) The first job I had at UBF was important to me for one reason or another either because I
was in a spot to learn about the bank’s business, or because I was given lots of responsibility,
or because I met people who were important to me later, or for some other reason. #62
(+1) It is a good thing to be able to work in many different departments at the bank and gain
broad experience. #67
( 0) My work is difficult and often makes me tired. #8
( 0) I see myself as a UBF person. #4
( 0) Because of the circumstances of my childhood and/or the attitudes of my parents I have
always been anxious to work hard and do well. #9
( 0) While I like responsibility, I want it to grow with the job. I don’t like to "jump" into a
job — it is important first to know what one is doing and why. #15
( 0) I work because the quality of my family’s life depends upon my income, or I am single
and, therefore, support myself. #16
(0) I have sometimes taken a job, even when it was something I was not sure I should, be¬
cause someone has persuaded me to take it. #19
( 0) Sometimes maternity leave can be an advantage. For example, sometimes it offers the
chance to change jobs. It is, however, only an advantage if you are not forgotten. #54
(0) Asa manager I see myself as being "just like an employee" as having good relations with
my people as well as a business view. #57
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( 0) It is important to have a job along the way where one really learns the bank’s business.
#63
( 0) My work and career have been affected by changes in the bank’s business and in the eco¬
nomic environment in which it conducts its business. #64
( 0) I work best under some stress. #36
( 0) Unlike many women in Finland, I am interested in a position which is challenging and
time consuming. I am not working "just for the money" but am willing to work hard. #38
*( 0) The higher ones position in the bank hierarchy the more ability one has to influence what
happens in ones work. It becomes less difficult to be persuasive. #39
( 0) I want my work to be "fun." A career should be something one would do even if s(he)
were not being paid to do it. #40
(-1) My English allows me to work in the position I hold — it is necessary to my work. #27
(-1) There is sometimes a "pull" between the demands of work and children, especially when
they are small. #42
(-1) Sometimes serious issues in the family (for example, illness or troubled children) forces a
re-evaluation of priorities, the focus on career becomes secondary. #43
(-1) Work which requires concentrating exclusively on personnel work is less satisfying than
work which has a balance of tasks — and a variety. #49
(-1) I believe that if I work hard and do my job well people will pay attention to me and my
career will unfold in a positive way. Career is secondary to doing a good job. #14
(-1) In choosing to work for the bank I thought it would be a good place for a woman because
there are many kinds of jobs and one could have a good long career here. #18
(-1) I never really planned to become a banker or work in a bank, it just happened. #24
(-1) While a decision to have a family may have made a difference in the progress of my ca¬
reer, it was a personal decision, and one which was important to me. #52
(-1) Banking appeals to me because I like to work with customers. #61
(-1) "Contacts" within and/or outside the bank have been important to me for one reason or
another. Knowing the "right" people can make a difference in ones work and career. #69
(-1) Knowing about the Finnish economy in general and Finnish corporations has been impor¬
tant to me — as well as having contacts there. #20
(-2) Because I did jobs outside the bank in the past, I know about other kinds of life beyond
banking and have a broad view of economic life. #70
(-2) I like work which allows me to be a specialist — to develop expertise and use it. #68
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(-2) My career has often been a matter of being "the right person at the right time." #66
(-2) My career progress has had a lot to do with luck. #65
(-2) My career has had a lot to do with careful planning. #31
(-2) My career so far has had little to do with planning — it has been more circumstantial. #33
(-2) Career to me means a chance to achieve my dreams rather than managing ever bigger de¬
partments and/or budgets. #34
(-2) The most difficult work in the bank is that which requires reporting and bookkeeping. #50
(-3) It is not possible to both work very hard for the bank and also to have children — except
in rare exceptions. #41
(-3) Life is more interesting when it "just happens" — I like not knowing where I will be in
the future. #13
(-3) Because I am a woman I have more feelings in managing people than a man might. #17
(-3) I have wanted to show that as a woman I could do as "good as a man." #60
(-4) Having worked as a non-professional myself helps me to manage them — to understand
their work and their problems and to evaluate the quality of their work. #29
(-4) While sometimes I have made choices in my life based on the desire to accommodate a
relationship (for example moving with my husband so that he could take a better job) it has
been worth it. #7
(-4) I like to work for a company that does something "useful" rather than something "frivo¬
lous." The bank makes a difference in Finnish society. #23
(-5) The fact that I am a Swedish speaking Finn, or that I speak Swedish well, has affected
my career in one way or another. #26
(-5) My career opportunities have been affected by the expansion and/or shrinking of business
either at the bank or elsewhere. #28
In Appendix B I will share with the reader the results of the Factor Analysis and creation of
the ideal type Q-sorts for each of the "scripts" of career in Finland. It will be possible to follow
Anita’s progress by looking for results for participant #1.
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APPENDIX B
DETAIL — STATISTICAL ANALYSIS, FINLAND
In this listing, the entire 70 item Q-sort for Script A, on which it will be remembered all
women loaded positively in the original analysis, is reproduced. I have noted with an asterisk
those items on which Scripts B and C differed significantly from Script A, as well as the values as¬
signed to those items by the composite defining Q-sorts for each factor. The number in brackets
which precedes the item statement is its original number in the Q-sort.
The Finnish Q-Sort Results — Scripts A. B. and C
*[37] LEARNING AND GROWTH ARE IMPORTANT TO ME IN MY WORK AND IN MY
LIFE.
+5, 0,0
*[12] FREEDOM TO DO AND TO MANAGE MY WORK IS VERY IMPORTANT TO ME.
+5, +2, 0
[47]

THE HIGHER ONE MOVES IN MANAGEMENT, THE MORE ONE MUST THINK
STRATEGICALLY — THIS REQUIRES A SHIFT FROM A FOCUS ON DAY TO
DAY AND MONTH TO MONTH ACTIVITY.
+4, +3, +4

*[39] THE HIGHER ONES POSITION IN THE BANK HIERARCHY THE MORE ABILITY
ONE HAS TO INFLUENCE WHAT HAPPENS IN ONES WORK. IT BECOMES LESS
DIFFICULT TO BE PERSUASIVE.
+4, -1, +2
*[51] BOSSES AND/OR SENIOR MANAGERS AT THE BANK AND ELSEWHERE HAVE
BEEN VERY IMPORTANT TO ME — THEIR ENCOURAGEMENT, CONFIDENCE
IN ME AND WILLINGNESS TO GIVE ME A CHANCE TO SHOW WHAT I CAN DO
HAS MADE A LOT OF DIFFERENCE.
+4, +2, -1
*[3]

I LIKE WORK WHICH OFFERS VARIETY AND A CHANCE TO DEVELOP MYSELF.
I ASK "CAN I GROW IN THIS JOB?” BEARING IN MIND THAT THE BANK MUST
BENEFIT TOO.
+3, -1, +4

[32]

I WANT MY CAREER TO BE CHALLENGING AND INTERESTING. IT IS GOOD TO
HAVE WORK WHICH INCLUDES VARIETY.
+3, +2, +1

[35]

I LIKE WORK IN WHICH ONE CAN ACHIEVE CONCRETE RESULTS.
+3, +1,0
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[49]

WORK WHICH REQUIRES CONCENTRATING EXCLUSIVELY ON PERSONNEL
WORK IS LESS SATISFYING THAN WORK WHICH HAS A BALANCE OF TASKS
— AND A VARIETY.
+3, +3, -1

[2]

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THE WORK I DO REQUIRE THE SPECIAL TALENTS I
HAVE, SOME WORK AT THE BANK WOULD NOT INTEREST ME AT ALL.

+2, +2,0
*115] WHILE I LIKE RESPONSIBILITY, I W ANT IT TO GROW WITH THE JOB. I DON’T
LIKE TO "JUMP INTO A JOB — IT IS IMPORTANT FIRST TO KNOW W HAT ONE
IS DOING AND WHY.
+2, -2, +5
381

UNLIKE MANY WOMEN IN FINLAND, I AM INTERESTED IN A POSITION WHICH
IS CHALLENGING AND TLME CONSUMING. I AM NOT WORKING "JUST FOR
THE MONEY" BUT AM WILLING TO W ORK HARD.

+2, -1, +1
'46

I PREFER TO MANAGE PROFESSIONALS — IT REQUIRES GIVING THEM FREE¬
DOM — managing clerical personnel and/or non¬
professionals IS MUCH MORE DIFFICULT.

+2, +2,0
48]

I LIKE HAVING RESPONSIBILITY FOR AN ENTITY, A WTIOLE PIECE OF THE
BANK’S BUSINESS. RATHER THAN BEING RESPONSIBLE FOR A SMALL PIECE
OF IT.

+2, -1, +2
58;

IT HAS BEEN IMPORTANT TO ME THAT I AM INDEPENDENT AND CONFIDENT.
+2,+1,-1

62;

THE FIRST JOB I HAD AT UBF WAS IMPORTANT TO ME FOR ONE REASON OR
ANOTHER — EITHER BECAUSE I WAS IN A SPOT TO LEARN ABOUT THE
BANK’S BUSINESS. OR BECAUSE I WAS GIVEN LOTS OF RESPONSIBILITY OR
BECAUSE I MET PEOPLE W HO WERE IMPORTANT TO ME LATER, OR FOR
SOME OTHER REASON.

+2,-1,0
;68;

I LIKE WORK WHICH .ALLOWS ME TO BE A SPECIALIST — TO DEVELOP EX¬
PERTISE AND USE IT.
+2, +1,0

5;

I AM AMBITIOUS, I WANT TO "GO UP."
+1,0,+3
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[6]

IT IS IMPORTANT TO BE IN A SUPPORTIVE RELATIONSHIP — EITHER IN A
MARRIAGE OR OTHER ARRANGEMENT ONE IN WHICH THE PARTNER UN¬
DERSTANDS THAT MY WORK IS DIFFICULT, IS INTERESTED IN MY WORK,
AND SHARES THE TASKS OF PRIVATE LIFE.
+ 1, +1, -1

[11]

THE WORK I LIKE BEST INVOLVES THE CHANCE TO BUILD SOMETHING FROM
ITS BEGINNING — TO INFLUENCE ITS DEVELOPMENT.
+1, +3, +2

[20]

KNOWING ABOUT THE FINNISH ECONOMY IN GENERAL AND FINNISH CORPO¬
RATIONS HAS BEEN IMPORTANT TO ME AS WELL HAS HAVING CONTACTS
THERE.
+ 1, -2, +1

[25]

MY CONTACTS WITH COLLEAGUES OUTSIDE THE BANK HAS BEEN IMPOR¬
TANT TO ME BOTH PERSONALLY AND PROFESSIONALLY.
+1, +1, +2

[27]

MY ENGLISH ALLOWS ME TO WORK IN THE POSITION I HOLD — IT IS NECES¬
SARY TO MY WORK.

+1.-1.0
[36]

I WORK BEST UNDER SOME STRESS.
+1, +1, +3

[44]

I WANT TO HAVE A BALANCE IN MY LIFE BETWEEN MY PRIVATE LIFE
AND/OR FAMILY AND MY WORKING LIFE. I DON’T WANT TO FOCUS ON MY
WORK ALONE; I NEED MY PRIVATE LIFE AS WELL.
+1, +5, +4

[55]

I HAVE LEARNED A GREAT DEAL FROM MY BOSSES AND THE SENIOR MANAG¬
ERS WITH WHOM I HAVE HAD CONTACT.

+ 1,0,0
[56]

MY COLLEAGUES HAVE BEEN IMPORTANT TO ME AS A SOURCE OF SUPPORT
AND/OR A PLACE TO SHARE AND LEARN NEW THINGS.

+ 1,0, -2
[59]

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO MY OWN SENSE OF SATISFACTION IN MY CAREER
TO HAVE A GOOD STAFF.
+ 1.-1.-3

[4]

I SEE MYSELF AS A UBF PERSON.
0,-3,-3
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*[9]

BECAUSE OF THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF MY CHILDHOOD AND/OR THE ATTI¬
TUDES OF MY PARENTS I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN ANXIOUS TO WORK HARD
AND DO WELL.
0, -2, +3

[10]

I HAVE ALWAYS KNOWN — FROM MY CHILDHOOD — THAT I WOULD STUDY
AND WORK WHEN I WAS AN ADULT.

0, +2, +1
[14]

I BELIEVE THAT IF I WORK HARD AND DO MY JOB WELL PEOPLE WILL PAY
ATTENTION TO ME AND MY CAREER WILL UNFOLD IN A POSITIVE WAY. CA¬
REER IS SECONDARY TO DOING A GOOD JOB.

0, +1, +2
[21 ]

THE BANK HAS BEEN HELPFUL AND GENEROUS TO ME IN MANY WAYS.
0,+l,+l

[22]

MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROVIDED BY THE BANK AND/OR ACQUIRED OUT¬
SIDE HAS BEEN HELPFUL TO ME IN MY WORK.
0, -3,0

*[23] I LIKE TO WORK FOR A COMPANY THAT DOES SOMETHING "USEFUL"
RATHER THAN SOMETHING "FRIVOLOUS." THE BANK MAKES A DIFFERENCE
IN FINNISH SOCIETY.
0, -3, +3
[30]

THE REALLY FINE THING ABOUT WORKING FOR THE BANK IS THAT THERE
ARE MANY INTERESTING JOBS AVAILABLE — IF YOU HAVE THE COURAGE
TO ASK.

0, -2,0
*[43] SOMETIMES SERIOUS ISSUES IN THE FAMILY (FOR EXAMPLE, ILLNESS OR
TROUBLED CHILDREN) FORCES A RE-EVALUATION OF PRIORITIES; THE
FOCUS ON CAREER BECOMES SECONDARY.
0, +4,-1
*[53] HAVING GOOD CARE AVAILABLE FOR YOUNG CHILDREN IS ABSOLUTELY
ESSENTIAL TO BEING ABLE TO DEVOTE ONESELF TO ONE’S WORK.
0, +4, -2
[61]

BANKING APPEALS TO ME BECAUSE I LIKE TO WORK WITH CUSTOMERS.
0, +2,-1

[63]

IT IS IMPORTANT TO HAVE A JOB ALONG THE WAY WHERE ONE REALLY
LEARNS THE BANK’S BUSINESS.

0, 0, -2
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[66]

MY CAREER HAS OFTEN BEEN A MATTER OF BEING "THE RIGHT PERSON AT
THE RIGHT TIME."
0, 0,-1

[67]

IT IS A GOOD THING TO BE ABLE TO WORK IN MANY DIFFERENT DEPART¬
MENTS AT THE BANK AND GAIN BROAD EXPERIENCE.
0, 0,+l

[1]

BECAUSE THE BANKING ENVIRONMENT IS DYNAMIC, IT IS HARD TO PREDICT
WHAT WILL HAPPEN IN THE FUTURE, WHAT JOBS WILL BE AVAILABLE,
WHAT OPPORTUNITIES WILL OPEN UP. TO SOME EXTENT, MY CAREER DE¬
PENDS UPON WHAT HAPPENS TO THE BANK.

-1, +1, +1
[17]

BECAUSE I AM A WOMAN I HAVE MORE FEELINGS IN MANAGING PEOPLE
THAN A MAN MIGHT.

-1,-2, -2
*[24] I NEVER REALLY PLANNED TO BECOME A BANKER OR WORK IN A BANK, IT
JUST HAPPENED.
-1,0, +5
[28]

MY CAREER OPPORTUNITIES HAVE BEEN AFFECTED BY THE EXPANSION
AND/OR SHRINKING OF BUSINESS EITHER AT THE BANK OR ELSEWHERE.
-1. -2,0

*[29] HAVING WORKED AS A NON-PROFESSIONAL MYSELF HELPS ME TO MANAGE
THEM — TO UNDERSTAND THEIR WORK AND THEIR PROBLEMS AND TO
EVALUATE THE QUALITY OF THEIR WORK.
-1, -5, +1
[34]

CAREER TO ME MEANS A CHANCE TO ACHIEVE MY DREAMS RATHER THAN
MANAGING EVER BIGGER DEPARTMENTS AND/OR BUDGETS.

-1,-1,0
[41 ]

IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO BOTH WORK VERY HARD FOR THE BANK AND ALSO
TO HAVE CHILDREN — EXCEPT IN RARE EXCEPTIONS.
-1,-4,-1

[45]

IT IS IMPORTANT TO ME THAT I BE ABLE TO USE MY PROFESSIONAL TRAIN¬
ING AND SKILLS IN THE WORK I DO.
-1.+1.-2

*[52] WHILE A DECISION TO HAVE A FAMILY MAY HAVE MADE A DIFFERENCE IN
THE PROGRESS OF MY CAREER, IT WAS A PERSONAL DECISION, AND ONE
WHICH WAS IMPORTANT TO ME.
-1, +5, +1
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[65]

MY CAREER PROGRESS HAS HAD A LOT TO DO WITH LUCK.
-1,0,-4

[54]

SOMETIMES MATERNITY LEAVE CAN BE AN ADVANTAGE. FOR EXAMPLE,
SOMETIMES IT OFFERS THE CHANCE TO CHANGE JOBS. IT IS, HOWEVER,
ONLY AN ADVANTAGE IF YOU ARE NOT FORGOTTEN.
-1,-1.-1

*[7]

WHILE SOMETIMES I HAVE MADE CHOICES IN MY LIFE BASED ON THE DE¬
SIRE TO ACCOMMODATE A RELATIONSHIP (FOR EXAMPLE, MOVING WITH
MY HUSBAND SO THAT HE COULD TAKE A NEW AND BETTER JOB) IT HAS
BEEN WORTH IT.
-2, +4, -2

[16]

I WORK BECAUSE THE QUALITY OF MY FAMILY’S LIFE DEPENDS UPON MY
INCOME, OR I AM SINGLE AND, THEREFORE, SUPPORT MYSELF.
-2,-2,-1

[26]

THE FACT THAT I AM A SWEDISH SPEAKING FINN, OR THAT I SPEAK
SWE DISH WELL, HAS AFFECTED MY CAREER IN ONE WAY OR ANOTHER.
-2, +1, +1

[31]

MY CAREER HAS HAD A LOT TO DO WITH CAREFUL PLANNING.
-2, -2, -5

[64]

MY WORK AND CAREER HAVE BEEN AFFECTED BY CHANGES IN THE ECO¬
NOMIC ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH THE BANK CONDUCTS ITS BUSINESS.
-2,-1,-2

[69]

"CONTACTS" WITHIN AND/OR OUTSIDE THE BANK HAVE BEEN IMPORTANT
TO ME IN MY CAREER FOR ONE REASON OR ANOTHER. KNOWING THE
"RIGHT" PEOPLE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN ONE’S WORK AND CAREER.

-2, +2, -1
[70]

BECAUSE I DID JOBS OUTSIDE THE BANK IN THE PAST, I KNOW ABOUT
OTHER KINDS OF LIFE BEYOND BANKING AND HAVE A BROAD VIEW OF
ECONOMIC LIFE.
-2,-1,+2

[33]

MY CAREER SO FAR HAS HAD LITTLE TO DO WITH PLANNING — IT HAS BEEN
MORE CIRCUMSTANTIAL.
-2, 0, +2

*[13] LIFE IS MORE INTERESTING WHEN IT "JUST HAPPENS." I LIKE NOT KNOWING
WHERE I WILL BE IN THE FUTURE.
-3, 0, +2
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[40]

I WANT MY WORK TO BE "FUN." A CAREER SHOULD BE SOMETHING ONE
WOULD DO EVEN IF S(HE) WERE NOT BEING PAID TO DO IT.
-3, 0, 0

*[42] THERE IS SOMETIMES A "PULL" BETWEEN THE DEMANDS OF WORK AND
CHILDREN, ESPECIALLY WHEN THEY ARE SMALL.
-3, +3, -3
[57]

AS A MANAGER I SEE MYSELF AS BEING "JUST LIKE AN EMPLOYEE" AS HAV¬
ING GOOD RELATIONS WITH MY PEOPLE AS WELL AS A BUSINESS VIEW.
-3, +1, +1

[8]

MY WORK IS DIFFICULT AND OFTEN MAKES ME TIRED.
-4, -5, -5

[18] IN CHOOSING TO WORK FOR THE BANK I THOUGHT IT WOULD BE A GOOD
PLACE FOR A WOMAN BECAUSE THERE ARE MANY KINDS OF JOBS AND
ONE COULD HAVE A GOOD LONG CAREER HERE.
-4, -3, -4
[50]

THE MOST DIFFICULT WORK IN THE BANK IS THAT WHICH REQUIRES PLAN¬
NING, REPORTING AND BOOKKEEPING.
-4, 0, -3

[19]

I HAVE SOMETIMES TAKEN A JOB, EVEN WHEN IT WAS SOMETHING I WAS
NOT SURE I SHOULD, BECAUSE SOMEONE HAS PERSUADED ME TO TAKE IT.
-5, -4, -2

[60]

I HAVE WANTED TO SHOW THAT AS A WOMAN I COULD DO AS "GOOD AS A
MAN."
-5, -4, -4
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Individual Q-Sorts:

Finland

1

4

+5) 6 37
+4) 3 12 44
+3)32
+2) 5
+1) 1
0) 4

35
11
2
8

47
22
10
9

55
25 30 51 58 59
21 45 46 48 53 56 62 67
15 16 19 36 38 39 40 54 57 63 64

-1) 14 18 20 24 27 42 43 49 52 61 69
-2) 31 33 34 50 65 66 68 70
-3) 13 17 41 60
-4) 7 23 29
-5) 26 28

+5) 9 40
+4) 5 10 37
+3) 3 4 12 36
+2)22 24 30 32 33 62 69 70
+1) 2 17 21 29 38 39 52 53 58 60 61
0) 1 6 13 14 19 23 34 44 47 49 51 56 63 66
-1) 11 18 20 25 27 43 45 57 59 67 48
-2) 15 16 26 46 68 55 64 65
-3) 28 35 42 50
-4) 8 31 54
-5) 7 41

2

5

+5)44 59

+5)48 60
+4) 3 33
+3) 2 5
+2) 111
+1) 4 9
0) 6 18
-1) 15 24
-2) 7 8
-3) 29 50
-4) 20 31
-5) 16 26

+4)12
+3) 4
+2)14
+ 1) 1
0) 11
-1)2
-2) 6
-3) 15
-4) 26
-5) 8

30 67
18 35 36
22 32 37 42 43
3 10 13 1621
24 33 40 41 45
5 9 17 19 28
7 23 38 39 46
20 25 34
27 70
50

55 57
5261 62 69 47
48 60 63 64 65 66 68 49
29 31 56 51 53
54 58

3
+5) 3
+4)12
+3)38
+2)15

36
32 34
14 37
10 12
21 23
42 43
4 22
52 65
41

39 44
13 19
25 30
51 55
27 28

47 59
38 40 46 53 62
35 45 49 54 56 58 67 69
57 63 66 68 70
61 64

46 53
32 38
28 35
24 31

62
39
43
52

6
37
32 39
47 51 56
25 34 44 46 55 62 68

+1) 2 5 9 20 27 30 36 49 58 59 61
0) 6 11 14 17 22 293543 48 54 6365 66 67
-1)1 4 7 10 21 23 28 45 52 53 57
-2) 16 24 31 33 41 42 50 70
-3) 8 18 64 69
-4) 13 26 40
-5) 19 60

+5) 2
+4) 3
+3)26
+2) 8
+1) 9
0) 5
-1) 1

45
12 58
40 49 68
34 37 44
17 2530
6 14 23
8 10 15

64
42 50 51 59
47 48 54 55 56 57 67
60 63 66 69

-2) 4 7 18 20 21 36 41 70
-3) 16 19 27 65
-4) 13 29 61
-5) 22 33
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7
+5)52

53
+4)20 43 61
+3)

2 10 42
+2) 7 11 12
+1) 1 5 6
0) 3 13 33
-1) 4 9 16
-2) 17 1824
-3) 15 23 31
-4) 19 29 60
-5)

+5)12

49
32
14
34
21
25
41

35 36 44 47
26 40 45 46 57 58 68
37 38 39 48 50 51 59 63 65 69
30 54 55 56 62 64 70
27 286667

35
+4)37 47 49
+3) 2 36 48 58
+2) 5 6 11 15 46 51 62 68
+1)

4
0) 10
-1)1
-2) 17

25
20
3
29

26
21
9
30

38
23
13
33

39 44 53
27 28 32
16 22 24
60 61 65

55 59 67 14
43 45 56 63 64 66 69
31 40 41 52
70

-3)

7 18 42 54
-4) 8 34 57
-5) 19 50

8 22

12

8
+5)23
+4)15
+3)

5
+2) 1
+ 1) 9
0) 11
-1) 2
-2) 4
-3) 8
-4) 40
-5) 19

48
37 44

+5)11

58
3 12 35
+3)10 52 57 68
+4)

20 38 70
3 13 21 24
14 25 26 33
12 17 27 29
6 10 28 30
7 16 22 35
18 63 65
50 64
31

32
39
34
42
45

36
49
41
43
59

47
51 55 61 62
46 52 53 57 67 68 69
54 56 58 60
66

+2)

2
+1) 6
0) 13
-1) 1

5
9
18
4

-2)

46 49 51 55 63 65 66
48 53 62
19 27
67

14
16
-4) 8
-5) 64

-3)

9

15 1732
25 36 38
20 23 26
721 22

37 4447
45 56 59 60 69 70
28 29 30 33 34 40 43 54 61
24 31 39 41 42 50

13

+5)44

45
+4)42 46 53
+3)10 20 43 59
+2) 6 8 9 13 17 22 37 57 70
+ 1)2

3
0) 5 14
-1) 1 4
-2) 23 24

7 12
19 25
15 16
34 50

32
30
21
54

33 51 56 62 66 68
36 38 39 40 47 49 61 65 67
27 35 48 52 55 60
63 69

+5)

9 10
+4)36 42 45
+3)

4
+2)17
+1) 3
0) 2
-1)

5 47 61
24 35 39 43 53 55 68
6 14 22 25 38 44 50 51 59 62
7 8 11 12 1621 32 37 48 5658 60 69

1 15 23 27 28 33 52 54 64 66 70

11 31 41 58
-4) 18 28 64

13 29 31 34 40 46 49 57
-3) 18 19 30 65
-4) 41 63 67

-5)

-5)

-3)

26 29

-2)

20 26

10

14

+5)24

+5)25

+4)

3
+3)34
+2)10
+ 1) 12
0) 4
-1) 2
-2)
-3)

51
32
46
28
30
5
6

44
63
35
33
9
13

67
36 37 49 64
39 45 47 56
23 25 26 29
14 21 38 40

66
58 61 62 20
41 43 53 54 55 57 59
48 52 65 70

111 15 16 22 27 42 68
7 8 19 50

-4)

17 31 69

-5)

18 60

44
+4) 7 51
+3)11 21
+2)20 24
+1) 2 10
0) 1 6

69
46
32
12
14

47
42 43 55 56 66
13 26 27 33 35 49 52 65
22 39 45 48 53 54 57 58 62 63 68

-1)

5 15 1731 36375061 64 67 70

-2)

9 16 30 34 38 40 59 28

-3)

3 8 19 60

-4)

4 18 23
-5) 29 41
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15
+5)

5 44

+4)48

53 64
32 36
+2) 9 27 35
+1) 6 8 12
0) 1 7 10
-1) 2 3 4
-2) 15 19 23
-3) 16 22 41
-4) 21 31 52
-5) 18 60
+3)14

51
37 47 56 58 65
20 25 33 42 59 62 66 67
17 24262834 3943495461 68
11 13 30 3840 46 63 69
29 45 55 57 70
50

16
+5)24
+4)

9
+3) 3
+2) 5
+ 1) 2
0) 1
-1) 12
-2) 17
-3) 18
-4) 4
-5) 31

37
15 47
11 36 40
13 19 39
10 14 22
6 7 16
21 23 32
20 41 49
38 53 65
8 42
60

44
25
26
34
51

52 57
29 30
27 28
43 45
59 61

67
33 35 64 66
46 50 54 58 63 68 70
48 55 56 62
69

17
+5)40

44
3 47 53
+3)20 52 62 64

+4)

+2)
+1)

0)

6 10 11 12 1348 4951
2 172426283237 42 55 63 69
1 14 16 23 30 33 34 38 43 54 58 61 66 67

-1)

4 7 25 27 35 39 45 56 57 59 68

-2)

5 8 15 36 41 46 50 65

-3)

9 21 22 70
19 29 31
-5) 18 60
-4)
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Factor Analysis — Finnish Data
Correlation Matrix
1

2

3

4

5

6

8

7

9

10i 11 12 13 14 15 16

ii
2 .39

significance > .31 (p < .01)

3 .55.14

significant values in bold type

4 .33.26 .23
5 .43.29 .28 .51
6 .35.01 .37 .09 .26
7 .23.21 .24 .14 .15 .34
8 .15.01 .45 .30 .35 .05 .18
9 .41.19 .31 .21 .24 .20 .36 .12
1CJ.34.22 .52 .25 .20 .28 .27 .31 .17
11 .49.25 .52 .21 .29 .42 .34 .39 .08 .36
12>.26.15 .32 .30 .25 .32 .34 .25 .08 .05 .27
1c1.32.18 .26 .32 .32 .16 .25 .13 .42 .06 .23 .28
14.27.04 .24- -.08 .03 .14 .46 .19 .31 .23 .31 .12 .16
IEi.35.08 .39 .16 .31 .24 .34 .29 .30 .48 .43- .05 .28 .34
16>.27.08 .22 .35 .21 .07 .06 .29- -.03 .36 .20 .27 .08 .14 .18
17'.32.18 .25 .19 .14 .43 .56 .26 .20 .45 .36 .11 .08 .38 .45 .23

Initial Factor Analysis — 6 Factors Extracted
Factor

Eiaenvalue

1
2
3
4
5
6

5.199
1.75
1.5
1.20
1.07
1.03

% variation
30.6
10.3
8.6
7.1
6.3
6.0

Cum %
30.6
40.9
49.5
56.5
62.8

68.8

Factor Matrix Prior to Rotation
FACTORS
1

2

3

4

5

6

significance > .31 (p< .01)

1

.71
2
.37
3
.71
4
.49
5
.56
6
.52
7
.59
8
.51
9
.48
10 .62
11 .69
12 .44
13 .47
14 .45
15 .62
16 .41
17 .62

-.61

only significant values reported

-.40
.60
.49

-.42
.44

-.39

.37
-.42
.59
-.40

.32

.48

.72
.50

.33

-.54
-.40
-.50

.35

-.43
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Factor Matrix after Rotation — Finland
2

3

4 5
.36 .43
.84

.61
.41

.31 .41
.43 .32

6

.74

.74

.32
.80
.71
.75
CD

co
i

.30
.31

.49
.70

.40

.81
.77
.42

.73
.38

.31

.73

-.47
CM

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

1
.59

Factors to be Considered for Analysis
Decision rule #1: All factors with eigenvalues greater than 1 factors 1,2, 3,4, 5, 6
Decision rule #2: (Humphrey) factors where the cross product of the rotated loadings
> 2 (SEr) = 24
Factor 1 = .50; factor 2 = .29; factor 3 = .25; factor 4 = .31; factor 5 = .29
Decision rule #3: Only those factors on which there are 2 or more Q-sorts which are solely and
significantly loaded on the factor.
Factor 1 = Q-sorts 3 and 11; factor 2 = Q-sorts 7 and 14; factor 3 = Q-sorts
8 and 16
Defining Q-Sorts — Calculation of Weights
Subjects Q-sort

f

w=

f
1-f2

FACTOR A
3

.74

1.64

11

.70

1.37

7

.80

2.22

14

.73

8
16

1

w\—\
WL

WL

Rounded (x 10)

.61

1.00
.84

10
8

.45

1.00

10

1.55

.70

7

.71

1.42

.95

9.5

.72

1.50

FACTOR B

FACTOR C
1.00

.67
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10

Factor Array — Finland Factors A, B. C

A
1
2

B

C

A B

-1 +1 + 1
+2 +2
0

C

47 +4 +3 +4
48 +2

-1

+2

3
4

+3

-1

+4 *

49 +3 +3

-1

0

-3

-3

50

-3

5

+1

6
7

0 +3
+1 + 1 -1
-2 +4 -2 *

8

-4

9

0

-5

-5

55 +1

10

0 +2 +1
11 +1 +3 +2
13
14

-3

0

0

56 +1
0 -2
57 -3 + 1 +1
58 +2 +1 -1

0 *

59 +1
60 -5

0 +2 *

0 +1

0

51 +4 +2 -1
52 -1 +5 +1
53 0 +4 -2
54 -1 -1 -1

-2 +3 *

12 +5 +2

-4

+2

-1

-3

-4

-4

0 +2

-1

15 +2

-2 +5 *

61

16

-2

-2

-1

62 +2

-1

0

17 -1

-2
-3
-4

63 0
64 -2
65 -1

0

18

-2
-4

-1
0

-2
-2
-4

0

-1

-4

19 -5

-2

66

20 +1 -2 +1
21
0 +1 +1
22 0 -3
0
23

0

-3 +3 *

24 -1

0 +5 *

25 +1 + 1

+2

26

+1
0

-2 +1
27 +1 -1
-1

-2

29

-1

30

0

-5 +1 *
0
-2

31

-2

34 -1

68 +2 +1
69 -2 +2

-1

-1

+2

70

-5

‘significantdifference

-2

0

0 +2
-1

0

35 +3 +1

0

36 +1 +1

+3
0 *

37 +5

0

38 +2

-1

+1

39 +4

-1

+2 *

40

-3

0

0

41

-1

-4

-1

42

-3 +3

-3 *

43

0 +4

-1 *

44 +1 +5 +4
45 -1 + 1

-2

46 +2 +2

0

p<.01)

(

significant differences on

32 +3 +2 + 1
33 -2

0 +1

0

28

-2

67

0
0
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16

items

APPENDIX C
DETAIL — STATISTICAL ANALYSIS, UNITED STATES
In this listing the entire 70 item Q-sort for Script A is reproduced. I have noted with an aster¬
isk those items on which the other scripts differed significantly from it, as well as the values as¬
signed to those items by Scripts B, C, D and E. The number in brackets which precedes the item
statement is its original number in the Q-sort.
The United States O-Sort Results — Scripts A, B, C, D, E
*[25] I’M SELF-CONFIDENT — I’LL TRY ANYTHING BECAUSE I’VE DONE MANY
THINGS AND I LIKE THE CHALLENGE OF SOMETHING NEW.
+5, 0, 4-1, +2, 0
*[34] RECOGNITION FOR A JOB WELL DONE IS VERY IMPORTANT TO ME.
+5, +1, 4*1, 4*3, 4-4

[16]

I THINK WHEN YOU HAVE A TRAGEDY IN YOUR LIFE OR A DIFFICULT PER¬
SONAL PROBLEM YOUR WHOLE PERSPECTIVE CHANGES. YOU CHANGE
YOUR IDEAS ABOUT WHAT IS IMPORTANT IN LIFE AND YOU PLACE YOUR
COMMITMENT TO CAREER IN BALANCE WITH THE REST OF LIFE.
4*4, 4-4, 4-1, 4*1, 4*3

*[19] MY FAMILY AND/OR MY PRIMARY RELATIONSHIP ARE MY HIGHEST PRIOR¬
ITY JUST NOW — I WONT MAKE MY JOB MY ENTIRE LIFE AND I DON’T
THINK ANYONE SHOULD BE ASKED TO DO SO.
4-4, 4-5, -4, 0, *+*2

*[66] I GREW UP BELIEVING THAT IF YOU WANT SOMETHING YOU SHOULD GO
FOR IT AND IF YOU MAKE A COMMITMENT YOU SHOULD STICK WITH IT.
4-4, 0, 4-1, 4-3, 0

[ 18]

CHALLENGE IS IMPORTANT TO ME. I AM LESS ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT MY
WORK WHEN IT IS MUNDANE OR BORING.
4*3, 4-1, 4-3, 4-1, 4-2

*[14] OVER MY LIFETIME THUS FAR I HAVE BECOME MORE AND MORE CONFI¬
DENT ABOUT MY ABILITY TO DO MANY DIFFERENT KINDS OF WORK. THIS
MAKES ME SOMEWHAT LESS AFRAID ABOUT THE SITUATION AT THE BANK.
4-3, -1, 4*1, 4*2, -1

[13]

LEARNING NEW THINGS IS IMPORTANT TO ME. MY CAREER STORY IS ABOUT
THE VARIETY OF ASSIGNMENTS ALL WITHIN THE SAME COMPANY. A BANK
OFFERS MANY OPPORTUNITIES. YOU DON’T HAVE TO MOVE TO ANOTHER
COMPANY IN ORDER TO GROW AND DO SOMETHING DIFFERENT.
4-3,0, -1,0, 4-2
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[9]

I HAVE TO BE ABLE TO JUGGLE MANY THINGS AT ONCE IN MY WORK — TO
PRIORITIZE — AND TO BE ABLE TO MOVE FAST AND BE WILLING TO DO
THINGS THAT ARE TOUGH.
+3, +1, +1, +1,0

*[11] MY PARENTS (OR ONE OF THEM) ALWAYS BELIEVED THAT I WOULD BE SUC¬
CESSFUL AT WHATEVER I DID — SO, I BELIEVED IT TOO. THERE WAS NEVER
ANY QUESTION ABOUT IT.
+2, -3, -2, +1,-1
*[15] WHILE ONE MAY HAVE TOUGH TIMES — IN A CAREER SENSE OR FINAN¬
CIALLY OR IN RELATIONSHIPS, IT IS IMPORTANT TO MAINTAIN AN ATTI¬
TUDE OF POSITIVITY AND SURVIVAL. DESTINY AND DETERMINATION ARE
THE KEY.
+2,0, +1, -3, 0
[20]

JOBS I HAVE HELD OUTSIDE THE BANK AND/OR ORGANIZATIONS I HAVE BE¬
LONGED TO HAVE GIVEN ME EXPERIENCE WHICH HAS BEEN HELPFUL
HERE. THEY HAVE GIVEN ME A BROADER VIEW.
+2, -1, +2, -2, 0

*[23] HAVING AUTONOMY IN MY WORK IS VERY IMPORTANT TO ME.
+2, -1, +5, +1, +2
*[24] I HAVE BEEN ‘LUCKY’ IN THE CAREER CHOICES I HAVE MADE ALONG THE
WAY.
+2,-5,-1,-2,-2
[27]

I HATE TO BE BORED, I ALWAYS LIKE TO BE BUSY. EVEN MY PERSONAL LIFE
IS BUSY WITH ACTIVITY. I CAN HANDLE A LOT OF STUFF — I HAVE ‘CAPAC¬
ITY.’
+2, +3, +1, +2, -1

[30]

I HAVE NOT BEEN AFRAID TO ASK FOR PROMOTIONS OR GREATER RESPONSI¬
BILITY WHEN I THOUGHT I COULD DO A GOOD JOB.
+2, -1, -1, +1, +1

[33]

I’M PROUD OF MY ACCOMPLISHMENTS — I’VE WORKED HARD AND MAYBE
CHANGED SOME PEOPLE’S LIVES.
+2, +3, +2, 0, -1

[1]

WHILE IN THE BEGINNING I WAS CAUTIOUS ABOUT MOVING ON TO A JOB I
DID NOT KNOW HOW TO DO — EACH JOB I HAVE HAD HAS GIVEN ME CONFI¬
DENCE IN MY ABILITY TO SUCCEED.
+ 1, +1,0, -1, +2
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[2]

I SEE MYSELF AS A ‘TROUBLE SHOOTER’ AND OTHERS SEEM TO VIEW ME
THAT WAY TOO. TO MOVE INTO A SITUATION AND ‘FIX’ IT UP HELPS TO
BUILD YOUR REPUTATION.
+1,0, -1, +1, -2

[12]

I SEE MYSELF AS A POSITIVE ROLE MODEL FOR YOUNGER PEOPLE, AND/OR
THE PEOPLE I MANAGE.
+1, 0, -1, +1, +1

*[21] MANY OF THE IMPORTANT THINGS WHICH HAVE HAPPENED TO ME IN MY
CAREER AND/OR LIFE HAVE BEEN THE RESULT OF COINCIDENCE AND/OR
CONTACTS.
+ 1,-3,-2,-4,-4
*[35] A DIFFICULT THING ABOUT MY CAREER AT THE BANK HAS BEEN HAVING
BOSSES WHOM I DON’T RESPECT — TIMES WHEN I HAVE REPORTED TO A
GOOD BOSS HAVE BEEN GOOD TIMES.
+1, -3, 0,0, +3
[40]

AS A MANAGER I THINK ENERGY IS IMPORTANT — THE OUTLOOK, THE
SMILE, THE ATTITUDE — TO BE A HARDWORKING PERSON AND EXPECT
YOUR PEOPLE TO WORK HARD BUT SMART.
+ 1, 0, 0, +4, +1

*[41] I THINK I’M A GOOD MANAGER — I KNOW HOW I LIKE TO BE TREATED AND I
TRY TO TREAT PEOPLE IN THE SAME WAY.
+1, +4, -2,0, +3
*[42] AS A MANAGER I BELIEVE IN BUILDING A TEAM IN ORDER TO ACCOMPLISH
THE TASK — SOMETIMES THIS IS ESSENTIAL IF YOU DON’T HAVE TECHNI¬
CAL SKILLS WHICH YOUR PEOPLE HAVE. I HAVE LEARNED THAT I CAN’T
POSSIBLY DO IT ALL.
+ 1, +1,0, +5, 0
*[57] MY HUSBAND’S (PARTNER’S) SCHEDULE IS FLEXIBLE ENOUGH TO ALLOW
HIM TO SHARE IN CHILD CARE AND/OR HOUSEHOLD RESPONSIBILITY. THIS
SHARING IS IMPORTANT TO MY BEING ABLE TO PURSUE MY CAREER.
+ 1,-4, -5,+1,-2
*[69] HAVING GOOD CHILD CARE AVAILABLE HAS ALLOWED ME TO LEAVE MY
CHILD(REN) WITHOUT WORRY — PLUS IT HAS PROBABLY BEEN GOOD FOR
THE CHILD(REN) TOO!
+ 1, -3, -5, +2, +1
[70]

AS PEOPLE GROW OLDER THEIR NEEDS AND WANTS CHANGE.
+ 1, +2, +2, -3, +1
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*[3]

IT IS IMPORTANT TO HAVE JOBS EARLY IN YOUR CAREER WHERE YOU
REALLY LEARN THE BUSINESS OF THE BANK.
0,-1,-3,+2, -2

*[5]

I DON’T MAKE BIG LONG TERM GOALS FOR MYSELF — I TAKE ONE STEP AT
A TIME — I HAVE NO IDEA WHERE I WILL BE 5 OR 10 YEARS FROM NOW.
0, +2, -1, -4, -4

[8]

I LIKE BEING A SPECIALIST — HAVING MY OWN NICHE — BEING THE BEST I
CAN BE AT WHAT I DO, HAVING CONTROL OVER THE OUTCOMES AND
EARNING RESPECT FOR WHAT I DO.
0, 0, +2,-1,-1

*[10] BECAUSE OF MY FAMILY BACKGROUND I HAVE ‘DONE IT’ ON MY OWN —
NOBODY PUT ME IN PLACES OR DID ME FAVORS — I AM PROUD OF THAT.
0, 0, 0, +4, -1
*[26] THIS JOB IS HOW I MAKE A LIVING — I ENJOY DOING IT BUT IT’S NOT MY
WHOLE LIFE. AS MUCH AS THE BANK HAS GENERALLY BEEN VERY GOOD
TO ME — I THINK I HAVE RECIPROCATED — AND I WANT A FULL PERSONAL
LIFE TOO.
0, +3, +3, +5, +4
[28]

I BELIEVE THAT IF YOUR EMPLOYER OFFERS YOU A PROMOTION OR TRAIN¬
ING AND YOU WANT TO GET AHEAD, YOU DON’T SAY "NO I DON’T FEEL
LIKE IT." NOT DOING IT WELL BE A BLACK MARK, EVEN THOUGH DOING IT
MAY NOT MAKE ANY DIFFERENCE.

0, +2,0, +1, +1
*[29] IT IS IMPORTANT FOR ME TO REMEMBER THAT I DIDN’T GET WHERE I AM IN
MY CAREER BY MYSELF — MANY THINGS HAPPENED WHICH JUST CAME
MY WAY.
0, -4,+1.-4.0
[37]

A CAREER MEANS COMMITMENT AND GOALS — SOME KIND OF VISION AND
MAKING PROGRESS, LEARNING. IT IMPLIES SOMETHING ONGOING; MATU¬
RITY, DEVELOPMENT AND OPPORTUNITY.
0, 0, +3, +2, +1

*[38] WHEN THINGS ARE BAD IN THE WORK ENVIRONMENT ONE’S OWN PERCEP¬
TION OF POSSIBILITY AND SATISFACTION CHANGES FOR THE WORSE —
EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT DIRECTLY AFFECTED BY THE PROBLEMS. IT MAKES
YOU WONDER WHY YOU ARE HERE AND WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO YOU.
0,-1,0,-1,+5
[44]

I’VE ALWAYS BEEN CONSCIOUS OF MONEY AND THOUGHT ABOUT SECU¬
RITY. I WANT TO BE SELF-SUFFICIENT AND ABLE TO SUPPORT MYSELF.

0, +2, +2,0, +2
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[47]

CHANGES IN THE BANK’S BUSINESS HAVE CHANGED THE NATURE OF MY
WORK — THIS HAS BEEN A CHALLENGE AND IS SOMETIMES VERY TOUGH.
BUT, I KNOW THAT I WILL HAVE TO CHANGE TOO.
0, 0, -1, +3, +2

[56]

WHILE I AM EITHER IN A CLOSE RELATIONSHIP OR MARRIAGE, OR WOULD
LIKE TO BE, I DO NOT WANT TO GIVE UP MY WORK — IT IS IMPORTANT TO
ME AS WELL.

0, +1,+1,-1,-1
*[59] I THINK I MAY HAVE HAD TO WORK HARDER THAN A MAN TO REACH THE
SAME POINT IN MY CAREER AND/OR I STILL MAY WORK HARDER.
0, +1, +4, 0,-1
*[61] I HOLD THE POSITION I DO NOW PARTLY BECAUSE THE BUSINESS OF THE
BANK HAS CHANGED AND THE SPECIAL SKILLS I HAVE ARE REQUIRED TO
DO THIS WORK.
0,-1,-3,-2, -5
*[6]

I SEE MYSELF AS RISK AVERSE WHICH MAY KEEP ME FROM MAKING
CHANGES IN MY LIFE AND CAREER.
-1,-2,-1,-5, +4

[ 17]

FORMERLY IT WAS DIFFICULT FOR PEOPLE MANAGING IN THE BRANCHES
TO BE NOTICED AND MOVED ALONG. THIS IS NOT SO TRUE ANYMORE — EX¬
PERIENCE WORKING WITH CUSTOMERS MAKES ONE MORE VALUABLE.
-1.-2. -2. +2,0

*[22] HAVING TO DO EVERYTHING PERFECTLY — MY NEED FOR EXACTNESS —
HAS SOMETIMES MADE MY CAREER MORE DIFFICULT.
-1,-1,+2, -2,-4
*[39] MY INCOME IS IMPORTANT — EITHER I SUPPORT MYSELF OR I SUPPORT MY
FAMILY OR I CONTRIBUTE TO MY FAMILY’S LIFESTYLE. I AM NOT WORK¬
ING JUST FOR FUN!
-1, +1, +5, +3, +1
*[43] MY LIFE IN NO WAY RESEMBLES WHAT I EVER WOULD HAVE IMAGINED
WHEN I WAS YOUNGER — MY CHOICE TO WORK IN A BANK WAS NOT DE¬
LIBERATE — EITHER IT WAS THE ONLY JOB I COULD FIND, OR SOMEONE
SUGGESTED I TRY IT, OR I CAME HERE BY A FLUKE — I DID NOT PLAN ON A
BANKING CAREER.
-1, +2, +3, +4, 0
*[45] YOU HAVE TO HAVE A STRONG SUPPORT SYSTEM IF YOU ARE A WORKING
WOMAN, AND ESPECIALLY IF YOU ARE A WORKING MOTHER.
-1,+1,-4,0,-1
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[50]

TIES AND OBLIGATIONS — RELATIONAL, SOCIAL, AND/OR FINANCIAL
WOULD MAKE IT DIFFICULT OR IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME TO LEAVE CONNECTI¬
CUT FOR MY CAREER.

-1,-1,-2,+1,0
[52]

ALTHOUGH CLEARLY IN THE PAST THERE WAS FRANK DISCRIMINATION
AGAINST WOMEN IN HIRING, PAY AND PROMOTION AT THE BANK, THIS IS
NO LONGER A PROBLEM.
-1,-1,-2,-1,-2

[54]

IT IS GOOD TO HAVE SOMEONE CLOSE TO YOU WHO HAS WORKED IN BANK¬
ING AND/OR AS A MANAGER — IT IS A SOURCE OF ADVICE AND COUNSEL.

-1,0, 0, -2,0
*[55] LATELY I’VE BEEN ASKING QUESTIONS ABOUT THE MEANING OF MY LIFE —
FOR ONE REASON OR ANOTHER — WHAT DO I WANT MY OBITUARY TO SAY
ABOUT THE KIND OF LIFE I’VE LED? IS WHAT I’M DOING ‘WORTH’ IT?
-1, -2, +4, 0, +5
[65]

I HAVE PATIENCE — AND THIS MAKES ME AN EFFECTIVE MANAGER —
SOMETIMES THE KIND OF PEOPLE ONE IS ASKED TO MANAGE REQUIRES IT.

-1,0,-1,0,-1
*[7]

IF THERE IS SOMETHING I MIGHT DO DIFFERENTLY IN MY CAREER IT WOULD
HAVE BEEN TO PAY MORE ATTENTION TO MY EDUCATION — GOTTEN A DE¬
GREE OR DEGREES — A DEGREE IS VERY IMPORTANT TO PROGRESS
AND/OR MOBILITY THESE DAYS.
-2, +2, +2, -3, +1

[36]

I THINK A MANAGER SHOULD BE EVALUATED ON THE BASIS OF RESULTS
RATHER THAN STYLE.
-2, -2, +1,0, +1

*[46] IT IS DIFFICULT TO HAVE A DEMANDING CAREER AND ALSO HAVE CHIL¬
DREN. PEOPLE CAN’T DO IT ALL, HAVING CHILDREN IS A BIG COMMIT¬
MENT, AND CHILDREN SHOULD NOT HAVE TO SUFFER FROM ADULT
DECISIONS.
-2, +4, -1,0, +3
*[53] MY WORK IS SPECIALIZED, WHEN THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE BANK AND
THE ECONOMY WAS GOOD I FELT SAFE. NOW, HOWEVER, I’M NOT SURE
WHAT ELSE I CAN DO — IT’S FRIGHTENING.
-2, -2,0, -5,0
*[58] AGE DISCRIMINATION — AT BOTH THE LOWER AND UPPER ENDS — IS VERY
REAL.
-2, -2, +2,-1,-5
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*[62] WHEN I WAS A CHILD I WAS ALWAYS EXCITED ABOUT OR INTERESTED IN
MY FATHER’S WORK AND HIS STORIES ABOUT IT. IT WAS HIS WORLD THAT
INTERESTED ME MORE THAN MY MOTHER’S.
-2, -5,-4, -1,0
*[67] AS A WOMAN I’VE HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO DISTINGUISH MYSELF — MANY
WOMEN HAVEN’T FIGURED IT OUT YET, HOW TO BE SUCCESSFUL, HOW TO
COMPETE AND HOW TO GET ALONG. WHEN YOU FIGURE IT OUT IT’S AN AD¬
VANTAGE.

-2, +1, 0, +2, -2
*[68] MY RELATIONSHIP WITH MY PARTNER (HUSBAND) BRINGS BALANCE TO MY
LIFE — WITHOUT IT I MIGHT HAVE BEEN SWEPT UP IN WORK.
-2, +5,-3,-3,-1
[31 ]

THE THOUGHT OF CHANGING CAREERS OR WORKING FOR A NEW ORGANI¬
ZATION IS DIFFICULT FOR ONE REASON OR ANOTHER. IT’S TOUGH TO MEET
NEW PEOPLE AND PROVE YOURSELF ALL OVER AGAIN.
-3,0, 0,-1,-3

[32]

IT WAS TOUGH TO MAKE THE MOVE FROM JUST HAVING A JOB TO A CAREER
ORIENTATION.
-3,-1,-3,-2,-2

[60]

I THINK PROGRESS WHICH HAS BEEN MADE TO ENSURE GENDER EQUALITY
HAS BEGUN TO REGRESS.
-3,-4,-1,-2,-3

*[64] IT HAS BEEN DIFFICULT TO BOTH DO MY WORK AND HAVE A PERSONAL
LIFE.
-3,-2,+4,-1,-2
*[4]

THE CHOICES I HAVE MADE/AM MAKING/WILL MAKE ABOUT HAVING A
FAMILY ARE BASED ON MY VIEW THAT CHILDREN DO NOT BELONG IN DAY
CARE.
-4,+1,-2, -2, -3

[51]

I LIKE WORKING IN BANKING BECAUSE IT IS NOT A CLASSICALLY FEMALE
PROFESSION TO BE A BANK MANAGER.
-4, -2, -2,-1,0

*[63] I LIKE TO RELAX DURING MY FREE TIME — HOUSEWORK HAS BECOME A
NON-ISSUE. I HAVE LET GO OF PERFECTION.
-4, +3, 0, 0, 0
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*[49] I BELIEVE THE STRESS AND DIFFICULTY OF MY JOB HAS AFFECTED MY
HEALTH — EITHER PHYSICAL OR EMOTIONAL — AT ONE TIME OR AN¬
OTHER.
-5, +2, 0, -1, +2
*[48] I EXPERIENCED MY PARENTS’ (OR ONE OF THEM) FINANCIAL STRUGGLE
DON’T WANT TO HAVE THE SAME EXPERIENCE.
-5, +2, 0, 0, -3
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Factor Analysis — U.S. Data
Correlation Matrix
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1
2

.36

3

.21 .21

4

.15.02.10

5

.42.34 .05 .07

6

.26.33 .16-.02 .12

7

.23.27 .45 .09-.01 .18

8

.19.27 .10 .16-.07 .32 .19

9

.14.32 -10.05.26.15.15.06

significance > .31 ( p< .01)
significant values in bold type

10.14.35 .19 .14 .16 .26 .21 .08 .31
11.36.42 .19-.04 .14 .29 .39 .19 .10 .27
12.32.50 .05 .16 .35 .26 .01 .08 .23 .29 .31
13.18.06 .33 .27 .16 .07 .18 .04 .21 .03-.09 .22
14.21 .22 .16 .16 .21 .29 .27 .40 .06 .28 .26-.07 .09
15.32.43 .34-.01 .21 .07 .29 .17-.07 .08 .32 .18 .18 .11
16.18.12 .00 .16-.03 .20 .04 .35 .19 .19 .27-.07 .14 .47-.01

Initial Factor Analysis — 5 Factors Extracted
Factor
1
2
3
4
5

Eiaenvalue
3.90
1.75
1.57
1.43
1.08

% variation
24.4
11.0
9.8
8.9
6.8

Cum %
24.4
35.3
45.1
54.1
60.8

Factor Matrix Prior to Rotation
FACTORS
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

2

.62
.72
.43

3

significance > .31 (p< .01)
4

only significant values reported

5
-.40

-.66
.67

.44
.53
.52
.45
.37
.52
.62
.51
.32
.52
.50
.37

-.49

-.32
-.47

.40

.53

.41
.51

.52

-.45
-.55
.74
.56
.60

-.51
.34
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Factor Matrix after Rotation — U.S.
1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

2

3

.68
.63

4

5

.36
.81
.69

.73
.42

.31
.78

.73
.75
.71
.37
.68

.34

.38

-.38
.76

.76
.52

.54
.77

Factors to be Considered for Analysis
Decision rule #1: All factors with eigenvalues >1 = factors 1,2, 3,4, 5
Decision rule #2: (Humphrey) factors where the cross product of the rotated loadings
> 2 (SEr) = .24
Factor 1 = .45; factor 2 = .34; factor 3 = .35; factor 4 = .50; factor 5 = .21
Decision rule #3: Only those factors on which there are 2 or more Q-sorts which are solely and
significantly loaded on the factor.
Factor 1 (A) = Q-sorts 1,5, 12; factor 2 (B) = Q-sorts 8, 14, 16?
Factor 3 (C) = Q-sorts 3,7; factor 4 (D) = Q-sorts 9, 10; factor 5 (E) = Q-sorts
4, 13

Defining Q-Sorts — Calculation of Weights
Defining subjects
FACTOR A
1
5
12
FACTOR B
8
14
16
FACTOR C
3
7
FACTOR D
9
10
FACTOR E
4
13

f

w=—^

1-f2

1
wL

1 ,
wi—
wC

.65

.82
1.00
.82

8
10
8

.82
.96
1.00

8
9.6
10

Rounded (x 10)

.68
.73
.68

1.26
1.55
1.26

.73
.76
.77

1.55
1.81
1.88

.81
.78

2.38
2.00

.42

1.00
.84

10
8

.75
.71

1.70
1.42

.59

1.00
.84

10
8

.69
.76

1.33
1.81

.73
1.00

7
10

.53

.55
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Factor Array — U.S. Factors A. B, C. D. E

A B

D E

A B

C

D E

0 -1 +2

48 -5 +2

0

0 -3

0 -1 +2

C

1

+1 +1

2

+1

0

-1 +1

-2

49 -5 +2

3
4

0

-1

-3 +2

-

2*

50 -1
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-2 -2

-

3*
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-
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-1

-1
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7

-2 +2 +2 -3 +1
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-2

0
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0 +2 -1

+

*

+3 +1 +1 +1 0
10 0 0
0 +4 -1 *
11 +2 -3 -2 +1 -1 *
0

14 +3

-1

0

-1

-2 -1

-2

53 -2

-2

54 -1

0

61

0

-1

62 -2

-5

+3

65

19 +4 +5

-4

21 +1

-3

-2 -4

-

22 -1

-1

+2 -2

-

23 +2

-1

+5 +1

+

24 +2

-5

-1

0
4*
4*
2*

0 +3 +3 +5

0*
4*

+

31

-3

0

-1 +1 +1
0 -1 -3

32

-3

-1

-3 -2 -2

-1

-3

36

-2

-2

37

0

38

0

+

0

0

+

1

0

+

0 -1

44
45

1
5*

+

46
47

0*

0 +5
1 +1
-1 +2 +3 +4

0*

0 +2 +2

0 +2

-4

0 -1

-1

0

1
-2 +4
0

+

0

-2 +4 -1

-2

-1

0 -1

0 +1 +3

0

0 +2 -2
-3 -3 -1

significant differences on 41 items

3*

+

-1

0

0

0

significant difference (p< .01)

-1 +1 +5 +3 + 1 *
0
0 +4 +1
40 +1
41 +1 +4 -2 0 +3*
43

-3 -2 -5
-4 -1 0

69 +1 -3 -5 +2 +1
70 +1 +2 +2 -3 +1

39

42

-5

0

67 -2 +1
68 -2 +5

0 +3 +2 +1
-1

-1

66 +4

33 +2 +3 +2 0 -1
34 +5 +1 +1 +3 +4*
35 +1

-2

2*

27 +2 +3 +1 +2 -1
0 +1 +1
28 0 +2
29 0 -4 +1 -4 0’
30 +2

-1

-

0 +1 +2

25 +5
26

-2

«

+

CM

+2 -2

-4 +3

64 -3

1 +2

-1

0 +5

0 +1 +4 0 -1
60 -3 -4 -1 -2 -3

18 +3 +1
20 +2

-2 +4

0 +1 +1 -1
57 +1 -4 -5 +1
58 -2 -2 +2 -1

63

0

0 -5 +1
0 -2 0

56

16 +4 +4 +1 +1 +3
17 -1 -2 -2 +2 0
+

-1

0

59

-1 +1 +1
-1 0 +2

+1 +2 -1 *
0 +1 -3 0*

15 +2

52 -1

55

-1

9

12 +1
13 +3

0

-2

-2 +1
-2 -1

*

3*

+

-1 +3 +2
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